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Publisher's Note 

/n 1973, International Publishers issued Strategy For a Black Agenda 

by Henry Winston, National Chairman of the Communist Party of the 

United States. Having gone through several U.S. printings as well as a 

number of translated editions abroad, the book—a powerful Marxist- 

Leninist critique of an assortment of new theories on the liberation of 

Black people in the United States and in Africa—created something of a 

sensation. It engendered a broad, ongoing and sharp debate within and 

beyond the liberation movements themselves. 

Winston has welcomed this development as one that can lead to 

greater clarity and unity of action for the urgent needs of all U.S. 

working people. With this aim in mind, he has over the last few years 

stepped up his sharp polemics against the reassertion of old ideas 

dressed up in new garb, as well as some new theories and concepts 

which he believes cause confusion and danger for the momentous 

struggles waged by Black peoples everywhere. It is these new writings 

that constitute the present volume. Class, Race and Black Liberation 
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The Moynihan-Kissinger Doctrine 

If one searches out the particular significance of the Ford-Rockefeller- 

Kissinger appointment of Daniel P. Moynihan—the favorite sociologist 

of three previous presidents (one Republican, two Democrats) as U.S. 

Ambassador to the United Nations, one must conclude that it lies in the 

following: The Administration is not only stepping up the application of 

the racist, ruling-class philosophy of the domestic Moynihan report 

internally but internationally as well. 
Moynihan was selected to intensify the attack on what U.S. 

imperialism calls the “tyranny” in the United Nations of the "new 

majority”—the "third world” countries and the socialist camp—at the 

same time that Secretary of Defense Schlesinger is reactivating the 

Pentagon's nuclear first-strike policy against the Soviet Union. These 

steps demonstrate that the enemies of detente and peaceful coexistence 

conceive of this genocidal nuclear doctrine and the Moynihan doctrine 

as integral aspects of one policy. 
The revival of Moynihanism and the nuclear first-strike strategy 

reveals that the struggle to make detente and peaceful coexistence 

irreversible has merged at a new level with the struggle to make 

decolonization and social progress irreversible. 

During the 1960s, The Moynihan Report came up with an "analy¬ 

sis" of the condition of Black people in the United States that placed the 

blame for their intensifying problems not on the oppressor but the 

victims. The reasons for inequality in jobs, housing, education, etc., 

were—according to this report—not to be found in the class and racist 
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Class, Race and Black Liberation 

structure of U.S. state monopoly capitalism but within the Black 

community. Now, casting according to type, the Administration has 

selected Moymhan to project an international counterpart of the racist 

concepts in his report, that is, to blame the widening economic gap 

between many of the underdeveloped and less-developed nations and 

the imperialist nations not on U.S. and world imperialism but on its 
victims. 

Jn 1964, on the eve of U.S. imperialism's escalation of its "pacifica¬ 

tion program in Vietnam, Lyndon B. Johnson appointed Moynihan 

then Assistant Secretary of Labor, as head of a committee to develop a 

program for "pacification" of the Black masses, who refused to interpret 

the legal gains of the civil rights struggles as an end, but rather saw 

them as a new starting point in their long fight for the substance of 
equality. 

This committee produced "The Negro Family: The Case for 

National Action," which came to be known as The Moynihan Report. As 

its tactic this report conceded that the lot of Black Americans had 

consisted of slavery followed by discrimination. But this belated official 

recognition of a 300-year history of oppression was accorded not to 

point up the government's obligation for a national program to wipe out 

mequa.ity—-but instead to project new, more subtle racist rationaliza- 

tions for the government's persistent refusal to take affirmative action. 

he report achieved its goal by obscuring the fundamental fact that 

the extension of Black inequality from the past into the present is 

directly connected with capitalism, with the racist policies of monopoly 

and its two-party domination of the electoral process. Instead, the 

report contended that the source of inequality lies in the Black "family 
structure." J 

By its racist interpretation of the Black condition (including the 

manipulation of statistics), the report was invaluable to the monopolists 

in their aim of reversing the gains of the civil rights struggles rather than 

carrying out economic and social measures against racism and inequali- 

Having absolved monopoly of responsibility for Black inequality 

the report sought to divert the growing demand for national action 

against racism and poverty by a call for "action" that would be turned 
against the Black community. 

The Question of the Family Structure 

In developing its racist theme that the solution of the Black 

condition lies not in an anti-monopoly struggle but within the Black 

family structure," The Moynihan Report stated: 
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At the heart of the deterioration of the fabric of Negro society is the 

deterioration of the Negro family. It is the fundamental source of the 

weakness of the Negro community at the present time. Three 

centuries of injustice have brought about deep-seated structural 
distortions in the life of the Negro American. . . . The cycle can be 

broken only if these distortions are set right. In a word, a national 

effort toward the problems of Negro Americans must be directed 

toward the question of the family structure. 

By picturing the Black condition of inequality as arising within the 

Black "family structure," this report identified the results of oppression 

as the cause of oppression. Thus, it runs head on into the fact that Black 

family life—despite the "distortions" caused by 200 years on the auction 

blocks of Northern slave traders and Southern slave owners, followed 

by more than 100 years of racist economic, social and political pressures 

of genocidal proportions—has shown a matchless capacity for survival 

through struggle! 

Among its numerous contributions to racism. The Moynihan Report 

labeled the Black community a "tangle of pathologies." (This is a phrase 

Moynihan took over from the writings of Dr. Kenneth Clark. Clark used 

it in an anti-racist sense, but because the phrase has no scientific class 

content Moynihan was able to twist Clark's intent into its opposite.) 

Now, courtesy of Moynihan, we have yet another racist stereotype 

at large in the land, aimed at covering up the fact that the "tangle" of 

institutionalized racism generated by monopoly is the source of inequal¬ 

ity. 

A Coordinated Reappearance 

It is hardly coincidental that before Moynihan was named U.S. 

Ambassador to the United Nations, a widespread and apparently 

coordinated campaign to reactivate his racist sociology was under way. 

The meaning of this move can be fully appreciated only if one 

remembers that when The Moynihan Report originally appeared it 

received immediate condemnation from the Black liberation movement 

and its allies. As a result, its presence was camouflaged, at least in 

"respectable" circles, for almost a decade. 

Now the report's philosophy appears more and more openly in the 

mass media and in the writings of the journalistic, academic and political 

supporters of monopoly in both its parties—including their liberal 

circles. This phenomenon undoubtedly bolsters those currents in the 

Democratic and Republican parties competing for the favors and even 

the presidential candidacy of George Wallace. 
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In this connection. Fortune magazine, in its special bicentennial 

issue (April 1975) carried several articles by both "liberal" and conserva¬ 

tive writers reflecting the Moynihan thesis. This was especially evident 

in the way these articles interpreted the facts and figures showing the 

widening gap between white and Black income over the past decade. 

Among the articles dealing with the present status of Black people, 

the one by Juan Cameron—"Black America: Still Waiting for Full 

Membership"—emerges as an example of the "liberal" revival of the 

Moynihan doctrine. (Even its title reflects one facet of the "tangle" of 

lies monopoly propagates about Black people: Black Americans are not 

"waiting" for anything; they are fighting for everything they are 
entitled to!) 

In large type on the opening page, the following editorial comment 
appears: 

[The] . . . achievements [of Black Americans] are still clouded, 

however, by widespread discrimination—and the seemingly unsolv- 
able plight of the poor. (Emphasis added—H.W.) 

For the brief period from 1965 to 1969, "black income was drawing 

somewhat closer to average white income," states Cameron—ignoring 

the fact that even this temporary advance was brought about only by the 

strength of the civil rights struggles. 

On the one hand Cameron makes it appear that this short-lived 

narrowing of the gap between Black and white income applied to Black 

people as a whole, instead of only a small minority. However, he points 

out that even from 1965 to 1969 the "gap was widening within the black 

community." (Emphasis in the original.) 

He puts the blame for this on the Black masses, describing the 

income gap as "between the able and less able"—covering up the fact 

that monopoly responded to massive pressure from Black people as a 

whole with limited advancement for only a tiny percentage. With this 

coverup, Cameron buttresses his thesis of the seemingly "unsolvable 

plight of the poor" in still another way. 

In true "liberal" fashion, Cameron appears to make a relatively 

frank admission about the condition of Black people only to go on to 

another "tangle" of lies. For instance, he concedes that "Blacks were hit 

harder than whites by the 1970 recession." He then adds, "Whites 

haven't done very well either, thanks to recession and roaring infla¬ 
tion." 

But far from admitting that Blacks have been hit even harder by 

"roaring inflation" than whites, Cameron asserts they have found a way 
to beat it: 

According to one recent study, blacks living on welfare can afford 

more than twice as much in the way of goods and services as welfare 

families could in 1947. 

According to Cameron, neither massive unemployment, "roaring 

inflation," nor the omnipresent barriers of racism are the cause of the 

income gap. Echoing Moynihan, he claims, "One continuing drag on 

black income, and perhaps the most important, is family instability." 

Cameron then proceeds to help monopoly put even more bolts on 

the door leading to the allegedly "free" and "open" society. He suggests 

no programs to counter the current depression-scale unemployment (in 

fact, this is a subject he doesn't even mention). Instead, he encourages 

monopoly in its drive to cut back on welfare—as a stimulus to Blacks to 

go out and get jobs! He states: "It would not seem beyond the political 

imagination to draw up a welfare program that encouraged work and 

stable families. . . 
Cameron goes on to speak of "white attitudes"—but hides the fact 

that these "attitudes" are fostered by the racist monopolists' control of 

government, institutions and media. Further, he tries to make these 

"attitudes" appear acceptable instead of racist by stating, To whites it 

seems only rational to be wary of school integration in a city like New 

York . . 
While he seems to concede a possible need for change in these 

"attitudes," he consigns the task of bringing this about to "time": 

"White attitudes will no doubt continue to change over time . . 

But "time" can be used to advance either the interests of the masses 

or the monopolists; Cameron, in true Moynihan style, attempts to place 

it in the service of the latter—by putting the responsibility for overcom¬ 

ing racist "attitudes" on its victims: ". . . the crux of the problem lies 

somewhere in the ghetto . . . somewhere in . . . the tangle of patholo¬ 

gies there." (Emphasis added—H.W.) 
This racist concept is aimed not only at the doubly and triply 

oppressed Black, Chicano, Puerto Rican, Asian and Native American 

Indian peoples. That its real purpose is to divide the oppressed and 

exploited of all colors, to divert them from a united struggle for an 

alternative to their plight, is confirmed when Cameron states: "Unfor¬ 

tunately, nobody knows how to work any dramatic improvement in 

such an underclass, whatever the racial makeup. (Emphasis added 

H.W.) 
In this article Cameron is writing directly for the ruling class, at 

whose center are the top 500 national and transnational corporations for 

which Fortune magazine serves as a virtual house organ. This is why he 
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The Moynihan-Kissinger Doctrine 

can openly acknowledge that for monopolists the masses of workers— 

"whatever the racial makeup"—are an "underclass." 

This admission exposes the indivisibility of capitalism and racism. 

It reveals that racist and class oppression are interconnected features of 

monopoly rule, and that racist doctrine and practices are inherent in 

capitalism's drive for profits and super-profits. 

Racism and anti-Communism, monopoly's twin weapons, have a 

special function in the present era of the general crisis of capitalism and 

the rise of the world system of socialism—when the world revolutionary 

process, composed of the socialist camp, the working classes of the 

capitalist countries and the national liberation movements, is on the 

ascendancy. Its aim is to divide the working class—"the underclass, 

whatever its racial makeup"—and to separate the international working 

class and the liberation movements from their allies and most advanced 

contingents: the working classes in power in the socialist countries, 

from Moscow to Berlin, from Hanoi to Havana. 

Daniel Bell, Gerald Ford and Moynihanism 

Another article in this same issue of Fortune is "The Revolution of 

Rising Entitlements," by Daniel Bell, a Harvard sociology professor and 

former associate editor of Fortune, whose previous writings hailed the 

presumed advent of a "post-industrial society" in which a managerial 

and technocratic elite would displace both corporate monopoly and the 
working class. 

Now Bell has found yet another way to assist the monopolists in 

their impossible task of preventing the working class from displacing 

them: he joins those who are adapting the Moynihan doctrine to the 

current crisis of U.S. and world imperialism. Bell warns Fortune's 
corporate readers that: 

... the promise of equality has been transformed into a revolution of 

rising "entitlements"—claims on government to implement an array 
of newly defined and vastly expanded social rights. 

He then goes on to state that: 

. . . demands, furthermore, are now defined as rights. Clearly, the 

demand for equality now goes far beyond equal opportunity, or 
protection against unfair hazards. Too many Americans who got that 

protection still came out losers. What is now being demanded is 

equality of results—an equal outcome for all. (Emphasis in the 
original.) 

To argue directly against enforcement of equal opportunity mea- 

would expose Bell's racist aims too blatantly. So he disguises his 

objectives in the pseudo-radical concept of utopian equalitarianism— 

duality of "result" for individuals. 
4 Science has, of course, long since proven that all races are equal. 

But because individuals of whatever racial or national group have 

varying capacities, "equality of result" on an individual basis is an 

obvious impossibility. When Bell substitutes individual "equality of 

result" for that of an entire group, he is injecting a false issue to 

perpetuate a system with built-in inequality for Blacks and all oppressed 

minorities. ■ 
A comparison between this view and The Moynihan Report exposes 

their racist identity. The Moynihan Report is simply more blatant in 

stating the same concept: "The members of one group almost invariably 

end up well to the fore, and another far to the rear." 

Thus Moynihan and Bell concur in the racist view that inequality is 

inherent in Black people. (Bell has the insolence to speak of "protection 

against unfair hazards." As he well knows, Black people have never 

gotten a single shred of "protection" from monopoly against the "unfair 

hazards" of racism!) 
That President Ford's staff of writers and advisers is well steeped in 

the Moynihan-Bell doctrine is confirmed in the introduction to Fortune's 

special bicentennial issue, when managing editor Robert Lubar writes: 

Daniel Bell sees the possibility of a political crisis developing as 

government is more and more drawn into the role of satisfying, not 

just public needs, but multitudinous private "wants" as well. A 

similar concern is very much on the mind of President Gerald Ford. 

(R. Lubar, "Editorial," Fortune, April 1975) 

To illustrate this point, he cites the following statement from an 

interview in the same issue with the President: ". . . by the year 2000, 

50 percent of the people will be living off the other 50 percent. In this 

remark Ford asserts that, on one hand, monopoly will have no jobs for 

50 percent of the people while, on the other, it aims at drastically cutting 

back on social services. 
Imposing this perspective on the people would obviously require 

reactionary measures. And since monopoly will try to maintain its 

power by any means necessary, this could include steps in a pro-fascist 

direction. But every day brings fresh evidence that the masses will not 

submit to this! 
Speaking of desegregation in the same interview, Ford said: 

"Raising expectation is a serious matter. When you set a timetable or a 

goal you do raise expectations." The monopolists, in other words, have 
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no "timetable” for ending segregation. Their "timetable" calls for 

maintaining it forever! 

In another interview—"marking the approach of his first anniver¬ 

sary as the nation's only appointed President," as The New York 

Times's James M. Naughton put it—Ford himself demonstrated how the 

circle closes from the "liberal" Bell to the ultra-right: 

question: . . . What is your personal view about [George Wallace's] 
campaign philosophy, approach, and is there a dime's worth of 
difference between you and him? 

the president: I think we have a good many similarities. (The New 
York Times, July 25, 1975.) 

Daniel Bell and Rising Entitlements" 

Although Moynihan himself does not deal directly with the ques¬ 

tion of "rising entitlements" as it applies to white as well as non-white 

masses, Daniel Bell does—and in so doing extends racist, anti-working 

class Moynihanism into yet another area. 

Basing himself on the premise that the people's demands cannot be 

met. Bell assists the ruling class in its aim of containing "the revolution 

of rising entitlements." Ignoring the massive need for jobs, the relation¬ 

ship between inflation and corporate profits and the gigantic military 

expenditures, he claims that "every imaginable anti-inflationary policy 

impinges on the welfare of some major interest group." In reality, of 

course, an "anti-inflationary policy" would "impinge" on the "welfare" 

of only one "major interest group"—the tiny minority of monopolists. 

Social programs also "impinge" on the "welfare" of the 

monopolists—and Bell assists the ruling class in developing a rationale 

for cutting back on them. Stating that social programs can be financed 

only through higher taxes or economic growth, he asserts: 

. . . paradoxically, economic growth may be the source of a distinc¬ 

tive "contradiction" of capitalism—a contradiction that may prove to 

be its undoing. For growth has become inextricably linked with 

inflation, and it seems unlikely that any democratic society can 

abolish inflation without disastrous political consequences. (D. Bell, 
"Revolution of Rising Entitlements," Fortune, Apr. 1975) 

Obviously, Daniel Bell equates "democracy" with continuing mo¬ 

nopoly domination of the nation's social, economic and political life. 

Bell speaks ominously of the "dilemma associated with economic 

growth and inflation." Should an attempt be made to break out of the 

allegedly insoluble "contradiction" between economic growth and more 
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fl,nor the further slowing of economic growth and the escalation 

infl nlovment, Bell foresees only "danger." 
°f “rpU has indeed presented the "dilemma" confronting the ruling 

B k i a different "dilemma" confronts the people: the dilemma 

ClaS5Jbv monopoly's control of both the economy and government. 

1massive independent people's alternative to the two parties of the 

t Xs would'most certainly result in "undoing" monopoly s 

fU lphold. Bell reveals monopoly's fear of such a formation when he 
strang thir£} 0f the electorate now designates itself as 

independent.' " Far from bringing the "disastrous political consequen¬ 

ce,''Bell predicts, an anti-monopoly alternative is the only way to block 

still greater onslaughts against the people's rights and living standards. 

Bell inadvertently confirms this when he states: 

it has become increasingly clear in recent years that the revo u- 

iion of rising entitlement may become unmanageable. ... it tms 

process is not reversed, it will work to undermine the legitimacy of 

our society. , „ , . 
When Bell asserts that this "process" must be reversed he i 

pointing in the direction of pro-fascist measures. Only through mass 

struggle for an independent alternative can the people prevent th e 

drastic "reversal" of their rights. Without such a 1“**£ 
mine" the "legitimacy" of monopolys control of governmen , 

impossible to combat unemployment, inflation, poverty and racism. 

Contrary to Bell, "economic growth" is crucial to meet the va 

needs of the people. Only the monopolies profit from production that 

diverts from instead of helps to meet the people s «p«nrfms »eeds 
When the Bells and Moynihans distort this issue-wh ch is at h 

heart of the crisis facing the people-their aim is undoing the ^people s 

struggle against the intensifying disaster synonymous with monopoly 

fUle The source of escalating inflation, taxes, unemployment, poverty 

and racist oppression is the class and profit aims of U.S. impena_ ism 

based on exploitation and national oppression, domesticallyana^ inter¬ 

nationally. Inherent in capitalism, these factors are aggravated by 
monopoly control and militarization of the economy. 

The advance of socialism and working class and national liberation 

struggles culminated in U.S. imperialism's defeat m Indochma and the 

end of the 500 year-old Portuguese empire in Africa. But thejMoy"*an 

doctrine reflects U.S. imperialism's resistance to accepting detente and 

the independence struggles in Asia, Africa and Latin America as 

Treversible-s ,mper.aljsts began t0 impose the disastrous burden of 
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non-economic growth on the people with the cold war. They escalated it 

with their intervention in Korea, Indochina and Latin America, with 

their support of Israeli aggression in the Mideast, and with NATO 

armaments directed against socialism and the liberation movements. 

Now Moynihan aims at expanding non-economic growth as a dominant 

feature of U.S. monopoly capitalism. 

The cost of diverting the major part of the U.S. economy to 

non-economic production has already been incalculable in terms of lives 

and the living standards of the peoples of the world and the United 

States. Now the Moynihan doctrine would impose on the United States 

the permanent disaster of an economy geared to expanding armaments 

and to subsidizing economic and political intervention against the world 

socialist and liberation struggles. 

Bell claims that inequality, inflation and unemployment are "inex¬ 

tricably linked" with democracy. On the contrary, they are "inextricably 

linked" with monopoly, while the struggle to meet the people's needs is 

inextricably bound up with the fight to expand democracy against the 

new combination of racist ultra-rightists within the two parties who aim 

at a neo-fascist answer" to the demands of the oppressed and 
exploited. 

"Putting the Cuffs on " 

The relationship of Moynihanism to the increased aggressiveness 

of the most racist and reactionary forces in the country is confirmed in 

yet another article in Fortune's special bicentennial issue, titled "Putting 

the Cuffs on Capitalism," by Walter Guzzardi, Jr. 

Predictably, the article reflects monopoly's concern with "putting 

the cuffs" on the millions of oppressed and exploited searching for a 

way to take monopoly's "cuffs" off the industries that determine this 
country's economic life. 

Only socialism can put an end to the contradictions of capitalism. 

But a struggle to "cuff" monopoly, a fight for a program of nationaliza¬ 

tion, would begin to curb inflation and expand economic growth and 

jobs. This would open up new possibilities for strengthening 

democracy—for making the struggle for an economic solution, for 

equality and peace, irreversible. It is such a perspective that troubles 

Fortune magazine: "The troublesome prospect," writes Guzzardi, "is 

that government will continue ceaselessly to expand its frontiers." 

Guzzardi knows very well that government has absolutely no plans to 

"expand its frontiers"—to provide the jobs, social services, etc., that the 

people demand. What is so "troublesome" to him is that the growing 
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.h the people's movements, unless ruthlessly checked, may 

toce«rtain concessions from government. He states: 

aj „ Greenspan, chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, 

A "capitalism is in crisis." Greenspan fears that we may now 

”aynd af"thePpot. of discontinuity." (Emphasis added-H.W.) 

S To understand what Greenspan means by the "point of discontin- 

. " one must know more about his credentials than Guzzardi tells 

us The fact is that Greenspan is a disciple of Ayn Rand, a long-time 

ideologue of an American type of fascism. 
In using this phrase, Greenspan subtly reveals that there are 

currents on Wall Street and in Washington who fear that the continua¬ 

tion of bourgeois democracy is an obstacle to monopoly's class interests 

and should be discontinued. His presence in Washington is in fact 

symbolic of those currents pushing for an historic "discontinuity of 

bourgeois democracy, for an ultra-right, even a fascist, solution to the 

crisis of capitalism. / 
Guzzardi then tries to win "liberal" sentiment for Greenspan s 

views by exploiting the liberals' fear of the masses and their demands. 

A somewhat similar concern is shared by Otto Eckstein, a former 

member of the Council, who is a Democrat and a liberal. He argues 

that the capitalist system these days is being rocked by ever greater 
waves of change, rolling in faster and faster. Eckstein points out that 

the system is still groping for ways to accommodate consumerism 
and environmentalism . . . which have come crashing down heavily 

on it in the last few years. And while it is groping, the system is 
being overtaken by still another movement, which Eckstein now sees 
gathering force . . . a movement "to change the distributions of wealth 

and income." (Emphasis added—H.W.) 

Guzzardi then adds: 

Such sequences of rapid change are putting the capitalist system to 

its hardest test and, Eckstein fears, they may "hasten the day when 

the individual foundation of the society is gone." 

Of course, "individual foundation" is merely a euphemism for 

monopoly. As Eckstein and Guzzardi know, even if it once existed for a 

minority, the so-called individual foundation of the society has long 

since been replaced by state monopoly capitalism. 

As for a movement "gathering force" to change the "distributions 

of wealth and income," certainly it is! Tens of millions are seeking an 

alternative to the two-party syndrome that supports the policies of state 

monopoly capitalism. Via these policies, monopoly appropriates a 

greater and greater proportion of the wealth produced by the working 

class. Then it uses taxes and inflation as re-distribution methods—that 
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is, as ways to take back more and more of the small amount that goes 

into the workers' pay envelopes. This is the re-distribution system by 

which imperialism subsidizes its aggression against the people's move¬ 

ments for liberation and for economic and social progress. 

Liberals who express alarm at anti-monopoly movements have 

been pulled within the orbit of those reactivating Moynihanism. This 

doctrine in all its variants feeds the pro-fascist Greenspans and all 

anti-labor, racist forces trying to move the country in an ultra-right 

direction. These forces aim to make 1976 the year of "discontinuity," 

the time for moving closer to their goal of doing away with the people's 

rights and "entitlements." 

In the same Fortune article Guzzardi not only castigates as a threat 

to the system any measure that would even slightly alleviate the 

people's dire conditions, but he also greets another proposal to bring 

still more wealth back to monopoly. 

A certain Felix Rohatyn, Guzzardi reports, has "suggested a new 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation," which would use government 

funds to assist private corporate capital. Rohatyn, a partner in Lazard 

Freres, international bankers, and a director of ITT and several other 

giant corporations, is presently on the board of "Big Mac," the so-called 

Municipal Assistance Corporation through which the bankers create 

crises in order to seize more and more wealth from the people of New 

York City. 

After endorsing this added way of "distributing" profits to monop¬ 

oly, Guzzardi complains that: 

The fastest-growing segment of spending nowadays is transfer 

payments—money that the government spends, but for which it 
receives no return in goods or services, such as Social Security and 

welfare payments. Representing a movement of resources from the 
productive to the non-productive sectors of the economy, these pay¬ 
ments reached $117 billion last year. (Emphasis added—H.W.) 

This Fortune writer attacks the woefully inadequate funds going for 

social services, but does not mention the transfer of thousands of billions 

over the past couple of decades from the productive sector to the 

non-productive armaments and aggression sector. This continuing 

upward spiral of re-distribution of resources from the productive to the 

non-productive sector is paralleled by another monopoly-induced spiral: 

unemployment and poverty for increasing masses of people. 

However, Guzzardi is not unaware of these millions. In fact, he 

expresses Fortune's "compassion" for the poor when he writes: 

... [a] young economist, Richard Zeckhauser, points out that 

regulations are especially hard on the poor—housing standards, for 
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example. "The poor are forced to buy higher quality at the expense of 

convenience and space," he says-Zeckhauser also points out 

that by subsidizing nursing homes for the elderly . . . "the govern¬ 

ment is providing the elderly with incentives to move to situations 

more expensive to society . . ." And when the government subsidiz¬ 

es day-care centers ... it produces a comparably undesirable result. 

This article ominously spells out all the social measures monopoly 

is trying to cut back on, measures affecting the employed, those shut out 

of the economy and the retired. 
And the article's pro-fascist direction is clearly revealed when it 

states: 

The free enterprise system . . . carries with it some penalties . . . 
unemployment among them. If we are not willing to suffer the 

penalties, then we cannot have free enterprise. (Emphasis added— 

H.W.) 

Of course, the monopolists are not among the "we” who "suffer 

the penalties." The "we" refers to the masses of the people, particularly 

the doubly and triply oppressed minorities. 

Monopoly's View of the "Class Gap" 

The threat of still greater economic, social and political "penalties" 

comes not only from the openly racist, rightist forces of the two major 

parties, but also from a "liberal" direction. 

Take, for instance. The Real America, a book by Benjamin J. 

Wattenberg, a foun4er and co-chairman of the Coalition for a Demo¬ 

cratic Majority. Wattenberg also served as an aide and writer for 

President Johnson, and as an aide to Senators Hubert Humphrey and 

Henry Jackson (whose image is being "liberalized"). 

Like Moynihan, Bell, Guzzardi, et al., Wattenberg believes that the 

onus for their condition lies on the masses, especially Blacks, and not on 

the system. Consequently the masses, particularly the most oppressed 

sections, must "suffer the penalties." Wattenberg writes: 

A movement for middle-class whites to be fair to middle-class blacks 

has a chance; the appeal for middle-class whites to play Lord and 

Lady Bountiful to lower class blacks is neither a happy nor productive 

relationship for either group. (The Real America, by Benjamin J. 

Wattenberg, Doubleday, New York, 1974, p. 151) 

No "appeal" was ever made by Black people for middle-class whites 

to play "Lord and Lady Bountiful" to them! On the contrary. Black 

people have fought against patronization in every form! 

But Wattenberg is demagogic as well as crudely racist, which 
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becomes apparent if one notes that middle-class whites are in no 

position to play "Lord and Lady Bountiful" to anyone, even to them 

selves! Their own situation is daily becoming more precarious, and to" 

prevent it from becoming a full-scale disaster the middle class must 

ecome part of a great anti-monopoly struggle based on labor and the 
oppressed peoples. 

Wattenberg also asserts: 

As blacks have moved in massive numbers into the middle class, they 

are moving (with resistance) into white neighborhoods, moving 

(with resistance) into white schools, moving (with resistance) into 

white jobs. Given these facts, is it still useful (let alone valid) to 

meant again the old stereotype of black poverty? (Ibid., p. 151 
emphasis added—H.VV.) y 

Useful only to monopoly, this fantasy of "massive numbers" of 

Blacks moving into middle-class status is designed to cover up the 

increase ,n unemployment, poverty and discrimination, and to conceal 
its source. 

*,, Ciosin8 bis book on a note that carries echoes of both George 

Wallace and Daniel Moynihan, Wattenberg states that "the only 

rational solution to the race problem . . . [will] occur as the class gap 

WR1 (^mphaS1uS *dded-H.W.) This is, of course, an outlook that 
neithei Black nor white masses will find encouraging; it is obvious that 

the class gap between monopoly and the masses of whatever color is 
increasing. 

Clearly, in its current and even more racist, anti-labor variations, 

Moymhanism is monopoly's call for the victims of the system to "suffer 

the penalties" ever more sharply. Instead of "pie in the sky," today's 

ideologists for U.S. monopoly offer the oppressed and exploited a new 

version of gradualism; that is, their condition will improve under 
capitalism when "the class gap narrows"! 

Moynihan and the "New Majority" 

A decade after The Moynihan Report provided the updated racist 

stereotypes required by monopoly for its domestic strategy, a sequel 

:r^n;rtldffy Danid R M°ynihan in Commentary, March 
U75, which adapted the original Moynihan doctrine to the world scene. 

The appearance of the new "Moynihan Report" coincides with the 

reactlvlzation of the original doctrine by government agencies 

political figures in both parties, and the media. Supported by the 

writings of respectable academic circles, this doctrine is now winning 
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fanre from many who have avoided identification with the crudely 

aCfrPacism of the Jensens and Shockleys. 
PU Confirmation of the relationship between reactivation of The 

Movnihan Report internally and its extension internationally can be 

f und in Moynihan's nomination as U.S. Ambassador to the United 

Nations less than a month after publication of his Commentary article. 

In giving his views on how the crisis of U.S. and world imperialism 

should be confronted, Moynihan began by stating: 

If one were to characterize the discomfiture and distress with which 

Americans responded to the events of the 29th General Assembly of 

the United Nations in 1974, some measure would have to be 

attributed to the discovery that a vast majority of the nations of the 

world feel there are claims which can be made on the wealth of 
individual nations that are both considerable and threatening—in 

any event threatening to countries such as the United States which 

regularly finds itself in a minority (often a minority of one or two or 

at most a half-dozen) in an assembly of 138 members. 

The tyranny of the U.N.'s "new majority" has accordingly been 
deplored. . . . (D. Moynihan, "The U.S. in Opposition, Commen¬ 

tary, March 1975) 

Having defined his fears of the "tyranny" of a "vast majority over 

a tiny imperialist minority, Moynihan proceeded to adapt to the third 

world" some of the domestic concepts he projected ten years ago. 

In his original report Moynihan denied the Black minority s rightful 

claim to political and economic equality in the United States by naming 

the Black community, not state monopoly capitalism, as the source of 

inequality. 
Now Moynihan denies the "third world' nations their rightful 

claim to political and economic equality by disavowing U.S. and world 

imperialism's responsibility for their present inequality. Although Moy¬ 

nihan admits that colonialism existed prior to political independence, he 

places the blame for continuing inequality not on imperialism and 

neo-colonialism, but on its victims in Africa, Asia and Latin America. 

The leadership of the newly independent nations (comprising the 

largest part of the "new majority") shares a common ideology, accord¬ 

ing to Moynihan, in the first phase of independence. He states: 

... it may be argued that what happened in the early 1970s is that 

for the first time the world felt the impact of what for lack of a better 
term I shall call the British revolution. ... To a quite astonishing 

degree [the independent states] were ideologically uniform, having 
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fashioned their politics in terms derived from the general corpus of 

British socialist opinion as it developed in the period roughly 
1890-1950. 

In a footnote, Moynihan acknowledges that. 

The term British revolution is open to objection as seeming to 

exclude the influence of continental socialism on the new nations and 

indeed a good case could be made for calling the phenomenon I am 
trying to describe the revolution of the Second International. But the 

term British can be justified by the fact that of the 87 states to have 

joined the U.N. since its founding, more than half—47—had been 
part of the British Empire. (Emphasis added—H.W.) 

Although factually only 18 of these 87 states were "part of the 

British empire," it is not just Moynihan's statistical method that is of 

interest but his political strategy, which meshes with the Maoists' great- 

power chauvinist strategy. 

Whatever the differences in the Maoists' goals and those of U.S. 

imperialism, both conceive of anti-Sovietism as central to their respec¬ 

tive strategies. Consequently, both Maoism and imperialism aim at 

undermining the growing unity between the national liberation move¬ 

ments, the working classes in the advanced capitalist countries and the 

socialist camp. 

Thus both Moynihan and the Maoists falsify the liberation process, 

the latter under cover of left rhetoric. The Maoists proclaim, with 

patronizing flattery, that the "third world” liberation struggles, unrelat¬ 

ed to the world revolutionary process at whose center is the Soviet 

Union and the socialist camp, account for the collapse of the colonial 

empires. Moynihan deletes both the liberation struggles and the 

socialist camp as factors in the "third world" countries achieving their 

independence. Instead, he says that "a third of the nations of the world 

owe their existence to a statute of Westminster." 

In this same vein, Moynihan credits the achievements of indepen¬ 

dence to the "influence" of the Second International. Of course, 

wherever that ideology has played a role it has been as a force countering 
the revolutionary process. 

Superficially there appears to be a contradiction between Moyni¬ 

han's endorsement of the influence of what he calls "British socialism" 

(or the "revolution of the Second International") in the newly indepen¬ 

dent countries and his attack on the "tyranny" of the "new majority." 

However, the explanation for this lies in the great changes in the 

emerging nations since they achieved independence in the late fifties, 

marking the beginning of the end for the empires in which European 

imperialism predominated. Since that time U.S. imperialism has made 
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n the "third world" at the expense of the "third world" 
advances i ^ British/ French, German and Japanese neo-colonialist 
countries a 

interests. ^ ^ Moynihan doctrine reflects U.S. imperialism's 

^ e along with its NATO cohorts and competitors, to the pro- 
respons / ^ ^ underdeveloped countries since the early sixties. 

mUw imperialism is increasingly faced with a "third world" leadership 

re and more directly influenced by the struggles of the masses. 

m° The Moynihan doctrine is aimed at stemming the tide of these new 

developments. Especially is it directed against the new level of unity 

between the socialist camp and the African, Asian and Latin American 

liberation movements. What U.S. imperialism views as the "tyranny" 

of the "new majority" is in reality the liberating force of this unity. 

Let "Bygones Be Bygones" 

Only Moynihan's boundless chauvinism could lead him to believe 

that he projects any credibility when he writes: 

As the 20th century wore on and the issue of independence arose 
with respect to these specific peoples and places, it was most often 

the socialists who became the principal political sponsors of indepen¬ 

dence. It was a Labour government which in 1947 granted indepen¬ 

dence to India and formally commenced the vast, peaceful revolution 

that followed. (Emphasis in the original.) 

With this interpretation, Moynihan arrogantly erases the long 

history of the liberation struggles, replacing it with a portrait in which 

British imperialism and its right-wing social democratic administrators 

benignly "grant" independence to former colonies. At the same time, 

he fails to mention, let alone explain, the status of the so-called Republic 

of South Africa, which was part of the British Empire. When British 

imperialism "granted" independence to its colonies it simultaneously 

initiated policies, with the help of U.S. and West German imperialism, 

that economically and militarily reinforced the apartheid, fascist South 

African regime. 
Moynihan also omits mention of U.S. imperialism s partnership 

with Britain in the continuing suppression of the Black majority in 

Zimbabwe (Rhodesia), and of NATO's role in supporting, for a quarter 

century, fascist Portugal's war against the peoples of Angola, Mozam¬ 

bique and Guinea Bissau, accompanied by a decade of U.S. genocidal 

aggression in Indochina. 
Wondering why those in the "third world" who were influenced by 

"British socialism" had lost political ground, Moynihan says: 
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Now it is possible to imagine a country, or collection of countries 

with a background similar to that of the British colonies, attaining 
independence and then letting bygones be bygones. 

Moynihan attributes the "third world's" refusal to let "bygones be 
bygones" to the following: 

On the edges of the movement there were those who saw the future 

not just in terms of redistribution, but of something ominously close to 

looting. In any event, the past was by no means to be judged over and 

done with There were scores to be settled. Internally and international- 
ly. (Emphasis added—H.W.) 

Thus Moynihan inadvertently exposes the very essence of the role 

imperialism assigns to right social democracy, whether in its classical 

form in the capitalist countries of Europe and North America, or in 

bourgeois nationalist variants in the "third world." 

At this writing the unprecedented dimensions of the onslaught of 

right social democracy from Western Europe and the United States 

converge with U.S. and West European imperialist strategy in Portugal. 

I he activities of this combined operation, reinforced with every imagin¬ 

able variety of ideological, economic and political subversion through 

the CIA and other agencies, is only too reminiscent of the conspiracy 

that brought tragedy to Chile. The aim of these conspirators is to 

destabilize the unity of the Portuguese revolutionary forces, to reverse 

the struggles of those determined that the past is "by no means judged 

to be over and done with." 

Unlike the right social democrats, the Communists and all progres¬ 

sive forces in Portugal, in and out of the army, have "judged" that the 

past will not be "over and done with" until all the old "scores" are 

settled"; that is, when foreign and domestic monopoly capital, the 

source of fascism, poverty and exploitation, have been eliminated. 

The events in Angola and Mozambique most clearly show the 

meaning of the Moynihan doctrine for the "third world." When the 

underdeveloped countries act to end neo-colonial looting of their lands 

and labor, it 1S the victims of the looting, not the looters, who are to be 

charged with "tyranny" in the United Nations. 

It is^ evident that accusations of the "tyranny" of the "new 

majority" are among U.S. imperialism's latest methods for "contain¬ 

ing those who refuse to accept the dictates of the Moynihan doctrine. 

This doctrine expresses in the sharpest way the U.S. aim to reestablish a 

pre-independence situation in new forms—the tyranny of the imperial¬ 

ist minority, with a lineup of neo-colonialist powers headed by the 
united States. 
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The Veil is Lifted 

As has been pointed out, Moynihan's presentation in the pro- 

Zionist Commentary of U.S. imperialism's "third world" policies is 

veiled in certain ambiguities, the meaning made more difficult to follow 

by the use of such terms as "British socialism" and the "revolution of 

the Second International." In a followup article in The Atlantic Monthly 

(July 1975)/ the veil is lifted. Moynihan informs his readers that the 

United States will resort to every form of interventionist pressure, 

political, economic and other, against those nations trying to move 

away from old policies, that is, policies that were set by forces willing to 

let "bygones be bygones" after formal independence was won. 

In 'The Atlantic Monthly Moynihan writes: 

I believe the legacy of those brave beginnings persists, and that it is 

still the best hope we have that the world at large will not enter that 
dark totalitarian night we in the older democracies so very much 

feared at the time the new nations made their appearance. (D. 
Moynihan, "How Much Does Freedom Matter," The Atlantic 

Monthly, July 1975) 

The "legacy" that U.S. imperialism is doing all in its power to 

perpetuate is one that includes Lumumba's assassination, the Sharpville 

massacre, the overthrow of Nkrumah, and more recently, Cabral s 

assassination, and the murder of Allende and democracy in Chile. A 

current addition to this "legacy" is the mounting from Zaire, Lumum¬ 

ba's homeland, of armed intervention supported by Washington and 

Peking against Angola's independence. 

By carrying on this "legacy," imperialism aims to maintain the 

"revolution of the Second International"—a "revolution" spearheaded 

by such as Mario Soares in Portugal and Holden Roberto in Angola. 

A Holden Roberto, for instance, proves his willingness to let 

"bygones be bygones" by accepting the continued domination of the 

transnational corporations, while a Mario Soares accepts monopoly 

domination under slogans especially adapted for the European main¬ 

land. 
The Moynihan doctrine attempts to hold back the future which 

belongs to those for whom the neo-colonial past is "by no means" over 

and done with when formal independence has been attained. 

In contrast to 15 to 20 years ago, these forces in the "third world" 

countries are no longer "on the edges" of the movements to gain the 

substance of liberation. At the same time, "third world" struggles are 
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spiraling to ever higher levels internationally, first of all because of th 

solidarity of the advancing world socialist system. The day is past when 

imperialism can consign liberation struggles to the "edges" of worM 
politics! a 

Today, with ever greater clarity, the "third world" peoples view 

their struggles as part of the world anti-imperialist process—a process 

whose dynamics have been transformed by the Soviet Union and the 

community of socialist nations (one of them flourishing only 90 miles 

from the center of world racism and imperialism!). It is the pivotal 

contradiction between the advancing socialist system and declining 

capitalism (and the people's perception of this contradiction) that 

accelerates the liberation struggles, merging them at new levels with the 
international class struggle. 

ft is in the context of this new phase of the world revolutionary 

process and the prospects it opens for countries fighting to break out of 

500 years of colonial and neo-colonial oppression that the significance of 

the Moynihan doctrine must be estimated, domestically and interna¬ 
tionally. 

Moynihan and "Radical Discontinuity" 

Moymhan's views on India are especially significant at this time 

when the United States is supporting the rightist offensive in India as 

well as Portugal, in parallel operations that reveal the relationship 

between imperialism's intensified efforts to expand its penetration of 

the third world and its anti-Communist, anti-Soviet strategy. 

In his Commentary article Moynihan quotes remarks made about 

the capitalist powers at the World Food Conference in Rome in 1974 by 

the Indian Food Minister. The Indian Minister said: 

"It is obvious that the developed nations can be held responsible for 

their [the developing nations] present plight. Developed nations 
therefore, have a duty to help them. Whatever help is rendered to 

them now should not be regarded as charity but deferred compensa¬ 
tion for what has been done to them in the past by the developed 
countries." * 

Expressing his extreme concern about their comments, Moynihan 
states: 

The U.N. General Assembly pursued this theme with notable 

persistence ... the General Assembly solemnly adopted a Charter 

of Economic Rights and Duties of States which accords to each state 

the right to freely exercise full permanent sovereignty over its wealth 
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A natural resources, to regulate and exercise authority over foreign 

and tments, and to nationalize, expropriate, or transfer ownership 

^foreign property pretty much at will. 

One hundred and twenty nations voted for this Charter, W1^ s,x 

"he United States, Belgium, Denmark, the Federal Republic of 

nv 1 uxembourg and the United Kingdom. "Explaining" why the 

S spates voted against this Charter of Economic Rights for the 

majority of the world's population, Moynihan says: 

What was being asserted was a radical discontinuity with the original, 

essentially liberal vision of the United Nations. . . . (Emphasis 

added—H.W.) 
Again the word "discontinuity" crops up! Previously noted was its 

use by Alan Greenspan, chairman of President Ford's Council of 

Economic Advisers, and a disciple of neo-fascist Ayn Rand. Greenspan 

expressed the views of those in the ruling class who feel bourgeois 

democracy has become an obstacle domestically and are pushing for its 

"discontinuity," i.e., an ultra-rightist or even fascist solution to the 

general crisis of capitalism. It is no accident that Moynihan extends this 

concept internationally, pressing for a discontinuity of democratic and 

social progress in the "third world" and elsewhere. 

The Moynihan doctrine reveals imperialism's desperate fantasies 

for making the final quarter of the 20th century a kind of modernized 

version of the final quarter of the 19th century. At that time U.S. 

capitalism had betrayed the democratic advances of post-Civil War 

Reconstruction and was expanding capitalist development across the 

continent as the basis for the corporate domination that was to follow. 

In this same period the European powers completed the first colonial 

redivision of the greater part of the globe, while the U.S. fulfilled its 

"manifest destiny" with a war to win its "share" of empire in Cuba and 

the Philippines. t 
But the last quarter of this century is many light years away from 

the last quarter of the previous one! In this coming 25 years there will be 

ever greater acceleration of the process of the general crisis and decline 

of capitalism and the final stages in the struggle for the world transition 

to liberation and socialism. 
Of this perspective for liberation and socialism, Moynihan says: 

The great darkness could yet consume us. The potential for absorp¬ 

tion of these ["third world"] states into the totalitarian camp is there 

and will continue to be there. This is perhaps especially true where 

one-party states have been established, but even where multi-party 
democracy flourishes the tug of the "socialist countries," to use the 

U.N. term, persists. 
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Moynihan's use of "totalitarian camp" as a synonym for "socialist 

camp” is, of course, merely another of imperialism's vain efforts to 

prevent "third world" countries from recognizing that escape from the 

"great darkness" of neo-colonialism, from "absorption" into new forms 

of subjugation, is realizable because of the anti-imperialist solidarity of 

the Soviet Union and the socialist community. 

Moynihan goes on to say: 

The outcome [for "third world" countries] will almost certainly turn 

on whether or not these nations, individually and in groups, succeed 
in establishing sufficiently productive economies. 

To achieve "sufficiently productive economies," Moynihan warns 

these countries that they must avoid "internal political influence from 

the totalitarian camp." Speaking of India, he states: 

. . . economic incompetence on its part and diplomatic blunders on 
ours have led to increasing dependence on Soviet support which in 

the space of three years has brought about an open electoral alliance 
between the Congress party and the Moscow-oriented Communists, 

an alliance we would have thought worth fighting a war to prevent 
decades ago, but which we scarcely notice today. 

Moynihan is forced to acknowledge that the National Herald, which 

he describes as "the Nehru family newspaper," had the following to say 

about his views: 

Mr. Moynihan may be justified in some of his criticism of the state of 

the Indian economy, but what he is trying to sell is the capitalist 

system which can only impoverish India's millions further. 

Certainly one can heartily agree with the National Herald's descrip¬ 

tion of what Moynihan is "trying to sell." As the Herald implies, 

Moynihan makes his hypocritical "criticism" of India's economy, 

arrogantly attributing it to "incompetence," only to perpetuate the 

Indian monopolists and landlords linked to imperialism who block 

formation of a "sufficiently productive economy." 

As for Moynihan's assertion that "we scarcely notice today" what 

"we would have thought worth fighting a war to prevent two decades 

ago," there's been no decline in the imperialists' affinity for war nor 

oversights in their efforts to "prevent" liberation and social progress. 

However, the Vietnam lesson has encouraged them to conduct wars 

with an increasingly varied arsenal of weapons, as in Chile and 

Portugal, and in India—where Moynihan has helped the United States 

mount a massive campaign against Indira Gandhi's government as it 

tries to move decisively in the interests of the masses. 
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Movnihan becomes more specific as to what he has in mind for 

India's economy when he states: 

• tPrnational liberalism and its process have enormous recent 

achievements to their credit. It is time for the United States to start 

saying so. 

n„. example is the multinational corporation which, combining 

modern management with liberal trade policies, is arguably the most 

creative .“^national institution of the 20th century. 

Apparently Moynihan thinks that by sprinkling his article with 

■nriiileent references to "British socialism" and the revolution of the 

Second International," he can get away with lauding "multinational 

corporations," when the very phrase has become synonymous with 

neocolonialism! It is ironic that he equates "productive economies 

with capitalism at a time when even the most obviously conservative 

ideologues of U.S. monopoly have long since retired the phrase 

"people's capitalism.” . 
What kind of "productive" and "creative prospect is Moynihan 

holding out for the "third world" nations when he tells them to he their 

future to capitalism? How "productive" is a system that in the United 

States, even in its ascendant stage, could develop its productive capacity 

only by reinforcing wage labor with chattel slavery? 
And how "creative" is this system in its present stage of decline. 

What do its multinational corporations "create" except ever greater 

inequality and poverty for the majority of the earth's population. 

How productive for "third world" countries is a system whose 

multinational corporations have never operated at anywhere near 

productive capacity except in war time? What "creative solution does 

U.S. imperialism offer the "third world" when at home its economy is 

geared to the non-productive pile-up of armaments and profits or 

monopoly, and oppression, unemployment and inflation for the people? 

"Impact of Multinational Corporations" 

Moynihan's assignment as the multinational corporations' chief 

U.N. spokesman is an extension of earlier steps taken by the Uni ed 

States against the U.N. majority's efforts to deal with neo-colon.al.st 

intervention in the underdeveloped countries. 

For instance, in 1974 the United Nations issued a report on the 

multinational corporations' role in the third world. Titled The 

Impact of Multinational Corporations on Development and on Interna- 

tional Relations," the report stated: 
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Most countries are concerned about the ownership and control of key 

economic sectors by foreign enterprises, the excessive cost to the 

domestic economy which their operations may entail, the extent to 

which they may encroach upon political sovereignty and their 

possible adverse influence on socio-cultural values. 

The report also stated that the operations of the multinational 

corporations conflicted with the political and social choices of countries 

that "may opt for different . . . models of development which leave little 

or no room for the participation of multinational corporations as they are 

currently organized." (Emphasis added—H.W.) 

A lengthy challenge to the report was made by Senator Jacob K. 

Javits, representing the United States in the group preparing the 

document. Javits, expressing the interchangeable relationship between 

the U.S. government and the transnational corporations, rejected the 

report because of what he called its "bias in favor of governmental as 

opposed to private decision making," and because it "assumes that the 

central problem is a conflict between the economic power of the 

multinational corporations and the political power of the host 

governments. . . ." 

After disputing the "implicit [assumption] of the report" that 

"government involvement is preferable to private initiative," he ex¬ 

pressed fear that "greater political control" by developing nations would 
lead to: 

... a suffocating surveillance of multinational corporation activities 

by the host country government and discrimination against the 

multinational corporations compared with indigenous private enter¬ 
prise. 

Thus Javits reveals that a central aim of U.S. imperialism is to 

intensify its control of "third world" countries. His challenge to the 

U.N. report also further exposes the underlying reasons for Moynihan's 

onslaught against the "tyranny" of the "new majority" and portrayal of 

the multinational corporations as the "creative alternative to totalitari¬ 

anism." 

Javits also attacks the report because (in his view): 

. . . [it] rather vaguely charges, without substantiation, that multina¬ 

tional corporations, being close to domestic groups favoring foreign 

investment, can "rally against groups advocating social reforms." 

A more open expression of U.S. imperialism's interventionist 

doctrine, of its frenzied efforts to "rally against groups advocating social 

reforms," from Chile to Angola to Portugal, would be hard to come by! 
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The Maoists, Moynihan-Kissinger 

and the "Third World" 

Evidence of the contradiction between the Maoists revolutionary 

rhetoric and the reality of their support to imperialism and its multina¬ 

tional corporations continues to multiply. In fact, one need only look 

beyond the rhetoric to find that Maoist "third world" policies cannot be 

distinguished from those of Moynihan and Javits. 

Take just one example: On July 28, 1975, the Chinese Mission to 

the United Nations issued a press release attacking the Soviet message 

to the 12th Session of the Assembly of the Organization of African 

Unity in Uganda. The Maoists lashed out at the Soviet statement for: 

. . . saying that "the sovereignty of developing countries over their 

natural resources . . . depends on the capacity of their industries for 

utilizing these resources." 

(Before continuing with the release, it should be noted that the 

"quotation" in it does not appear in the Soviet document to which the 

Maoists attribute it. Despite this, the concept in the "quote," as we shall 

see, by no means runs counter to Soviet internationalist policy.) 

The Maoist release then asserts: 

If African countries with backward industries accept this fallacy of 

the Soviet revisionists, they will have no sovereign rights over their 

natural resources but place themselves at the mercy of superpower 

wanton plunder. 

The release adds: 
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But it is this superpower which has opposed the reasonable dema„a 

maS0pSC°UnWeS' ,h0Se 

By analyzing these statements one can see how the Maoists' "tWn 

superpowers concept assists imperialism. In order to isolate the ",W 

world from its socialist allies, the Maoists aim their fire not j 

!hePwor dm t“- at the,S0Cialist camP- Throu8h these efforts at splitting 
e world anti-imperialist struggle they weaken "third world" bargain8 

”rrarH the mUl,inaii0nal «*** prices^and 

»s dIHe qUeati™,of settin« Prires »n the sale of raw materials (as well 
determining what is to be imported and at what price) is indeed a 

deciswe starting point for the former colonies in their relations with ,h 
multinational corporations. mine 

Although the Maoists ostensibly call for higher prices for these 

countries, their position actually assists the imperialists, who sTn 

that prices are too high. Maoist policy has this effect because it separates 

prices rom the conditions necessary for "third world" countries^ end 
neo-colonial dictation of terms. d 

the worldTrSt' ^ P0'iCyJ05/,he S°Viet Union'the sodalist camp and 
the worid s Communist and Workers Parties strengthens the fight for 

higher raw material prices by recognizing that "the sovereignty of 

the former colonies in order to keep them dependent on the mammoth 

me'ntof6 “nS“merS ,°f raw materials. Only by a many-sided develop 
ment of industry and agriculture can these countries escape from 

creatwe" coercion demanded by Moynihan and Javits. 

The Maoists' anti-Soviet slander cannot conceal the socialist 

camp s role m fundamentally accelerating the African, Asian and Latin 

American struggles against the unequal terms imperialism imposes 

One could say that the Marxist-Leninist policies of the Soviet Union and 

the socialist community in relation to the "third world" are an extension 

of the pnnopies first applied by Karl Marx in the workers' struggle with 

capitalists over the terms of sale, that is, for the price of thdr l7bor 

STS’ ^"arx saw as the starting pomt* 

At the same time, he emphasized that working-class liberation 
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Id not be won if the struggle was limited to the terms of sale of labor 

C°U.er At best, this economic struggle could only blunt the downward 

spiral of conditions under capitalism. 

P Applied to the "third world," this means that the struggle for terms 

of sale can be meaningful only if there is world unity behind policies 

guaranteeing that underdeveloped countries will move as rapidly as 

possible toward processing their own materials. Only by having more to 

sell than raw materials can these nations begin to escape the downward 

pressure from imperialism. The development of industry and agriculture 

is a prerequisite for their gaining the substance of independence. 

However, it is wrong to conclude that economic development in 

itself will lead to socialism, or even that it could overcome the growing 

inequality between the "third world" countries, most of whom are still 

within the capitalist orbit, and the developed imperialist centers in the 

United States, Western Europe and Japan. 

But one would never know this from Maoism, which obliterates the 

class essence of the national liberation struggles in both its internal and 

international aspects. In this era of world transition to socialism, 

anti-imperialist unity of the newly independent countries with the 

socialist camp is an historic necessity. At the same time, "third world" 

policies must strengthen the internal struggle for socialism economical¬ 

ly, socially and politically. 

In most of the "third world" countries, especially those south of the 

Sahara and north of the apartheid South African regime, capitalism is 

not an internal dominant characteristic. It is there mainly as a foreign 

presence, as international capital. What dominates is pre-capitalist 

formations, which are subject to exploitation by international capital 

and internal forces linked to neo-colonialism. 

Even the U.N. report on "The Impact of Multinational Corpora¬ 

tions on Development and on International Relations recognizes what 

Maoism denies: the possibility for "third world" countries to make 

"political and social choices" for "models of development" along 

non-capitalist paths. 
In its opposition to the struggle for such "political and social 

choices," Maoism reinforces imperialism's economic, political and 

military opposition to the "third world" peoples' sovereign right to 

exercise "political and social choices" that could help them break out of 

capitalism's orbit and accelerate the emergence of working-class and 

mass power, instead of enhancing the positions of internal exploiters 

and international monopolists. 

But along with imperialism. Maoism aims at turning the exploiters 

in the cities and villages into a new bourgeoisie, national betrayers who 
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would subordinate "third world" sovereignty to imperialism's gIobal 
anti-Soviet strategy. a'obal 

Therefore, the question of the underdeveloped countries' sovPr 

eignty ,s inseparable from the struggle for peaceful coexistence: thl 
right to choose their own path without intervention from U S anH 
world imperialism. ’ * nd 

Maoist "Neutrality" in the Class Struggle 

In th? "third WOrld" countries the class struggle revolves around 
e question of capitalist or non-capitalist orientation; specifically 

whether the state or the private sector will be the basis for economic 

development. In this struggle the Maoists line up on the side of internal 

reaction and the multinational corporations, hiding their betrayal of 

issue3*10” 3nd S°Cia 1Sm behind a mask of "neutrality" on this pivotal 

This counterrevolutionary "neutrality" is revealed in an article in 

Peking Review (No. 2: January 10, 1975) that attempts to distort 

decisions made by the U.N. General Assembly in April 1974 to help the 

newly independent countries overcome imperialist domination. But 

following principle"!30'5* *hCSe dedSi0"5 

The right of every country to exercise effective control over its natural 

nationals5' mC Udm8 nationaliza*i°" and transfer of ownership to its 

u^U'>°TdingJ° Marxism-Leninis^' ^e principle that must be "firmly 

P -A 15 PUb ‘C/, n0t PfIV3te' °wnershiP of P^Perty. Yet the Maoists 
would have us believe there is no choice between nationalization and 

wtoTdtrP°efnrrh,p ,o ■ • ■na,iona,s-"u-^ «« 

^ But how does one strengthen an underdeveloped country's ability 

to exercise effective control over its natural resources," and its total 

!n°Z7Cu!7Sl°pment~by rei^a*n^ng "neutral" on the central question 
m the hght for sovereignty and social progress? Ironically, this Maoist 

neutrality is in reality an invitation to multinational corporations to 

C™*inU'^^mating "third world" economies—a modernized version 
of the old "Open Door" policy f version 

To cover their accommodation to neo-colonialist strategy on the 

crucial issue of the "third world" countries' economic and social 
orientation, the Maoists assert: 

The Maoists, Moynihan-Kissinger and the "Third World" 

U African people's anti-imperialist struggle has reached a new 
ThC, iih the spearhead of their struggle for economic independence 

directed more and more against the superpowers' policy of plunder 

and hegemonism. 

. is certainly true that the struggles of the peoples of Africa are 

* a new level, despite the Maoists' disruptive role: Maoist 

Temric cannot conceal Maoist support to the "hegemonism" of U.S. 

Loerialism's multinational corporations. 
P The logic of the Maoists' "neutrality on nationalization versus 

"transfer of ownership to . . . nationals" is seen in their support to U.S 

imperialism's fascist puppets in Chile. The Chilean junta, in accord with 

the Maoist formula, has completed "transfer of ownership to . . 

nationals." The industries and resources nationalized by Allende's 

Popular Unity government are now returned to the hands of the Chilean 

monopolists and landowners tied to U.S. imperialism, or are again 

directly under control of multinational corporations. 

Appreciation of Maoist assistance to U.S. imperialism was express¬ 

ed in the New York Daily News by its editor, Michael O'Neal. After a 

visit to China, he wrote: 

China has moved in the last few years to ally itself with the United 

States in a surprising new balance of power. It has even made a 
wrenching adjustment in its ideology to further its pragmatic national 
interests. (Daily News, July 18, 1975. Emphasis added—H.W.) 

The "wrenching adjustment" the Daily News welcomes is merely 

the Maoists' substitution of great-power chauvinist aims for Marxist- 

Leninist principles. This "wrenching adjustment" not only works 

against the interests of the "third world" peoples; it simultaneously 

jeopardizes China's real "national interests," previous socialist gains 

made inside the country, with vast material assistance from the Soviet 

Union. , 
Maoism's course has indeed led China to "ally itself with the 

United States," including the Kissinger-Moynihan strategy against the 

"tyranny" of the U.N.'s "new majority." 
Especially is this "alliance" directed against the democratic forces 

from Angola to Portugal who do not remain "neutral," but advocate the 

state sector as the starting point for preventing domination in new 

forms by the multinational corporations and as the foundation for 

economic and social progress. 
Whether or not the state sector in "third world" countries promotes 

the non-capitalist path, this form of ownership offers the best opportu- 
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nity for overcoming neo-colonialism and defending national sov. 

ty. This in torn creates the conditions for advancing democtatv 

new levels of struggle toward a non-capitalist path and socialist develf' 

Diversity, Unity and the OAU 

After attacking the Soviet Union's advocacy of industrial He i 

r/j; -of* ,0 control .heir “r„;r 
July 23, 1975, release from the Chinese Mission goes on to asse“' 

Scord^a^breaktg up°Afian nnl^Ev^btdr^owTtharfo8 

S£^lS»SKiS!?5 

ss fssS 

Nevertheless, it is certainly true that there is considerable variation 

the now bankrupt stmTegy imposed1'for 

ti°n of American States (OAS). V e 0rSam2a* 

In its policy toward the OAS, the United StatP«rp»o^ajj- 

membersh.p in order to keep out Cuba. This was the springboard forthe 
U.S. economic blockade of Cuba and for U q Inf„ f. 

Guatemala, Brazil, Bolivia, the Dominican Rep^C“ ££ 

name of opposition to "communism" and "Soviet penetration " 

it is this same imperialist approach that Maoism supports in 

denying the nght to diversity in the OAU. But to oppose this right is to 

continern,neCeS5ity *» ■ fro* again. Impend™ In ^AWn 

Along with imperialism. Maoism is intensifying ideological ooliti 

cal and economic warfare again, foe key element fo fhe 'oAut 
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. on diversity: some, not all, African states have 

principle of £ jtali, orientations; the unity of these diverse 

'eV0lUtwhaVf Moynihan attacks as the "tyranny" of the new major.- 

ty " for the Maoist claim that the Soviet Union is "inciting the 

AS nnle to fight among themselves," the facts prove the 
Angolan pe P hsm and the Maoists, together with Lumumba s 

^Islns are carrying on a military attempt to repeat what was done in 
assassi / , Lumumba's time. 

the ThAl S -Zaire-Maoist intervention, supported by apartheid South 

Africa against the unity of the Angola liberation movement aims to 

Jnlace Portuguese colonialism with even more powerful forms of 

colonialist penetration. Thus, under the guise of opposing comm, 

nism" and "Soviet influence," Maoism has joined with the imperialists 

in military attacks against the right to diversity (the choice of political 

and social orientation) for African states. 
U S.-Maoist complicity in Angola is conf.rmcd in an article m 

Foreign Affairs (April 1975), issued by the Council on Foreign Relations, 

a think tank for U.S. imperialism. The article, "Report from Angola, 

states: 

Recently MPLA [Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola] 

Presided Neto said, "After we are freed from Portuguese colonial¬ 

ism we must be liberated from that of our neighbors and brothers. 

He was referring primarily to President Mobutu, who is he most 

heavily involved and strongest outside influence on Angola today. 

(Emphasis added—H.W.) 

But the "Report" soon contradicts itself, revealing that the most 

heavily involved and strongest outside influence in Angola is the 

United States: 

The United States first became involved in the liberation movement 

in the early sixties by supporting Holden Roberto on a covert 

basis . . . The main U.S. interests in Angola are pohtical-to en¬ 

courage a friendly government in a large and potentially powerful 
African country-and economic-to preserve American business 

interests. Particularly important are the interests of Gulf Oi, the 
fourth-largest oil company in the United States, which has exc usive 

rights over Cabindan oil. In terms of trade the United States is the 

principal importer of Angolan goods, even ahead of Portugal, and the 

third-largest exporter to Angola. 

The "Report" then comments on the Maoists as partners of the 

United States in support of Holden Roberto, son-in-law of Mobutu: 
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It seems that by backing Roberto, the most Western-leaning of the 

leaders, the Chinese decided to sacrifice some ideological purity for 
political payoffs. . . . 

This "sacrifice" of "ideological purity," this betrayal of Marxist- 

Leninist principles, is but the latest in the long Maoist record of 

"sacrifice," not only of the interests of African and other "third world" 

peoples, but of the peoples of China as well. 

The armed intervention in Angola, of which the Maoists are a 

component, also threatens Mozambique's and Guinea Bissau's newly 

won independence. It parallels on the African continent the drive 

against the revolutionary process in Portugal. 

Integration, Solidarity and Maoism 

The Maoists, accusing the U.S.5.R. of "sowing discord and break¬ 

ing up African unity," assert that the "first aim" of the Organization of 

African Unity (OAU) is "to promote integration and solidarity among 
African states." (Emphasis added—H.W.) 

When the Maoists speak of "integration," it is not to adapt this 

concept to the present stage in the African nations' struggle for 

sovereignty and socio-economic progress. Maoist rhetoric about "inte¬ 

gration and "solidarity" is designed to undermine OAU anti¬ 

imperialist unity, the historic prerequisite for further advances in 

cooperation among the member states. 

The Maoists equate "integration" and "solidarity," but there is a 

fundamental distinction between the two concepts. The Soviet Union 

and all the world Communist and progressive forces are united in 

solidarity with the African liberation struggles. 

But how is it possible to "integrate" states with different socio¬ 

economic orientations? Clearly, the Maoist idea of "integration" fits 

into imperialism's strategy of denying the right of self-determination, of 

genuine national development, to OAU members, and of "integrating" 

these countries into new forms of colonialism. By substituting "integra¬ 

tion" for joint action. Maoism is calling upon the African states to 

bypass anti-imperialist solidarity for a "great leap" into neo-colonialism 

and self-defeat. 

Integration among non-socialist nations can mean only the subju¬ 

gation of the weaker states by the stronger. The right of self- 

determination is the basis for diversity within unity in the OAS. The 

contradiction between Maoism and this principle can be seen in the 

U.S.-Maoist effort to duplicate in Africa what the United States did in 

Latin America through the OAS. U.S. imperialism and the Maoists are 

. to undermine anti-imperialist solidarity in the OAU by denying 

^mber states the right to choose their own social system. The 

ns-Maoist intervention in Angola, for example, is an attempt to 

forestall even the possibility of Angola or other African countries 

choosing a non-capitalist path. , ■ • o 
The weaponry to support this Zaire-based intervention is flown in 

from U.S. stocks in the Federal Republic of Germany, U.S. imperial¬ 

ism's most powerful ally in NATO and the European Economic Com¬ 

munity. In this light the Maoists' support to the EEC, the Common 

Market, takes on added significance. It reveals the dimensions of their 

involvement with imperialism's strategy against the three currents of 

the world revolutionary process: the African, Asian and Latin American 

liberation movements; the working classes and oppressed minorities in 

the capitalist countries; and the Soviet Union and the socialist camp. 

There is a direct connection between the Maoists' support of NATO 

and involvement in the Common Market, and the Maoists' attempt to 

"integrate" the OAU member states. This is a connection that exposes 

Maoism's special link with those U.S. and West German monopolists 

most opposed to detente and peaceful coexistence. 

Maoism's Other Face 

The Maoists' adjustment to events often results in rapid changes in 

the form of their betrayal of class and national liberation. Until the 

recent events in Chile, Portugal and Angola, Maoism usually appeared 

as the "left" face of right social democracy. But in Africa and Portugal, 

as well as in its support to the Chilean junta. Maoism now appears 

openly on the right. It is in fact even more closely linked than right 

social democracy with the most aggressive mobilization of fascist 

violence against the Portuguese revolutionary process. 

And in its triangular entente with U.S. and West German imperial¬ 

ism, Maoism appears more and more brazenly to the right of right social 

democracy in the Federal Republic of Germany. Not only did the 

Maoists attack the Helsinki Conference on European Security, the 

greatest single step toward defeating those who would reverse the 

process of detente and would escalate instead of end the armaments 

race; but in addition, Mao Tse-tung placed his personal imprimatur on 

Franz Josef Strauss and all the conservative and fascist forces opposed to 

the Helsinki agreement, of which the F.R.G.'s right social democratic 

government was a signer. 
Both Strauss and Mao Tse-tung aim at intensifying the anti¬ 

democratic, anti-Soviet direction of NATO and the EEC. At the same 
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time, they want to use the EEC to weaken the other Western European 

l a*fS aS nva,s J° Bonn and Washington, while these states continue to 
rurther imperialist goals in Europe and the “third world." 

The United States is anxious to avoid appearing in its true role as 

senior and directing partner in the triangular relationship with the 

Maoists and the most reactionary F.R.C. monopolists. And Maoist 

propaganda provides this cover for U.S. imperialism, helping it to 

thPePMaoisteslther “ im,°Cent bystander or superpower “opponent" of 

Much Maoist propaganda is now directed to moving the EEC and 

NATO into positions that correspond more effectively to the most 

aggressive sectors of U S. and F.R.C. monopoly. This represents not 

only a direct threat to the socialist camp and the “third world/' but to 

the independence of Western European countries. The concept on 

which this propaganda is based was expressed by Teng Hsiao-ping, who 

spoke for the Maoist regime at the Sixth Special Session of the United 
Nations, April 1974. He said that the contemporary world 

. • . actually consists of the three sides, the three worlds, which are 

mutually tied in and mutually contradictory. The USA and the USSR 

Latin Ame? first ,wor*d- The developing countries of Asia, Africa, 
Latin America and other regions comprise the third world The 

deve oped countries that are between the above-mentioned worlds 
. constitute the second world. worms 

has Id dedTj°ty V'firSt'" //second" and world. Maoism 

working 1 an° he,r dimensi°n to jts ^trayal the international 
working classes and the national liberation struggles 

The Maoists' linking of the Soviet Union and the United States in a 

first world" is a significant example of their “wrenching adjustment" 

away from Marxist-Leninist principles. (Every U.N. member knows 

these two states are in the forefront of opposite international align¬ 
ments!) 6 

Shortly before the October Revolution, Lenin wrote: 

The abolition of capitalism and its vestiges, and the establishment of 

he fundamentals of the communist order comprise the content of 
the new era of world history that has set in. (Collected Works, Vol. 
31, 1 rogress Publishers, Moscow, p, 392) 

He then said: 

Any direct or indirect, witting or unwitting evasion of these ques¬ 

tions inevitably turns into a defense of the interests of the bourgeoi- 
sieyhe interests of capital, the interests of the exploiters. (Ibid , p. 
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Maoism's portrayal of the strongest single socialist state and the 

neest single capitalist state as members of the same camp is a 

"direct" and "witting . . . evasion" of “the content of the new era of 

rid history," i.e., the pivotal contradiction between advancing social- 

W°r anc[ declining capitalism in the era of world transition to socialism. 

Maoism "inevitably turns into a defense of the interests of the bourgeoisie, 

the interests of capital, the interests of the exploiters." 

Although the Maoists use the phrase “third world" as if it were a 

scientific characterization, it is actually a shorthand reference for 

countries that, despite diverse backgrounds and social orientations, 

have been the victims of colonialism and neo-colonialism. 

As for the Maoists' "second world," allegedly composed of all the 

developed capitalist countries except the United States, this represents 

another "witting . . . evasion" of international divisions. In reality this 

“second world" is the neo-colonialist camp headed by the United States 

and comprised of all the EEC and NATO states, plus Israel on Africa's 

northern flank, apartheid South Africa, Japan and Brazil, the imperialist 

aspirant on the South American continent. These are the allies 

Maoism offers the “third world"! 
This Maoist "theory" of the era in which we live contradicts the 

scientific analysis and guide to struggle expressed by Lenin: 

We cannot know how rapidly and how successfully the various 

historical movements in a given epoch will develop, but we can and 

do know which class stands at the hub of one epoch or another, 

determining its main content, the main direction of its development, 

the main characteristics of the historical situation in that epoch, 

etc. . . . only a knowledge of the basic features of a given epoch can 
serve as the foundation for an understanding of the specific features 

of one country or another. (Collected Works, Vol. 21, p. 145. 

Emphasis in the original.) 

The Maoist concept of a “first," "second" and "third" world is 

designed to separate the newly independent countries from the class 

standing at the “hub" of the world revolutionary process: the contin¬ 

gents of the international working class in power in the Soviet Union 

and the socialist camp. 
In linking the United States with the Soviet Union, Maoism aims in 

particular at deceiving the “third world" peoples. According to its first 

world" "theory," the United States is unconnected with the social, 

economic and military aggression involving the EEC and NATO coun¬ 

tries, Japan, Israel, South Africa and Brazil against the "third world." 

It is difficult to imagine anything more fraudulent than this “the¬ 

ory," when the United States is the dominant force, the decision- 
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making center, in the "second world" that Maoism portrays as the ally 

of the peoples struggling to emerge from neo-colonialism. By separating 

the United States from the so-called second world. Maoism assists the 

imperialists (particularly the most reactionary U.S. and F.R.G. sectors) 

who assign the EEC a special role in "solving" the intensified general 

crisis of capitalism through neo-colonialist expansion. 

Pattern of U.S. Investments Abroad 

U.S. imperialism's economic, political and military weight within 

the so-called second world enables the United States to shape the 

decisions which maintain the plunder of the "third world." 

For example, in 1972 U.S. corporations invested almost three and a 

half billion dollars abroad, and repatriated almost ten and a half billion 

in profits. U.S. multinational corporations are now investing $25 abroad 

for every $100 invested at home. Significantly, 80 percent of these 

foreign investments are in the developed capitalist countries, predomi¬ 

nantly the EEC countries of the fictional "second world" from which the 

Maoists exclude the United States! 

This investment pattern is further proof that U.S. and world 

imperialism continues to accelerate economic, political, technological 

and military development in the advanced capitalist countries while 

giving only peripheral consideration to and perpetuating underdevelop¬ 
ment in the "third world." 

This pattern of investments in the Common Market by U.S. 

multinational corporations reveals the nature of inter-imperialist rival¬ 

ries and the uneven development of capitalism, accentuated by the 

scientific and technological revolution and the general crisis of capital¬ 

ism. These factors account for U.S. imperialism's efforts to dominate 

not only the underdeveloped countries still within the capitalist orbit, 

but also to intensify its domination of the developed capitalist sectors. 

The triangular entente between Peking, Washington and Bonn not 

only threatens the "third world" and the working classes in the 

capitalist countries, but also sharpens the contradictions within 

NATO—whose interests are increasingly subordinated to the United 

States via its special relations with the F.R.G., the most powerful EEC 

member, and its support from Maoism. This is how the United States, 

though not a Common Market member, can largely determine West 

European policies. 

However, class adhesion between the United States and all EEC 

members overshadows rivalries in protecting their common interests 

against the working classes, the liberation movements and the socialist 
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And it is in this connection that Maoism is particularly valuable to 

camp- A 

imP' w Tm as a partner in the triangular entente, aims to weaken 

taperialist unity through its support to imperialism's military arm, 

M^stTioTn^rin™;^:, with the British ConservaUve 

I „ j the right wing of the Labor Party against the Labor Party s left 

Party dd U progressive forces in a massive campaign to bring England 

Wimthe EEC Atypical example of the Maoists' rationale for supporting 

pari m the July 1975 Broadsheet, issued by the China Policy 

l^t^er. in Englandf Broadsheet stated, "The 

EEC. is positive politically, as a measure in favour of self-reliance and 

to avoid dependence on one or both superpowers. 
Here the Maoists apply to an openly imperialist organ.aat.on the 

same "self-reliance" rhetoric they have used for more than a decade to 

undermine anti-imperialist unity by attempting to separate the nahona 

liberation struggles from the socialist camp. 
In what way does the EEC represent a "measure in favour of 

self-reliance?" For the working classes and masses to identify then 

interests with the EEC is to "rely" on the organization through which 

Washington and Bonn mobilize capitalism's economicand mditary 

resources against the world revolutionary process. Reliance on EEC 

means subservience to the multinational corporations dominating the 

Uves of the -sle. in both the developed and underdeveloped capita ls 

countries True self-reliance for the anti-impenahst forces means the 

united struggles of the working classes and the national liberation 

movements with the socialist camp. 

Continuing, Broadsheet states. 

In future it will be necessary to oppose U.S. hegemony over the 
EEC while avoiding a one-sided anti-U.S. line which could benefit 

the other superpower. 

It is now impossible for any second-world country to continue in the 
old way .On a European level, a step can be taken m the 

direction of a more balanced economic structure. This does not solve 

the long-term problem, but in any case we do not pin our hopes on 

capitalism as a lasting solution. . . 

Here the Maoists outdo even the most aggressively class collabora¬ 

tionist policies of right social democracy! They betray the present 

struggle against U.S. and world imperialism with a promise to oppose 

U S hegemony over the E.E.C." some time in the future, justifying this 

betrayal in the name of "avoiding a one-sided anti-U.S. line which could 
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benefit the other superpower." Thus, Maoism's anti-Sov.W 

power chauvinism has become open "one-sided" support tn l' f6at* 

m°X EEC NAT0liSmd bT 3nd ‘he ",hird world/ eSe‘ 

ism assign the task of cZtinued ^nelr^i te"th^ °Vd™PMii'1- 

multinational corporations. The Ma“ „t u to belike 1 ^,h' 

IspsiSsg; 
the Kissmger-Moynihan strategy designed to • 8S . , 0n 
economic and military dominant, 

"Get Tough and Do Things" 

Also among those whose "hopes" are 

Kennecott, on the other i j ost country—to no avail. 

ardize its standing with credit instituhon government would jeop- 
failed to provide adelr 1 ° 5 on several continents if it 

nationalism, the latter strategy mlybThTsafer I'*™*™5 °f. risinS 

retrospect, Harold Geneen, president of ITT h/f COr^°!ahon- In 

answer may be a multinational Approach' ^By Th* 
Germans, the Swiss the WorM r,„i, . V, this 1 mean the 

investment. Then s“'c« are involved^nofo"5 £" 
goes wrong, the countries can get tough and dTtlrinl. ~ v‘e8 

Nye, "Multinational Corporations and World Politic? " r 
f«rs, October 1974. Emphasis added-H W ) ' F°m*n Af‘ 

U S tanenM haVta8 Tchf «ed'" 35 lhe Ma°i^ would have us believe 

- face of ristaaTatio S‘pPy,ftlemptin* t0 adiust Ha operations: In the 
ng nationalism, it wants to avoid artino ai• , 

underdeveloped countries, as i, did in Vietnam and Chif/'w' 

multinational approach," including the EEC U S imDer' 1' i” 

make sure that if "something goes wrong " the’ ™PenaIlsm PUns to 

"Share in the investment" will also "get tough and doling""'” ‘hi" 
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The "multinational approach" means action through such organi- 

as the EEC, on which Kissinger, Moynihan, ITT and Mao see 
zatioHS ,_y transnational governmental and institutional 
eye-to-eye, 

countries still in 

backed by transnational governmental and institutional 

In this way U'S' imPerialism hopes to reinforce its domina¬ 

tion'over both the capitalist centers and "third world" 

the capitalist orbit. 
As Gus Hall, General Secretary of the Communist Party, USA, 

points out: 

The ominous nature of the web being spun by U.S. imperialism is 

now emerging into the full light of day. Kissinger spins the shuttle- 

weave, Moynihan baits the trap with sugary poison at the United 

Nations, while the godfather of all the corporate spiders [Rockefel¬ 

ler] directs the spinning from behind the seal of the Vice Presidency 

of the United States. 

Hall continues: 

The web is designed to trap both the underdeveloped countries and 

the people of the United States. 

What is the basic essence of the U.S. proposals? They are all without 
exception geared to using U.S. taxpayers' dollars to help the U.S. 

corporations expand their exploitation and domination of the under¬ 

developed countries. (Daily World, Sept. 5, 1975) 

At the Seventh Special Session of the United Nations, Kissinger 

proposed several courses of action, all of which, as Foreign Affairs 

makes clear, originated in U.S. imperialism's most reactionary circles. 

Each of Kissinger's proposals is part of the U.S. effort to strengthen the 

EEC and NATO, while perfecting even more sophisticated transnational 

agencies. 

Kissinger asserted: 

. . . The United States will support a major expansion of the World 

Bank's International Finance Corporation—the investment banker 

with the broadest experience in supporting private enterprise in devel¬ 

oping countries. (Nye, op. cit. Emphasis added—H.W.) 

Kissinger then notified the United Nations that the underdeveloped 

countries' "access" to monopoly's technology and capital would depend 

on their submission to "one of the most effective engines of 

development—the transnational enterprise." He said: 

Transnational enterprises have been powerful instruments of moder¬ 

nization both in the industrial nations—where they conduct most of 

their operations—and in the developing countries, where there is 
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often no substitute for their ability to marshal capital, management, 
skills, technology and initiative. (Ibid.) 

Kissinger, with his blatant assertion that the "management, skills 

. . . and initiative" are to remain under transnational control, revealed 

that his "new" proposals are simply updated versions of imperialism's 

old "engines" of domination. He made it clear that underdeveloped 

"host" countries have no rights that the transnational corporations are 

bound to respect, including the right of self-determination guaranteed 

by the U.N. charter. 

Attempting to outlaw opposition to U.S. plans, Kissinger declared 

that even "the controversy over" the transnational corporations' "role 

and conduct is itself an obstacle to development." "Development," 

according to the Kissinger-Moynihan proposals, would be "managed" 

as follows: U.S. and world imperialism would aim to create a national 

bourgeoisie in each country to assist the transnational corporations in 

suppressing "the controversy over their role and conduct" in plundering 

the "third world." 

Puerto Rican Prototype of "Modernization" 

As an example of what "powerful instruments of modernization" 

the "transnational enterprises" have been, one need look no further 

than Puerto Rico, which U.S. imperialism projects as the prototype for 

"development" of the entire "third world." "Managed" and "modern¬ 

ized" by U.S. imperialism, Puerto Rico remains a colony, its economy 

converted into a super-profit branch of the transnational corporations. 

For the Puerto Rican people this has meant unemployment and poverty 

on the scale of economic genocide. Not since the days when British 

colonialism in Ireland led to famine and the migration of millions has 

such a huge proportion of a people been forced to leave its own country 

in search of work. 

The Puerto Ricans' crisis of existence, whether in Puerto Rico or in 

U.S. ghettos, is the outcome of decades of control by U.S. monopoly's 

"most effective engines of development." 

On August 19, 1975, the Economic Development Administration of 

the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico placed a full-page ad in The New 

York Times, featuring Pierre A. Rinfret, president of Rinfret-Boston 

Associates, Inc., and "one of the nation's most influential business 

economists." Hailing Puerto Rico as his "standard for judging invest¬ 

ment opportunities in the world," Rinfret rhapsodized: 

There are things about Puerto Rico which delight me and reinforce 
my faith in the vibrancy and dynamism of the free enterprise system. 
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The base, the key, the faith of Puerto Rico is that the private sector 
do more to develop the Commonwealth than can government. 

Ynu will have to admit that sets Puerto Rico apart from most, if not 

all, countries of the free world. The political leaders of Puerto Rico 

believe in free enterprise. 

They have placed their faith and their future in the free enterprise 

system. 

What does not delight Rinfret and other monopoly spokesmen 

about Puerto Rico is the mounting liberation struggles—vibrant testimo¬ 

ny that the Puerto Rican people place "their faith and their future in 

the fight to oust the "free enterprise system" of the transnational 

corporations and their national bourgeois enforcers. 

That the Kissinger-Moynihan proposals for "modernization and 

"development" mean profits for the neo-colonialists and misery for the 

people is confirmed when Rinfret, as a come-on to investors, states: 

"When the worldwide recession of 1974-75 hit, it hit Puerto Rico harder 

than most." As a result, as the ad puts it, "The people of Puerto Rico 

need work." 
In addition to masses of unemployed, the transnational corpora¬ 

tions are offered such other benefits of neo-colonialist "modernization" 

as "100% exemption from all local taxes," no federal taxes, and a rebate 

of "up to 25% of your labor costs for the first two years of operation." 

"An Unfriendly Act" 

When a resolution to discuss Puerto Rican self-determination was 

presented in the United Nations, only days before Kissinger's address to 

the Seventh Special Session, the representative from Maoist China did 

not participate in the voting. This non-participation followed a warning 

from the U.S. representative that his government would consider those 

voting for the resolution guilty of "an unfriendly act. Obviously, the 

Maoists who had voted with the United States in the U.N. Human 

Rights Commission against an investigation of the fascist atrocities in 

Chile would not join in an "unfriendly act" against U.S. imperialism! 

Further, one should remember that in the months before the 

Kissinger-Moynihan proposals were presented to the United Nations, 

the Maoists tried to camouflage the nature of the transnational corpora¬ 

tions' demands behind a barrage of anti-Soviet propaganda. At the 

same time, their "neutral" stand on nationalization versus private 

ownership was designed to undermine "third world" struggles for 

independence and a non-capitalist path. 
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However the mounting fight against the transnational com 

t.ons reflected in the Lima Conference of Non-aligned Countn^?' 

August 1975 and m the U.N. special session the following month V* 

forced the Maoists to make tactical adjustments. Now they are placin' 

certain rhetorical emphasis on nationalization. But they are accomDan* 

ing this with intensified efforts to disrupt anti-imperialist unity wit J* 

the underdeveloped countries, i.e., stepped-up attempts to split the 2 
countnes from their world allies. 

This nullifies even the Maoist rhetoric about nationalization sine, 

only anti-imperialist unity can guarantee that nationalization strength 

ens an underdeveloped country's sovereignty and economy, rather than 

solidifying the presence of capital linked to the transnational corpora- 

tions. Thus, whatever their form, Maoist policies support Kissinger in 

his dictates against "controversy" over the "role and conduct" of the 
multinational corporations. 

Detente, Militarization and Maoism 

In the company of the most racist, aggressive sectors of imperialism 

from Johannesburg to Washington, from Bonn to Tel Aviv, the Maoists 

ceaselessly oppose the struggle for detente and disarmament. 

For example, the July 28,1975, press release from the U.N. Mission 
of the People's Republic of China states: 

and ''^armament" are always on their lips, untiresomely 
chanted, on whatever occasions. Now the Soviet revisionists again 
want to msert this stuff into the African Summit Conference by way 

of this special document," saying that "without the deepening of 

the process of world detente it is difficult to talk seriously about 

problems of the development of the Third World and establishment 
of equitable economic relations," and that the work on disarmament 

has no mere importance." One must ask: when the African peoples 

are waging a fierce struggle against colonialism, imperialism and 

dies!rm?mSm' 15 * P°SSib 6 f°r the youn8 African countries to 

„ lt js hardly worth mentioning that this Maoist "quote" from the 

special document" (the Soviet greeting to the OAU) does not appear in 

itSGlf- is f P°rtant is Maoists' allegation that 
the U.S.S.R. s struggle for detente and an end to the imperialist- 

imposed arms race is a call for "young African countries to disarm." 

However, none of the Maoists' endless variations on their anti- 

Soviet theme can hide the Soviet Union's record of all-round solidarity 

with third world" countries. As is well known throughout the world, 
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c s R and the socialist camp have been up front in supplying 

the material to the liberation movements. 

Whfle they falsely accuse the U.S.S.R. of telling the African 

' .to disarm, the Maoists not only engage in military mterven- 
countnes p0Ituguese colonies with the United States, NATO 

ti0t cLth Africa but they also encourage the United States and NATO 

and !°nd military bases in Africa, Asia and Latin America. In addition, 

!he6Xhave joined U.S. Defense Secretary Schlesinger and the Pentagon 

VLlinR for Japanese remilitarization. 
That Maoist opposition to detente, peaceful coexistence and dis¬ 

armament affects all the class and national liberation struggles is 

revealed in countless ways. For instance, the money spent annually on 

the armaments buildup now exceeds the combined incomes of most of 

the African, Asian and Latin American countries. Those most vulnera¬ 

ble to the consequences of the arms race-increasing unemployment, 

inflation and poverty, and the widening gap between the underdeve - 

oped and the capitalist countries-are the masses in both the third 

world" and the capitalist centers. This is why Maoist opposition to 

detente and peaceful coexistence makes it the single greatest source of 

support to the enemies of sovereignty, development and social progress 

in the "third world." 
The Maoists deny the revolutionary connection between the strug¬ 

gle for peaceful coexistence and liberation from neo-colonialism. In¬ 

stead they call upon the imperialists to expand their economic, political 

and military operations (of which the transnational corporations are an 

integral part) in Europe and the "third world" in the name of countering 

"Soviet expansion." . , , , „ 
Yet, even these bourgeois ideologists will at times acknowledge 

what Maoist "revolutionaries" persistently deny: The imperialists 

motivations for perpetuating the arms race is not defense agams 

Soviet expansion," but fear that peace and a slowdown in the^arma¬ 

ments race would enable the socialist countries to greatly intensify both 

their internal development and their support to industrial and social 

adVaThaUhlhmolNafiororfdthose who support the armaments race, with 

its risk of nuclear disaster, is indeed something other than fear of 

"Soviet expansion" is revealed in an October 1974 Foreign Affairs 

article: 

Most national security policies in today's world are designed not 

merely to insure the physical survival of individuals within national 

boundaries, but to assure some minimal expected level of economic 
welfare ... and a degree of national political status. (Emphasis in 
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the original.) Indeed, some national security policies actually increa< 

he risks to physical survival in order to insure greater certainty in th* 

enjoyment of economic welfare, political statu? and national^ 
my. (Nye, op. at. Emphasis added—H.W.) 

Here we have a" admission that the imperialist and Maoist efforts 
to heat up the armaments race, even though they increase "the risks to 

p ysical survival, have nothing to do with "national security" or the 

masses economic welfare" in either the capitalist centers or the "third 

world. Instead, the imperialists aim "to insure greater security" for 

?Tr ™ntmued plunder of the underdeveloped countries, while the 
Maoists aim at advancing their great-power chauvinist goals. 

■ , s,ru8Sle f°r Peaceful coexistence between the capitalist and 
socialist countries, and between capitalist and underdeveloped coun¬ 

tries, is not only a realizable goal but an indivisible part of "third world- 

straggles for liberation from neo-colonialism. It is, in fact, the starting 

point for overcoming the widening gap between the underdeveloped 
countries and the capitalist centers. V 

The significance "third world" countries attach to the struggle for 

peaceful coewstence was demonstrated at the Conference of Non- 

aligned Nations in Lima, Peru, in August 1975, which called for 

aliJnpdren8t?enmS^ ‘j8 coordination an<* joint actions of the non- 

to 165 m 7der t0 enSUie international peace and security, 
to eliminate causes of tension, to dismantle military bases, to create 

lengthen Sthet(^ 86116131 and 

The Maoists' opposition to peaceful coexistence, detente and 

disarmament belies the rhetorical "support" they gave the Lima Confer- 

he U N f0 T. Cn V ca°iSt China'S sPolcesnian/ Li Chiang, at 
the U.N. Special Session in September 1975 clashed with the Lima 

Declaration s call to eliminate causes of tension" and "encourage total 
and general disarmament." s 

Li Chia"*' by contrgst, declared, "The current international situa¬ 
tion ,s excellent. Exactly what is it in the "situation" that the Maoists 
consider excellent ? Li explains: 

i' . the rivalry between the superpowers for world hegemony is 

becoming ever more acute and extending to every corner of the 

?£ld'y aggravatmS tensionJ and speeding up their arms expan¬ 
sion and war preparations, thus causing greater intranquilitv in 
Europe and other parts of the world. The intensifying contention 
between the superpowers is bound to lead to war some \ay. This is 
independent of man's will. (Emphasis added—H.W.) 
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In order to allege that events are determined "independent of 

's will," the Maoists must conceal the difference between socialism 

capitalism. In reality, of course, events are determined in the class 

Truggle/ in the mobilization of the "will" of opposing classes. 

* In obscuring socialism's inherent identity with peaceful goals and 

the contrasting nature of capitalism, Li attempts to hide the source of the 

armaments race and the war danger. Further, by linking the Soviet 

Union with the United States, Li tries to deny that the unity of the 

world's anti-imperialist forces can prevent world war. Instead, he claims 

war is inevitable—"independent of man's will." 

Li then goes on to say: 

As things stand now, there is no "irreversible process of detente" at 

all, but instead, the growing danger of a new world war. 

Naturally, Li neglects to mention that the "growing danger of a 

new world war" has not occurred "independent" of Maoism. On the 

contrary, the Maoists' "will" has been directed toward disrupting the 

world forces capable of making peaceful coexistence irreversible. For 

example, instead of calling upon the peoples of the world to exert their 

"will" to end the war danger, which would involve nuclear holocaust, Li 

calls for the following: 

The people of all countries must get prepared. However, whether war 

gives rise to revolution or revolution prevents war, in the end it is the 

increasingly awakening people of the world . . . and not the one or 

two superpowers, that determine the destiny of mankind. 

What Li projects for the world is the same "solution" a U.S. officer 

advocated in Vietnam: He wanted to "save" a South Vietnamese village 

by destroying it. And Li's remarks, like those of the U.S. officer, cannot 

be interpreted as a momentary rhetorical aberration. Li was expressing 

official Maoist policy adopted at the Ninth Convention of the Commu¬ 

nist Party of China, which stated: 

As for the question of world war, there are only two possibilities: 
either war will cause revolution, or revolution will avert war. 

But this theory neither advances the struggle for revolution nor 

helps to avert war! On the contrary, it is designed to demobilize the 

fight for peace by instilling, in the name of "revolution," an acceptance 

of the Maoist prediction that war cannot be averted! 

The assertion that "war will cause revolution" is alien to Marxism- 

Leninism's scientific, humanist principles. The experience of two world 

wars has confirmed that the struggle for peace is inseparable from the 
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struggle for class and national liberation. During World War I, the 

October Revolution was led by those who had fought most uncompro- 

misingly against the war. The socialist advances after World War II 

were also achieved under the leadership of those who had fought 

relentlessly to prevent war. And these advances would have been 

incalculably greater if the struggle to prevent fascist aggression through 

collective security had not been sabotaged by anti-Soviet forces in the 

West whose role is paralleled today by right social democrats and 

Maoists under "left" phrases. 

As for the second of Maoism's "two possibilities," the claim that 

"revolution will avert war" serves to narrow and disrupt unity instead of 

advancing the unity of those increasingly vast numbers of people who 

see that the war danger, racism, repression and the economic crisis 

demand great anti-monopoly formations. 

To say that "war will cause revolution" or that "revolution will avert 

war" is to betray Marxist-Leninist principles. For example, the Seventh 

Congress of the Communist International in 1935 had this to say on the 
struggle for peace: 

Any concession to . . . those elements who desire the outbreak of 

war, even though they mask their opportunism by revolutionary 

phrases, can only isolate us from the masses. Moreover, we already 

know by experience that all those who, within the ranks of the 
working class movement, exalted imperialist war as a means of 

paving the way to revolution have in the long run inevitably severed 
their connections with the working class and are today in the camp of 

fascism. (VII Congress of the Communist International. Foreign 
Languages Publishing House, Moscow, 1939, p. 417) 

Maoism not only exalts war "as a means of paving the way to 

revolution," it has also become a major instigator of world war, 

operating as an advance contingent in imperialism's anti-Soviet, neo¬ 

colonialist strategy. Thus, Maoist treason exceeds even that of the 

revolutionaries" in Hitler's time who made concessions to the forces 
that wanted war. 

Today, on the issue of war or peace, there is a chilling similarity 

between the "thought of Mao" and Hitler's thoughts. Like Hitler, the 

Maoists aim at inculcating massive acceptance of the idea that war is 

inevitable. Like Hitler, the Maoists couple this strategy with the big lie 

of a Soviet "threat." In fact, the Maoists describe the country that saved 

the world from Hitler fascism in the same way the Nazis did to prepare 

the way for fascism and war. 

Speaking of the Soviet "enemy," Hitler said: 
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Our moral concepts are diametrically opposed to those of Soviet 

Russia . . - National-Socialism has saved Germany and, probably, 

Europe from the greatest catastrophe of all time. . . . 
National-Socialism cannot call upon its German fellow countrymen, 

the adherents of National-Socialism, to support a system which in 

our own country we consider our most mortal enemy. (Quoted in VII 

Congress of the Communist International, p. 401) 

It is time to consider the meaning of Maoist "moral conceptions" 

that portray the first land of socialism as the "mortal enemy." And it is 

time to realize that such "moral conceptions" could plunge the world 

into a catastrophe indescribably greater than that in Hitler's time. Mao 

himself revealed the logic of his "moral conceptions" at the meeting in 

Moscow of the Communist and Workers Parties in 1957, when he said: 

Is it possible to estimate the number of human victims a future war 

could cause? Yes, it is, it will perhaps be one-third of the 2,700 

million population of the whole world, that is, only 900 million 

people. ... I argued over the issue with Nehru. In this respect he is 
more pessimistic than I am. I am told that if one-half of mankind 

were destroyed, there would still remain the other half, but then 
imperialism would be completely wiped out and only socialism would 

remain all over the world, and that within half a century or a full 

century the population will once again increase even more than by 

half as much again. 

After Mao's views were met with shocked repudiation by the 

Communist and Workers Parties, the Maoists accelerated their struggle 

against those in the Communist Party of China who remained true to 

Marxism-Leninism. In this way they prepared for an open break with 

socialist principles in China and on a world scale. 

Over the years the Soviet Union has continued to respond to Mao's 

"moral conceptions." For example: 

. . . has anyone asked the Chinese people who are being doomed to 
death in advance about whether they agree to be the firewood in the 

furnace of a nuclear missile war; have they empowered the leader¬ 
ship of the People's Republic of China to issue their burial certificates 

in advance? 

Another question also arises. If, according to the Chinese leaders' 
forecasts, roughly one-half of the population of such a big country as 

China is destroyed in a thermonuclear war, how many men will die 

in countries whose populations do not run to hundreds of millions 
but to tens or to simply millions of people? It is, after all, quite 

obvious that many -ountries and peoples would Find themselves 
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entirely within that half of mankind which the Chinese leaders 

prepared to scrap from the human race. Who then has given 

Chinese leaders the right to make free with these peoples' destin' 6 
or to speak on their behalf? n‘es 

Who has given the Chinese leaders the right to denigrate th 

ultimate goal of the international working class movement_th* 

triumph of labor over capital—by making assertions that the way to it 

runs through world thermonuclear war and that it is worth sacrificing 

one-half of the globe's population in order to build a higher civiliza_ 

tion on the corpses and ruins? This conception has nothing in 

common with Marxist-Leninist doctrine. We oppose this bestial 
conception. We have carried on and are carrying on a tireless 

struggle for the triumph of Marxist-Leninist ideas, for the emancipa¬ 
tion of the peoples from all exploitation and oppression, and for the 

triumph of labor over capital, with the use of methods which are 

worthy of the great humanistic ideals of socialism and communism. 
(Soviet Government statement, Pravda, August 21, 1963.) 

"Second World," "Second Arrowhead" 

The direct connection between Mao's speech at the 1957 Moscow 

meeting and the Maoists' current policies is revealed both in Li Chiang's 

address to the September 1975 session of the United Nations and in 

Mao's special relationship with Franz Josef Strauss. 

Li Chiang urges the "people of all countries" not to fight for peace, 

but to get prepared for war against the Soviet "superpower." Strauss, 

who speaks for the same German monopolists that helped put Hitler in 

power, also demands intensified anti-Soviet preparations. He says that 

the United States should make Europe a "second arrowhead of NATO." 

{Herausforderung und Antwort, by Franz Josef Strauss, Stuttgart 1968 
p. 174) 

The identity of the Maoists' "second world" strategy with Strauss's 

"second arrowhead" seals the anti-Soviet alliance between the ultra¬ 

rightists and the ultra-revolutionary Maoists. Thus, according to the 

latest "thought of Mao," power comes not "out of the barrel of a gun" 

but out of nuclear "arrowheads" carrying the threat of nuclear catastro¬ 
phe. 

When the Maoists assert that revolution is the only way to avert 

war, they are telling the masses to stand aside and let the imperialists 

decide the question of war or peace. Since they attempt to place this 

matter in the hands of imperialism, it is only logical that they consider it 

inevitable. But not only do the Maoists declare that war is bound to 

come, they also exalt it as in the interests of humanity by saying, "war 

gives rise to revolution." By proclaiming the "revolutionary" value of 

the moists, Moynihsn-Kissinger and the "Third World" 

, Maoists seek to disrupt the world struggle for detente and 

^°stence, which can make the international struggles for 

PeaCC U 3 national liberation irreversible. 

cla6%le Maoists are escalating their opposition to peaceful coexistence 

Th* • more than ever bound up with averting nuclear disaster, and 
when it is imperialists' attempts to deal with the crisis of 

StXTat itelpe^/ol the peoples of the capitalist centers and 

P^?hr.tdfvisib°eUsntrurgle for peace, liberation and social progress; car, 

. Jon only by countering the Maoists' divisive concepts. Anti- 

ZSJZy'L and must be forged on a vastly greater scale han 

f Pne the war In Indochina, when the heroic peoples of Vietnam, Laos 

td Cambodia triumphed over U.S. aggression with the S“PP°?? ** 

socialist camp, the "third world" and the masses in the United States 

and other capitalist countries. ,tr,. 
From the very start of U.S. intervention in Vietnam, Maoist China 

and its disciples in the United States and elsewhere ranged themselves 

with reaction in endless attacks on the mounting peace movements. 

During this period of more than a decade of U.S. escalation m Viet , 

Maoism escalated its assaults against those fighting for “twmperiahst 

unity with the Indochinese peoples,. camouflaging its disruption beh n 

rhetoric about "Soviet revisionism. 
Meanwhile, the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries took 

the lead in providing material support to the Indochinese kbera ion 

struggles, while at the same time tirelessly forging unity with the 

movements to end the aggression and to enforce the 

peoples' right to self-determination, which is synonymous with 

right to peaceful coexistence. £ 
MaLm, indifferent to the human and material consequences o 

prolonged aggression, countered this worldwide solidarity with its 

"self-reliance" and "protracted guerilla war" slogans, each designed fo 

a particular purpose: the "protracted guerilla war" heme was used to 

disguise the Maoists' complicity in protracting US aggression y 

rejecting joint anti-imperialis, action, while the substitution of self- 

reliance" for solidarity was the cover for trying to> spUt the: Asia 

African and Latin American liberation struggle from the socialist camp 

and the international working classes. 

"Self-Reliance," Solidarity and the "Third World 

The purpose in reviewing the Maoists' treason during the war in 

Indochina is not only for understanding the past. Rather, it is to 

examine how these same Maoist policies affect the present. 
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For example, the Maoists' "two superpowers" rhetoric, their re¬ 

newed calls for "self-reliance" and virulent opposition to peaceful 

coexistence are synchronized with the post-Vietnam strategy of the 

United States and its NATO and Japanese imperialist partners to recoup 

and expand control over the "third world." As expressed in the 

Moynihan-Kissinger doctrine, the main role in carrying out this greatly 

intensified offensive against the underdeveloped countries has been 

assigned to the transnational corporations. It is in this context that the 

Maoists prescribe "self-reliance" as the solution for the "third world." 

Taken only at face value, the Maoists' "self-reliance" slogan 

demonstrates their colossal arrogance. Imagine, preaching "self- 

reliance" to the Vietnamese and other "third world" peoples who have 

survived the ravages of centuries of colonialism precisely because of 

their boundless capacity for "self-reliance"! 

Now we are living in an era in which the new socialist system has 

brought class and national liberation to a great part of the earth, an era 

in which proletarian internationalism between the socialist camp, the 

international working class and the liberation struggles is decisive. For 

the Maoists to talk of 'self-reliance" while opposing the reciprocal 

reliance of anti-imperialist solidarity is to betray the cause of class and 

national liberation. True self-reliance—the self-action of each contin¬ 

gent in the world revolutionary process—is the basis for united action 

against imperialism. Bui to proclaim self-reliance as a substitute for 

solidarity is to yield to imperialist domination by attempting to under¬ 
mine the struggle against it. 

No wonder The New York Times, the leading ideological organ of 

U.S. imperialism, has taken such a liking to Maoism. ". . . Mao is the 

greatest social revolutionary in history," writes Times Associate Editor 

Tom Wicker. "He knows the only revolution is permanent revolution— 

against the society revolution creates, as much as against the one it 

overthrows." (A Time To Die, by Tom Wicker, Quadrangle-NYT Book 
Co., N.Y., 1975, p. 256) 

It is worth noting that the Times didn't nominate Mao as "the 

greatest social revolutionary in history" until he turned against revolu¬ 

tionary principles. Now Mao has found his place among imperialism's 

favorites—just as has Moynihan, monopoly's favorite sociologist. 

Maoist-Style "Self-Reliance" and Reparations 

How does Maoist-style "self-reliance" apply, for example, to the 
present situation of the Vietnamese people? 

At this time, the Provisional Revolutionary Government of South 

The Maoists, Moynihan-Kissinger and the "Third World" 

Vietnam is demanding that the United States, whose destruction of 

Vietnam is unparalleled, live up to its pledge of reparations under the 

Paris Agreements. The United States is not only violating this pledge 

but has placed an embargo on U.S. trade with both the Democratic 

Republic of Vietnam and the Provisional Revolutionary Government of 

South Vietnam. It has also vetoed membership for both in the United 

Nations. 
The Vietnamese get no support from Maoist China in their demand 

for reparations. Further, the Maoists undermine the Fight to end the 

embargo by their ceaseless opposition to detente, i.e., peaceful coexis¬ 

tence and mutually beneficial trade. Although both the Democratic 

Republic of Vietnam and the Provisional Revolutionary Government of 

South Vietnam have declared their readiness to enter into normal trade 

and diplomatic relations with the United States, the Maoists tell them 

and the other peoples of the "third world" that it is not possible to 

"indulge in detente with colonialists." 

For 15 years the Maoists have also done all they could to disrupt 

solidarity with Cuba's struggle against the U.S. embargo. This, too, has 

been carried out in the name of "self-reliance" and opposition to 

detente. 

One must ask: In what way do these Maoist actions assist the 

underdeveloped nations in their struggle for sovereignty, equitable 

access to world trade, and all-round development free from the dictates 

of the transnational corporations? 

The answer to that question is coming with increasing frequency 

from the "third world" peoples themselves. For example, the Commu¬ 

nist Parties of Latin America and the Caribbean, meeting in Havana in 

June 1975, issued a document, "Latin America in the Struggle Against 

Imperialism, For National Independence, Democracy, People's Wel¬ 

fare, Peace and Socialism," which declared: 

This Conference energetically condemns the foreign policy of the 

leadership of the Communist Party of China, which flirts with 

Yankee imperialism, defends its presence in Asia and in Europe, 

justifies NATO, stimulates West-German imperialism and revanch¬ 

ism, attacks and slanders the USSR with the same viciousness of the 
worst spokesmen of international reaction, fosters the aggressive 

militarism of the world bourgeoisie against it, promotes the insane 

policy of cold war against the heroic Soviet people, and in Latin 
America has its most ominous expression in the shameless conniv¬ 

ance with the Chilean military junta to which it gives political support 

over the blood of thousands of Communists, Socialists, and other 
patriots murdered by the brutal repression of the fascist tyranny. The 

Chinese leadership also fosters everywhere groups of pseudo- 
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evolutionary who, from a false radicalism, divide the Left, attarl 

e Communist Parties, obstruct progressive processes and frequent 

y act as enemV a8ents within the revolutionary movement. 

To confront the policy of treason against unity, solidarity and the 

est traditions of the world revolutionary movement is a duty for all 
the Communist Parties of Latin America. U 

The Maoists' Claim to "Third World" Status 

The Maoists try to make it appear that their exhortations to the 

underdeveloped countries have a special legitimacy because they claim 

for China a place in the "third world." Quite aside from the fact that 

Maoist po.icies put China on a collision course with "third world" 
interests, this claim is based on fiction. 

The distinguishing feature of "third world" countries is that they 

have been colonized but have never been colonizers. Their underdevel¬ 

opment has resulted primarily from the domination of external exploit¬ 

ers and oppressors. This gives their claim for redress from the colonizers 

a unique and unchallengeable validity. It makes their cause a central 

issue in the United Nations and in the world anti-imperialist struggles 

Maoists pretend that, like the "third world" nations, China was 

colonized but was never a colonizer. In reality China colonized and 

oppressed peoples (within and beyond its borders) over longer periods 

in history than any other country, and remained a colonizer right up 
into modern times. 

At the same time, it is true that in the late 19th century the 

expanding capitalist empires seized enclaves in China, humiliating and 

plundering the country. But it is also true that each successive Han 

Chinese ruling class accepted this state of affairs and shared control with 

external oppressors. This is the way the Han rulers maintained their 

domination over the many peoples of China through successive histori¬ 

cal periods. Maoist great-power chauvinist goals have their roots in the 
past. 

To^ay Maoist military-bureaucratic regime has temporarily 

defeated working-class power and revived Han chauvinism in order to 

maintain control in China and advance its great-power chauvinist goals 

beyond its borders. And to accomplish this, it is giving its support to the 

United States, the world's leading neo-colonialist power. 

Thus the dual nature of China's history contradicts the common 

experience of the "third world" countries as the victims of colonialism 

but never themselves colonialists. That the Maoists deny the colonizing 

aspects of their history is in itself an indictment of their great-power 
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• xri An example is the thousand-year Vietnamese resistance to 

chr«e domination. In fabricating a fictional pas. the Maoists place 

Cc se ves in the company of the most racist, aggress.ve sectors of U.S. 
themselve who tend they have never been colonizers. 

aIld Moreover, in their special relationship with Franz Josef Strauss, the 

., nists support the West German monopolists who cover up German 

M llism's crimes, including those of Hitlerism. They do so in order 

imPXance even at the risk of nuclear disaster, their current aims: 

restoring monopoly capitalism in that area of the former German state 

is now the German Democratic Republic. 
H Unlike the Maoists, the Marxist-Leninist leaders of the German 

Democratic Republic and the Soviet Union have acknowledge t e 

racism and chauvinism of the past German and Russian empires. Bu 

the sources of racism and oppression were abolished when the peop es 

of Russia abolished the Russian empire and when monopoly capitalism 

was abolished in a part of the former German empire. 

Socialist versus Capitalist Development 

When the Maoists speak of "two superpowers" and "the new Czars 

in the Kremlin," their attack is not only against the Soviet Union. The 

stratagem this rhetoric expresses is of particular danger to tne thir 

world" peoples. Seeking to isolate the "third world" from the socialist 

camp, the Maoists promote disruption of the anti-imperialist solidarity 

which the peoples of Africa, Asia and Latin America rightfully expect 

from all who claim to be on the side of liberation, particularly at a time 

when neo-colonialism is mounting a renewed offensive against them. 

Those who rant about "the new Czars in the Kremlin do so in an 

attempt to construe the Soviet Union's unprecedented socialist develop¬ 

ment as the basis for placing it in the same category as the develope 

capitalist centers. 
The capitalist countries' development is, of course, based on 

centuries-long plunder of most of the peoples of Africa, Asia and Latin 

America. Now capitalism seeks at one pole to maintain development in 

and domination through its own centers, and at the other pole to 

perpetuate underdevelopment and super-exploitation in the third 

world " At the same time, the counterpart to this occurs within the 

capitalist countries, in the contradiction between increasing impoverish¬ 

ment of the masses and monopoly's enrichment. 
The Maoists ever more virulent anti-Soviet rhetoric aims to obscure 

the most significant new feature in the world today: the basic class, 

social and economic differences accounting for the rapid development of 
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the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries, as compared to the 

methods of capitalist development. 

In equating socialist and capitalist development, the Maoists assist 

the neo-colonialist efforts to divert attention from the struggles of the 

underdeveloped countries. These countries, supported by the socialist 

camp, demand that the imperialist plunderers relinquish some of what 

they've stolen for centuries to help overcome the economic backward¬ 

ness for which they are responsible. 

The underdeveloped countries are struggling for a "new interna¬ 

tional order," an end to dependence on neo-colonialism and for rapid 

"third world" development. Anti-imperialist unity, which Maoism 

would undermine, is the precondition for this "new international 

order." Only such unity can compel the United States and its partners to 

take at least minimum steps toward equitable relations with the under¬ 

developed countries. Nothing short of socialism can bring a full solution 

for "third world" countries, but every advance in the direction of 

equality and social progress speeds the day of that complete solution. 

Maoist deception can never obscure the fact that after the October 

Revolution the former Czarist Russian nation, led by the Communist 

Party, established a new proletarian international order: The working 

class in power in the formerly oppressor nation voluntarily reversed 

what had been the relationship between imperialist Russia and the 

oppressed nations in the Czarist empire. For an extended transitional 

period the new Soviet government, guided by Leninist internationalism, 

decreed preferential economic and social action for these underdevel¬ 

oped nations. AS a result, the gap was wiped out between the social and 

economic development of Russia and the Central Asian and other 

formerly oppressed peoples in the Soviet Union. This was the starting 

point from which the Soviet Union and the other countries of the 

socialist camp have become a world system in which all the nations are 

equal participants, standing in solidarity with all anti-imperialist forces 

in this era of transition to world socialism. 

Of the meaning of socialist development to the "third world," the 

Conference of Latin American and Caribbean Communist Parties 

stated: 

. . . the Soviet Union and Cuba—just to mention two different 

experiences in regard to extension and geographic location—have 

given the example of progressive economic development, in spite of 

external aggressions, blockade and the attempt to maintain techno¬ 

logical backwardness with which more than half a century ago they 

attempted to stifle newly-born socialism; means used even today in 
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^ the United States his become the main 

:S=ESS^~H£ 
fiv^hundne^yeanMjf M^itaUstn—^heir'emergence made possible by the 

existence of the new world socialist system. imperialism 
It * ‘hit new majority of nations against who^lh^rntpenahsm 

and its NATO, Japanese, J™5' Nations to Angola. And in 

are arrayed-everywhere from theelUn*e paraUel between U.S. 

this Bicentennial year therei is and exploited internationally 

roIe in *“h 

““a- 1, synchronized »coin« 

Card ItXtZ in 1975 published Ethnicity: Ueory end 
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Experience, edited by Moynihan, Professor of Government, and Nathan 

Glazer, Professor of Education and Social Structure, at Harvard. 

What this volume seeks to project—as revealed in the introduction 

by Moynihan and Glazer and in articles by Daniel Bell, Martin Kilson 

and others—is a domestic counterpart of monopoly's offensive against 

the so-called tyranny of the new majority in the United Nations. The 

material in this book provides new levels of racist divisiveness for the 

ruling class's domestic strategy, whose goal is to prevent formation of a 

mass political alternative to its two parties. 

Of course, the strategy itself is only too familiar, since its essence is 

racism—reinforced by monopoly's twin weapon of anti-Communism. 

Yet it would be a serious error not to recognize its new aspects, which 

parallel at home the new features of monopoly's neo-colonialist strategy 

globally. 

This volume seeks to define, refine and expand the dimensions of a 

strategy that would contain the hard-pressed masses—especially the 

working class—through a stepped-up process of fragmentation of its 

various components. Moynihan and his associates attempt to conceal 

the racist, anti-working-class character of this strategy by advocating 

social action based on "ethnicity” instead of class. By substituting 

"ethnicity" for class, these ideologists simultaneously attempt to ob¬ 

scure the inherent connection between class exploitation and national 

oppression under capitalism. 

The clue to why "ethnicity" is a divisive concept can be found in 

Webster's dictionary, which defines the word "ethnic" as "of, pertain¬ 

ing to, or designating races or groups of races discriminated on the basis 

of common traits, customs, etc." What is of particular interest here is 

the use of the phrase "discriminated on." According to this, races are 

"discriminated on"—that is to say, distinguished by—"common traits, 

customs, etc.” But an all-important fact is omitted from this definition: 

i.e., certain races are discriminated against! 

An example of institutionalized racism's saturation of every aspect 

of life in this country can of course be found in dictionaries which ignore 

the distinctions existing in real life between the white "ethnic" groups 

and the oppressed minorities. What determines the status of Black 

people in this country is not "common customs" but common oppres¬ 

sion. If one equates white "ethnics” with Black and other oppressed 

minorities, the special struggle to remove the racist barriers facing the 

oppressed can be dispensed with. The concept of "ethnicity" sets an 

ideological atmosphere in which affirmative action programs for jobs 

and education of Blacks can be twisted into "racism in reverse." When 

one substitutes "ethnicity" for class, one projects race against race— 
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instead of projecting struggles of the multi-racial, multi-national work- 

1 a class and the oppressed minorities against the white ruling class 

108 Movnihan and his associates see the substitution of "ethnicity for 

,L„ decisive, unifying role of the working class as the only way in which 

monopoly can prevent the "tyranny" of a new domestic majority a 

neopie's anti-monopoly formation. By denying the special needs of the 

Loressed, "ethnicity” separates the various components of the work- 

ine class—in order to head off the emergence of united class power, the 

onlv force that can lead a people's alternative to the monopoly-imposed 

crisis of existence. But such an alternative can come into being only to 

the extent that the white component of the working class resists 

monopoly's racist strategy in all its forms, and particularly by the 

support it gives to the struggle for the special needs of the oppressed. 

"A Matter of Strategic Efficacy" 

In their introduction to Ethnicity, Moynihan and Glazer quite 

frankly set forth monopoly's problems: 

... it is not usually enough ... to assert claims on behalf of large 

but loosely aggregated groups such as "workers, peasants, 

"white collar employees." Claims of this order are too general to 

elicit a very satisfactory response [from employers 
and even when they do, the benefits are necessarily diffuse and often 
evanescent, having the quality of an across-the-board wage increase 

which produces an inflation which leaves everyone about as he was. 

(Moynihan and Glazer, Ethnicity, pp. 8-9) 

We won't take time out to deal with the view that workers' wages 

rather than monopoly's profits, control of government and global 

operations are the source of inflation-except to note that despite wage 

freezes, wage cuts, and layoffs and massive unemployment inflation 

continues to mount. Instead, we'll go directly to Moynihan s and 

Glazer’s presentation of the central aim of the ethnicity strategy: 

As a matter of strategic efficacy, it becomes necessary to dis¬ 
aggregate, to make claims for a group small enough to make 

significant concessions possible and, equally small enough to p o- 
duce some gain from the concessions made. A British prime minister 

who does "something for the workers' probably doesn t do much 

and most certainly does even less for his party Doing something for 
the Scots, however, becomes an increasingly attractive and real 
option for Westminster. That much in the way of resources can be 

found, and the Scots are likely to know about it and to consider it a 
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positive gain, at least past the point of the next general elert;~ 
(Ibid., p. 9. Emphasis in the original.) Ct'°n- 

Here,, Moynihan and Glazer bluntly state that the point of the 

"ethnicity" strategy is to "disaggregate"—fragment—the working 
class, and thus prevent independent class action. 

"Ethnicity" has, of course, two hands. Its "left" hand tells Blacks 

Puerto Ricans, Chicanos, Asian Americans and Native American Indi¬ 

ans that the ' militant" approach is for each group to "go-it-alone." In 

this way ethnicity" lures the oppressed away from asserting their 

special claims alongside of and as part of the working class as a whole. 

At the same time "ethnicity's " right hand makes the traditional 

racist appeal to the white majority—telling them that the oppressed 

minorities have no special needs and are not their allies but their 
competitors. 

According to the ethnicity" concept, if separate groups "assert 

claims," they will "elicit a very satisfactory response" from the ruling 

class. But if claims are advanced as part of a united working-class 

struggle, "the benefits are necessarily diffuse and often evanescent,"— 

and everyone will be left "about as he was." 

How this strategy operates was effectively demonstrated in the 

recent period by the government's handling of the "anti-poverty" 

programs. The "ethnicity" spokesmen told Blacks that the Puerto 

Ricans were getting "too much," while Puerto Ricans were told 

"everything" was going to the Blacks. At the same time, white 

"ethnics" were informed nothing much was left for them because it all 

went to the Blacks and Puerto Ricans. This strategy helped "disaggre¬ 

gate" the working class and its allies to the point where job training 

programs, adult education programs, child care and senior citizens' 

centers are "bottoming out" for everyone. And the "racism in reverse" 

concept which denied the need for affirmative action for jobs and 

education for the oppressed minorities "disaggregated" the masses to 

the point where educational opportunities for all low- and middle- 

income people are being slashed away. "Ethnicity" is particularly 

destructive to the oppressed minorities, but it also does increasing 

violence to the needs of the white masses. 

The history of this country proves that the "ethnicity" strategy- 

adjusted by Moynihan and his colleagues to meet monopoly's even 

sharper requirements in the present period of general crisis and decline 

of capitalism—produces results not for the exploited but for the exploit¬ 

ers. This strategy has a long record of leaving everyone not "about 

where he was" but behind "where he was." The Black people, for 
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pie find themselves today not "about" where they were ten years 

6X3 but worse off. The Black economic gains of the sixties encompassed 

only a small minority of the Black people, and yet even these gains 

roved "evanescent." 
p Neo-class-collaborationism 

In the strategy of "ethnicity"—which denies both the crucial needs 

of the working class as a whole and the special claims of the 

oppressed—one can see the domestic corollary of monopoly's neo¬ 

colonialist operations in Africa, Asia and Latin America. One can see 

this parallel, for instance, in the role assigned to the class collaboration¬ 

ists. In fact, the ideology of "ethnicity" both amplifies and refines the 

traditional forms of racist class collaboration and can more accurately be 

described as neo-class-collaborationist. 
In today's context, neo-class-collaborationism is of special impor¬ 

tance to monopoly: There is now intensifying rank-and-file resistance 

to the policies of Meany and other top labor officials, a resistance given 

increasing impetus by Black and other minorities in the trade unions, 

and by the liberation movements as a whole. At the same time more and 

more signs appear indicating a growing desire for a political alternative 

to the two parties that offer only racism, unemployment, poverty and 

inflation to the masses. Thus, it is certainly a matter of "strategic 

efficacy" for monopoly to "disaggregate" the working class and its 

allies—to prevent the struggles of the oppressed in the labor movement 

and the society as a whole and the workers' fight for better wages and 

conditions from combining into an anti-monopoly front and a mass 

political alternative. 
Traditionally class collaborationism has meant rewarding a privi¬ 

leged minority of skilled white workers at the expense of the mass of 

workers, with the majority of white workers kept in line through 

racist-induced fears that the demands of the oppressed minorities would 

cause their own conditions to descend to the level of the oppressed. 

But neo-class-collaborationism allows monopoly to vastly extend 

and more flexibly use its twin weapons of racism and anti-Communism. 

Through "ethnicity," monopoly can make concessions to a privfleged 

minority within each racial and "ethnic" component, while the crisis of 

existence for the overwhelming majority of each group grows worse. 

When Moynihan and Glazer assert that "doing something" for the 

Scots instead of the English working class has become "an increasingly 

attractive and real option" for the English ruling class, they are 

suggesting that "doing something" for a particular nationality may 

placate them and also weaken unity between the working class and that 
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nationality. (They are also implying inequality between the English a 

the Scots without indicating its nature—which is not a matter 0£ Col 

but has its source in the English ruling class.) 

By analogy they are also suggesting that such a strategy applied 

home might succeed in deceiving the Black people "at least past th 

point of the next general election." This cynical comment, added * 

Moynihan's concept of "benign neglect," indicates the direction in 

which monopoly wants to push the country in the Bicentennial election 
year. 

In concluding their introduction, Moynihan and Glazer express a 

certain fear that "ethnicity" will not succeed in sidetracking the class 
struggle: 

. . . some say the ethnic conflict is simply the form that class conflict 
has been taking on certain occasions in recent decades, and without 

^he motor of class exploitation nothing else would follow. (Ibid., p. 

Like Moynihan and Glazer, Daniel Bell also hopefully embraces the 

''efficacy" of "ethnicity." But he too reflects doubt as to whether 

ethnicity" can indefinitely hold back united working-class struggles. 

As if to warn corporate monopoly of the dangers ahead. Bell writes: 

. . . while ethnicity has become more salient than before, saliency is 

not predominance, and ... for many political issues, functional 
interest groups and classes may be more important than the ethnic 
and communal groups in the society. (Ibid., p. 174) 

Conflicting views on the role of race and class and the connection 

between the two have recurred at almost every turning point in the 

Black liberation struggle. The revival in many forms of the concept of 

race over class—including the views expressed by the "ethnicity" 

ideologists—is directly related to the present stage in U.S. monopoly's 

strategy to counter the multi-racial people's struggles at home and the 

peoples' struggles against neo-colonialism in Africa. 

Class, Race and Black Liberation 

Conflicting views on the role of race and class and the connection 

between the two have recurred at almost every turning point in the 

struggle for Black liberation. And today a certain parallel to the 

ambiguities with which the authors of Ethnicity surround the relation¬ 

ship between class and race can be found in the writings of some 

ideologists in the Black liberation movement. 
The current debate on this question has emerged especially within 

circles that would revive neo-Pan-Africanism an ideology that contra¬ 

dicts W.E.B. Du Bois's anti-imperialist conception of Pan-Africanism. 

Today this debate takes place when classical colonialism has been 

defeated in most of Africa, and the nations that have won independence 

are struggling for control over their resources and to choose their own 

path of social and economic development—in face of neo-colonialism s 

attempts to exert new forms of economic and political domination. 

At home this debate occurs at a moment bearing comparison with 

the time when a new alignment was emerging as a national force 

against the slave power—and when the ideas of Frederick Douglass and 

Karl Marx speeded the appearance of that great coalition. Today's 

imperative in the United States is another great people's formation—an 

anti-monopoly coalition. It wilt be a historic turning point for the 

masses in this country when that coalition movement achieves the level 

already attained by the anti-imperialist forces in Africa. 

Now, when the crisis of capitalism recalls that earlier crisis of the 

slave system, monopoly's desperation makes it every bit as aggressive 
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as was the slavocracy in its time. Today's corporate ruling class will do 

everything in its power to forestall emergence of an alternative to its ru]° 

of racism, repression and poverty. And central to its efforts to prevent 

such a mass formation is its intensification of disunity among Z 

T''ethnid!;” al masses-,hrou8h' '°' example, the strategy 

Of particular interest in the present debate in the Black liberation 

movement on the role of race and class is an article by Lerone Bennett 

ZZ ?' S7,embter 1f4' Unfortunately, by suggesting that the 
liberation struggle can be advanced outside the framework of working- 

class and mass unity against monopoly and its neo-colonialist opera¬ 

tions, the article objectively plays into the hands of the "ethnicity" 

strategy. Specifically, the article tries to buttress views on race and class 

presented Jy part of the U.S. delegation to the Sixth Pan-African 

Congress held in Tanzania, July 1974. These views-which attempted 

to turn the Congress away from a revolutionary direction-were re- 

gathering def€ated by 3 mai°rity of the delegates at this historic 

The majority decisions at the Congress were based on the convic¬ 

tion that the peoples of Africa, and those of African descent outside the 

African continent, can achieve liberation—find the solution to racist 

oppression—only by adhering to a strategy of united anti-imperialist 
struggle. 

In attempting to counter the anti-imperialist stand of the Congress 
Lerone Bennett deplores the delegates who 

denounced the "utopian idea of returning to promised lands" and 

rejected a purely racial" struggle of Africans and people of African 

descent in favor of a worldwide struggle by the oppressed black, 

brown, yellow and white peoples of the world. (L. Bennett, "Pan- 
Atricanism at the Crossroads," Ebony, September 1974) 

hnmpCCOrdin'?ft0 Boennet!' the ConSress's stand was a "possibly fatal 
homecommg for Pan-Africanism. Actually, the majority of delegates 

did all they could to make it a "fatal homecoming" for neo-Pan- 

Africanism—but it was the opposite of that for Dr. Du Bois's revolution- 

a7/“;Afncanism! Certainly, the Congress's decisions are historically 

• f3tal to concePtf of "back to Africa" and a "purely racial" struggle— 
instead of a battle against all forms of neo-colonial and apartheid 
oppression. r 

!t would assuredly have been "fatal" to the cause of liberation if the 

delegates had called for an African "homecoming," instead of recogniz¬ 

ing that home is where one lives—and if home is within the orbit of 
imperialism, there one fights oppression. 
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Regrettably, Bennett does not present an accurate picture of the 

ressive majority's positions at the Sixth Congress. Instead, he 

distorts their positions—and then polemizes against the positions he 

has assigned them. 
According to Bennett, the progressives views were 

theoretically, politically, and historically unsound. It is not true, for 

example, that Pan-Africanism is the class struggle and nothing else 

but the class struggle. And it is dangerous nonsense, refuted by 400 

years of struggle and 74 years of Pan-Africanism, to suggest that 

Africans, or people of African descent, can safely entrust their fate to 

the white working class. Moreover, there are few, if any, situations 

of African oppression in the world which can be explained solely by a 

class analysis. To be sure, there are few, if any, situations of African 
oppression in the world which can be explained without a class 

analysis. But that is only another way of saying that the question of 
color or class is not a question of either/or—it is a question of 

both/and. In other words, neither a class nor a color analysis explains 

the oppression of Africans which requires both a class and a color 
analysis, and additional formulations based on the realities of specific 

African situations. 

Bennett goes on to indicate what he means by "additional formula¬ 

tions" when he refers approvingly to Jasper Forber, delegate from 

Britain, who declared the Congress in error for not recognizing that the 

primary contradiction in our lives ... is the colour of our skins. 

Bennett then proceeds with his polemic against the idea that 

"Pan-Africanism is the class struggle and nothing but the class 

struggle"—a view he attributes to the Marxist-Leninists at the Con¬ 

gress. But neither the Marxist-Leninists in particular nor the progres¬ 

sives in general ever took such a position—before, during or after the 

Congress! 
Capitalism, which is now in.its imperialist era of general crisis and 

decline, is based on class and national oppression. The liberation of the 

working classes and the oppressed peoples in the capitalist sector of the 

world can be attained only by an anti-imperialist strategy involving the 

three components in the world revolutionary process: the community of 

socialist nations from Moscow to Berlin, Hanoi and Havana where the 

working class is in power; and the working class and oppressed peoples 

In the capitalist orbit. 
To allege that "Pan-Africanism is the class struggle and nothing but 

the class struggle" is to make Pan-Africanism the other side of the 

counterfeit coin bearing the message, "the primary contradiction in our 

lives ... is the colour of our skin." Neither of these pseudo-concepts 

has anything in common with Marxism-Leninism: Both deny the 
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primary role of the multi-racial, multi-national international workin 

class within the anti-imperialist struggle; and both contradict the Unu/ 

of the three currents in the world revolutionary struggle. 

Of course, Lerone Bennett is correct when he says, "oppression of 

Africans" (and, we should add, Afro-Americans) requires "both a class 

and a color analysis." However, in obscuring the interrelationship 

between the two forms of oppression, he denies their common class 

source—that is, the monopolists of the transnational corporations in the 

United States, West Europe, Japan and apartheid South Africa. The 

logic of Bennett's position—which does not recognize the class source of 

oppression—is a rejection of the primacy of class as the unifying force in 

the struggle for liberation. 

To accept the premise, as does Bennett, that: the primary contra¬ 

diction" is "the colour of our skin"—a biological fact—is, to use 

Bennett's own expression, "dangerous nonsense." For example, Ben¬ 

nett endorsed the position of the delegate from Britain who proclaimed 

the "primacy of race" concept. But one must ask: In what way does skin 

color explain 300 years of bloody oppression of Ireland by England? 

And one must also ask: How does the primacy of color-over-class 

theory explain neo-colonialist intervention in Angola—an operation 

supported by U.S. imperialism, Maoist China, the Black mercenaries of 

Zaire who assassinated Lumumba, the fascist white South African 

regime, and the dregs of the army of the Portuguese fascist colonialists 

who were defeated by the MPLA after 14 years of fighting? And how 

does color-over-class explain Roy Innis's call for Black U.S. troops to 

fight alongside apartheid South African divisions? 

The revolutionary fighters against neo-colonialism—including 

those struggling against a reversal of the victory over the oldest colonial 

power in Africa—are aware of the "dangerous nonsense" of an ideology 

asserting primacy of skin over class. The anti-imperialists from all over 

Africa, who rejected this "dangerous nonsense" at the Sixth Pan- 

African Congress, saw that such an ideology plays into the hands of the 

Kissingers and Moynihans who seek to conceal racist imperialism's 

class aims behind the non-white skins of Roberto, Mobutu, Savimbi, 

Mao Tse-tung, etc. 

The progressives at the Congress were falsely accused of "entrust¬ 

ing the fate" of Africans and peoples of African descent to "the white 

working class." However, the progressives themselves may have won¬ 

dered if those delegates who insisted that a difference in color is a 

"primary contradiction" between themselves and white workers were 

not in effect "entrusting the fate" of oppressed peoples to the transna¬ 

tional corporations, who exploit workers of all colors. This thought may 
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l~eration unless it becomes a revolutionary movement of liberal 
(Quoted in Bennett's article.) °n- 

Although Bennett reports that "Thunderous applause greeted thes 

words, he himself disapproves of them. However, one must remembp6 

that such figures as C.L.R. James, George Padmore, Marcus Garvey and 

currently Roy Innis have "embodied in their ideology" the myth that 

race predominates over class—and have thus played a disarming role in 

the anti-racist struggle against the capitalist class source of oppression. 

Today, Roy Innis and his African counterparts profess the primacy 

of color to disguise their class alliance with imperialism—which aims to 

engulf" the African liberation movements in new forms of neo¬ 

colonialist domination, as attested to by the attack against the MPLA 

In Ebony, Lerone Bennett has written a long polemic against the 

anti-imperialist direction of the Sixth Pan-African Congress. And the 

logic of Bennett s position is such that, despite his article's length, it 

contains not a single criticism of apartheid South Africa—or the United 

States. But how can one support the freedom fight in another country 

without fighting the oppressor in one's own? And isn't this doubly true 

when one's own country is the United States—whose ruling class is the 

primary enforcer of class, national and race oppression on a world scale? 

The Problem of the 20th Century 

Those who propagate the primacy of color over class are in 

fundamental conflict with the life and works of W.E.B. Du Bois, in 

whose name they often claim to speak. In Strategy for a Black Agenda, I 
pointed out that 

the imperialist enemy, its allies and collaborators come in many colors. 

Imperialism is headquartered in Tokyo as well as in Washington, 

London, Bonn, Paris, Lisbon and Praetoria. The betrayers of the 

people—whether in the Sudan, the Congo, Ghana, Vietnam, Bolivia, 

Brazil, Paraguay, Pakistan, the Philippines, or Guyana, come in all 
colors. 

The oppressors themselves are never divided by color. They compete 

and make war against each other—with the lives of the people—for 

the "right" to dominate and exploit. Among themselves, U.S., 
British, French, Italian, German, Japanese, Belgian, Dutch and 

South African imperialists are color-blind. They are likewise color¬ 
blind when it comes to bribing and manipulating the people's 
betrayers in Africa, Asia and the Americas. 
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color-blind monopolists exploit color differences to blind the 

These s^d to their common class interests, which rmperatrvely call 

purity against imperialism. 

At tmlfttlot'“Sfi “rlne " And 

p'fAdvocates o( a skin strategy often quote this to justify linking 

o lvism to Pan-Africanism, In this they take their cue from 
S T Padmore, ignoring Du Bois' uncompromising struggle 

Tinst Garveyism in all its forms, and misinterpreting Du Bois 

meaning when he spoke of the "color line" . . . 

Pvpn though, as he says in his autobiography, he was not jet a 

Marxist the voung Du Bois was correct in stating that the color 
K,e"Ts indeed the "problem of the 20th century." In the same year 

hat Du Bois advanced this concept, the young Lenm was applying 
£eliberating ideas of Marx and Engels to the imperialist stage .of 

capitalism, concluding that the workers and peoples withm the 
Czarist Empire, as elsewhere throughout the imperialist world, could 
defeat thSr common oppressors only by overcoming disunity at the 

point of differences in color and nationality. 

Lenin's lifelong work demonstrates that he understood what Du Bois 

was driv ng at. Du Bois declared that the "color line' was the 

"problem of the 20th century"-he did not say it was the solution. As 
Lenin demonstrated, the solution lies in a strategy to overcome the 

disunity of the oppressed and exploited at the line of differences 

color and nationality. 

Because Lenin led in building the first political P^Medicated to the 

solution of the "color line" as "the problem of the-Mth century the 
October socialist revolution was able to put an end, for the first time 

in history, to class, national and racial oppression. 

This is why the Marxist-Leninist principles of the October Revolu- 

18-20. Emphasis in the original.) 
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Of a person who adopts bourgeois-nationalist positions in an 

(which, of course, includes the primacy of skin-over-class rnJ ^ 
Lenin wrote: COncePt), 

[he is] unembarrassed even by the fact that by his tactics of divi • 

and dismemberment he is reducing to nil the great call for the ra]lv'°n 
and unity of the proletarians of all nations, all races anH^n 

languages. (Collected Works, Foreign Languages Publishing Houi 
Moscow, 1961, p. 521. Emphasis in the original.) e' 

In applying Marxism to imperialism, capitalism's final stage Lenin 

demonstrated that monopoly capital's role was now international and 

embraced even those areas where pre-capitalist formations still pre 

vailed Lenin recognized that in this new stage in history, the working 

class of all races, nations and people was destined to take the lead in the 

fight to replace capitalism with socialism. Lenin was the first to see that 

the international working class-even though it had not yet developed 

as a class within large parts of the world-would emerge as the decisive 

force on a global scale. This is why he saw the working class as the basis 

for solving what Du Bois called "the problem of the 20th century." 

Lenin was uncompromising in the struggle for "the rallying and 

unity of the proletarians of all nations, all races and all languages"-for 

the solidarity of the Russian working class with the nations oppressed 

by Russian imperialism, including the races and peoples within the 

underdeveloped Asian periphery of the Czarist empire. It was the 

Marxist-Leninist principJes of class and national liberation that gave 

birth to the October Socialist Revolution, freeing all races and peoples in 

one-sixth of tne world from imperialism and opening up the epoch in 

which the fight for liberation from oppression and exploitation would be 

merged with the struggles leading toward the transition to socialism on 
a global scale. 

Class, Color and Liberation 

In reading Lerone Bennett's article, one wonders Why he treats the 

question of color in a way that may have seemed justifiable 75 years ago 

when Pan-Africanism first appeared, but shows no awareness of the 

changes in the world since then. At the turn of the century, class and 

national liberation struggles were in a very early stage, and oppression 

based on color was the most visible phenomenon in the lives of Black 

peoples, whether as an oppressed minority in the United States or as 

oppressed majorities in Africa. But what is decisive in solving a problem 

is not necessarily its most evident aspect. Color was and is the most 

apparent facet of the problem, yet the solution—75 years ago and 
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anti-imperialist struggle. But today-in contrast to the past- 

loday Tl st struggle is at a high level of visibility. Today, advances 

anti'inMiheration are at an entirely new stage, because the liberation 

toWar Mnts are linked with the world class struggle-at the center of 

wHcMs"he multi-racial, multi-national working class in power in the 

S0CiBecaCusTTthe conditions at the time Pan-Africanism first ap- 

red it seemed logical to many that the special oppression of peoples 

p biack skin would be countered only by a strategy based on skin 

W lor What appeared to lend this concept added credibi ity was the fact 

Jhlt class stratification among the various African peoples and those of 

African descent in the United States and the Caribbean was at an 

pmbrvonic level. However, even at this stage all these peoples were 

oppressed by the world system of capitalism, which had completed its 

first imperialist division of the globe. 
Today, those who cling to an early concept of Pan-Africanism 

apparently do not recognize that greater changes have taken place in the 

lives of Africans or those of African descent since the early days of 

Pan-Africanism than in the previous 500 years-and these changes have 

been even more profoundly pronounced in the three decades since the 

Soviet Union led in the destruction of Nazi imperialism. 

In the United States, Black people have been transformed into a 

predominantly urban population-from landless peasants to a predomi¬ 

nantly proletarian people. Within this shift, class strat.ficat.on has 

emerged- i e a Black bourgeoisie and-of greater significance-three 

million Black workers at the heart of mass industry and transport, now 

form a vital part of the total working class. 

In Africa, more than 40 independent countries—U.N. members 

are now involved in various levels of struggle against new forms of 

colonialist encroachment. The defeat of Portuguese colon.alism-the 

last colonial empire in Africa-was not achieved by solidarity based on 

color, but on anti-imperialist unity. And the neo-colon,al.st enemy was, 

and is, aided by Black accomplices in Africa and the United States 

It is the lineup of forces in the international class struggle-the 

opposing sides in the fight around neo-colonialism and imperialism 

that will determine the future of not only Angola but all Africa (and, for 

that matter, the world). At this decisive time, Lerone Bennett acknowl¬ 

edges class as a factor only to assert the primacy of race-thus negatmg 
the primary class features in the liberation struggles. , 

The class essence of these struggles can be seen in the fact that the 

two most racist regimes in the world, the United States and South 

Africa, are arrayed with the Black betrayers of Africa and Maoist China 
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against Angolan liberation. On the other hand, the Soviet Union 

the socialist community are uncompromisingly on the side of liberatio 
in Africa and wherever people are fighting oppression. 

Bennett does not acknowledge that events in Africa are determiner! 

by the era in which we live—the era of capitalism's decline and the 

transition to world socialism, which transforms the character of national 

liberation movements as compared to the period before capitalism's 

decline. 

In the earliest period of capitalism's ascent out of feudalism, the 

attainment of nationhood, national independence and development 

depended on the degree to which capitalist economic formations 

became dominant. For those nations whose opportunity for freedom 

and independence comes not during the ascendancy but during the 

decline of capitalism, the extent to which liberation—from all forms of 

racism, neo-colonialism and imperialism—is attained depends on the 

country's success in moving on a non-capitalist path, opening up the 

way toward socialist economic formations and thus, true social develop¬ 

ment. These factors are at the center of events in Africa and all “third 

world" countries. 

The solution to all forms of oppression in these historic conditions 

demands anti-imperialist, class decisions. But Bennett does not recog¬ 

nize this. Hence, in his polemics against the progressive majority at the 

Sixth Pan-African Congress, he tends to put a one-dimensional empha¬ 

sis on color, which in practice means a rejection of the anti-imperialist 

struggle internationally and of the anti-monopoly struggle in the United 

States. 

Of the Congress, Bennett writes: 

What brought them all together . . . was the Pan-African idea of the 

liberation and unification of Africa and the regeneration of Africans 

and peoples of African descent. (Ebony, op. cit.) 

One cannot speak of liberation and link it with “unification"—for in 

the present African context, “unification" contradicts the right of 

self-determination for Angola and for each of the African peoples. Nor 

can the complicated liberation struggles of the many different peoples of 

Africa and African descent be reduced to fit an oversimplified concept 

involving similarity of origin and color, but ignoring dissimilarities in 

historic conditions—which call not only for a distinct strategy for Black 

liberation in the United States but for varying strategies among the 

African peoples as well. 

Rejection of an oversimplified color analysis does not mean rejec¬ 

tion of solidarity among Africans and peoples of African descent. But 
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relations with its neo-colon.al.straval sec,ion of the Institute 

Tarabrin, who heads the nfrnat.onH Sciences, in his book The New 

of Africa of the U.S.S.R. A“de”Zl of a virtual U.S. "ultimatum to 

Scramble for Africa. Giving an a the question of African 'aid, 

its European rivals and/or white House Adviser on 
Tarabrin quotes Rupert Emerson, a 

African Affairs. Emerson sla , aU potential donor countries 

... the fuUest possible^oflaboMhonf ^ning their collaboration 
is obviously to be sought, but the ^ to play a role 

secondary^to^tha^of the ex-colonial powers. As American relations 
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rAfr/Ci e:°IVue' * iS essential that America both have, and make it 

and not nno * ^ mdePendent Policy ^ard African countries 
and not one contmgent upon its relations with the former colonial 

metropolises (Africa and United States Policy, by Rupert Emerson 
pp. 41-42. Quoted in The New Scramble for Africa, by E. a’ 

arabnn. Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1974.) 

rn carrying out its “independent policy," U.S. imperialism seeks 

mcreasingly to place its African “aid" programs on a regional basis in 

the s 6X d T mfluence while displaying only nominal regard for 

Doints oV 0f,Countr;esLwithin ««* regions. These tactics, Tarabrin 
points out, have several objectives": n 

to force the young states to form groups that will benefit the USA ■ to 

economically I nk progressive regimes with reactionary ones ' S 

S 'C°"d»““ that would facilitate the expansion of priia ° 

Tarabrin s analysis is certainly confirmed by recent events in the 

na'Zid rtT.'AfriCa'7!’ere' U S' ttttperiali^m relies primardy on 

H I t c ‘ T Ma“St ChiM for intetventi0n in Angola 

estabhsh he u f "* NAT° rivals behind its <° 
establish hegemony over the former Portuguese colonies-to block their 

economic, social and political progress by crushing their progressive 

.8he~1r" n fafds"s °mi"a,ed by SUCh 

"Regeneration" and Self-Determination 

Lerone Bennett speaks of the "regeneration of Africans" but does 

not relate ,t to the centra] issue of the right of each African country to 

choose a non-capital,St path without intervention from neo-colonialUm 

To speak of regeneration" or "unification" without supporting the 
legal government of the People's Republic of Aneola w ft » 

opposing UNITA and FNLA—is to dLy An^t fndXr Atean 

countries the right to self-determination, including the right to a 

non-capitalist path. Thus, the neo-Pan-Africanist proposals ^African 

unification at this time contradict the African peoples' struggle 

against neo-colonialism for independence and regeneration ^ 

When Bennett polemizes against the Marxists and progressives 

IhtT If / ne0-Pan-AfriCanis' cal1s“b=**^ "unification" for the 
ght of self-determination, he not only objectively abets the imperialist 

opponents of th,s basic right, but he also in effect proposes that Africans 
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adopt a strategy putting them on a collision course with history— 

because it is a strategy that fails to distinguish between the first and 

second eras of the emergence of nations. The nations that appeared 

during the rise of capitalism were polarized, with the working class and 

the capitalist class at the two extremes. The world itself also became 

increasingly polarized, and was eventually divided up by the metropoli¬ 

tan centers of capitalism. During the more than 500 years of 

capitalism—and on a qualitatively new scale during its final monopoly 

stage—these metropolitan centers plundered and suppressed the peo¬ 

ples of Africa, Asia and Latin America. 

The October Revolution not only marked the beginning of libera¬ 

tion for the international working class, but also opened up the second 

era of the emergence of nations—this time of the nationally, colonially 

and racially oppressed peoples. This era—unlike the first round in the 

appearance of nations—comes at the dusk of capitalism. The difference 

in strength between the rising socialist system and the capitalist system is 

seen in the fact that more nations have gained independence since the 

October Revolution opened up and accelerated the surge of national and 

colonial revolutions than in the previous 500 years of capitalism. 

It is this historic difference between capitalism's national oppres¬ 

sion and socialism's liberating impetus that Lerone Bennett does not 

acknowledge. However, one must recognize that Moynihan and Kissin¬ 

ger acknowledged its results when they condemned the "tyranny of the 

new majority" in the United Nations! 

Continuing his polemics against the progressive majority at the 

Congress, Bennett states: 

As in so many "Pan" movements, the Pan-African idea came not 
from the center but from the circumference, not from Africa but from 

Africans in the diaspora. 

But how can one speak of Pan-Africanism—which is based on an 

anti-imperialist concept—in a way that identifies it with the "pan" in, 

for example, imperialist Pan-Germanism or Pan-Americanism! It's 

hardly surprising that delegates at the Congress who made proposals 

reflecting the influence of such views met with sharp repudiation from 

the progressive majority. 

It is also surprising that Bennett writes of Pan-Africanism as 

originating "not from the center but from the circumference, not from 

Africa but from Africans in the diaspora." This conception of Pan- 

Africanism's origins ignores centuries of struggle by the brutally 

oppressed peoples of Africa and, by implication, by those of African 

descent as well. 
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Up untd the start of the breakup of world imperialism that resulted 

°Ct°ber Revolution, conditions in the African countries 
though different in form, paralleled those of the slave system in the 

South m the United States. Pan-Africanism's appearance as a move- 

ment that could operate more or less openly occurred of necessity 

outside imperialist-dominated Africa-just as Abolitionism as an open 
movement appeared in the North. K 

But Frederick Douglass clearly recognized that Abolitionism had its 

real ongm not on the "circumference" but in two centuries of struggle 

within the slave system. And the record of Dr. Du Bois's life reveals his 

understanding of Pan-Africanism as rooted in centuries of African 

struggle-w.th solidarity from the "diaspora" reinforcing but not replac¬ 

ing that struggle. Du Bois recognized that just as the defeat of the slave 

power opened up a new stage in the Black liberation struggle in the 

United States, the October Revolution profoundly speeded the anti- 

lmpenalist fight m Africa and throughout the world by placing all 

hberahon struggles-both class and national—in a new historic frame- 

The "circumference" theory contradicts both the history of the 

Black experience in the United States (including Bennett's own writings 

on this subject) and the African experience. And like the call (or 

immediate unification" of Africa, it bears an objective relationship to 

the Pan neo-colonialism of the United States and its allies in NATO 
and racist South Africa. 

C*2:e" PffT at le"8fh a*ains‘ *•* progressive majority at the 
Congre s, but he finds nothing to criticize in a proposal made by certain 

U.s. delegates to establish a Pan-African Center of Technology. Yet in 

the view of most African delegates, U.S. imperialism would try to use 

such a center" to expand to continental dimensions its regional tactics 
ror weakening the African states' sovereignty. 

5 

What Kind of African, Afro-American 

Connection 

What was needed after the Sixth Pan-African Congress was a critical 

evaluation of the policies advocated by some Afro-American delegates. 

Instead, however, these mistaken policies were reasserted not only by 

Lerone Bennett but by Courtland V. Cox as well. In "The Pan-African 

Reality," a paper delivered at the Black Scholar Retreat, March 1975, 

Cox also expresses views that place him in conflict with the anti- 

imperialist requirements for African liberation and for Black liberation 

in the United States. 

According to Cox: 

Africans-wherever they are today-seem to have a certain amount 

of difficulty defining themselves as Africans without qualifications. 

Historically Africans have the qualifications of tribe, language and 
geography. Heaped upon the tribal and other distinctions are the 

burden of those "inherited pieces of land" called independent states. 

(Emphasis added—H.W.) 

In his ambiguous reference to "Africans wherever they are," Cox 

implies that Blacks in the United States (as well as other places outside 

Africa) should be "defining themselves —their situation and 

strategy-without making any "qualifications" or distinctions be¬ 

tween themselves and Africans. T 
This is a self-defeating, separatist concept for Black Americans. It 

reflects, in today's context, George Padmore's neo-Pan-A ricanist ideas 

which offered new forms for imperialist penetration of Africa. 
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Moreover, one wonders how Cox can speak of "inherited pieces of 

land"—when independence in any form on the African continent was 

not "inherited" but won by the African peoples through long struggles 

against colonialism in the lands where they live, which are also the 

lands where their ancestors lived and fought for liberation. Cox's view 

that the "inherited pieces of land called independent states" are a 

burden, contradicts reality: The burden is neo-colonialism's attempts 

to destroy the independence of these states. The struggle to consolidate 

the independent existence of the former colonies—dramatized now by 

the armed conflict in Angola—is an indivisible part of the battle to oust 

imperialism from every part of the African continent, including the 

racist minority regimes in South Africa, Zimbabwe and Namibia. 

Cox goes on to assert that 

. . . much of the leadership class of Africa has a vested interest in 

maintaining their prerogatives of power and prestige. There is a real 
dilemma in asking those who profit from the maintenance of 

forty-three independent states to be the instrument of African unity. 
And any attempt to build a movement of African unity without the 

involvement and consent of the African leadership class wifi amount 
to stubborn resistance, jail or exile. 

For Cox there is indeed a "real dilemma"—and it springs from his 

call for immediate "African unity," instead of anti-imperialist unity. 

Thus, he directs his fire at the vacillating national petty-bourgeoisie 

(whose class nature he obscures with the ambiguous term "leadership 

class") but uses no ammunition against the U.S. monopoly class or 
world imperialism. 

But for the anti-imperialist Pan-Africanists in the independent 

states who rely on the "involvement and consent" of the working class 

and masses, there is no "dilemma": These progressive forces are not 

"asking" those who put private profit before independence for permis¬ 

sion to pursue a course against neo-colonialism. At the same time they 

try to take advantage of the contradictions between imperialism and the 

national petty bourgeoisie in order to broaden anti-imperialist unity. 

The substitution of "African unity" for anti-imperialist unity is the 

source of Cox's opposition to the principle of self-determination—the 

starting point for attaining "African unity" against neo-colonialism. To 

call for "African unity" outside an anti-imperialist framework, without 

respect to each country's right to self-determination, is to become 

enmeshed in neo-colonialist strategy. And this is the logic of Cox's 

position. When he projects the "maintenance of forty-three indepen¬ 

dent states" as an obstacle instead of a pre-condition for African unity, 

he echoes the Moynihan-Kissinger line. They attacked the "tyranny of 
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the new majority"—and Cox follows with an attack against the "tyran¬ 

ny" of the majority of the forty-three independent African states. 

In Cox's view 

the OAU represents a major contradiction. It seems implicitly to 

have legitimized the maintenance of the separation of Africa by 

independent states but at the same time is the instrument of African 

unity. 

Thus, according to Cox, the "major contradiction" is not between 

imperialism and the OAU member states—but is represented by the 

OAU itself. Of course, there is a contradiction within the OAU, but Cox 

does not mention it—the struggle between those seeking accommoda¬ 

tion with and those struggling against neo-colonialism. 

In reality, there is no contradiction but a dialectical unity between 

the fight to strengthen the OAU on the basis of anti-imperialist policies 

and to strengthen it as an instrument of African unity—the unity of 

sovereign states. In his treatment of the OAU, Cox is again fitting in 

with U.S. imperialism's attack on the U.N. majority: to assail the OAU 

for "legitimizing" the exercise of the right of self-determination paral¬ 

lels imperialism's attempts to "legitimize" destruction of the indepen¬ 

dent African states. This destructive approach to the OAU also corre¬ 

sponds with U.S. imperialism's efforts to destroy that organization by 

turning it into an African counterpart of the Organization of American 

States—to be used at this time particularly against Angola and the 

liberation movements in southern Africa. 
Of course, there are divisions in the OAU. It would be strange if it 

were otherwise, when one considers that most of Africa (as most of the 

"third world") has yet to break out of the capitalist orbit. And the 

contradictions resulting from imperialist rivalries as well as from imperi¬ 

alism's common aims are reflected in relations between OAU member 

states. Such reflections of imperialist contradictions can be combated 

only to the degree that anti-imperialist struggle advances on the African 

continent. And this struggle takes place unevenly and in different forms 

within and between African countries. 

Cox goes on to state: 

The present generation of Africans must be curious to know what 
fundamental 'changes has the Pan-African and the anti-colonial 

struggles brought about in the relationship between the colonizer 

and the colonized, and, indeed, among the colonized themselves. 

This "militant"-sounding estimate is in reality a rationale for 

downgrading the significance of the fight to consolidate political inde¬ 

pendence in the relationship between the former colonizer and the 
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formerly colonized—as the prerequisite for economic and social pro 

grams among the formerly "colonized themselves." 

Those who denigrate the African independence struggles als0 

deride the civil rights struggles in the United States. It is certainly true 

that in both the post-civil rights stage in the United States and the first 

stage of independence in Africa, the conditions of the Black masses 

grew worse. But to deny that these struggles brought about changes in 

the relationship between oppressor and oppressed is to undermine the 

new stage in the struggle both in Africa and the United States for 

economic and social advance. 

Cox further demonstrates this underestimation of the indepen¬ 

dence struggles that destroyed classical colonialism in most of Africa- 

just as the U.S. civil rights struggles spelled the end of "legal" jim 

crow—when he writes; 

The negotiated independence of separate state sovereignties reneged 

on the cardinal principle of Pan-Africanism—the unity and indivisi¬ 

bility of the African continent. For whatever reasons, the anti¬ 
colonial leadership of the 1950's and the 1960's accepted the defini¬ 

tions of territorial independence based on the boundaries of the 

former colonial administrators. Unfortunately, the boundaries of 
African states once these territories became independent were invio¬ 

late and petrified. This petrification makes very difficult all talk of a 
serious African union. 

According to this view, anti-colonialist struggles emerged in an 

historical vacuum and outside a world context: The shrinkage and 

general crisis of capitalism, the rise of the world socialist system and the 

interconnection between it and the acceleration of the world revolution¬ 

ary process had no bearing on attainment of independence—which was 

merely "negotiated." To put it another way, in Cox's opinion neither 

the long struggles of the African peoples nor the world struggles for 

class and national liberation had any bearing on imperialism's entrance 

into varied forms of negotiation in Africa. And since the outcome in 

each situation has not yet been fully resolved in the people's interest, 

Cox implies the struggle has been fruitless and should be abandoned— 

instead of pressing on and on against neo-colonialist penetration. 

When Cox asserts, "Unfortunately, the boundaries of African 

states once these territories became independent were inviolate and 

petrified," he is ignoring the harshest realities: Since when has U.S. 

imperialism—from Vietnam to Angola—regarded a national boundary 

as "inviolate"! So far as imperialism is concerned, national indepen¬ 

dence is never "petrified." What monopoly seeks to "petrify" in both 
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Africa and the United States is a condition of ever-increasing oppression 

d exploitation. 
3 In Cox's view the "petrification" of national boundaries "makes 

v€ry difficult all talk of a serious African union." But any form of 

"African union" not based on state sovereignty and anti-imperialism could 

occur only within a framework of accommodation to neo-colonialism. 

Those who uphold the right of state sovereignty have not "reneged 

on the cardinal principle of Pan-Africanism." On the contrary, those 

who counterpose African "unification" to the struggle for the right to 

national self-determination have "reneged" on Dr. Du Bois's anti¬ 

imperialist concept of Pan-Africanism. 

"The Primacy of Peoples" 

In counterposing the fallacious concept of a single African people to 

the right of self-determination and independent statehood, Cox takes a 

position diametrically opposed to that of such an anti-imperialist leader 

as President Sekou Toure of Guinea. Yet he quotes from Toure's speech 

to the Sixth Congress in an attempt to convey the impression that he 

and Toure share the same ideas. 

Toure stated: 

Since revolutionary Pan-Africanism basically refers to an Africa of 

Peoples it is in its interest to uphold the primacy of Peoples as against 

states. States, when they are of the Peoples, constitute the instru¬ 

ment for carrying out the will and decisions of the People, but when 

they are of the exploiting classes they constitute the instrument for 

carrying out decisions against the People; and we cannot but observe 

that the States in the area covered by Pan-Africanism are far from 
being those of the People or being faithful to the People. (Ibid. 

Emphasis added—H.W.) 

To accurately interpret Toure's remarks, one must first take note of 

his plural references—i.e., to states and peoples. For a revolutionary 

Pan-Africanist to use singular references in this context would, of 

course, be out of the question—since the fiction of a single African 

people originated in the racist myth that recognizes variations in peoples 

with white skin but not in those with Black skin. Today this myth serves 

as the rationale for imperialism's denial of the right to self- 

determination for African peoples. To deny plurality in Africa contra¬ 

dicts the right to self-determination and anti-imperialist struggle, which 

are indivisible. 
President Toure's own record contradicts the fiction of a single 
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people on the African continent; from his role in upholding GuinP - 

nght to independent statehood and a socialist orientation to his sunn3 $ 

to independence for the new People's Republic of Angola, vvC! 

emerged from the MPLA's fifteen-year war against Portuguese colonial- 

Toure points out that the "primacy of peoples" creates states of a 

progressive character. When the people have "primacy" the state acts as 

the instrument for carrying out the will and decisions of the People"- 

using independence as the basis for economic and social salvation. 

Cox' however> sees only the negative aspects in the development of 

African states—as in Sekou Toure's comment that "States in the area 

covered by Pan-Africanism are far from being those of the People or 
being faithful to the People." 

It is certainly true that in Zaire, for example, where the exploiting 

strata are in control, the state is an instrument of collusion with 

neo-colonialism against the people of Zaire, of Angola and all of Africa 

On the other hand, states such as Sekou Toure's Guinea are "in the area 

covered by Pan-Africanism"—and their role is the opposite of Zaire's. 

Those who use "Pan-Africanism" to oppose the existence of 

forty-three newly independent states are a strange echo of the neo- 

co oniahsts nostalgia for a past without independent African states. Of 

course the imperialists recognize that a return to the days of classical 

colonialism is impossible. Today their strategy for expanding control 

over the African peoples and their resources has two central aspects: On 

the one hand they buttress white minority rule in Zimbabwe, Namibia 

and South Africa. At the same time they try to subvert states where 

formal independence has been won by supporting the Robertos, Mobu- 

tus and Savimbis while simultaneously trying to crush all anti- 
imperialist states and movements. 

To denigrate the right to self-determination and independent 

statehood is to assist imperialism in carrying out this strategy and 

therefore to delay instead of advance the ultimate unity of the African 

peoples. Progress toward continental unity can be made only to the 

extent that each state becomes an instrument for internal social advance 

and for joint anti-imperialist action with other African states and 
peoples. 

The path toward ultimate African unity begins with the struggle to 

exercise the right of self-determination and continues to higher and 

higher levels of joint action, including economic, cultural and political 

interchange. This is the historic path for Pan-Africanism as visualized 

by L»u Bois, and corresponds to the Marxist-Leninist concept of national 

liberation within the world revolutionary process. This process can 
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, ,p1od only if the primacy of class struggle in each African country is 

d<hieved—the guarantee of a correct direction for the anti-colonial 

mieeles- It is through such a historic process that all survivals of 

antagonistic conflicts will eventually disappear within each country and 

?n relations between countries. . , 
Cox's concept, however, is not based on the primacy of the class 

ctruesle to attain class, national and colonial liberation as the prerequi¬ 

site for African unity. On the contrary, he projects a "Pan-Africanism 

that is in actuality an anarchist form of class collaboratiomsm a 

concept that rejects the right to self-determination and in effect opposes 

waging the national and international anti-imperialist struggles without 

which the sovereignty and development of African countries and their 

ultimate continental unity cannot be achieved. 

"African, Afro-American Connection" 

The contradiction between anti-imperialist Pan-Africanism and the 

views put forth by Cox not only is expressed in his counterposing o 

"African unity" to self-determination, but also is revealed in his revival 

of George Padmore's neo-Pan-Africanism with its orientation toward a 

special connection with the West. .... . ,. 
While Padmore sought such a connection via British imperialism, 

the logic of Cox's views leads toward a "Pan-Africanism" dependent 

upon a special connection with U.S. imperialism. Such a direction is 

inherent in his remarks on Pan-Africanism and the relations between 

Africans and Afro-Americans: 

... [it is] difficult for an Afro-American to discern who or what 

speaks for Africa. Is it Mobutu or Zaire promoting the Ah-Foreman 

fight, is it Idi Amin with his bombast from Uganda, is it Tanzania 

and Ujama, is it Zambia and Humanism, is it the Negntude of 

Senghor? 

As a result of the great diversity within the Afro-American communi¬ 

ty and its many diverse perceptions of Africa, the African-American 

political and organizational segments are continuously choosing 

which independent African and Caribbean state with which they will 

associate. At the same time, African states will continue to choose 

that segment of the Afro-American community which most closely 

serves its interests. 

This selective African and Afro-American connection will reflect the 

Pan-African movement for the next decade. 
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Unfortunately, Cox does not reveal the real choice—which is not 

between this or that African government or one or another "segment" 

of Afro-Americans. Only one choice "closely serves" the interests of 

the masses of Africans and Afro-Americans: anti-imperialist policies. 

It is not a question of numerous "connections" presumably availa¬ 

ble to the exploited and oppressed in Africa and the United States. The 

only meaningful "connection" is with strategies that advance the 

struggle against neo-colonialism in Africa and monopoly in the United 

States. But Cox's open-ended concept of "connections" would open the 

door to a "connection" with imperialism instead of united struggle 
against it. 

Continuing, Cox states: 

The leadership of Africa sees the Afro-American—by comparison to 
the rest of the African world—as well educated. Especially important 

to Africa is the technical and scientific education available to the 

African in America. Although we have no access to natural re¬ 

sources, as a community we have a $25-30 billion annual cash flow. 

At least theoretically the political leadership of the Afro-American 
community can influence the most powerful government in the 
world. The efforts of the political leadership may mean millions of 

dollars for the Sahel, or food through the P.L. 480 program, or a 

sizeable contribution to the African development bank. The concerns 

of someone like Congressman Charles Diggs give African interests 

whatever small visibility it has in America's centers of legislative 
power. 

The African connection with the Afro-American community cuts 

across ideological lines. For varying reasons, both the capitalist 
oriented and the socialist oriented African countries will want the 

technical know-how and political influence of the Afro-American 
community. 

One must ask: In what way would this kind of "connection" with 

Africa advance the "political influence of the Afro-American communi¬ 

ty" in support of the struggle against neo-colonialism? How would it 

help each African state become master of its own resources and future? 

After all, when one speaks of the "annual cash flow" of the Afro- 

American community, one is not talking about an anti-imperialist 

connection with African struggle. To speak in this way is to favor 

bargaining with U.S. imperialism for "enlightened" policies in Africa, 

serviced by an elite cadre of Afro-American careerists and technicians. 

According to Cox: 

Before the independence of African and Caribbean states, Pan- 
Africanism was a political movement of concerned individuals, trade 
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union representatives, and political and social leaders. People from 

both sides of the Atlantic met each other as equals without the 

imposition of the political and economic needs of any individual 

government. 

But today, genuine reciprocity between Africans and Afro- 

Americans cannot be based on the relationships of pre-independence 

days. The existence of independent African states has transformed the 

anti-imperialist Pan-African connection between Africans and Afro- 

Americans. To suggest that "People from both sides of the Atlantic" 

should meet as equals without the imposition of the political and 

economic needs of any individual government" is to evade the anti¬ 

colonial struggle for the "political and economic needs" of every one of 

the African peoples. Such a position can only assist U.S. imperialism in 

its search for new forms to maintain "the imposition of the political and 

economic needs" of the transnational corporations in Africa. 

Of course, the "African connection with the Afro-American com¬ 

munity cuts across ideological lines" in the sense of solidarity against a 

common imperialist enemy. But this does not mean that cither individu¬ 

al Afro-Americans or Afro-American groups should expect to play an 

"equal" rather than supportive role on the African continent. 

Cox, however, advocates for Afro-Americans equal "representation 

within continental African organizations, especially th e OAU. 

Such a demand coming from the United States must inevitably be 

looked upon with suspicion by Africans—who can only interpret it as a 

reflection of U.S. imperialism's denial of the sovereignty of African 

states. It is particularly dangerous to make such a demand at a time 

when the U.S. imperialists are trying to involve the Afro-American 

bourgeoisie in carrying out their neo-colonialist aims. Instead of advanc¬ 

ing such concepts, Black progressives should do everything possible to 

influence the Black bourgeoisie to move in unity with the liberation 

struggles at home and in Africa. 
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To bolster their opposition to majority positions at the Sixth Pan- 

African Congress, Courtland Cox and Lerone Bennett summon up 

backing from many sources even including, in Bennett's case, Mao 

Tse-tung. f 
Leading into his rejection of basic aspects of the majority s anti- 

imperialist positions, Bennett reports in Ebony, September 1974, on the 

views of a prominent member of the majority, Marcelino dos Santos, 

Vice-president of the Mozambique Liberation Front and head of its 

delegation. Bennett states: 

. like Toure, [dos Santos] came down hard on racialism. . . . The 
Pan-African movement was called on, he said, to transform itself 

into a revolutionary force based on the struggles of all oppressed 

peoples. (Bennett, “Pan-Africanism at the Crossroads”) 

Bennett adds, "This same general line was pressed by other 

delegations, most notably Congo Republic and Somali. For example, 

reports Bennett, Ahmed Abid Hashi, Permanent Secretary of the 

Somali delegations, rejected the idea of establishing a black fraternity, 

stating: 

The objective for any call for the establishment of a black fraternity is 

to confuse the issue, divert us from our real targets elimination of 

colonialism, imperialism and racialism. 

Commenting on this view, Bennett says: 
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Coming to close grips with key proposals of the North American 

delegation, [Ahmed Abid Hashi] opposed the creation of Pan 
African institutions. 

It was the opinion of his delegation that there were attempts by some 

"internal and external forces to paralyze the OAU and establish a 

rival organization which can serve their interests more promptly and 

expeditiously," and he urged the Congress to "reject these dark 
forces." 

Countering the Somali position, Bennett says: 

The OAU plot apart, there was some truth in all this. There was a 
need for someone to warn black people against the dangers of 

racism, although the progressives seemed to forget that there were 
still two or three white racists in the world. There was also a need for 

someone to blow the whistle on black exploiters and neo-colonialists 
although the progressives seemed to forget Mao's excellent dictum 

that there is a fundamental distinction between contradictions 

among the people and contradictions between the people and the 
enemies of the peoples. (Emphasis in the original.) 

Events have, of course, already caught up with Bennett's dismissal 

( 'The OAU plot apart") of the majority fears about the "key proposals" 

of certain North American delegates. The Congress majority saw these 

proposals as a diversion from the "real targets—elimination of colonial¬ 

ism, imperialism and racialism." In the majority view, these "key 

proposals" threatened the struggle to strengthen the united front 

against neo-colonialism within each independent state and liberation 

movement and between the OAU member states. Events in Angola 

have proved their fears only too well justified—with U.S. and world 

imperialism, abetted by the exploiting strata in the OAU, trying to turn 

the OAU into an instrument of support for the intervention. 

It is not the progressive majority but Bennett who seems "to 

forget" that Africans are confronted by something more than "two or 

three white racists in the world." As the Somali delegate pointed out, 

the struggles on the African continent call not for an abstract, "class- 

ess black fraternity" but for an anti-imperialist "fraternity" of the 

Black majorities. To rationalize his opposition to such anti-imperialist 

unity, Bennett turns to what he calls the "excellent dictum" of Mao. Of 

course, there is a "fundamental distinction between contradictions 

among the people and contradictions between the people and the 

enemies of the people" but Maoism confuses this distinction, which can 
be explained only by a class analysis. 

At the Congress the task of confusing this "fundamental distinc¬ 
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tion" was undertaken by Imamu Baraka, whom Bennett characterizes as 

adherent of "scientific socialism"—but whose remarks he does not 

quote. Baraka said: 

The most progressive leaders of Africa, from Mualimu Nyerere to 

Jonas Savimbi, understand that the national liberation struggle is 

directly related to the transformation of the political consciousness of 

the struggling people themselves. As Chairman Mao has said, a 

remolding of world view. 

Baraka—guided not by the principles of scientific socialism but by 

the "thought of Mao"—obliterates the "fundamental distinction" be¬ 

tween Nyerere's anti-imperialist and Savimbi's pro-imperialist role. 

According to this Maoist "remolding" of a Marxist-Leninist principle, 

the fact that both Savimbi and Nyerere have black skins eliminates any 

class contradictions between them. 

But even as Baraka was speaking, Nyerere and most other delegates 

were aware that Jonas Savimbi's relationship to the peoples of Africa 

did not represent "contradictions among the people" but rather, "con¬ 

tradictions between the people and the enemies of the people." 

By that time the MPLA, with the solidarity of Portuguese progres¬ 

sives and democratic forces, had defeated Portuguese colonialism. And 

Savimbi and Holden Roberto were already adjusting their tactics, 

preparing to continue their intervention against the Angolan people 

with the support of the white U.S. imperialists, their white NATO allies, 

the white apartheid rulers of South Africa and the non-white Maoist 

Chinese. 

The Maoists' revision of the Marxist-Leninist concept of the funda¬ 

mental distinction between contradictions among the people and those 

between the people and their enemies became the ideological rationale for 

their joining with Vorster, Ford, Kissinger and Moynihan in labeling 

Soviet and Cuban solidarity with Angola as "intervention." 

As African and world protest mounted against the military inter¬ 

vention in Angola by the United States, Maoist China and fascist South 

Africa, the Maoists hastily revised their tactics—but not their strategy. 

According to the Maoists, events in Angola were not the result of a 

contradiction between the people, led by the MPLA, and the imperial¬ 

ists, assisted by the Savimbis and Robertos. Instead, the Maoists, 

together with their imperialist allies, began to proclaim that the contra¬ 

diction between the MPLA and its opponents was simply a contradiction 

among the Angolan people! 
Thus, the Maoist theory of contradictions serves the imperialists' 

strategy, which is two-pronged: On one hand, this strategy calls for 
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destruction of the People's Republic of Angola by outright milit 

means. But if this cannot be achieved, attempts will be made to force tl? 

MPLA to enter a "coalition,"—a "black fraternity"—with the aeco 6 
plices of imperialism. 

This "coalition" strategy is disguised by Maoism's theory 0 

contradictions that portrays Soviet solidarity with Angolan liberation ” 

a "contradiction" between the "Soviet enemy" and the people while 

presenting the fundamental contradiction between the MPLA and the 

formations headed by Roberto and Savimbi, and supported by the 

United States, South Africa and Maoist China, as one of the "contradic¬ 

tions among the people." This presumably minor contradiction would 

be "resolved," according to the Maoists, by the imperialist-imposed 

Friends and Enemies 

That Mao's theory of contradictions allows for a reverse designa¬ 

tion of Angola's friends and enemies has been confirmed even in the 

pages of The New York Times. On January 4, 1976, a Times article 

quoted a church leader in Kenya as follows: 

The issue, put simply," said the leader of an international African 

Christian church group, "is that the Soviets have had a historical 

involvement with the African liberation struggles against the Portu¬ 
guese, while the United States was on the other side." 

The article continued: 

"Until Nov. 11 when the Portuguese left, the Soviets were allies in 

the liberation struggle," the minister said. "Now suddenly the West 

perceives them as interventionists. For Africans, whose only com¬ 

mon ground is the commitment to the liberation of Africa, this is 
hard to accept." 

In the same issue, the Times also reported that 

... an editorial in The New Nigerian, an official paper published in 
Kaduna . . . asserted that Daniel P. Moynihan, the chief United 

States representative at the United Nations, says American policy 

coincides with South Africa's on Angola. "It is hard to imagine a 

more damaging revelation," the [editorial] went on . . . "We cannot 
stand idly by and see a sister country destroyed by a combination of 
Vorster and Moynihan." 

The enemy "combination" in Angola includes, of course, another 

partner—the Maoists, whose theory of contradictions permits them to 
keep such company. 

Maoism vs. the People 

Mao himself inadvertently reveal, the bourgeois nationalist root, of 

.. theory when he states: 

The contradictions between onrselue, and 

contradictions. Within lhe. antagon^ic whfle those be- 

twe^n^the exploited an^the exploiting classes have a non-antagonist,c 

aspect in addition to an antagonistic aspect. 

Continuing, Mao says: 

„tTV thP contradiction between the working class and the 
In our coun,. >, , rateeorv of contradictions among 
national bourgeoisiebelongs to *<\f^betmen the two is a class 
the people. By and large, the - Chinese national 
struggle within the ranks ofthe P-P^bec^he^h,Qf 

bourgeoisie has * J.” n^peoplei by Mao Tse-tung. Foreign Lan- 

In coeakine of the "contradictions between ourselves and the 

selves is not a da. . J ^ source of antagonistic contra- 

:"mMao°r opens the way for an equally subjective, arbitrary 

^“cco^dtg to MaTthe roots of antagonistic contradictions are not 

t0 bXnd8,n 

those whom he desenbes as "ourselves and ‘he but 

theory on contradictions reveals ^souncejt a„ g ^ „ 

source of Maoism s designat o neo-Colonialist enemies of 
while the Maoists enter into alliance with 

thC When Mao asserts that the contradictions -between the exploited 

and 7he exploiting Casses have 

an antagonistic aspect e r chauvinist positions. To make 

bourgeois nationalist and g P ]oited and exploiting classes 

such a claim about t e re a Marxist-Leninist interpretation of 

is a right opportune Te™ , and strata within oppressed nations 

s are inherent in the re.ations 

between exploitet -^exploited^ some secti of lhe 

national exploiting strata will accept alliances with the revolutionary 
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democratic forces against neo-colonialism. Such alliances can SPr , 

cause of the exploited, but only if the revolutionary forces remain6 *he 

alert to the fact that the exploiting strata never surrender a c^T 

aspect of their fundamental aims, which even within the democTf * 
alliance remain antagonistic to the people's aims tlc 

Therefore, the Maoist theory of the "non-antagonistic aspect" u 

the contradictions between exploited and exploiters disguises the™, 

omstic contradictions between the aims of exploiters and exploited in thl 

liberation struggle. This theory is rejected by revolutionary democrats 

because it would disarm the masses and put the leadership of their fight 

into the hands of such representatives of the exploiting strata as 
Savimbi, Roberto and Mobutu. s 

Mao's theory of the "non-antagonistic aspect" in the relations 

between exp o,ted and exploiter is designed to provide a "revolutionary" 

ustiflcatton for forming alliances with exploiting strata throughout tL 

capital,st world ,n order to pursue Chinese great-power aims. At first the 

Maotsts were more guarded in handling these alliances-entering into 

world “Pn( tl^ mam °",y Wi,h exPloittaS strata in the "third 
world. Of late, however, the logic of Mao's revision of the nature of 

c ass contradictions has brought China into more and more open 

alliances with monopoly from Washington and Bonn to Tokyo and 

wi,h ,he exploiting strata in Chile and other 

testified,h!h W°rU' ,And 6Very "asPect" of Angolan events 
testifies to the counter-revolutionary nature of this Maoist theory. 

Baraka Versus Congressional Black Caucus 

The record of Imamu Amiri Baraka testifies to the impossibility of 

pursuing a wrong strategy in Africa and a correct one at home. 

with'll JgfnCa' Bariika' 8U'jed ty ^a°S the°ry °n contra(lictions, joins 
with U.S. imperialism and apartheid South Africa in demanding re- 

p acement of the anti-imperialist government of the People's Republic 

colonialism ^ 3 C°a iti0n'’ controlled bV 'he accomplices of neo- 

At home, however, Baraka opposes all forms of struggle leading to 

real coalition—a people's alternative to monopoly. For instance 

coinciding with his support to the imperialist and/or Maoist offensive 

Tooo Black^l\B;Tta h? laUncCh w 3,1 °!ienSiVe a8a“St the more ,han 
fhi r„B k eIecledln the United States-in particular, against 

hv ■ -T°n -B ack CaUCUS' 0f lhiS CaUCUS' Baraka-guided again 
by Mao s theory on contradictions—writes: 

Maoism vs. the People 

these questionable patriots belong to political parties that feature 

r’TSLe Wallace & Eastland on one hand or Ronald Reagan and 
Sson Rockefeller on the other, and these petit bourgeois Black 

ejected officials are not resigning from these parties because of those 

? cists (Imamu Baraka, "Statement on the National Black Assem¬ 

bly/' Black World, October 1975) 

Ironically, Baraka does not call for a campaign to get rid of the 

t crists—but attacks the anti-fascists because "they are not resigning 

rom an arena of struggle! In favoring the resignation of Black elected 

officials, Baraka parallels the racist view that Blacks are incapable of 

taking part in government. 

What Baraka is urging as "revolutionary" is no less than the 

liquidation of the most advanced group of elected officials in the country, 

a vitally needed voice for expressing the interests of the oppressed and 

exploited. In urging the elimination of anti-fascists instead of fascists, 

Baraka is, for example, directing his fire against such a congressman as 

John Conyers, Jr. 
In contrast to Baraka, Conyers calls upon the masses to translate 

the central issue of chronic, massive unemployment into the thrust of a 

people's movement." Writing in The Black Scholar, October 1975, 

Conyers goes on to state: 

In fact the struggle that began with abolition and that was carried on 

in the name of civil rights ought now to proceed under the larger 

banner of a movement for economic justice. 

. . . The notion that international events and our role in the world 
are extraneous to the struggle for justice in the United States is no 

longer open to serious debate. . . . American assistance to anti¬ 

communists of every stripe and our continuing support for repressive 
governments abroad, which undermine the genuine struggle for the 

liberation of oppressed peoples, is in actuality an international 

extension of racism and oppression practised in this country. (John 

Conyers, "Toward Black Political Empowerment: Can the bystem Be 

Transformed?" The Black Scholar, October 1975) 

Of course. Black people have not joined with Baraka in urging the 

resignation of Conyers and other members of the Congressional Black 

Caucus! 
On the other hand, the members of the National Black Assembly 

(NBA) have forced Baraka's resignation from that organization. Accord¬ 

ing to Baraka, his resignation was brought about by "anti-communist" 

opposition to his policies. No doubt there are those in the NBA with 
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misconceptions about Communists, but the real clue to the opposition to 

Baraka can be found in Conyers's warning about "anti-communists of 
every stripe." 

When Conyers spoke of "American assistance to anti-communists 

of every stripe," he was referring to the international scene but was also 

showing the negative relationship between this country's international 

role and "the struggle for justice in the United States." Both at home 

and abroad monopoly assists those who impede "the struggle for 

justice." And this assistance includes a media buildup for "anti¬ 

communists of every stripe" particularly for those who caricature 

Marxist-Leninist principles while calling themselves "revolutionary 

communists." 

During the 1960s, Baraka pursued an undisguised bourgeois nation¬ 

alist, anti-Communist course. Today, behind the Maoist rhetoric of a 

"revolutionary communist," he clashes with the anti-imperialist course 

of the African liberation movements and the anti-monopoly direction of 

the Black liberation movement. 

Baraka's forced resignation from the NBA is an indication not of 

anti-Communism but of growing opposition to Maoist-influenced poli¬ 

cies. This development in the NBA parallels what has occurred in Africa 

during and since the Sixth Pan-African Congress: Both the African and 

Afro-American liberation movements are increasingly repudiating 

Maoist and all other forms of accommodation to racism and repression. 

Baraka's accommodation to racism can be seen, for instance, in the 

fact that—while he speaks and writes continually about Black people— 

he does not advance a program for a special anti-racist struggle. Baraka 

calls himself a revolutionary communist"—implying he is more "revo¬ 

lutionary" than members of the Communist Party, who are identified 

simply as Communists. In reality, Baraka separates himself from the 

Communist Party by rejecting Marxist-Leninist principles which place 

the main responsibility for anti-racist struggle on the white component 

of the multi-racial working class, the prerequisite for forging a coalition 

of the oppressed and exploited. By ignoring this special responsibility of 

white workers, Baraka in effect leaves it to the Black minority. While 

indulging at times in abstractions about the working class, Baraka does 

not acknowledge the necessity for class unity in confronting the 
common enemy. 

In his Black World article in October 1975, Baraka calls for "a new 

economic, political and social system." But the policies he promotes 

contradict the struggle for even the most minimum alternatives to 

monopoly's thrust against the crucial needs of the masses, especially 

those of the Black and other oppressed minorities. For instance, as the 
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. capitalism deepens and monopoly turns toward increasingly 

CliS'S Ln policies-carrying within them the threat of fascism 

gtraka urges "go-it-alone" policies on the Black liberation movement. 

He aS5ethedNBA should run a Black presidential candidate, an entire 

5lateidaCbTanU-De0mocraUtP In WMi«“ A popular front campaign 

E would raise the urgent needs of the people as its platform. 

On one hand, Baraka denounces Black officials who are not 

resigning" from the posts to which masses elected them. On the o er 

hand he says the NBA should by itself run "an entire slate which he 

PPfers to as a "popular front campaign"! These two proposals collide 

head-on with the advances already made toward a mass anti-monopo y 

6160 WhllevTA^variations in the records of its individual members 

the Congressional Black Caucus is, as we have noted, by far he mos 

progressive elected force on the national scene. Its potential for st 

Treater independence will not be realized by the wholesale resignation 

of its members from the Democratic or Republican Party. ^mgres- 

sional Black Caucus will contribute to the formation of an independent 

electoral alternative to the degree that it responds to mass struggles for 

jobs, housing, education and medical care-for a budget for people 

mS< Representative Conyers advances this fight when he asserts, "the 

struggle that began with abolition and that was earned on in the name 

o^fvi. rights ought now to proceed under the much larger banner of a 

movement for economic justice.' (Conyers, op. cit.j 

Baraka, on the other hand, speaks abstractly of a popular fron 

campaign that would raise the urgent needs of the people as ts 

platform." But when he becomes specific about this 

for a campaign that "would build a broad united front around 

alternative to bourgeois ideology. i Lf«,m nf"i^nl(wv " 
No struggle for liberation can be waged on a platform of deology 

but ordy5 around a specific program to meet the people s cn ical needs^ 

Baraka's call for an "alternative to bourgeois .deobgyis ironic. The 

"alternative to bourgeois ideology" is Ma“™-,lXh mms 
discards the Leninist concept of the united front which auns to unite 

individuals, classes and strata of varying ideologies around a common 

program. This, and this alone, is the basis for a broacunitedAwn . 

Baraka's concept of a "united front" at home is every bit as helpful to 

monopoly as his support to the "united front" with neo-colomal.sm in 

Angola. 
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Obviously, a glaring contradiction exists between Baraka's "Un f 

front" rhetoric and his sweeping attacks on Black elected officials’ f 

"not resigning" from the Democratic and Republican Parties Wh 

Baraka demands is that Black officials disregard the mandate of the B1 l 

and non-Black voters who elected them instead of helping to advan 

the struggle for the people's needs together with forces independent Z 

the two old parties. Thus, Baraka's policies would undermine the 

emerging base for anti-monopoly candidates outside as well as inside 
the two old parties. 

In the same article in which he attacks the Congressional Black 

Caucus, Baraka calls for "socialist revolution." In other words, for 

Baraka the slogan of "socialist revolution" not only replaces the struggle 

for the people's immediate needs but the struggle for socialism as well, 

since the fight for socialism can be advanced only if linked with the fight 

against the monopoly-imposed crisis of daily existence. 

To speak, as Baraka does, in abstract "anti-capitalist" terms_ 

without advancing anti-monopoly policies—is to be pro-capitalist and 

anti-socialist. To speak in "anti-capitalist" abstractions is to place small 

business on the same footing as the transnational corporations, thus 

covering up the role of those sectors of the capitalist class that control 

the nation's economy and are the source of oppression at home and 
neo-colonialism abroad. 

To be anti-capitalist in the Marxist-Leninist sense is to understand 

that the oppressed and exploited strengthen their unity, and progress 

toward more advanced goals, through step-by-step struggles. Policies 

and demands must be based on the issues confronting the masses, their 

level of consciousness and degree of readiness to unite around a 

particular issue. Slogans must be geared to mobilizing the people: 

Slogans that fail to involve them in struggle around their crucial needs 

are worse than meaningless, since they leave the masses disunited in 

the face of monopoly's onslaughts. 

As an example of why an anti-monopoly strategy rather than 

abstract "anti-capitalist" rhetoric is the basis for a broad people's 

coalition, let's look at the role of Congressman Charles Diggs. Diggs is 

a member of the Black bourgeoisie. But there are no Black monopolists, 

and the Black bourgeoisie as a whole is repressed by the monopoly 

ruling class. Diggs is playing a democratic role, fighting against U.S. 

monopoly's neo-colonialist operations internationally and its racism 

and repression at home. Of course, one would like Diggs to take still 

more advanced positions. But both the Communist Party and Congress¬ 

man Diggs are interested in Angola's independence. We applaud the 

fight Diggs has waged on this issue—while at the same time we strive 
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tpr consistency in the struggle to defeat all forms o neo- 

S't intervention in Africa, including the Maoist coalition 

C° U for saddling the Angolan people with the puppets of U.S, and 

f° u ^nerialism and apartheid South Africa. 
worlidv ‘Xr to adopt Baraka's "anti-capitalist" rhetoric is to place 

Fu he Baraka does-in opposition to such a congressman as 

0neSe‘rS Representative Conyers does not put forth "anti-capitalist 

?Ts BuX courageously struggles for fobs and the other needs o 

back on the anti-monopoly policies of Conyers and other Congress,onal 

“^amr orcTurstconceals his opposition to anti-monopoly coali¬ 

tions w.h "super-revolutionary" policies. He is against entering into 

coahtions with "petit bourgeois Black elected officials^-and labels 

anyone in or out of the two old parties who disagrees with him as petit 

bourgeois" or "revisionist." Baraka rejects the principle of a united front 

around immediate issues, leading to an anti-monopoly coall*‘°n, * 

Wea of coalition he counterposes a more advanced form-the popu ar 

front " Tn this respect, it is instructive to recall that where a popular 

front' exists-as it did in Chile-it meets with the opposition 

rt^fthe Congressional Black Caucus, as Baraka demands 

iteration . "c.mpr-revolutionary" reasons for 

h“cTcy of Maoist°pcdicies internationally as well as a. home. For 

instance, inV Black Scholar, October 1975, he speaks of 

. . . Benin's inclusions of the theory ^toletarianm^on that 

—r \-ro^ot^ted: A Revolu,,on- 
ary Strategy," The Black Scholar, October 1975) 

But these "conclusions" are not Lenin's; they are Mao's-and 

Baraka repeats them almost word for word. To claim that 'imperia ls 

wars cannot be averted" is to instill passivity in the face of imperial,s 

aggression in Angola and to undermine the struggle against war 
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throughout the world. This, of course, is the aim of the Maoist sw 

which would "fuel" nuclear war between the Soviet Union an/?' 

United States. In other words, what Maoism tries to "fuel" ;<• ^ 

revolution but imperialist counter-revolution and intervention a2 001 

the African liberation movements-and eventual worldwide nurT* 
disaster. ue*r 

For Baraka to take up the Maoist claim that "imperialist ware 

cannot be averted" is further proof his policies run counter to the central 

reality of class struggle in the United States, which calls for a fiEht 

against the military budget that robs the working people, especially th 

oppressed minorities, of jobs and bread. To withhold support to Z 

struggle against the military budget-behind the allegation that imperi¬ 

alist wars fuel" revolution-is to surrender to monopoly's "fueling" of 

its counter-revolutionary global strategy and its offensive against the 
people at home. 

A Treasonous Trinity 

Whatever differences there are in form of action and rhetoric 

among Imamu Baraka, Roy Innis and Bayard Rustin, the essence of 

their policies ,s the same: They all serve U.S. monopoly's racist, 

world " 8V 31 h°me and “S neo-coionialist strategy in the "third 

Tor example, any presumed distance between Baraka and Innis 

disappears if one recalls that Baraka preceded Innis as a recruiter for 

sI!i’mh°Tk When,.he ,ried to muster ^PPort for Jonas 
Savimbi, linked with the apartheid South African invasion of Angola, In 

other words Baraka, he Maoist "super-revolutionary," and Innis, the 

ngh -wing advocate of Black capitalism," are part of neo-colonialism's 

thmueh ! ny r , agfrnst Ang°k bu* the Iibera«°'' movements 
throughout all of southern Africa. And, Bayard Rustin's special link is 
With imperialism's Mideastern and North African strategy 

the 2*,“ Pl°,1 ?"d "5“i5ter c°™p™y" were the phrases used in 
the conservative N. Y. Amsterdam News to describe Rustin's attempts to 

pressure Blacks into support of U.S.-Zionist aggression in the Mideast. 

• 0 JO,' ?0wne' m a column on January 24, 1976, expressed wide¬ 
spread Black opposition to these moves when he wrote: 

w-. • ™St insi^ious of all was the creation of a Black pressure group 

ZnJr ™ PAUrPlSe W3S t0 fUpP°rt IsraeI and whose actual program appeared to be to intimidate Africa. 

This group, called Black Americans in Support of Israel Committee 
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nr\ rhose'as its first action to contact the African states and 

‘wten'them with withdrawal of U.S. aid if they did not support 

Israel at the United Nations. 

Pointing out that "Bayard Rustin admits to being the director and 

5Piritual father" of BASIC, Browne states: 

RASIC's threat has been implemented with a vengeance. Israe 

is'ihrdledShe Africans are to be further deprived, and American 

Blacks will be given the blame. 

He then adds: 

not yet been revealed. 

Black opposition to the monopoly policies promoted by Rustin-as 

ll!s Baraka and Innis-is being expressed in a variety of ways. For 

We 1 n February 14 1976,100 Black elected officials and Democrat- 

ZA^leadtrdenlced Moynihan and his "anti-Har,emo¬ 

tions, warning that his rumored senatorial candidacy was y 

I£;s saffissst is 
While Rustin and Innis strive for Black surrender within the two major 

parties Baraka aims a, undermining the s.ruggles-emerging both 

outside' and within the two old parties-for an independent alternative 

to monopoly. 
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The Nature of the "White-Black 
Relationship" 

The aspirations of Robert L. Allen, editor of The Black Scholar are in 

direct conflict with the aims of Daniel P. Moynihan. Yet, in ^eluCtant 

Reformers by Robert Allen, with the collaboration of Pamela P. Allen 

and in Ethnicity by Moynihan and Glazer, one finds a parallel treatment 

of the question of race and class. , . ~ r 
Reluctant Reformers (Howard University Press, Washington, D.C., 

1974)—subtitled "The Impact of Racism on American Social Reform 

Movements," and spanning the years from 1776 to the present—has a 

fundamental flaw: In attempting to portray the impact of racism on 

movements for social change, the author deemphasizes the impact of 

these multi-racial movements on this country s history. This in turn 

leads to deemphasizing the impact of Frederick Douglass, Karl Marx 

and W.E.B. Du Bois on past and present struggles against oppression 

and exploitation. Such a view of the movements for social change flows 

from a failure to recognize the objective laws of class struggle and the 

capitalist class as the source of racism and therefore results in a failure o 

differentiate among the changing class forces involved in these move¬ 

ments during different periods of this country s history. 

As a result, the book's thrust is not directed toward overcoming 

racism's impact on the people's struggles; instead, it projects a defeatist 

estimate of the people's ability to struggle. This is apparent in the very 

concept of "reluctant reformers," which in itself implies an inverted 

form of voluntarism. Contrary to the "thought of Mao, history can 

neither be "pushed" nor "stopped" by the will of individuals or groups, 
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without regard to the specific mode of production in a given societ 

the contradictions that give rise to the struggle to resolve them V *** 

The many-sided and historically changing forms of "reluctant " 

whose core today consists of racism and anti-Communism-can Z 

but not halt the forward thrust of the multi-racial international wor^ 

class, including its contingent in the United States: "Reluctance" J'u 

not stop the struggle leading to the "irresistable conflict" that abolish^ 

slavery, nor can "reluctance" halt the anti-monopoly struggle. d 

The source of Allen's defeatist attitude toward the anti-racist 

struggle and thus toward movements for social change as a whole i<= 
revealed in the following: 

Of course if the locus of racism is white society, then one must 

conclude that some kind of basic change must be made in this societv 

it racismis to be eliminated. This is not to suggest that white societv 

is somehow monolithic or static; on the contrary, numerous strata 

and competing interest groups exist, and changes of greater or lesser 
extent are almost constantly occurring. (Reluctant Reformers, p. 5 

Emphasis added—H.W.) v 

To speak of a "white society" fits in with the "two societies" 

concept projected in the sixties. This idea was promoted from both a 

radical" and a "liberal" (via the "Kerner Report") standpoint, which 

portrayed Blacks as forming an internal colony in the United States. But 

Black people are discriminated against and suffer de facto segregation 

within the single U.S. capitalist economy. Both Black and white are 

locked into one society dominated by corporate monopoly. To imply the 

division of this country into two societies obscures its real division into 

two basic classes, the white monopolist minority and the multi-racial 
working class. 

By situating the "locus of racism" in a generalized "white society," 

Allen m effect denies that racism originates in and is perpetuated by the 

class interests of monopoly. Via a theory of "interest groups," Allen 

attempts to back up his portrayal of the United States as a society 

dominated by "classless" whites instead of white monopoly capitalists. 

Although Allen asserts "white society" should not be regarded as 

"monolithic," he confirms that the term is without class meaning by 

defining it as consisting of "numerous strata and competing interest 
groups." 

Further, to speak merely of "interest groups" is to fall within the 

orbit of Moynihan's "ethnicity" strategy, which denies the fundamental 

contradiction between monopoly and the multi-racial working class, the 

Black and other oppressed minorities and the majority of the popula¬ 
tion. 
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jjnc to Moynihan, each "ethnic" group has its own de- 

TL 1 presumably of equal importance, thus denying the special 

»anlls' reLi0n of Blacks, And the logic of Allen s interest group 

”cl5‘ TLo leads .0 a denial of class exploitation as the source of 

c0iuep nf Black and other minorities. . . „ , 

Sgy All n as well as Moynihan denies that monopoly is the enemy 

Zggle and thus White workers are misled into helping to forge the 

CMrf'ttrnichL,"nr"grohuT,nnteres," theories reverse reatity for 

rkir?mtvrtc:“ - — - 
monopoly! 

Who Has A 'Stake' in Racism ? 

In his article on the Pan-African Congress, Lerone Bennett pole 

I 
at the core of the igj for a P AUen polemizes against 

movements m the United b , ^ cQmbini the seif_ 

Marxists and progressives who see ** g anti_racist fight at 

action of Blacks with --^ L to den^he basis for unity of the 

home. In fact, e goes so tbat hite workers have a "stake" 
multi-racial workmg class-aUeg.n^ tha w an «oversimpli_ 

!' 

« -Cism was * ^me usedW *e capita,“ 

mLntenance'of racism. Once apprised of their 
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true interests the workers could be expected to 

opposing racism. Such has not yet been the case, as t 

labor movement amply illustrates. Yet Communist 
upon regarding the white wuk;.l( 

enlightenment and fraternity; at the 
that only if the workers would i 

antagonisms would fade away. (Allen, op. cit 
the original.) 

In this statement Allen attempts t( 

by "establishing" the primacy of race: I 

stake in racism, it would mean there 

between them and the white m 

in the color of their skin). 

Of course, U.S. ca] 

perpetuated inei_ ’ 

do so it has had to \ 

that the white exploited have 

And the survivals of 

The Nature of the "White-tuacK net 

s coalition. And in the perspective for such 

' ; revolutionary implications of the 

of the multi-racial masses. 

a "material stake" in racism, one 

monopoly instead of its defeat. 

rt denies the common interest of Black and 

and a broad anti-monopoly strategy. After 

expect people to fight against racism if they have a 
P - . - would at best promote 

—the direct opposite of a 

of Blacks and other op- 

nnooly into a great people' 
101 L0n, one cannot overlook the 

C letarianization of the majority c. 

’ If one says white workers have 

mplies they have a "material stake" m 

Mother words, such a concept 

vhite workers in class unity a.. 

ill, one cannot < . 
'material stake" in it. Thus, 

reliance on "gradualism"-tok 

perspective for ending the triple oppression 

pressed minorities. 
* In ravine that white workers have an 

„ ? „lv denying the possibility of a mass alternative to 

A nlv He is also denying the fundamental class contradiction 

Iy s Class interests, struggle against their common 
stake all workers have in the class gg s „ stake" in 

SSSsssssa^sS 
be helpful on,y to monopoly and its 

divide-and-rule strategy. fioVit tn wine out every 
What is required to achieve class unity is a fight to wipe out every 

special responsibility m this strugg b -beaters" within the 

advances, the Communist Party is the 
those who have beenits beare of membership, that whites 

only organiza ion q ^ with the Marxist-Leninist principle of the 

accept an ac workers in the anti-racist struggle. 

j°in the for( 

case, as the history 0ft 

---t writers insis, 
orking class as the bearer of tr 

’ very minimum they contend 

accept Marxism-Leninism then rac 

p. 224. Emphasis 

- me race/class question 
f white workers have a "material 

is no antagonistic contradiction 
onopolists (that is, their stake would be 

tpitalism through all stages of its development has 

quality between Black and white masses. But in order to 

- .o perpetuate the illusion, from slavery to the present. 

-- ’ a material stake" in Black oppression, 

racist "advantages," -originating in the slave 
Sy5tem_sli„ iend crediMity t0 the racisl.foster*d 1IlusLn 

r*™ ,°n( t, e„aSSTb'y 'ines and in unemployed lines have a 

ZTZ 1de*rK 10 which m0n°Po,y exploits :ploits 

Black workers have a "material stake" in 

• •-a "material stake" 

ability to sustain this 

ing general crisis of 

on an overestimation of the strength 

y an underestimation—in fact, a 

i monopoly and the 

Puerto Rican, Asian 

them as compared to Black workers. 

In reality, white as well as ri__:_iiavc d 

eradicating racism. To assert that white worker^hlve 

in racism is to profoundly exaggerate monopoly's 

illusion—particularly in the face ' ' 

capitalism. Such a concept is based 

of imperialism, and consequently uiiuacjii 

denial—of the intensifying contradiction between 

working class as a whole—Black, white, Chicano, ] 
and Native American Indian. 

To argue that whites have a "material stake" in 

180 million whites, the overwhelming majority, have"no "material 

stake in economic and social progress, which would mean there is no 
perspective for fundamental change. 

The Black minority alone could not defeat the slave power That 

was achieved via a strategy combining the interests of those forces and 

c asses with a stake in victory over the slavocracy. And today the Black 

minority cannot by itself defeat the monopoly oppressors. What is 

Itratesv f ”sl Y^^!one PoIic>' for Blacks but an independent 

f k aCk Il,’;"a“0n 35 P2rt °f a wider anti-monopoly 
strategy combining all those with a stake in the defeat of corporate 
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u t„?ne T* reCOg"i2e ,batt0 dis“iss this Marxist-leninist appr03 , 
is o leave the anti-racist struggle to Black people-which would mat * 

a go-lt-alone" fight of the Black minority against a "white societ^ t * 
includes both the white masses and the white corporate minority. ^ 

Illusion and Reality 

To take the position that white workers have a "material stake" • 

sustaining instead of fighting against racist inequality if,o support Z 

monopolist enemy that perpetuates this illusion. To claim whfte wort 

aTd wL3 aleria' 5tSke" maimaini"g inequalitieffetween Blade 
and white ncome-a view that fits in with the class collaborationist 

pohaes of the Meanys and their right social democratic supporters-is 

rnenT A uToT d T-"° ^ " °VCrComi''8 ‘heir own unemploy- 
ment, tneir own dmumshing quality of life and poverty 

It is decisive to recognize that neither the depressed levels for white 

workers nor the still more depressed levels of poverty and unemlt 

ment for Black workers can be effectively challenged without an 

intensifying struggle for unity of the multi-racial workfng class 

NAACP- SltUa“°,n ° BIack w°rkers is graphically described in the 
thf floP 3 dT“ jeP°rt'pubIi5hed in January 1976: "It is now clear that 
the low and hard gains made by black wage earners during the pa 

quarter of a century were fragile and temporary,” states The report's 

TbtT7rToreC,i°n' WrWen ^ HWberf Hi"' Ae association's Nat.onal 

Continuing, the report says: 

In every category of measurement-unemployment rates duration 

7 6 oTcent80Vdrr;f r* figures placf unemployment rates for whites at 

picture of pe/centkfor B,ad«' ‘he NAACP reports a "truer 
picture of 13.6 percent for whites and 2S.5 for Blacks." And in the 25 

fTaduhr °d « Ck ^opp'ation, these figures rise to 30 percent 
for adults and 40 percent for teenagers. If these trends continue the 

Tthis cTT' -! "black WOrk;f can up to the white worker 
m this country. The report adds: 

Discrimination in employment is not the result of random acts of 

tfSSSZZ*™ n0t USUaI17 °CCUr because of individual bigotry, 

thaVfTimld iTtheTocTeT £yS‘ema,iC ins,i,u,io''al-d pat*-"s 
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There is no getting around the fact that the trends described in the 

MAACP report accentuate the urgency for unity of the multi-racial 

class and for its participation in forging an independent 

W°liticaf trend, the only alternative to the trend monopoly's two parties 

P° ose on the oppressed and exploited. 

‘ ? As part of the struggle for such an alternative, mutual trust and 

inited action must be won between the various components of the 

multi-racial working class. And achieving these requisites is in the firs 

place the obligation of white workers, who must support the fight against 

inequality in wages, conditions and opportunities. This is not a matte 

Ubstc,morality,bu,of working-class solidarity, whose-urcebes m 

recognition of the imperatives of class struggle. It is only in class unity 

thaHhe fight for material conditions and quality of life for all workers 

BUck white, Puerto Rican, Chicano, Asian and Native American 

Indian—can be advanced. . „ . 
The white workers' illusion of their "material stake m racist 

inequalities is given circumstantial credibility by the widening gap 

between themselves and Black workers in income and employment. 

This gap, which creates a contradiction within the working class, is a 

reality. But that white workers have a "material stake m maintain! g 

this capitalist-enforced contradiction is an illusion. Illusions have not¬ 

ing in common with Marxism-Leninism, but they are reinforced by 

Maoism, which substitutes subjective opinions for realities in the c ass 

^^intrary to Mao's writings on "the correct handling of contradic¬ 

tions among the people," the contradictions in the working class canno 

be interpreted as antagonistic contradictions between dass or racial 

enemies. To claim white workers have a "material stake in inequality » 

to fuel monopoly's racist lie that an antagonistic contradiction exists 

between Black and white workers, which of course divert; the strugg 

from the antagonistic contradictions between the working 

Wk°ThTContra dictions within the ranks of the working Cass and 

masses are of a totally different character from the antagonistic class 

contradiction between the working class and the monopolycapitalist 

class. The contradictions among the people are non-antagonistre and 

can be resolved by a strategy advancing the special struggle against 

racist division and inequali,y-a strategy recognizing that the interests 

of each component of the working class and of the Black and o.h r 

oppressed peoples, can be advanced only through a united struggle 

a8aiMVnhoepotncea1c:ssly generates racist ideology to-as Marx put 
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it— deform" the class struggle. The essence of racist strategy is 

create the illusion in the minds of both Black and white workers that th° 

differential in their levels of existence does not arise from capitalist 

Among whites, this strategy perpetuates the illusion that the Black 

people's inferior standard of living results from the inherent inferiority 

of people with dark skins. Among Blacks, this strategy creates the 

parallel illusion that racism is inherent in the white masses—not in 

monopoly control of the economy and government. 

What "Shapes" Racism 

The United States was born in anti-colonial struggle, and its 

present course of development is today in sharper contrast than ever to 

that of its birth. Today's racism and inequality mock this country's birth 
cries of "liberty" and "equality." 

U.S. monopoly has made this country not only the internal center 

of racist oppression, but also the principal upholder of classical and 

neo-colonialist plunder in southern Africa. U.S. imperialism—which 

has apartheid South Africa as its military surrogate in Angola—is now 

recognized everywhere as the central mainstay of racism, reaction and 
repression at home and internationally. 

Yet many white liberals are among those fostering the illusion that 

the inferior status of Blacks is determined not by the class interests of 

those controlling the system but by the difference in skin color. This 

view is expressed in typical form by Tom Wicker, associate editor of The 

New York Times, who asserts that "the instinctive white man's reaction 

to the color black sets the nature of the white-black relationship." (A 

Time to Die, Quadrangle-NYT Book Co., New York, 1975, p. 148) 

Robert Allen comes very close to Wicker's view when/in his book. 

Reluctant Reformers, he asserts that racism has become a "social- 

psychological force, shaping and directing behavior, not merely reflect¬ 
ing it." (Allen, op. cit., p. 224) 

Of course, it is true that behavior can be "shaped" by society. But 

scientific social analysis—Marxism-Leninism—shows that racist "be¬ 

havior" is not "shaped" by "classless" psychological factors but by the 
monopoly ruling class. 

Both Wicker and Allen are saying the source of racism lies in white 

reaction to "the color black." To take this position in any of its varieties 

is to deny that the "white-black relationship" is "set" by capitalism's 

material stake in racial dissension. Marx pointed this out when he said 

the exploiting class will do all in its power to "disfigure" the class 

The Nature of the "White-Black Relationship' 

„le by fomenting racial conflict. To claim the "white-black rela- 

Snship" ^ determined by instinctive "social-psychological" respons- 

to°__-with an independent, self-perpetuating existence apart from the 

Cocial system—is to take the ruling class off the hook for perpetuating 

!his "disfigurement" of the working-class struggle. 

Certainly, racism is a "social-psychological force" polluting the 

nation! But Allen—not just in one quote, but throughout his book— 

parallels Wicker's conception of the "white-black relationship as 

unrelated to monopoly control of the dominant culture, whose core is 

^^Allen shifts responsibility for the source of racism from monopoly 

to white workers. He states, for example, that Communists see racism 

as "a device used by the capitalist class to divide the workers. . . 

Bv oversimplifying the Communist position—an ideology with all its 

ramifications cannot be termed a mere "device"—he can dismiss the 

ever-intensifying role the capitalist class has assigned racism in its 

economic, political, educational and cultural policies through each stage 

of its history. On the other hand, he makes every effort to reinforce the 

idea that white workers have a "material stake" in sustaining racism and 

in order to do so makes no distinction between the effect of illusion and 

reality in shaping white workers' attitudes. 
When Alien argues that Communists fail to see racism as having its 

own, self-perpetuating "psychological" existence, he is advancing a 

Hegelian reversal of reality: Such a concept of racism conceals the fact 

that the dominant culture in a particular social system is inseparable 

from the class in power. This characteristic of Allen's concept is not 

altered by his frequent but abstract references to the capitalist system. 

Under capitalism, the dominant culture does not originate with the 

class operating the means of production. This dominant culture is 

determined by the class that owns the means of production, and it is 

generated by the superstructure through which this class controls the 

state and its agencies, and the mass media. 
Today, when racism is widely recognized as institutional, it seems 

strangely out-of-date to attribute to it either an independent existence or 

assert that it can be perpetuated outside of the rule of monopoly- 

controlled institutions. 
Yet Allen's concept of racism oscillates between these two poles: at 

one end, he sees it as having an independent existence; at the other, he 

sees a source for it—the white workers' presumed "material stake" in 

racism. But racism does not originate apart from the social system itself, 

nor does it originate within the working class, neither at the point of 
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production nor in workers' homes. On the contrary, it is directed 

through the superstructure to the workers at the point of production, jn 

their homes and in the schools they attended. 

Allen's concepts of racism ignore the nature of the production of 

surplus value—the source of capitalist profit—which places the capitalist 

class's interest in racism in contradiction to the interests of the working 

class. It is the capitalist drive to maximize the unpaid and minimize the 

paid portions of the value produced by the working class that generates 

the class struggle. In this constantly spiraling, constantly intensifying 

struggle, only the monopolists have a material stake in racism (and they 

have never been known to be passive when their interests are at stake!). 

Those who say white workers have a "material stake" in racism 

draw this conclusion from the premise that the interests of white 

capitalists and the white workers are identical. 

The minuscule white corporate minority controlling the social 

means of production cannot compete with a unified working class. In 

this period of the general crisis and decline of capitalism, monopoly's 

power is only as great as the divisions in the working class—the result of 

racism and anti-Communism. 

Allen's New Theory of "Ultra-Imperialism'' 

In a further attempt to bolster his thesis of a "material stake" for 

white workers in racism, Allen avails himself of a quotation from Lenin 

concerning oppressed nations and peoples as a source of superprofits for 

imperialism, part of which is used to create the basis for opportunism, of 

which racism and anti-Communism are the most divisive forms among 

sections of the workers in imperialist nations. 

"Lenin warned that imperialism," Allen writes, tends to "create 

privileged sections . . . among the workers, and to detach them from 

the broad masses of the proletariat." (Reluctant Reformers, p. 211. 

Deletions in quote from Lenin are Allen's—H.W.) 

From the quotation, Allen draws these conclusions: 

Thus, the resulting racism and chauvinism among white workers 

were much more than mere diversionary tactics introduced by 
conniving capitalists to divide the world working class; on the 

contrary, these ideological manifestations were firmly grounded in 

the dynamics of imperialist development. Consequently, Lenin in¬ 
sisted that "the fight against imperialism is a sham and humbug 

unless it is inseparably bound up with the fight against opportun¬ 
ism." (Ibid., p. 211. Emphasis added—H.W.) 

no 
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At first glance, Allen's conclusions may appear to have a "Marxist 

^Closer examination, however, reveals them to be in conflict with a 

f \eninist analysis of both the "dynamics of imperialist deve op- 

Marx!,5t , , e of monopoly's social, economic and political 

^egy^n dass struggle at home and against the colonial liberation 

druggies ^ Africa. and e understanding of the most elemen- 

~z:z..». .* -»•«j» 

“ethnic" and "interest groups," and for imposing racist, class 

COlIa^: Ltr-nT^y view sand 

ism, including anti-Communism, as class 
Allen sees all white workers as having a materia sta e 

^^SSSSSaSS: 
SSS*3teB®sss: 
^Moreover, Allen not only argues that racism originates with the 

workers at the point of production instead of with the capitalist class and 

«• drive for 

haVV„ " ^elsTna urSealed that the workers of an 
Put ivia , & i;u ration only if they recognize their 

stake in°supporting^he'lrtjeration struggles of every people oppressed by 

their "own1 ruling class. This is why Marxist-Len.n.sts recognize the 
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struggle against opportunism—and racism and anti-Communism are its 

sharpest forms—as the pre-condition for the unity of the multi-racial 

U.S. working class and its allies at home and internationally. 

Once when Lenin was asked what he would "add" to Marx, he 

replied that in the context of the imperialist stage of capitalism, he 

would apply the essence of Marxism in Marx's slogan "Workers of the 

World Unite" and the resulting slogan would then proclaim, "Workers 

and Oppressed Peoples of the World Unite." Unite against what? Lenin 

urges unity against imperialism. Therefore Lenin asserts that it is not 

the workers but the imperialists who have a stake in oppression. 

Allen not only underestimates the scope of monopoly's investment 

in "diversionary tactics" at home but internationally as well: The 

neo-colonialists' use of superprofits to promote all varieties of 

opportunism—particularly outright betrayal—in "third world" countries 

is a central aspect of their strategy to uphold their far from "firmly 

grounded" positions. And U.S. imperialism's cultivation of national 

treason also includes the investment of tens of millions of dollars to 

carry out "diversionary tactics" in NATO countries, as recent events in 

Portugal and Italy attest. 

A crass assertion of this strategy in regard to the "third world" took 

place in January 1976, when Moynihan announced—via the "leaking" 

of a cable to U.S. embassies—that the United States' "basic foreign 

policy goal" is "breaking up the massive blocs of nations, mostly new 

nations." Moynihan stated that U.S. "aid" would go to reward those 

who acquiesced to neo-colonialist policies, and would be denied to those 

who dared maintain their independence. Outlining how this economic 

and political warfare would be carried out against the OAU and "Group 

of 77" non-aligned countries, Moynihan declared that their "bloc-like 

unity" could not last because "maintaining solid ranks was simply too 

expensive for too many members." Shortly after the contents of this 

cable appeared on front pages throughout the world. Ford and Kissinger 

announced that Moynihan was enunciating official U.S. policy. After 

Moynihan's resignation, Ford reaffirmed his support of the racist 

policies proclaimed by Moynihan in the United Nations. 

To give credence to his thesis that racism and chauvinism are 

"firmly grounded" in the "dynamics" of imperialism, Allen again calls 

upon Lenin. Allen writes: "Lenin insisted that 'the fight against 

imperialism is a sham and humbug unless it is inseparably bound up 

with the fight against opportunism.' " (Ibid., p. 211) 

Unfortunately, Allen takes Lenin's statement out of context, thus 

turning it against Leninism. If one reads what comes just before the 

comment Allen cites, one learns Lenin was polemizing against the 
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, ,i "humbug'' of those who undermine the fight against 
"shatn and humbug contradictions within imperialism. 
opport.imsmbytu^nderest.m,atogth ^ that „the extraordinary 

In the Prec,e^gn3rticulariv revolting character of the developmen of 

rapidity anc. P guarantee that its victory will be durable. 

International Publishers, 1939, p. 12.^- n^AUeri gives the impression 

opportunism—instead o ^ the claim that racism and 

ErmUlare‘"fitmly°grounded in the dynamics of imperiahs, devel- 

0PmWhat Allen has developed is a theory of acceptance oh-no. 

struggle agai^ortunisrm ^adv^ 8 ^ ^ and anti. 

opportunism from the dynamics, ot the immune ,o the 

^"r^jSal^ antncolonia. struggle merge in 

this era with the world transition to ^ K j Kautsky, Lenin 

the "dynamics of imperialist eve p general crisis, which 

looking "the concatenations of >^5 infinitely less "firmly 
indudes the anti-imperiahst^struggle in fact, 

grounded than ai any » vi£W5 Qn imperialism against which 

resembles right social dem Specifically, the idea of a 
Lenin waged an , irreconci a e s rugi • to.Kautskian concept of 

"Firmly grounded" imperia ism sugg "detaches the politics of 
"ultra-imperialism" that, as Lenin “ 

imperialism from its economics. ^ i?. contradictions of 

Kautsky and his social effects of the 

imperialism, failed to compre development. On the consequences 
increasing unevenness in capitalist neve y 

of Kautsky's view, Lenin wrote: m ^ common 

with hdarxism^amTserves only as a preamble ,0 propaganda for peace 
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and unity with the opportunists and the social-chauvinists, precisel 
for the reason that it evades and obscures the very profound a j 
fundamental contradictions of imperialism. (Ibid., p. 117) nd 

While Kautsky anticipated an era of "ultra-imperialism," Allen 

implies an era of ultra-neo-colonialism—emerging from a "firml 

grounded" imperialism successfully extending its strategy against the 

"third world," the socialist countries and the working classes and 

oppressed peoples in the capitalist countries. 

But present-day imperialism is even less "firmly grounded" than 

imperialism in Lenin's time; it is neither the enduring system conceived 

by Kautsky and his right social democratic followers, nor is it the "paper 

tiger portrayed by the Maoist "left" face of social democracy—at a time 

when Maoism had not yet openly joined with right social democracy in 

attempting to uphold imperialism's unstable positions in Africa and 
throughout the world. 
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W?. were honored to discover that Robert Allen makes the same 

ideological charges against Karl Marx as he makes against us although 

in making his allegations he presents neither the views of Marx nor of 

the CPUS A, but only his misinterpretation of them. Of Marx, he writes. 

He took note of the struggles of suppressed nationalities in Europe 

and Asia and he opposed black slavery because it threatened to 

degrade the white working class in America, but he never doubted 

The8 vanguard role of European workers in the expected revolution. 

(Reluctant Reformers, p. 209) 

One must note that slavery not only "threatened to degrade" white 

workers, it did degrade them and their condition from the 
appearance! As for the claim that Marx opposed Black slavery only 

because of its effect on white workers: Allen obviously draws the 

conclusion Marx was indifferent to those who suffered the degradation 

of slavery itself from his statement that "Labor in a white skin can neve 

be free so long as labor in a black skin is branded, (It should be 

remembered that Frederick Douglass proclaimed this same concept 

throughout his travels in North America and Europe.) 

Marx placed the anti-slavery struggle as he did because it was not 

the Blacks but the whites who had to be convinced abolition was m their 

own interest. (Marx was not a forerunner of those white radicals o 

the sixties who stood on the sidelines exhorting Blacks to ac ion against 

racism!) Far from being indifferent to the condition of Black slaves, 
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Mr"T that SlaTy CO“Id be ended “"'V if whites moved toeetU 
with Blacks against the slave power. Se*her 

Reaction of course, realized only too well that "labor in a wh * 

skin had to be prevented from learning it could "never be free so 1* 

3S labor m a black skin is branded." In 1877 reactionary forces Nortk 

and South, defeated Reconstruction. And in the 1890s, durine 

period of emerging imperialism, these forces "legalized" the restorat on 

of institutional racism—doing everything possible to enforce the separa 

ion of white rom Black in order to prevent labor in a white skin and 

labor in a black skin from emerging as a national force. 

The Marxist principle of Black and white labor unity has alwavs 

been at the core of Communist Party policy. In the 1930s, this 

unswerving approach helped create the greatest degree of white and 

Black unity in the history of U.S. labor, and consequently, the greatest 

advances for both Black and white workers. The class struggle policies 

o he thirties which led to the organization of the great mass 

production industries and the rise of the CIO-gained momentum only 
to the extent this principle was fought for. 

It was to break this advancing unity of the multi-racial working 

c ass that monopoly intensified anti-Communism, institutionalizing it 

alongside of racism. It was the massive linking of anti-Communism 

with racism that enabled monopoly to set back the advances of the 

irties, replacing labor's class struggle policies with the racist class 
collaborationism of the Meanys and Shankers. 

Today, the growing rank-and-file movement to break AFL-CIO 

officialdom s control gains impetus only to the extent it is guided by 

Marx s principle of unity between labor with a black skin and labor with 

a white skin-coupled with resistance to monopoly's twin divide-and- 
rule weapon of anti-Communism. 

As for Allen's assertion that Marx "never doubted the vanguard 

role of European workers in the expected revolution": Marx did not 

expect European workers (or the workers of any other continent) to play 

the vanguard role m the "expected revolution"—since he did not 

envision one simultaneous world revolution. However, he certainly did 

expect the workers of each European country (and the workers of each 

country of every continent) to play the vanguard role in their country's 

revolution—which is only natural, since revolution cannot be exported 
trom one country to another. 

At the same time, Marx saw that a revolution in any country would 

stimulate revolutionary struggles in other countries. He also believed a 

successful revolution in one country was obligated to give political and 

material support to revolutionary struggles elsewhere. This principle 
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c especially to the relations between the working class of a 

3PP ! lv oppressor nation and the nations that were oppressed by it. 

f°rmiv lion of this principle sealed the unity of the Russian working 

^fswith the many races and nationalities of the old Czanst empire. 

C 35 Internationalist support to class and national liberation has been an 

• leeral part of Soviet policy since the October Revolution expanding 

injthgthe emergence of the socialist community. This solidarity has been 

extended to the Vietnamese people in their fight against U.S. aggres- 

!ion and to the Cubans in their struggle against U.S. domination and 

or their march into socialism. It has been present in every phase of he 

|i„ht against Portuguese colonialism. And today the solidarity of the 

Soviet Union and Cuba behind the People's Republic of Angola is 

recognized by millions throughout the world. 
But Soviet and Cuban solidarity does not mean that these countries 

attempt to place themselves in the "vanguard" of the Angolan liberation 

fight. Their role is supportive to the Angolan people s independence 

struggles. Only the revolutionary forces of Angola itself can be and are 

in the vanguard of that country's anti-colonial revolution. 

Detente Versus "Rapprochement' 

Unfortunately, in Reluctant Reformers, Robert Allen revives a 

shopworn assortment of slanders from monopoly's assorted stock of 

anti-Communist staples. It is, in fact, not only unfortunate but surpris¬ 

ing that, at a time when Congressman John Conyers condemns 

"American assistance to anti-communists of every stripe' abroad, 

Robert Allen would echo "anti-communists of every stripe at home. 

In his revival of these slanders, Allen calls upon Theodore Draper, 

who was for many years associated with one of the most notorious 

centers of racism and neo-colonialism, the Hoover Institute. Allen 

quotes Draper as follows: 

" one thing has never ehanged-the relations of American 
communism to Soviet Russia. This relation has expressed itself in 

different ways. ... But it has always been the determining factor 

the essential element." (Quoted in Reluctant Reformers, pp. 219-20) 

Allen then adds: 

for the American party the result of this commitment was a 

complete lack of independence and flexibility in achieving its avowed 

goal of building socialism in the U.S. (Ibid., p. 220) 

The identity between Allen's views and those of this longtime 

associate of the Hoover Institute is so obvious it is almost superfluous to 
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mention it. What does bear comment, however, is the mean; 

independence" in a liberation strategy for the oppressed and exp oft 

The basic thesis throughout this book is that the struggle of ‘ u' 

multi-racial masses can be advanced only by independence from J1* 

aTn d anti-Communist policies at home an°d 
abroad. The aim of such policies is to break the bonds of internation1 

solidarity to induce nations and movements to be "independent" ft 

he world anti-imperialist struggle. This is the kind of "independence" 

that u S. imperialism and apartheid South Africa are trying to fai * 
militarily on the new People's Republic of Angola. 

Continuing along these same lines, Allen states, "Although the 

tactics changed from one period to another the party's basic strategy 

remained the same: to gain control of the Black movement"-in order 

220) anCC the foreign policy interests of the Soviet Union." (Ibid., p. 

One cannot help noting that these allegations fit right in with 

monopoly propaganda about "Communist conspiracies" and "Commu¬ 

nist takeovers"—including the very latest proclamations from Moyni- 
nan, Kissinger, Ford and Vorster! 

As for the Communist Party's relationship to what Allen caricatures 

T1.8" PoUcy interests of ^e Soviet Union," one might first 
as . Was Axis fascism's defeat—which was achieved primarily through 

he struggle and sacrifice of the U.S.S.R.-"foreign" to the interest of 
the peoples of the world? 

AHen does not provide a single example of how opposition to the 

so-called foreign policy interests of the Soviet Union would have 

advanced the interests of the oppressed and exploited. Instead, he gives 

his own version of what "advancing" these "foreign policy interests" 
means: 

In perils of rapprochement with the West the Communist move- 

ment abandoned the national liberation movements in the colonies 

and played down the grievances of oppressed national minorities in 

order not to embarrass new-found imperialist friends. (Ibid., p. 237) 

Allen's substitution of "rapprochement" for "detente" is no acci- 

dent: ,t is at the center of his claim that Communists have "abandoned" 

the liberation struggles. "Rapprochement" implies a lessening of the 

contradiction between the world socialist system, with the Soviet Union 

3t.ltS c*n.teJ' ai\d the capitalist system, with U.S. imperialism as its 
principal bulwark. In reality, of course, the contradiction between the 

systems grows sharper-evidenced in the growing contrast between 

socialist advances from Moscow to Havana, and the crisis of capitalism 

as reflected in the worsening daily lives of the oppressed and exploited. 
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Communist support for detente, on the other hand is support to 

, druggie to compel imperialism to conduct peaceful, mutually 

!he pfidai trade relations between states instead of the economic warfare 

beI\sed by the transnational corporations, which is particularly devas- 

jX to the newly independent countries. The fight to compel impenal- 

* t0 operate within such a framework can be won only by the united 

Strength of the socialist countries, the anti-colonial struggles and t e 

international working class. Coexistence between different states does 

not imply easing of the anti-imperialist struggle. On the contrary the 

ore-condition for attaining peaceful coexistence and full exercise of the 

right to self-determination is intensification of international class and 

anti-colonial struggles. , , , 
The fight for detente is the only way to reduce the burden of the 

armaments race and the threat of nuclear disaster imposed by imperial¬ 

ism The fight for detente is the fight for the right of "third world and 

socialist countries to a future without the economic, political or military 

intervention of imperialism. It is a fight in the most immediate interests 

of the masses in the United States struggling for an alternative to the 

crisis imposed by monopoly's neo-colonialist aims. 

The fight to make detente and peaceful coexistence irreversible is 

inseparable from the struggle against imperialism's export of counter¬ 

revolution and its overall strategy to reverse the decolonization struggles 

in the "third world." Self-determination becomes a hypocritical slogan 

unless reinforced by an uncompromising struggle for peaceful 

coexistence—for the right of newly independent countries to shape their 

own destiny, to be free of imperialism's relentless pressures to reco o- 

nize them. „ , 
The theory that the fight for detente means rapprochement with 

imperialism—resulting in "abandonment" of national liberation move¬ 

ments and "playing down" the "grievances of oppressed national¬ 

ities"—coincides with the Maoist/Baraka view that peaceful coexistence 

slows down the revolutionary process, while imperialist aggression 

"fuels" revolution. (The credibility of this "super-revolutionary theory 

is hardly enhanced by the role of the Maoist Chinese as accomplices to 

U.S. imperialism and fascist South Africa!) 

To claim that detente means "rapprochement with rather than 

struggle against imperialism is to fit in with the direction Moymhan and 

Kissinger vainly try to impose on detente, After Moynihan declared that 

the U S. goal was breaking up anti-imperialist unity of third world 

countries-and that it would use economic warfare to do so—Kissinger 

asserted expanded trade with the Soviet Union was out because of its 

support to the MPLA. But the Soviet Union-consistent with its stand 
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through every phase of its history—refused to retreat from the Leninist 

principle of the indivisibility of the right to peaceful coexistence and the 

right to self-determination. 

A telling answer to those who attempt—whether from the "Left” 0r 

Right—to distort Soviet policy and its place within the bonds 0f 

anti-imperialist solidarity was given by Dr. Agostino Neto, leader of the 

MPLA. Dr. Neto declared: 

Let's get one basic point clear. All throughout the struggle against 

Portuguese colonialism and all the time we were subject to exploita¬ 

tion, oppression and the worst brutalities, Mr. Kissinger had abso¬ 

lutely nothing to say. Even at that time, the Soviet Union was 

helping us by sending supplies of arms for our liberation struggle and 
for this we are very grateful. 

It is when we have become independent and free, and beginning to 

build our state, that the United States State Department becomes 
worried by the fact that we have Soviet arms. 

Continuing, Dr. Neto stated: 

One cannot therefore put the world's liberating forces which are 

engaged in working for the genuine liberation of people—these 

forces are represented here by the socialist countries including the 

Soviet Union, Cuba and progressive African countries—on the same 
footing as forces which want to control our country and take it over. 

(The New York Times, January 9, 1976) 

To turn detente into "rapprochement” with rather than struggle 

against imperialism is, of course, the futile aim of Kissinger and 

Moynihan. 

"Lenin's Injunction" 

Continuing his critique of policies and practices he has assigned to 

the CPUSA, Allen writes: 

. . . the American CP (1) failed to heed Lenin's injunction to avoid 
abstract definitions and instead study the actual development of 

national movements, and (2) thus closed itself off from understand¬ 

ing Northern and urban black nationalism as a manifestation of 

self-determination. Both Lenin's and Stalin's understanding of self- 

determination was based primarily on the European and Russian 

experience. Neither had direct knowledge of the struggles of black 

people in the U.S. If they had they might have realized that the 
struggle for self-determination among blacks was only occasionally 

linked to the land. Black people were not a nation oppressed on its 
own land by foreign rule. Blacks had been ripped from their 
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. -land and oppressed by the social organization of white America 

h0?i dehumanizing ideology of white supremacy. Consequently, 
and its aenunui u » , r black self-determination have been 

th^derrmncTfor^o^aniMtiortal°and ideological independence. (Reluc- 

tant Reformers, pp. 222-3) 

Allen adds: f 

q( black liberation that advocated nationhood without nationalism, 

on one hid facial integration without ideological independence 

on the other. (Ibid., p. 223) 

Thus Allen tells us Marxist-Leninist principles apply only to 

Europe In reality, however, one can understand the United States on y 

Lough Marxist-Leninist analysis. This is confirmed, for instance,by-a 

comparison of Allen's view of the Black condition with that of the 

Communist Party, (One must note at this point that we are not the 

"American CP" but the CPUSA. The application of the term Ameri¬ 

can” to only one country-which reflects the desire ofth.s natron s 

ruling class to appropriate an entire hemisphere-is angrily rejected y 

“sTTe'coLumst Party does not consider that the struggle for 

Black liberation "was only occasionally linked to the land. To claim 
“sefsteviolate "Lenin's injunction to avoid abstract de ,m ions 

and instead study the actual developments optional mowme • 

If one studies the "actual development of Black people in th 

United States, one can hardly overlook the more than.2° 0 yearsof 

slavery when their lives and destiny were continuously linked to th 

and " And for 50 to 75 years after the Civil War, Black people for the 

mosi part remained "linked to the land." These links were broken on y 

X/the former slaves were driven from the land they ne owned, 

and a new period in the Black people's development opened. 

Referring to this time, Robert Allen asserts that the Communis. 

Party "closed itself off from understanding Northern raid urban black 

nationalism as a manifestation of self-determination In reality, how¬ 

ever Allen has closed himself off from understanding this period by 

overlooking its dass significance: the historic implications of breaking 

the links with the land in an area of Black majority m the South and the 

transformation of the majority of Black people from a serflike agrarian 

P°Pt giv"; definitions" instead of the "actual develop- 
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ment" of the Black experience in the United States, Allen misses b 

the similarities and differences in the Black condition between th 

period after the Civil War and the period when the links with the ]a ! 

were broken for the majority of Blacks: After the Civil War, the fre^ 

slaves were still tied to the land they did not own. Later, whe 

capitalism in its monopoly stage smashed these links with the land, the 

descendants of the slaves were transformed into proletarians—sufferh^ 

every form of economic, social and political inequality within a system 

which locked them, along with white workers, into a single monopoly¬ 
capitalist-controlled economy. y' 

Of course, the Communist Party has made mistakes. Allen, howev¬ 

er, is so preoccupied with discussing mistakes the CP did not make that 

he overlooks the greatest mistake it ever made: This mistake, the 

liquidation of the Party which took place during World War II under Earl 

Browder's leadership, was quickly recognized and rectified. 

Paralleling his preoccupation with alleged Communist mistakes is 

Allen's projection of concepts that would jeopardize Black liberation— 

which cannot be advanced by abstract calls for "ideological indepen¬ 

dence." Such a "classless" concept, which does not distinguish between 

bourgeois nationalist and working class ideology, obscures the necessity 

for advancing the leading role of Black workers, the most revolutionary 
force among the Black people. 

A viable strategy for Black liberation must recognize that while the 

Black people's past was linked to the land, its present and future are 

linked to the demand for equality in jobs and opportunity in an 

industrialized economy. To advance toward this objective requires an 

anti-monopoly coalition in which Black people play a vital and indepen¬ 

dent role. To this strategy Allen counterposes a "demand for organiza¬ 

tional and ideological independence." This concept would bury the 

demands of Black workers, the majority of the Black people. It would 

divert the struggle into separatist channels, which would be neither 

organizationally nor politically independent. Instead, the Black people 

would become dependent on bourgeois nationalist "solutions" inside 

the ghetto, that is, dependent on a Black exploiting minority who are 

dependent on the white monopolist ruling class. 

The only independent policy for Black liberation is the facing up to 

the fact that the transformation accompanying urbanization and prole¬ 

tarianization of the Black condition carried with it an unchallengeable 

demand: an equal share for Black people in the control of the total U.S. 

slaver^7 ^ S° ™any centuries of B,ack chatteJ and wage 

For a brief moment Allen does get near the truth of the Black 
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jitjon—only to lose it. This is when he writes. Blacks had been 

"td from their homeland and oppressed by the social organization of 

America and its dehumanizing ideology of white supremacy. 

wh f,Vs of course true that Black people, after being npped from their 

homeland," were oppressed by the social organization in the land to 

Xch they were forcibly brought. But that oppression was not and is 

the result of "the social organization of white America . Black 

n°‘le were first oppressed by the tiny white slave-owning class; now 

fhat they have been "ripped from" the land in the South, they are 

oppressed bv the tiny white monopoly capitalist class. Today they are 

part of a single multi-racial working class which suffers varying leve s o 

exploitation by a single monopoly-controlled economy. 

P Obviously, Allen is right in pointing to the role of the dehui™™- 

ing ideology of white supremacy" in the oppression of Black people. But 

avain he fs wrong in attributing it to "white America, thus denying .ts 

capitalist class source and its role in disuniting the potential for an 

“%myTX?t" • - «« Black oppression, Alienates 
a, open-ended conclusions-leading either to the separattst myth of 

Black capitalism or to the pseudo-radical concept of the Black people 

forming an internal colony in the United States. It is P'Mh y 

harmful for Allen to leave the way open for such concepts m Muc au 

Reformers, since in his previous book he exphotly advanced the internal 

colony theory. He wrote: 

The only factor which differentiates the Negro's status from that of a 

pure cobnial status is that his position ,s maintained m the home 
country in close proximity to the dominant rectal group (Block 
Awakening In Capitalist America, by Robert l-^ Anchor Books, 

Doubleday & Company, Inc., Garden City, New York, 1970, p. 6) 

He then went on to quote approvingly S.okely Carmichael who 

said "Our people are a colony within the United States. Ibid., p. 7) 

It is ironic that in Reluctant Reformers Allen opens the way for 

perpetuating the same errors he made in his previous book, while 

offering a detailed critique of the Communis. Party s alleged errors m 

the Black liberation struggle. Of the CP, he wn es. 

After wavering for decades, the party officially dropped the concept 

off self-determination in the 1950s following the advent of the era of 

"peaceful coexistence." (Reluctant Reformers, p. 223) 

This interpretation of the reasons for changes in Communist Party 

policy is as accurate as the description of the 1950s as an era of 

^peaceful coexistence.' " Not only were the 1950s an era of coldwar, but 
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the struggle for an era of peaceful coexistence is still to be won. It is ci 

that Allen gives such an interpretation to Communist Party policy 0T 

to imply that it is not based on changing conditions in the United Stat ^ 

but tied to what he distorts as the "foreign policy interests of the SnvTl 
Union." iet 

In Strategy For a Black Agenda, I analyzed the "internal colony" 

theory, and summed up the development of the Communist Party's 

policies on Black liberation before and after the urbanization of the 
majority of Black people. 

In a colony the liberation movement comprises the majority of the 

people, who struggle for control over the economic life of their common 

territory. Because a different situation exists in the United States a 

Black liberation strategy here must differ from an anti-colonial strategy 

aiming for political independence for a majority on a common territory 

and with a viable economy. The ghettos of the United States, despite 

the intensity of their oppression, are economically and politically 

different from colonies. And this difference can be traced to their 

origins: Ghettos are the descendants of the old Southern slave quarters 

and are no more economically viable than were their plantation forerun¬ 
ners. 

To attempt to apply the "internal colony" theory to the Black 

people in the United States is to overlook the nature of a colony, which 

always has a common territory and economy, and is usually separated 

geographically from the "mother" country. However, whether separate 

or adjacent, the colony's economy is detachable from that of the 

imperialist country to which it is linked. To speak of a colonial economy 

means to speak of the raw materials—diamonds, oil, silver, cocoa, 

sugar, coffee, tin, jute, gold, uranium, bananas, spices, copper—that are 

the source of countless billions for imperialism's super-profits. But the 

raw materials for industry and agriculture found in colonies are missing 

from ghettos—whose streets are lined not with gold and oil, or any 
other raw material, but only rubble. 

The imperialists invest huge sums to develop transportation for 

bringing the resources of a colony to the "mother" country. But these 

monopolists fail to provide anything like decent transportation for Black 

workers who must travel to jobs—or look for them—far outside the 
ghettos where they live. 

A colony's raw materials come from a common territory offering 

more than ample scope for independent development—and colonies are 

consistently marked by underdevelopment. Obviously, such underde¬ 

velopment cannot be equated with the economic, social and political 
inequality characterizing U.S. ghettos. 
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, underdevelopment is linked to imperialism's export of 

A, C° "nt oUhe col0ny”s resources and economy. No matter how 

•rf**1." ferialist penetration into a colony may be, impenaUsm al- 

extettsi production of the means of production. 

UK* pr£W;' nP many former colonies and semi-independent countr.es 

AS "to be underdeveloped and tightly controlled by neo-colomal- 
contmue to be «« ^ ^ join ^ ,he world ant.-.mpenal.s 

isB1_except S he socialist community to break out 

Mlfonthsm and take the non-capitalis, path of development 

toward socialism. 

Can Ghettos Provide Separate Economic 
Development( 

mmmm 
Xo^Zelopmen, for the people on its terri- 

profits, he stated: , 

The struggle lor Black power >n“ot^l 

around the world, is the ^rugg , tQ create communities where 
domination but we do not see the jives Qf black masses 

black rulers replace white rulerb'c f bfack pockets. We want to 
and where black money goes into a few ? s k$/ by Stokely 
see it go into the communal pocket . . . {btoKeiy p 

Carmichael, Vintage Books, New York, 1971, P- W 

Carmichael's rhetoric ^^’"gle £3 --y U the' 
munal pocket" does noth.ng to he p the s gg d ^ mass. 

pockets of the unemployed, underemployea 

es. For that, a different strategy is nee^e Carmic^aej ajSQ equated a 

By equating U.S. g ettos wi with anti-colonialindepen- 

Black liberation strategy m the United 5 countries. Thus he 

dence and liberation Behind a facade of radical 

Carmichael's^proposals closely paralleled the "Black capital- 
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ism" myth of "enrichment" inside the ghetto as put forth by corn 

proponents of segregation and inequality. Calling such a pr0oj*te 

"communal" instead of capitalist is hardly adequate for concealin ^ 

accommodation to racism, exploitation and oppression. Power§ *4 

liberation for Black people cannot be won with a separatist "strate " 

based on the illusion that these objectives can be realized within th 

ghetto's confines. 

To talk about power means to speak of political power—of the shift 

of power from one class to another. The Civil War brought a change of 

power from the slave-owners to the rising industrial capitalist class 

Today the monopoly capitalist class controls the entire U.S 

economy—and all talk of self-determination in the ghetto is a sham. 

This certainly includes the "Ujama" concept put forth by Imamu Amiri 

Baraka: "Ujama (Cooperative Economics)—To build and maintain our 

own stores, shops, and other businesses and to profit together from 
them." 

This is not a strategy for Black liberation. It is a prescription for 

bourgeois nationalist accommodation to the white ruling class in con¬ 

tradiction to the interests of Black people. While the Black bourgeoisie 

would share in the limited Black market, the Black masses would be 

diverted from broad anti-monopoly struggles for equality and jobs—i.e., 

jobs wherever they can be found, which means outside the ghetto. 

An Inseparable Part of U.S. Economy 

If the possibility ever existed for a separate economy in this country 

for Black people, it was before the transformation of Southern agricul¬ 

ture into large-scale capitalist agriculture. Such a possibility vanished 

with monopoly's massive penetration of the entire South. The area in 

the South that formerly held a Black majority became an inseparable 

part of the total national economy—with Wall Street, not cotton, as 
king. 

In the decades between the betrayal of Reconstruction and the end 

of World War II, the majority of former slaves were sharecroppers and 

tenant farmers—a serflike status somewhere between chattel slavery 

and wage labor. At that time the South's economy was undergoing a 

process of dual development: Although it was coming increasingly 

within the national economy's orbit, the South—particularly in the area 

of continuing Black majority—still retained features differentiating it 

from the rest of the country's economy. Until recently, in fact, the 

pattern of economic development in the area of former Black majority 

was neither completely separate nor identical with the total economy. 
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_ -ne the period when the South's economy, because of its dual 

Dcs of development, had not yet come completely within monopoly 

pf0 and before the Black majority had shifted into urban ghettos, 
contro , p . , formed It developed from the Left forces in 

forces^emerging from .he Black 

?e°PThe tentrfof ^Communis. Party rented *e simplistic 

W3S p3 j 1 " and that labor with a white skin and labor with a 
special demands of the triply 

oppressed" Black peop.e were placed at the core o. the fight for progress 

an<1 IrTthat period the Communists’ approach to Black liberation flowed 

frotn "heir*analysis of the continuing duality in the South s develop- 
from tneir a y c ess 0f the Communist International 

Jfce] the'^—"describing this duality and its s,gn.fi- 

cance for Black people: 

colonial peoples are subjected a:both cases is of the 

nations. Fundamentally, ^ many respects worse than 

same character, and is m hand thfi Black Belt is not in 

in a number of actual cc! on*es- 9. ■ u such a united whole as to 
itself, either economically or poht y,- But on 

warrant its.beingcalleca or politically, 

“nigral part of the whok United States as any other part of 

the country. , . . ... 
In Strawy For a Black Ageoda, I commented on this resolutton: 

. . _,, , timc when the duality in the South's 

JhleloDment hid" not tet culminated in the changes which would 

*«S wipe out the main 

«* huge Buck Mo w1"d programcaUing for the 

^ s^eJe" —ea li BlackPmaiofity in the South, 
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but even then the Party placed the primary, immediate emphasis • 

every struggle. North and South, on the fight for full equal!* 

(Strategy For A Black Agenda, p. 309. Emphasis in the original.) 

Whether the Party was correct in adopting the policy of the right 

self-determination in the Black Belt is a question, some may contend o° 

which there is room for differences. However, what is of key importance 

is the fact that the Party has discarded this policy as a result of the 

South's economy having evolved as an undetachable, indivisible part 0f 

monopoly's total national economy. Together with this fundamental 

change in the South's economy came a basic shift in this area's 

Black/white population ratio, a shift that in the first place reduced what 

had been a Black majority in the 189 counties of the Black Belt to a 

minority. At the same time this transformed the Black majority from an 
agrarian to an urban population. 

Thus, when the Communist Party called for the right of self- 

determination in the Black Belt, the conditions were basically different 

from those existing today. On the other hand, proponents of the "Black 

colony concept still put forth the idea of self-determination, even 

though it now contradicts the facts of contemporary economic and 

political reality. As a result, the colony analogy has produced distorted, 

anti-Marxist variations on the self-determination slogan—from advoca¬ 

cy of "Black capitalism" to "revolutionary" self-determination in the 
ghettos scattered about the country. 

Those adherents of the "Black colony" theory who advocate 

self-determination—whether in undisguidedly conservative form or 

with "revolutionary" rhetoric—ignore the profound historic differences 

between the present period and the time when the Communist Party 

called for the right of self-determination in the Black Belt. 

Not only is the Black Belt no longer an area of Black majority, but 

even more important are the economic and political differences underly¬ 

ing the shift of the Black majority from the agrarian South to urban 

ghettos. North, South, East, and West. This population shift—en¬ 

compassing millions—reflects a transformation in class composition of 

the overwhelming majority of Black people. 

The oppressed Black people—driven by hunger and the hope of 

escape from oppression—left the vast contiguous Black Belt and planta¬ 

tion area where they had formed a majority. This migration trans¬ 

formed them in their great majority from peasants to proletarians, who 

suffer new forms of super-exploitation and racist discrimination within 

corporate monopoly's total national economy. 

It was in this context that James E. Jackson, a Communist Party 
leader, stated: 

The Fallacy of the "Internal Colony‘ 

u Motive factors operating in relation to the Negro people in the 

Theled States are working not in the direction of national insularity 

Un'enarate development of its nationhood. (TheoreUcol Aspect, of 

timro Question in the V.S., February 1959, p. U) 

Puerto Rico's Contrasting Status 

To contrast the status of the Puerto Rican people and their 

PreJonship to U.S. imperialism is again to expose the fallacy of 

'fe'rwhnoVadvanceSthis analogy emphasize some common features 

“an the demands of the Puerto Rican and other independence move- 

gainst neo- or semi-colonial rule. 

wealth formula, Puerto Rico is held prisoner within U.S. monopo y - 

orbi Th st r ing point of the Puerto Rican strategy for sovereign 

bontrol of Puerto Rico's economy and government is the demand for 

^“vlnthtborngeois nationalists of Puerto Rico oppose political 

^Vus hiterestin g^n Thif Regard to take a look at what Lenin wrote 

concerling certain radicals in his time who misinterpreted the meaning 

of the right to self-determination: 

nations' forcibly" retained within the frontiers of a given state the right 
nations wiuu y common parliament. (V. i. 

*»»- ImpeMism'New York- 
International Publishers, 1968, p. 127) 

Today the position of Puerto Rican bourgeois ^‘““hsts merges 

with that of U.S. imperialismi For Puerto Rico-w.th a separate 
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economy on a common territory occupied by Puerto Rican, , 

monopolists are not afraid to offer the "right" to "determini *he 

with the U.S. Congress the fate of Puerto Lo ^ ,0U1V 

This or any other formula for "joint" control of Puerto Rjco • 

sham, a one-way street. The Puerto Rican liberation movement l* 3 

out for joint control or participation in the U.S. economy. What 

demanding is an end to so-called joint control of the Puerto Rt “ 
economy. u K,catt 

Puerto Ricans constitute not only a majority of Puerto Rim' 

population but, aside from a handful of representatives of U.S. imperial* 

ism, they are the population. By contrast, in the United States, the Black 

liberation movement represents a minority people struggling for equali- 

y m etermming U.S. political, social, and economic matters. But here 

the monopolists do everything they can to keep Black people from 

exercising their right to determine "jointly"-or even to share in-the 

andTxplorted^13 ^ ^ ^ SeCti°nS °f the °PP««ed 

Of course, to become "partners" in a joint enterprise with U.S. 

cTuntrv|ST T * ^ °PPressed and exploited of this 

2' yS C°ntro1 °f the U-S- government and 

the Ip / 1SK fni°Vhe maS5CS °f 3,1 r3Ces and backgrounds, under 

T White W°rkerS- °nly an anti-monopoly 
ggle which the Black minority cannot wage by itself, but only 

ogether With the non-Black majority-^an bring joint power and 
political and economic control to the people. 

In "third world" countries whose economies need only to be freed 

from imperialist domination to become viable, U.S. imperialism has 

deTe'rminT ^ P™« in opposition to self- 
determination. This is the same U.S. imperialism that propagates every 

form of separatist myth for Black people. This includes "self- 

determination for a people without a common territory or detachable 

economy a people dispersed in more than 160 major ghettos over the 

country. The same monopolists who propose "joint control" of Puerto 

Rico to Puerto Ricans offer Black people who live in ghettos an 

impossible self-determination." And such "self-determination" is 

equally impossible whether presented as "Black capitalism" as 

Baraka s cooperative economics" or as Carmichael's "communalism." 

What is required for Black liberation in the United States is a 

s rategy diametrically opposite to what is appropriate for Puerto Rican 

and other third world" liberation movements. The peoples of colonial 

and dependent countries are out to break the links binding their 

economies to imperialism. For Black Americans, a liberation strategy 
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entail a break with the U.S. economy, but a struggle aimed at 

Joe‘ °iB. the forced exclusion of Black people from rightful part,c,pat wn 

Zthe US. economy. Here the goal is full equality withm the total 

economy- 
As James E. Jackson wrote: 

The path of development of the Negro people toward individual and 

national equality does not take the route of struggle for national 
independence and political-geographical sovereignty and statehoo ' 

The Negro people in the United States historically, now, and most 

probably for the future, seek solutions to its national question in 

struggle7 for securing equality of political, economic and social 

status . . . (Ibid., p. 10) 

The objective reality of the Black condition in this country has been 

transformed into the opposite of what it was at the time Black people 

were brought here by force and held in slavery for over two centuries. 

Today, far from being forcibly attached to the economy. Black peop e 

are increasingly pushed out of it by racist discrimination, unemploy¬ 

ment and underemployment. Thus there is only one avenue to libera¬ 

tion: through resistance to the forces that forcibly separate, segregate 

and exclude Black people from full equality within the national econo¬ 

my. 

"Same Direction, Different Bypaths" 

Lenin wrote, "One must understand the changes and growth of 

every revolution. The revolution proceeds in its own way in^every 

country . . ." (Collected Works, Vol. 28, Progress Publishers, p. 123) 

And on another occassion, he asserted that "different nations are 

advancing in the same historical direction, but by very different zigzags 

and bypaths . . (Ibid., Vol. 29, p. 195) 
Liberation for colonial peoples begins with a rejection of the fantasy 

that their fate can be decided "jointly" within the framework of controls 

linking it to the U.S. economy. For Afro-Americans, by con rast 

liberation can be achieved only by overcoming exclusion and inequality 

via a great anti-monopoly movement, in which Black people and all 

those exploited and oppressed by the common corporate enemy 

struggle to win joint control of the nation s economy. Through such a 

revolutionary process Black people will gain full and equal participation 

in the total economy, together with equal representation in every area of 

this country's social, economic, political and governmental life. 
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Roy Innis: Recruiting Sergeant 

for Neo-Colonialism 

That Roy Innis has stepped into the role of recruiting sergeant for 

neo-colonihism-trying to enlist Black mercenaries in the service of U.S. 

imperialism and apartheid South Africa-should not corne as a surpriseto 

ZPyoZ Z has follow the developntents » fXZZZy 
current act of treason to Black liberation can, in fact be fauna may 

Zysis of hh ideology of surrender and active support ,0 racsn, m the 

«African brothers and sisters and their solidarity 

, ii u.,1. tu strategy for Black liberation in the 

United States ^nd^hrr^Africa is'not'lnTact^the strategy for 

ncTtn interchangeable 

und=;^ 
demand a A-, strategy 

other nations and "economic d«elor 

lTnf"'^“ -- U-IZZZZn" and "economic develop¬ 

ment;" a»«ts InniZ is the Black ghettos scattered across the Unrted 

SUtTn order to advance this strategy-which would[divert the Black 

Uberation movement from its historic struggle to break out of the 

racist-imposed ghetto prisons of inequality and poverty-lnms ts now 
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making an effort to revive support for CORE'S "Commu ■ 

Determination Bill" of 1968. This is the subject of a full-page"^ felf' 

Innis in The Afro-American, August 14-18,1973, in which he mit 

serious problem exists when considering economic development^ lA 
black communities of the United States." m t,1e 

This problem, according to Innis, is that "the only time politics 

political implications of economic development are considered is wh 

the experiences of newly developing countries are discussed." ** 

If there is a real foundation for Innis's complaint, it is indeed 

encouraging sign. It would suggest that the views of those who see 

"economic development" in its proper perspective—i.e., in relation to 

"newly developing countries"—are in ascendancy in the Black libera¬ 

tion movement, as opposed to the narrow self-defeating nationalism of 

Innis (in its conservative form) and Carmichael or Baraka (in pseudo¬ 
radical guise). 

The "importance of politics and the political unit—the concept of 

sovereignty," continues Innis, "is fully understood" only in the emerg¬ 

ing nations. "Surprisingly enough," Innis complains, "that awareness 

is not transplanted to the United States." Although "we sometimes try 

to apply the same kind of economics" to the ghetto—termed "so-called 

ghettos by Innis as is applied to the developing nations of the world, 

it is impossible to make a proper comparison." 

While it should be apparent that it is impossible to "apply the same 

kind of economics to the ghettos as to the developing nations because 

they are such vastly different formations, Innis sees it otherwise. It is 

impossible "to make a proper comparison," he asserts, "because these 

American internal colonies lack sovereignty." Thus, according to Innis, 

once "sovereignty" is attained, we can properly "apply" the economics 

of the developing nations to the ghettos. In other words, the ghettos 

have the same potential for "sovereignty"—for independent existence 

and development—as a colony, despite the fact that, unlike a colony, 

they possess no common territory nor any of the other prerequisites for 
separate economic development. 

It is hardly surprising that Innis's idea of transplanting the concept 

of "sovereignty"—applicable as the starting point for liberation and 

social progress for imperialist-dominated colonies outside the United 

States, but not to the Black condition in the United States—is being met 

with increasing skepticism and outright rejection in the Black liberation 

movement here at home. By contrast, it is the concept of the inter¬ 

changeability of solidarity—not of strategy—that motivates the Black 

liberation movement, and it is this that inspired the representatives of 

all segments of Black Americans who attended the first National 
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1 erialist Conference m 

I°“ayttwo”id imperfalisnr. headed * »- 

aga‘n5tt ' 

5tatCS «Natural Sociological Units" 

. lhe question of sovereign* and 

V,ablXusHy ™°st Af"can gtilUremain under Varying degrees of 
pendence—sovereignty they development, even in such large 

neo-colonial domination. Uo possible to build a viable 

areas as the former African ^ the economies of the 

economy, remains out of r world imperialism—as long as 
emerging countries are dependent o . arily\inked to the capitalist 

their political and economic policies P pursue the politics of 

Instead of the non-capitalist path aS long aS they fail to 

anti-Communism instead o Union and the other countries 

establish expanding tiesW ld anti-imperialist forces, 
of the socialist camp and all the ho rejects anti-imperialist 

In his concept of sovereignty Inn ^ y g Black liberation 

struggle as the common bond the scattered ghettos of 
movement and the African countries ^ developing this thesis, 

the United States with the nahons^^ sociological units. They 

Innis asserts that Black peop u political unit operating. B 

do not now exist us a pol.t.eal >d ,nni5 tha, the first ''natural 

It should be unnecessary to jn thi5 country were the slave 

sociological units" in which Black ‘ ^ )ash ,he gun and the state 

nuarters—and they were kept the Y _ »natural sociological units 

power of the slavocracy. The conte g,hey are kept there 

by'powei^escemlet/fron^the ^Uv^ovvne^to^sta^e^tnonopo^y 

”’s: rr“— —— -«»— 
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their descendants—who inhabit the grim reality of Innis's "nat 

sociological units"—can exist only through their labor within Th 

country's total economy. And just as freedom from chattel slavery could 

not be won within the slave quarters, but demanded a national stru 

gle to break the power of the slavocracy, liberation from racist 

oppression—the survival of slavery—can be won only through a broad 

people's struggle to break the power of the monopolies. 

Innis attempts to make his fantasy of "self-determination" within 

the ghettos appear plausible by claiming that Black people constitute "a 

kind of colonial appendage" of the United States. Although there is only 

too much similarity between the genocidal treatment of Black Ameri¬ 

cans and of Africans, it is nonetheless absolutely false to describe the 

objective relationship of Black people to the U.S. economy as that of a 

colonial appendage." It is another example of how the "internal 

colony" theory, which would sidetrack the Black liberation movement, 

has been taken up by conservatives like Innis as well as by pseudo¬ 
radicals. 

Describing the status of Black people as a "colonial appendage" 

implies the existence of that which is non-existent. It implies that within 

the so-called natural sociological units scattered from Harlem to Watts 

exist the resources and territory needed for a unified, viable economic 

development—once these "units" become sovereign. 

Transplanting concepts that apply to African countries can lead 

only to abandoning the struggle for Black liberation in the United 
States. 

When One Speaks o( a Colony 

When one speaks of a colony, one is speaking of a separate society, 

a separate economy within a common territory. When a colony suc¬ 

ceeds in freeing itself from the status of an appendage to the separate 

economy of an imperialist power, it opens the way to taking possession 

of its own resources, economy and future. 

It is true that during and since slavery, Black people have been 

treated by the racist ruling class as a super-exploited "appendage," a 

reservoir first for unpaid and then for underpaid labor. But the funda¬ 

mental difference between a colony and the Black condition in the 

United States is revealed in the fact that this super-exploitation has 

never taken place within two completely separated societies. 

The Black condition in the United States has evolved as a relation¬ 

ship basically different from that of a colony and a "mother" country. 
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i nv analogy—with the ghettos seen as a colonial 

ThC is simplistic and totally misleading. If the Black condition 

aPPfda * t0 that of a mere "appendage" to the economy, then the 

C0° °rmand development of this country, logic and reality instead of 

hiSt°ry and demagogy, would be with Innis in his call for se.f- 

fant3Sy Hnn"Ttheghettos of the United States. 

^Tvendu-n the period when the economy end political power tn 

...j States were divided and shared by the slave owners and the 
the United States wer^wo ^ societies did not exist. It was 

lEt 22S l“-y 
1Z Z interconnected, interdependent, each Evolved in the mterre 

lated process ot capital accumulation from the unpard labor of Black 

sr. Lssatsa swssgs 
Black people live in different areas from 

Los Angeles and the South Chicagoes of Chicago. 

Whites live in other areas of thesamsote. 

people^than^nrost'of'thVpopulations of the independent countries of 

Europe. 

Yet the people of each of these nations are recognized as a people. 

(The Afro-American, Aug. 14-18, 1973) 

i, I, Ih» 1..I. a—a.«■*J"“t1"“ L'”■£ 

monopolists recog grai part of this they are forced to exist in 

“etc-Now Innis would have 
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condemning Black people to an even more sharply defined and odd ‘0 
sive neo-apartheid status. and °PPres- 

In effect, what Innis proposes is that Black people—after sdphH- 

from an equal share now and in the future in this econnmv'c • ff 

under-development” without a chance for development' CORF® 

fantasy of Community Self-Determination” in the ghetto simlh 

amounts to a call for unconditional surrender of the mLk libTatl 
movement to the racist corporate monopolists deration 

No Socially Redeeming Features 

radical theory advanced by Baraka, Carmichael, Forman, etc 

be ]™' 

d.“pt!ed Harlem'Ve f.'t *" £“* Black peopIe Iies outsiJ°Z 

Black people is inseplabfyYZd to .hes'amenTtltT" °‘ " ^ 

which the white masses depend for the“ence ?h°Tk T" 

control of this national economy, a few hundred nl I ?”* 

monopoly exploit the white Majority and^yTpp" “Z”Zu 

minority who hve and work within the same society^,became economic 

While there is no prospect for jobs on a mass scale or for economic 

development within the ghettos, an opposite situation ^sTnThe 
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African countries. When the people of each of these countries take the 

resources and the economy out of alien, imperialist control, their future 

an be internally assured. But no such conditions or resources for 

separate economic development exist within the ghetto areas that Innis 

views as the territorial and economic conditions for Black liberation. He 

writes: 

The productivity of black Americans can be measured by using one 
parameter—their $40 billion contribution to the nation's gross na¬ 

tional product. That's a great many dollars. 

Innis then goes on to say: 

The fact is that the $40 billion in GNP represent more goods and 
services than those realized by many independent nations in the 

world. 

Closer to home, that $40 billion is the same dollar sum as the 

combined assets of America’s three largest corporations—General 

Motors, Standard Oil (N.J.) and the Ford Motor Company. 

Or measured another way, the black GNP is the equivalent of the 
combined annual sales of GM and Jersey Standard—and we know 

what power these industrial giants wield in both national and 

international politics and in the domestic and global economy. 

In the first place, we must point out that the $40 billion described by 

Innis as the Black contribution to the Gross National Product represents 

the income of Black people—and that income is, in fact, only a small 

portion of the value of what they contribute through their labor to the 

Gross National Product—and to the profits of monopoly. The monopo¬ 

lists' accounting methods embodied in the Gross National Product— 

which Innis does not question—conceal the billions in super-profits 

extracted by monopoly from the triple oppression of Black Americans. 

This $40 billion Figure would be massively greater if Black people were in 

a position of equality in the economy. But only when monopoly's power 

is broken by an anti-monopoly coalition will the conditions exist for 

unlimited material and social advance for Black people and the entire 

^'^Further, Innis's acceptance of the Gross National Product as the 

"parameter” of "productivity” for Black Americans obscures the fact 

that even less of the income of Black people than of white working 

people originates from the productivity of monopoly-controlled technol¬ 

ogy and automation. The increased productivity of technology under 

state-monopoly capitalism increases monopoly profits, but intensifies 

worker exploitation and creates greater unemployment—with the con- 
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sequences felt by Black and other minority workers first and most 

severely.. 

Instead of revealing the reality of the lack of Black economic power 

Innis tries to make it appear that this power is very great—by making an 

analogy between the total income of 30 million Black people and the total 

sales of two of the corporate giants who control the total U.S. economy, 

exploiting the majority of whites while oppressing and exploiting Blacks 

and other minorities. The $40 billion income of 30 million Black 

people—Innis would have us overlook the fact that almost three times 

$40 billion goes each year for armaments and war!—cannot be stretched 

far enough to give even the appearance of papering over the increasing 

poverty of the Black masses. 

Innis treats this $40 billion figure as something positive instead of 

revealing what it is: a reflection of monopoly's robbery of the entire 

working class, and especially the super-exploitation of Black and other 

minorities. It is from the profits of this super-exploitation that U.S. 

imperialism conducts its military, economic and political drive to 

suppress national liberation movements not only in the Middle East but 

in all of Africa, as well as Asia, and Chile and other parts of Latin 

America. 

But no matter how Innis manipulates these facts and figures, they 

nevertheless demonstrate that the solution to Black poverty and oppres¬ 

sion is directly opposite to what he proposes. Innis claims that Black 

people's lack of control of the economic, social and political institutions 

in the ghetto accounts for the Black condition. However, it is what 

Blacks do not control outside of the ghettos that forces them into 

ghettos in the first place, and determines their poverty and inequality 

within them. 

The mines, the mills—the total industrial and agricultural economy 

is controlled by a handful of racist monopolists. The lack of control of 

the economy by the Black, brown, yellow, red and white masses of this 

country is what accounts for the conditions of Black people, as well as 

those of the other minorities and the white masses. 

In analyzing Innis's “Community Self-Determination" concept, it 

becomes apparent that it would help perpetuate, rather than help to end, 

monopoly's triple oppression of Black and other minorities. Innis's 

advice notwithstanding, at this very moment front-rank fighters for the 

entire working class and all the oppressed are emerging from the 

ghettos and barrios. They will be among those of all colors who forge 

and lead a great anti-monopoly movement to end race and class 

oppression in the United States. 

But Innis rejects the concept that joint struggle against the common 
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monopolist enemy is decisive for Black people and other minorities and 

the great majority of whites. Instead, he advances policies that would 

help monopoly capital to perpetuate its control. 

Reviving the Myth of "Majority Rule" in the U.S. 

To bolster his thesis that Black people and the white masses have 

no common interests—and, instead, that the white masses and the 

white monopolists are one—Innis goes to great lengths to instill new 

life into the bourgeois myth of “majority rule" in capitalist United 

States. He states, for example: 

Clearly no other people in the history of mankind have been so 
distributed within the widespread boundaries of such a vast country 

as America, or under such extreme conditions of oppression wielded 

by a majority at the height of its military power. 

No manipulation of reality can erase the fact that the military power 

“wielded" by the monopolist minority in their genocidal aggression in 

Vietnam was opposed by the majority of the people in this country. 

Black and white. And it was only the heroic resistance of the Vietnam¬ 

ese, with the support of the socialist countries headed by the Soviet 

Union, together with the massive protest of Black and white in the 

United States and anti-imperialist forces throughout the world, that 

forced these monopolists—who also "wield" military as well as eco¬ 

nomic and political power over the majority in the United States—to 

withdraw their military machine after more than a decade in Vietnam. 

Clearly, there is a precise objective in Innis's effort to revive the old 

"majority rule" fable. If, as Innis claims, the white majority—instead of 

the white monopolist minority—wields power, then Blacks would have 

to reject the possibility of building a broad anti-monopoly coalition, 

based on the common interests of the non-white minority and the white 

majority, to defeat the power-wielding white minority, and instead, 

accept Innis's illusory goal of "self-determination within the ghetto 

"natural sociological units." • 
Innis, in other words, would have Black people give up their right to 

wield power jointly and equally with the white majority within the 

"widespread boundaries of such a vast country." By claiming there is 

already majority control in the United States—that is, control by a white 

majority—Innis obscures the brutal reality of white minority monopolist 

control. In attempting to camouflage the enemy monopolists by their 

color, Innis assists them in their aim of continuing to wield power over 

the majority, the Black and non-Black masses. By opting for "self- 
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determination" in the ghetto, Innis is telling Black people they can g • 

control over their future separate from and outside the framework of0 

struggle against the monopolists. 

As more and more white workers understand the ABC of oppres 

sion and exploitation—i.e.; the white minority exploiting them is the 

same white minority oppressing and exploiting Black workers—the 

unity of Black and white workers will bring about an anti-monopoly 

coalition of labor and its allies. Black liberation cannot come about 

outside this process, nor can the needs of white workers be realized. 
Racism—along with anti-Communism—is the major block to this 

process, and it is the responsibility of white workers to recognize racism 

for the divisive poison it is and to struggle against it. There is no 

alternative to this process—for either Blacks or whites. By mislabeling 

the majority of whites the enemy, Innis denies the possibility of 

breaking monopoly's power, and instead, retreats before it in the name 

of "Community Self-Determination." 

Yet at one point in his article, in contradiction to his central thesis 

of white majority rule, Innis lets slip who the real enemy is. He admits 

that "we know what power these industrial giants wield in both national 

and international politics and in the domestic and global economy." 

Once this admission is made—unless Innis cares to maintain that the 

monopolists wield political and economic power over everyone in the 

United States except the most oppressed section. Black people—one 

must ask: Can Blacks alone control the giants of monopoly? Can Blacks 

alone—without a policy of alliance with all those whose interests 

conflict with the monopoly class—take on even one of "America's three 

largest corporations," let alone the power of that class as a whole, the 

class that owns the decisive sectors of the economy and through this 

ownership controls the total economy in and out of the ghetto? 

It is impossible for any segment of the oppressed and exploited— 

including the exploited majority of white workers—to effectively take on 

even a single corporation in their fight for better conditions, as the 

struggles of the workers at GM, Chrysler, Ford, etc., will attest. When 

workers take on even a single corporation, they encounter the collective 

power of the monopolists, brought to bear—with the assistance of 

government—against their just demands. This is the meaning of state 

monopoly capitalism, whose collective power is decisive in the daily 

lives of the masses of working people, whatever their color or origin. If 

no segment of the workers—not even the white majority—can by itself 

effectively challenge even one corporate monopoly, how can the Black 

minority, separate from the rest of the oppressed and exploited, 

effectively take on all the monopolists, the power of state monopoly 
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, 7 the real world in which we live it is impossible to 

fiC Monopoly without an alliance with ihose whose interests also 

«- - *• 
oppressors, it would undermine the struggle against them. 

"Mutually Satisfactory to Both Sides" 

. u .. or. ru struggle of the Black liberation 

power-the masses of all only through the join, action of 

- *. 
Innis, however, argues to the contrary. 

Bu, we black people are 

the oppressor being the pr_ special solutions, because the 
different problem; it require y P h oppressor, 
normal solution to oppression is to boot out 

. , , ,uin the Europeans home, the alternative 
Unless we have plans to shipi the bu P h to achieve- 

and unique 50 f10 Vflrv to ^oth sides-black and white. 

u“:‘quheTraa. both sides understand that Black people cannot have 

political power without an economic base. 
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power lies with the monopolist minority. Therefore, when he talks 

coming to a "mutual agreement," he is referring to an agreement 

the white minority—the monopolists. Thus he proposes that bT L 

people determine their future not in a united struggle with all th 

oppressed and exploited against monopoly, but by arriving at a "mutual* 

ly satisfactory" agreement with the white racist monopolists who wield' 

as even Innis is forced to admit, global power—economically, political¬ 
ly, militarily. 

But Black people do not share Innis's social and historical amnesia 

They know that since the betrayal of Reconstruction, the magnates of 

capital—following in the footsteps of the slavocracy—have through a 

"mutually satisfactory" agreement done everything in their power to 

deny every single right and every single opportunity to the oppressed 

and exploited. When he proposes that Black people come to a "mutually 

satisfactory" agreement with their oppressors, can Innis have forgotten 

how the oppressors welcomed Booker T. Washington's appeal for a 

"mutually satisfactory" agreement—the notorious "Atlanta Compro¬ 

mise" of 1895? Has he forgotten that this "mutually satisfactory" 

arrangement ushered in a new era of segregation, lynch law, and 

economic and social genocide? 

Of course, the monopolists find Innis's proposal of "self- 

determination" in the ghetto as the economic base for Black liberation 

as welcome a "solution" as their predecessors found Washington's 

"Atlanta Compromise." But despite the monopolists' hopes, not Innis 

but the Black people will have the final word on what constitutes an 

acceptable solution to their problems. 

Unlike Innis, the Black masses will not overlook the fact that these 

same corporate giants and their representatives in government are 

doing everything in their power to bring about recolonization of the 

newly independent nations. Unlike Innis, they will not overlook the 

economic and military assistance these monopolists provide to racist 

imperialism in all of southern Africa, and to Israeli aggression against 

the peoples of the Middle East and in the northern part of the African 

continent. 

It is literally astounding for Innis to propose that 30 million Black 

people should seek a "mutually satisfactory" agreement for an "eco¬ 

nomic basis from the U.S. imperialists who are bringing massive 

economic, political and military power to bear on the African continent 

to prevent more than 50 African nations from controlling their own 

material resources as the "economic basis" for independence and 

development. 

Because "we black people are oppressed in the land of the oppres- 
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1 j us believe it is impossible to get rid of the 

sor," lnf,n“ tue that no single segment of the oppressed and 

°Ppre Zlnot even the white masses who ate the ma|onty-can 
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dominant sectors of the control of govern- 

through a great popular L joint slrugg,e of 

ment at all levels. This is t b c aii C0l0rs, together with 

establish socialism impossible "to boot out the 
But Innis, advtsmg us that it is unpo Self.Deter. 

oppressor/' proposes out $ with a {ew crumbs for 
mination” that is, perpetuation of he ghetto■ continued 

the small Black bourgeoisie and acceptance or y 

racial oppression for 30 million“ sought to accomplish for imperial- 

the United States and Africa. 

"Separate But Better" 

To understand TZ 

direct relationship to such other "natural 
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sociological units" as the Black slave quarters and South Africa's 

apartheid areas. One also must consider the ideology accompanying 

establishment of these "natural sociological units." 

For instance, according to the slave owners and their apologists, the 

Civil War did a disservice to the slaves: The destruction of chattel 

slavery meant the end of "security" for the slaves. Therefore, concluded 

the apologists, the Civil War and Reconstruction were reactionary, 

while the special oppression, the separate existence of Blacks within the 

slave system was "progressive." This was the core of the slave owners' 

"separate but better" argument, the antecedent of the "separate but 

equal" ideology used to justify the betrayal of Reconstruction—which 

was written into law to institutionalize racism in every facet of life of the 

post-Reconstruction South, and which had such sweeping effects in 

establishing de facto segregation in the North. 

Within this context Innis's aim of "separate but equal develop¬ 

ment" within the ghetto "natural sociological units" can be seen for 

what it is: an attempt to lead Black people backward, to get them to 

accept concepts they have never ceased fighting. 

Because of the Black people's historic rejection of "separate but 

equal," it is, of course, necessary for Innis to present his concept so it 

appears to be something other than what it is. Innis therefore tries to 

put his idea across by identifying it with the African struggles for which 

Black people have such a deep sense of solidarity. He wraps the old 

racist myth of "separate but equal" in new phrases, suggesting that the 

ghettos have the same potential for "self-determination," "sovereign¬ 

ty" and "economic development" as the emerging African nations. 

Innis would have us believe that he imported his "separate but 

equal" concept from the African liberation movements, but actually it 

followed quite a different route. Originated by the U.S. slaveholders, 

"separate but equal" was taken over by the monopolists who replaced 

them, and was later imported into South Africa by its white imperialist 

rulers. There it served as the doctrine establishing "separate but equal" 

fascist-enforced apartheid in the so-called Republic of South Africa. And 

now Innis has repatriated "separate but equal" back to the land of its 

birth—now the center and global enforcer of race, class and national 

oppression. 

Seen in true perspective, this is the meaning of Innis's "Communi¬ 

ty Self-Determination" proposals. In the present domestic and world 

context, this concept—whether Innis realizes it or not—assists U.S. 

monopoly in its aim of applying to the Black people of the United States 

an Americanized version of the "separate but equal" "self-deter- 
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Agnation'' in .he Ban.us.an "homeWs" (he., rese.va.ions, of Sou.h 

innis's assertion .ha. Blacks can 
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Africans have won self-determination wi hmthese <icatte ^ 
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oppression in these two countries. Tens of thousands of Black wo k 

in all parts of South Africa continue the struggle for the right to f ^ 

unions, to advance beyond starvation wages and in defiance of the n ^ 

laws—the foundation of apartheid fascism—in the face of the 

power which recently murdered striking miners. ICe 

In the United States, monopoly capitalism ceaselessly resorts to 

repressive measures to turn back the struggles of Black people and labor 

as a whole. And Nixon's Watergate clearly revealed the danger of the 

imposition of fascism in the United States. But extreme reaction has not 

succeeded in bringing this about. On the other hand, in South Africa 

where monopoly capital rules with the support of U.S. imperialism, the 

form of rule is open fascist violence. This difference outweighs the 

similarities between Black oppression in the United States and in South 

Africa, and is basic to the strategy for South Africa—where the African 

workers and masses fight to smash apartheid fascism as an indivisible 
part of the struggle for liberation. 

Self-Determination and State Power 

Innis's projection of "sovereignty" and "self-determination" with¬ 

in the ghetto has no more substance than the fraudulent claim of 

South Africa's rulers that the African majority has achieved "self- 

determination" in the racist-dominated and encircled "homelands." In 

reality, Innis's call for "sovereignty" within the "natural sociological 

units of the ghetto is a strategy for formalizing the racist concept of 

"separate but equal," camouflaged as "Community Self-Determi¬ 
nation" for 30 million Black people. 

What, one must ask, is the scientific basis for Innis's use of 

self-determination ? Do Black people possess a common territory with 

mineral and agricultural resources? In other words, do the conditions 

exist in the ghettos for developing a viable economy within a common 

territory upon which state power could be established and maintained by 

Black people? Even to ask these questions is to expose the fantasy of 

"self-determination" in the ghettos. 

The issue of self-determination cannot be separated from state 

power. In Guinea-Bissau, for example, the people—under the leader¬ 

ship of the African Party for Independence of Guinea and the Cape 

Verde Islands (PAIGC)—have, after long struggles, been able to "boot 

out" the Portuguese oppressor from more than 80 percent of their 

country's territories. They have established state power on their own 

common territory. Their own lands and resources are now in the hands 

of the people and they can, with the solidarity of the socialist countries 
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and all *e 

of state power in P writing, the Soviet Union and more 

of ,hC f°Tr countries have «"ed*e new Republic of Guinea- 

,han “headed by Premier Luis Cabral, brother of Amilcar Cabral who 
Bissau, heade y allies of U.S. imperialism 
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Z by L.S Neal Pork rimes (October 

10, 1973), Diederichs stated: 
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We do all we can to build up the nations in South Africa be thev wh * 

or colored or black. To build them up sociologically, socially, edur * 

H°W ) 3nd economicalIy' each in their own way- (My emphasis^ 

Diederichs then went on to say: 

When these African states we are now creating come into being thi» 
Africans will be bossing those countries. ... It is their country in 

South Africa. . . . It is separate development. (My emphasis—H.W.) 

Even The New York Times's correspondent, writing from Johannes- 

burg^ could not avoid admitting the impossibility of "separate develop¬ 

ment" in the apartheid reservations, which he described as follows: 

• ‘ • t^ie so"called "homelands," or separate provinces, which critics 
here regard largely as eroded, broken up tracts, incapable of support¬ 
ing their large designated populations. 

This description is another confirmation of the comparison made 

between the South African racists' plans for "separate but equal" 

development in the "homelands" and Innis's proposals for "separate 

but equal" "development" and "sovereignty" within the "eroded, 
broken up tracts" comprising U.S. ghettos. 

The Times's correspondent also comments on the conditions of 
South African workers: 

The very low wage figures of black workers do not tell the whole 
story of their misery. For the migratory system requires millions of 

workers to leave their families in the "homelands," and they cannot 

send home enough money to prevent widespread malnutrition. 

The racist minority in South Africa has a vested interest in 

perpetuating these conditions responsible for the inequality, the misery 

of the African majority. U.S. monopolists—who play a decisive role in 

maintaining this system in South Africa—also have a vested interest in 

perpetuating the conditions responsible for the misery and inequality of 

Blacks in this country. CORE'S "Community Self-Determination" 

concept fits into the aim of the monopolist offensive against the Black 

liberation movement: to prevent Blacks and other oppressed minorities 

from gaining equality and joint control—along with the exploited white 

working majority—of the total economy. 

"Clear Advantage" To Whom? 

Black people have an investment of over three centuries of life and 

blood m this total economy, now totally controlled by monopoly capital. 
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. natu t0 Black liberation lies in the struggles for joint control of this 

Th«omv by all the oppressed and exploited. But Innis s Commum y 

Determination" concept would divert Black people away from an 

^•"monopoly fight. Presumably designed to serve the interests of 
people theg"Community Self-Determination Bill" clearly serves 

WIMmm 
Afro-American, ibid.) „ , 

If one is to determine to whom Innis's proposals offer a clear 

advantage," it is necessary to analyze the " Wh^ 
rial control of the institutions functioning m black area i. 

institutions? The monopoly-controlled chain stores, ban s an 

encourage Black people to believe y same nfaenda" who 

ran^^mostg^etuTr^ estate andhwho'also'have a vast "friendly" stake 

“S3— 
«<-> frcaw. (HatmhTcWr^urPTw3tTbe exerted 
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way of creating guaranteed markets," he speaks as though ghett 

"markets" are separate from the total economy. He talks as if th° 

market for Blacks is determined by who manages a particular branch of 

monopoly in the ghetto. And by ignoring the fact that all but a tin 

fraction of Black people's total income results from jobs outside the 

ghetto, he makes it appear that there is no relationship between market 
and income! 

In asserting that "gaining managerial control" would be an "imme¬ 

diate way of creating guaranteed markets," Innis also obscures the fact 

that in every society the nature and size of the market, consumption and 

distribution, are determined by the class character of production. In 

obscuring this fact, Innis compounds his fiction of "community con¬ 

trol"; he makes it appear that "managerial control" over monopoly's 

ghetto institutions would serve the people instead of the corporate 

giants controlling production, distribution and consumption in all parts 

of the country, including the ghettos. Innis's proposals would, at best, 

provide jobs for a few select Blacks in what he calls "managerial" 

positions, leaving unsolved the fundamental question of jobs and 

economic equality for the Black masses. 

Therefore, Innis's proposals would provide a "clear advantage" 

only to the monopolists who own the principal instruments of produc¬ 

tion in auto, steel, transportation, etc.—who in fact own or control 

everything upon which the jobs and incomes of the overwhelming 

majority of Black people and all other segments of the working people 

depend. And Innis s proposal would in reality not offer an "advantage" 

even to that small minority of Blacks for whom he presumes to speak. It 

would instead be a "clear advantage" to this minority to support a 

course of struggle against monopoly, rather than offer themselves only 

as its "managerial" servants in the Black communities. 

As another facet of an approach that serves monopoly instead of 

the people, Innis fails to distinguish between monopoly's institutions 

and the people's institutions inside the ghetto. But it is these people's 

institutions—as part of a wider movement combining struggles within 

and outside the ghetto—that are essential to liberation. 

The destiny of Black people will not be determined by a minority 

with the goal of becoming "managerial" servants of monopoly capital in 

the ghetto, but by the millions of Black workers in auto, steel, 

transportation and other industries fighting against job and pay inequal¬ 

ity, and the millions of Blacks of all ages who can meet their crucial 

needs only by a strategic struggle relating to the monopoly-controlled 

industries and the government of state monopoly capitalism outside the 
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Xnll"a demand' aSofKmt 
chance 
advantage. 

I "Managerial" Service to Monopoly 

I —i. r“LtrArrST-S "" 
ly by separating Black worke ^ ^ Black people t0 put their 

anti-monopoly struggles. W Determination" goal, he is telling 

support behind his ^^^^'^g^g^ga^n'st'the monopolists who rob 
Black workers to give up the sgg S fall in behind those 

them a, the point of ^ “ of theTe .me monopolist* within 
Blacks who atm to manage H BUck people 

the' Black bourgeoisie, which is Partly 

concerned only with its.^ofteaTer”pec«ve only for a small minority 
That Innis s proposals offer p P Black community 

Of Blacks Willing to serve monopoly s mterests 
is additionally confirmed when he writes. 

,«rs obvious that nobody can compete wi* black people rn the area 

supplying services to then own communities. 

.hat this will work is because it provides a 

‘S.r “difaang the catastrophic confrontatron course 

upon which the U.S. is currently embarked. 

This statement can only 

rrrm^ 
"supplying services to t e B]ack liberation movement, by 

provide the "means for di u 1 g k sses t0 win control of 

leading it away from an alliance with^ of the ghetto. 
monopoly institutions that dominate life m 

Innis describes his proposal as: 

. . . a solid, well-planned step towardft 

t£^—h ^ coexistence and tranqudity can be 

8"y the Struggle 

lt^lyP — B^/thls is no, the "redefinition” innis calls for. 
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Instead, he asks for "coexistence” with racism, for "tranquility"—not 

struggle against racist institutions, relationships and practices. 

"I Am Not Saying—As Are the Revolutionaries . . 

There appears to be no end to the lengths to which Innis will go to 

assure the monopolists that he will not join in a movement to challenge 

their control. He writes: 

I am not saying—as are the revolutionaries—that black people will 
change white institutions. I am not saying that black people want to 

reform the entire economic system under which the majority has 
flourished. 

I am saying, however, that we want to be able to control our own 

destiny. . . . We want to do this by creating our own institutions, 
quite apart from white institutions. 

This does not really conflict with the vital interest of whites. 

Isn't it strange that a Black man, professing to speak for the 

interests of his people, would assure the monopolists he has absolutely 

no intention of calling for any "change" in the institutions they control? 

It is not "the majority" that "has flourished" through these racist 

institutions, but a small minority. It is through these institutions— 

which, according to Innis, should be allowed to conduct business as 

usual—that the white majority is exploited, while the Black, brown. 

Native American and Asian-American minorities are oppressed and 

exploited. 

Innis asserts that his proposals do not "conflict with the vital 

interest of whites." But one must ask, which whites? Certainly, they do 

not "conflict with the vital interest" of the white monopolists (and by 

placing the question as he does, Innis again attempts to camouflage 

them by their color). And if these proposals do not "conflict with the 

vital interest" of the monopolists, they most assuredly do "conflict with 

the vital interest" of the Black working class whose interests, in turn, 

correspond most fully and consistently with those of the entire Black 

people. 

Innis asserts that he does not want to change or even reform "the 

entire economic system," claiming that Black people can "control their 

own destiny" through "self-determination" in the ghettos, "quite apart 

from" the "entire economic system." But he fails to show how his 

proposals for "self-determination" in the ghettos would enable Black 

people to "control our own destiny"—any more than fascist-imposed 
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"self-determination" in South Africa's Bantu "homelands" has enabled 

the African majority to determine their "own destiny' quite apar 

from" the "entire economic system" and "institutions" of South Africa. 

Keeping Black people "quite apart from" the "entire economic 

stem"—except as a source of super-profits—is central to the policies 

of the white minority controlling this country. In describing his aim o 

separating Black people from their just claim on the entire economic 

system, Innis gives the dominant forces of racism and reaction addition¬ 

al assurance that his proposals do not "conflict with their vital 

interest": 
When the black population of America ceases to relate to the larger 

nation as a dependent and as a colonized people and begins to assert 

power through institutional control of capital instruments, the black 

"internal colonies" will then in fact be a "nation within a nation It 
will then be necessary to redistribute power proportionally and to 

redefine the social relationship between the citizens of both 

nations—that is, between blacks and whites. 

After rejecting the fact that Black people have a rightful claim on the 

total economy, on the "instruments" of capital—the resources, industry 

and economy of the entire country—Innis talks of beginning to assert 

power through institutional control of capital instruments But what 

"capital instruments" of any consequence are or would ever be available 

to Black people within the ghetto "natural sociological units -separate 

and "quite apart" from the total economic system? Who controls the 

gas electricity, the communications systems and even water? Innis 

talks about "control" of the "instruments" of economic existence in the 

ghetto when these "instruments" are all outside the ghetto-and all 

owned by the corporate giants who control the total economy. 

It is correct to say that it will "be necessary to redistribute power 

proportionally and to redefine the social relationship" between blacks 

and whites." But this objective will never be won if it is regarded as 

having no immediate relationship to the vital interests of Black people, 

but merely as something to be postponed to the day when Black people 

succeed in doing the impossible, i.e., turning the barren ghetto natural 

sociological units" without the conditions for nationhood into a nation 

W1 tHTo^etermine their destiny, it is essential for Black people to control 

every possible instrumentality and institution for self-organization m 

the ghetto, and to fight for change through trade unions and every other 

possible type of organization outside the ghetto to "redistribute power 

proportionally and to redefine the social relationship between Blacks 

and non-Blacks. This ghetto-based power of Black people must simulta- 
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neously be used to exert maximum pressure at every level of Ko 

merit, industry, politics, education, etc., and to engage in joint 

with allies at every point of mutual interest. This approach mustT* 

central to the strategy of the Black liberation movement now; it must n t 

be postponed, as Innis advises, until "self-determination" and "sove° 

eignty" are achieved in the ghettos—which would be never. Moreover 

this struggle should have as its goal not the illusion of "control of capital 

instruments" within the ghetto and "quite apart from" the "entire 

economic system." Its goal must be to break the monopolists' control of 

the "capital instruments" of the entire country. 

But Innis aims to keep the Black liberation movement "quite apart" 

from the fight to "assert power"—i.e., to "boot out" the oppressor 

controlling the capital instruments" of the "entire economic system." 

It is only too evident that Innis's politics offer no challenge to "the 

catastrophic confrontation course upon which the U.S. is currently 

embarked." His approach would contribute toward "diffusing" the 

struggle "to redistribute power proportionally," instead of helping "to 

redefine" the relationships in this country to bring about racism's end. 

In the Most Strategic Sectors of National Economy 

Almost 10 percent of the Black population now work in the most 

strategic sectors of the national economy, especially steel, mining, auto 

and transportation. (Millions of others are denied jobs in the construc¬ 

tion industries.) In addition to the 10 percent who form a vital part of the 

most strategically placed section of the working class, the overwhelming 

majority of Black people work—when they can get work—outside the 

ghetto, within the total national economy. 

Therefore, when Innis informs both the monopolists and their 

racist labor lieutenants that he is not concerned with changing either 

the "institutions" or the "entire economic system," he abandons the 

Black working class. Black workers are among the most militant in the 

expanding movement to sweep aside the Meanys who are blocking the 

struggle to end racist and anti-Communist practices in the labor 

movement. Black workers are playing a leading role in this movement 

because they recognize that they cannot defend their interests "quite 

apart from" the "entire economic system." Black workers are becoming 

increasingly aware that their destiny and that of Black people as a whole 

is bound up with a united struggle of all workers. Black and non-Black, 

to win control from the corporate giants who exploit and oppress the 
majority of all colors. 

When Innis disclaims all interest in changing the "institutions" of 
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nuntry he is in effect endorsing the status quo in racist-dominated 

,hiS C° But Black workers, along with increasing numbers of workers of 

ui;10 t rs are struggling to break the control of the employers and the 

±anys over these unions, and to transform them into basic ms.ru- 

jnents^of the working class in the struggle against monopoly. 

Certain Parallel Implications 

In South Africa, the so-called Promotion of Bantu Self-Government 

Act of 1959, establishing apartheid reservations m the name of 

determination," was preceded first by the "Suppression of Communism 

.rt"_the key to the repression of opposition to fascist-imposed 

apartheid—and then by the "Population Registration Act, the founda- 

Zn of racial separation of Black, Colored, Asian and white. 

It is impossible to overlook the fact that CORE first promoted its 

"Community Self-Determination Bill" in 1968, at a time when reaction 

was beginning to give renewed impetus to the McCarthyite, racist, 

anti-Communist measures challenged by a decade o civil rights strug¬ 

gles. Now, in 1973, when these attacks on the people s struggles have 

reached a still sharper, Nixon-Watergate level, Innis is reviving this bilk 

There are still other parallel implications between the Bantu 

Self-Government Act" and the logic of Innis s Community Self- 

Determination BUI." Passage of the "Bantu Self-Government Act 

abolished the "Native Representation Act," eliminating even the token 

representation of the Black majority in the Parliament of South Africa^ 

lust when the level of mass struggle was reaching the point where it 

would have been reflected in their increased representation aiming a 

Black African majority control of their own country-every semblance 

(^representation was^wiped out in the name of "self-determination' ,n 

the ?n ’te'unledtZfel', CORE'S "Community Self-Determination 

BUI" is of assistance to the racist monopolists and their political servants 

who would turn back the advance in Black representation in Congress 

and other levels of government. „ „ , „ , . „ 
Innis's call for ghetto "self-determination offers a clear advan¬ 

tage" to the monopolists. While it is a fantasy alternative for Black 

people, it is a real asset to the monopolists. The propaganda campaign 

behind Innis's "Community Self-Determination Bill is a most valuable 

"managerial" service to the corporate giants because it creates 

diversion from a winning strategy. „ . . 
In South Africa, behind the fantasy of "self-determination n he 

"homelands," the reality of increased separation of the Black African 
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majority from the Colored, Indian and Asian minorities was imn„ a 

m order to sidetrack the struggle of the oppressed for contToUf u" 
entire country and its economy. 

r T cORiE S Cal1 f°r "Community Self-Determination" in the ghetto • 
a U S. adaptation of the South African strategy which keep? 

racist mmonty in power through racial separation. In the United State/ 

COREs approach would intensify and fix—instead of helping ♦ ' 
overcome—the division between the oppressed and exploited Rl l 

minority and the exploited white majority. It would also increase 

division between Blacks and the other oppressed minorities. l7ni* 

proposal would, in sum, divert from the only liberating strategy 

OnIv the ?°P V .St78?,e f°r C°ntr01 °f the national ^onomy 
Only the joint control of the Black, Puerto Rican, Chicano, Native 

American and Asian-American minorities with the white majority ran 

wm the battle against poverty, exploitation and oppression. ThisTs the 

only strategy which can "boot out the oppressor" and establish people's 
control of the entire economy. V p 
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The Black Experience at Harvard," an article by Martin Kilson a Black 
1 he Black Experience Harvard [New York Times Magazine, 

professor of {fQm a two.part series in The Harvard 

BullZ)" clearly ominous in relation to ite 

Black college students. It 

ttZZPZ * for tkem to 

movements in Africa. For mstancet lhe hclt0 an 
• At a time when the monopolists are , 

■ . uQ nricnn for Black people, Kilson demands an end 

- -*“• » 
destroy the growing solidarity of Black people-from the assassinatio 
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of Martin Luther King and Malcolm X and the imprisonment of An 

Davis to ideological diversions disseminated on a mass scale—K'l 

applauds what he calls "cracks” in "the black-solidarity wall'' 

campuses—in an article that will be read by virtually every coll ^ 
administrator in the country. ege 

• At a time when the monopolists intensify their drive against Bla k 

political power as part of their offensive against the formation ofC 

people's anti-monopoly coalition, Kilson attacks the "politization" of 
Black students. 

• At a time when the Nixon administration, in order to facilitate its 

cut-back of funds for anti-poverty programs, has revived on a super¬ 

scale the ancient stereotype of "lazy Blacks" who enjoy being on 

welfare, Kilson decries "the serious waste of scarce university re¬ 

sources" on "ill-suited Negro students." 

• At a time when the mass media have created an identification of 

Black militance with crime and drugs, Kilson tells us that "the most 

zealous militants" on campus have established "bizarre standards of 

'blackness' (including drug culture and criminal acts)." 

• At a time when Black colleges should be expanded—but instead 

must fight for their very existence because the monopolists are trying to 

undermine them—Kilson in effect dismisses them, stating that "70 

percent of all blacks now in college attend white institutions . . ." 

("Black Experience at Harvard," ibid.) 

Kilson s article, in short, parallels the master class's master strategy 

against the Black liberation movement—and calls for close analysis. 

Behind the "Crisis" 

At "most major white colleges," writes Kilson, "black students 

have reached a crisis, one that has coincided with their rising enroll¬ 

ments and one that has been created in large measure by black 

separatism and militancy." 

In other words, Black students face a "crisis" not because there are 

too few of them (and too few Black administrators and faculty 

members)—but because there are too many of them. And the problems 

they ceaselessly encounter stem not from institutionalized racism_but 

from their attempts to deal with it. Nor is the crisis caused by racism. 

Instead, the students' reaction is designated the cause, and described as 

"black militancy and separatism"—terms which Kilson equates (just, as 

we shall see, as he uses "black solidarity" and "separatism" inter¬ 
changeably). 

The "gnawing ambivalence of loyalty experienced by Negro stu- 
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Kiknn "forced to choose between their sub¬ 

dents/' ^°er;ity in general and the resulting black-white 

commU°fve all combined to have a nearly disastrous impact on the 

fv*8 W Bu the Black students he attacks have no such problem! They 

8eT VdarUv The Black students' refusal to give in to university 
Black to patterns of "integrationism''-..e., 
pressures for contormi y y ted a -nearly disastrous un¬ 

tokenism—has, according n(J intellectual growth—which would 

“ Black students, in their 

when this mistakenly assumes a separa^ ^ ^ ^ use their university 

tain their ties with the Black masses. - Dursuing the individual 

education to advance.Blackliberationthe pres- 

"success solution" that monopoly capital tryi « 

sure from the Black I"asses“p®^S ^ity students regard them- 
Kilson, striving to make Black u of separati5m when it 

selves as an elite, does5lot a e a b d intellectuals from the Black 
involves separation or B ac sue forms of 
masses. On the contrary, he advocates it. And 

"separatism" which ^Tf^k.white tension" from racism-and 

For instance, he sepa / • tion 0f racism. He separates the 
links it instead with Black peop e s rej „academic achievement" from 

problems Black students faceeducation they received. He 

the inferior elementary and g ^ the racism that confronts them 

separates "academic achieve , and students. He separates it 

in the form of administrators, pro housing and establishing 

a^cLhAi1fo"p^ HeTeparates it from the economic pressures 

theyFor Kikon, "academic achievement" is unrelated to the con.radic- 
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tion that Black students see between the university curriculum r 

for isolated and limited Black Studies departments) and their dZlT^ 

to contribute to Black liberation. They are determined not to ^ 

route of some Black intellectuals and professionals of the PJ J?e 

returned from universities separated from their people. h° 

At the same time. Black students are well aware that thev r, 

graduate from Harvard or some other "elite" university and proceed to 

future of low-paying dead-end jobs-or unemployment. This is Z 

crisis Black students face—but Kilson directs his fire at their attempts to 

solve these multiple probkms, while ignoring the problems themselves 

„ zrl ♦ hr probIems have Ranged little from those faced by Black 

° ye?rS p3St is COnfirmed in a recent article in The Nel York 
Times (September 10, 1973), by Paul Delaney, on a Department of 

Labor-sponsored study of Black professionals with majors in science 
business administration, engineering and law. 

hU Described as "the first attempt to investigate what happened to 
black male college graduates after they joined a white company" with 

5 000 B?T emP rS' u' StUdy firSt °f 311 reveals that a total of only 
5,000 Blacks are with such companies in a "professional" capacity. 

The survey, relates Delaney, "found that while blacks were 

thev ne"* perform as wel1 as their white colleagues, 

ties" 'Thev bited 3 PCSSimi5m ab°Ut their opportuni: 

the P0S1“OnSl thCy ^ — ««• P°or/ 

That this feeling is only too well founded is "confirmed by . the 

*e„n.d.?Cy of SaIar;os t0 reach ‘ plateau at about the ninth year of service, 

al If ti ° reSp°ndents in supervisory and manageri¬ 
al pos.ttons. In addition . . there is an effective ceiling on black 

advancement m business together with a limit on the kinds of jobs for 

which they are accepted." Using average salaries as the guage for 

men Jth « SUrVey T "T aPPr°ximately the same for 
h yearS °r m0re of “'Pkymeot as for those with only 9 or 10 

"Dispersal. . . Throughout the Nooks and Crannies" 

Kilson looks back with nostalgia to the days when "there were 

seldom more than 50 Negroes" at Harvard. While "individual Negroes 

participated in all-black relationships, like Greek-letter Negro fraterni¬ 

ties (he doesn't mention all-white fraternities and what they did to stay 

that way!), there was "a dispersal of the small number of Negro 
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indents throughout the nooks and crannies of Harvard College." 

(Kilson, "Black Experience at Harvard." Emphasis in the origina 

^"Dispersal"—this is what Kilson counterposes to Black solidarity! 

Rut Black students—like the masses of Black people—are sick and tired 

li bdng "dispersed" in the "nooks and crannies" of a racist society. 

And Black solidarity—as part of a broad multi-racial, anti-monopo y 

coalition—is what will bring Black people out of the nooks and 

crannies" of the ghettos, the "nooks and crannies of dirty low-paid 

jobs, the "nooks and crannies" of prisons and dilapidated housing m 

which racism has imprisoned them. . . , n] , 
During the years when there was a "dispersal of the few Blac 

students at Harvard, Kilson continues, "their academic and intellectual 

patterns were not markedly different from their white peers. Kilson s 

evaluation of the Black students of yesterday is no more accurate than 

his views on Black students today. Of course, there were some in the 

past who shared his views and no doubt there are still a few today. But 

the majority of yesterday's Black students were also seeking ways to end 

oppression-which made their "intellectual patterns markedly differ¬ 

ent from most of their "white peers" at Harvard How, for example can 

the "academic and intellectual patterns" of such an outstanding Black 

Harvard graduate as Benjamin J. Davis, Jr., who was a national leader of 

the Communist Party and a New York City Councilman, be compared 

with his "white peers" at Hafvard-the sons of monopolists, who 

conformed to the status quo? 
Today's militant Black students, whether or not they share his 

Marxist-Leninist outlook, do share the legacy of Ben Davis's rejection 

of Harvard's "academic and intellectual patterns -and his convictions 

that conformity to such "patterns" leads not to liberation from racist 

oppression but its continuation! 
Kilson's nostalgia for a past Harvard becomes even more questiona¬ 

ble when he admits, for instance, that the Black students who began to 

enter that university in the late sixties had to overcome nearly a 

century of racial and sociological barriers to a suable black presence at 

HarVHatard was founded in 1636, so the barriers have been up for 

somewhat longer than “nearly a century/' Although these barriers are 

still up (according to Kilson there are 600 Black students at Harvard-bu 

he doesn't mention that the total student body is 22,000), one might 

imagine that Kilson would find something admirable in a generation of 

Black students who have made an impact against them. But such is not 

the case. 
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"Militancy and Political Threats" 

. "Mil“ancv and Poil'“'caI threats perpetrated by Negro students •• 
declares Kdson, speaking about Black people in the language of 

racst mass media, "paved the way for major alterations In Hazard' 
recruiting and admission policies." d s 

Certain^ the "militancy" of Black students (which Kilson equate, 

with threats ) was a vital factor in winning the admission of larger— 

though still token—numbers of Blacks to "major white colleges " 

Nevertheless, these gains did not come about as a result of isolated 

student activity. These advances were won during the historic struggles 

of the Civil Rights decade, the mass anti-war movement, and student 

protest activity as a whole-particularly, of course, where white stu- 

dents joined in Black-mitiated actions against racist admissions policies 

Kdson s distorted conception of the way in which increased Black 

student admissions came about quite logically carries over to his view of 

the present phase of the campus crisis: Although a "five-fold increase in 

black enrollment was attained, "the politization surrounding this 

development plagued virtually all aspects of black-white relationships, 

dividing blacks and whites into mutually exclusive communities." 

What plagues "black-white relationships" is, of course, racism. In 

evading this fact Kilson sounds like the mayor of a Southern town 

speaking of how fine "race relations" were before "those troublemakers 
from the North stirred things up." 

Struggles by Black students against Harvard's centuries-old racist 

barriers have not by any stretch of the imagination divided "blacks and 

whites into mutually exclusive communities." Quite the contrary! As 

Kilson admits before the actions of "militant," "politicized" Blacks, 

there were seldom more than 50 Negroes" at the coUege. What could 

m,°re ®utua?y ffu?ve" than a community of white students 
attending Harvard, while the community of Black students was almost 

totally barred? Militancy" and "politization," in other words, lead in 

he direction of ending of "mutually exclusive communities"-that is 

lily-white universities and other all-white institutions. 

Now that Blacks are present at Harvard and other "major white 

universities m larger-but still far from representative-numbers, 

Kilson would have them "disperse" as they were forced to do in the 

past and "integrate" into the status quo by ones and twos. 

The Black student struggles to break down racist barriers are not a 

thrust for such "integration" but for equality. Black students do not 

intend to disperse," to dissolve the solidarity that made it possible for 
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. _ to enter these universities in the first place. They want to 

*1" then this solidarity, keep up the drive to bring more Blacks onto 

(he campuses—and maintain their ties with the masses of Black people 

in the "inner city." . 
Black solidarity, unlike Kilson's conception of it, by no means 

implies separation. On the contrary, Black solidarity, properly based, is 

indispensable to the struggle to open up every phase of this nation s life 

including all activities of the universities, to the participation on an equal 

basis of Black people. 

"Militant Students . . . Constantly Politicizing" 

Instances of "black-white tensions" on campus, says Kilson, "are 

leeion " To illustrate his view of what causes this "tension, Kilson 

turns to the sports arena: "Militant Negro students, often academically 

marginal, supply a cheering entourage for black basketball players at 

Harvard, separating themselves in a section of the stands, denying 

white students access to this section and constantly politicizing basket¬ 

ball games—including an occasional brawl with white students. 

In this statement Kilson most unfortunately parallels the latest 

racist stereotypes: Militant students are not only "academically margin¬ 

al " he says, but are also responsible for the violence marring the 

otherwise peaceful (!) sports scene across the nation! dreading this, 

the proverbial visitor from Mars would never guess that a Black baseball 

player currently on the verge of beating the decades-old home-run 

record of a deceased white ball player has received so many threats to 

his life that he now requires the protection of a bodyguard. 

(In the New York Times Magazine of September 16, 1973-two 

weeks after its publication of Kilson's article-there is a story about Babe 

Ruth, by Times sports columnist Red Smith, entitled One of A Kind. 

In it, Smith relates, "All redcaps at railroad stations were [called 

Stinkweed" by Ruth. Smith does not comment on the meaning of 

Ruth's calling Black men "Stinkweed," but instead treats this racist 

epithet as if it were a humorous nickname. Such humor, Smith s 

attitude toward it—and the Times's promotion of it—are all part of the 

heritage and perpetuation of racism in sports and throughout this 

society that produce today's threats against Hank Aaron.) 

Although certain actions taken by Black students who are influ¬ 

enced by separatist ideas are self-defeating, one must look beyond the 

actions themselves to their underlying causes. When, for example, Black 

students try to establish claim to an area of their own, they are reacting 

against the pervasive racism that keeps innumerable places "off limits to 
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them. And while white students must certainly demonstrate their con 

for everyone's right to sit—as well as live, eat, study and work_whereve 

he or she wishes, they must carry on this fight where racist exclusi<T 

exists: in the white areas of the nation. 

One might think that Kilson would find something to admire in the 

Black students' aim at Harvard which, he admits, is “to translate their 

unity into greater leverage with which to influence a variety of Harvard 

operations such as admissions, hiring, curriculum, faculty, and so on " 

But, no. “Negro students who assert their individuality within this 

situation are reprimanded," states Kilson. To “assert one's individuali¬ 

ty" in a matter of this kind means, of course, to stay aloof from the 

common effort to “influence a variety of Harvard operations" and 

instead, leave them to the discretion of a Harvard administration whose 

old school traditions include the exclusion of Blacks and sons and 

daughters of workers for over 300 years. 

Comment must be made, however, on the concept of “leverage" 

presented here. Because most white students have not yet lived up to 

their responsibilities in the fight against racism, Black students are 

forced to the conclusion that “leverage" in the anti-racist struggle will 

come only from them. But when Black students are supported by the 

majority of white students, there will be enough “leverage" to begin to 

change the entire anti-democratic character of the universities. 

Kilson, who expresses such concern when students who break the 

Black solidarity front are “reprimanded," is scathing in his criticism of 

students who support it. Nor does he hesitate when it comes to sharply 

“reprimanding" faculty members who back student aims—and he also 

resorts to one of monopoly's key weapons, anti-Communism, in doing 

so. 

. . . white liberals and leftists in the faculty, seeking to expiate guilt 

accumulated from a century of white-supremacist treatment of Negro 
Americans, reinforce this situation in a variety of ways. Black studies 

programs, initiated by militant pressures from black students, are 

established with slight concern for the academic standards that 

prevail at Harvard generally. (“Black Experience at Harvard," op. 
cit.) 

It is ironic that Kilson slurs the motives of whites who support Black 

demands, while not questioning those of the white monopolists who 

will do anything to block them. And in attacking “white liberals and 

leftists in the faculty," Kilson is helping the monopolists revive the 

on-and-off campus witch-hunts of the fifties that merge with Nixon's 

Watergate tactics of the seventies. 

It is gratifying to learn that Harvard's Afro-American Studies 
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n * mrcern for the academic standards that 

■STTHmlrf generally" and at universities throughout the 

Preval aV”e these ''academic standards" typically include h.story 

omit and/or 

binder Black people; eco- 

tPefoTrn«tionIl0token here and there, have Black professors only 

in the Black Studies Department, ifthey havetone di55eminaling 
' Each of these departments has a role to p Y ^ ^ 

bourgeois class and racist ideo ogy. ^ ( outpouring of anti¬ 

university intellectual assembly lines « a With the emergence 

Communism, monopo y s ^ Soviet Union, as the most 

black militants a anti-Communism and racism 
conceding to the heavy pressures s Black Studies 

focused on these departments. The very_ P ervision,in. 

Departments face-undersUffing, racisl. 

terference in curriculum can ^ ^ ^ the rest 0f the universities' 

oriented administrations, u ' do nQt funy reflect the role and 

curricula, faculties and a mini* studies departments will be segre- 
participation of Black people, BlakStudies ^ ^ ^ 

gated departments an =e8:reg - restricting their achievements, 

methods for walling in Black politicized" Afro- 

Continuing is ass®“ „the mairi base of operations of the 

American Studies to a question which obsesses 
black-solidarity forces, Kikon return The 

— a^iLLua, processes 

< -ses “-at is growing even stronger. Who, 
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loyalty should they feel to "academic and intellectual processes" designed 
to keep Black masses in the ghetto and a Black elite in the service of the 
U.S. monopolies at home and in Africa? 

These "academic and intellectual processes" have dominated the 

universities of this country since their founding. Dr. W.E.B. Du Bois 

wrote his classic study. Black Reconstruction in America, published in 

1935, to set history straight, to counter the racist version taught to Black 

and white university students. (Certainly, Kilson is aware that to this 

day no picture of Harvard graduate Du Bois hangs in Harvard's Widener 

Memorial Library—kept out by the "academic and intellectual pro¬ 
cesses" of the administration.) Du Bois stated: 

The chief witness in Reconstruction, the emancipated slave himself, 

has been almost barred from the court. His written Reconstruction 

record has been largely destroyed and nearly always neglected. Only 

three or four states have preserved the debates in the Reconstruction 

conventions; there are few biographies of black leaders. . . . The 
result is that most unfair caricatures of Negroes have been carefully 

preserved; but serious speeches, successful administration and up¬ 

right character are almost universally ignored and forgotten. Wher¬ 

ever a black head rises to historic view, it is promptly slain by an 

adjective—"shrewd," "notorious," "cunning"—or pilloried by a 

sneer; or put out of view by some quite unproven charge of bad moral 
character. In other words, every effort has been made to treat the 

Negro's part in Reconstruction with silence and contempt. (Black 
Reconstruction in America, The World Publishing Co., New York, p. 
721) 

At the same time, every effort has been made to hide and distort the 

role of whites who supported Black freedom: 

Not a single great leader of the nation during the Civil War and 

Reconstruction has escaped attack and libel. The magnificent figures 

of Charles Sumner and Thaddeus Stevens have been besmirched 
almost beyond recognition. (Ibid., p. 723) 

The monopolists are fearful of the potential which Afro-American 

studies departments have for helping develop a generation of Black and 

white students who, together, could play a major role in the struggle to 

make the universities function as institutions with a respect for truth. 

Instead of assisting the struggle to bring this about, Kilson assists the 

monopolists in promoting division between Black students and the 

Black masses, between Black and white students and white allies in 

general, i.e., his attitude toward "liberals" and "leftists." In other 

words, Kilson's role parallels the racist, anti-Communist role played by 

George Meany and others in the labor movement. Nevertheless, it must 
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mDBasized that such divisiveness can make itself felt only because 

b* Treatmajority of white students and the masses of white workers 

'have not yet recognized why they must reject and fight against the 

Racism poisoning the life of this entire nation. 

"Achievement Orientation" 

"Black-solidarity forces," states Kilson, "are distinctly /"“‘Tt 

tellectual and anti-achievement in orientation . . .black students 

Harvard celebrate black peers who display 'relevance by participating in 

mm unitv affairs adopting lower-class black life-styles in place 3SS, oZ and posturing Black Power m relation to po tic. 

issues like Harvard's Gulf Oil investments in Africa. But, alas, this i 

sheer fantasy. No ethnic group in American society has ever advanc 

^ standarf of living and status without accepting achievement- 

orientation as a desirable life-style. 
How strange that Kilson would consider student opposition to 

Harvard's neo-colonialist "Gulf Oil investments jn Africa as anti- 

intellectual"! In this opposition-as Kilson should know Black s 

dents are following in the footsteps of the intellectual g.an, who blazed 

the path to African-Afro-American solidarity against imperialism 

plunder of Africa—Harvard graduate W.E.B. Du Bois. 

In their refusal to adopt elitist "life-styles" and 'T>y Participating in 

f affairs " Black students reveal that their achievement 

orientation" te^ve'ry hightd^d: to he deeply identified with the Black 

T fert SLV^^“-rBlack university students 

sig^fi^ance o^broa^interactior^withthe^uccess-oriemed^influences in 

l°fe-stylesalof elite coUeges like Harvard." Most Black students, how- 

ever, do not want to "shun" their "peer group m order to emubte the 

"success-oriented life-styles" of white upper-class students-which. 
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translated into "life-styles" for Blacks, means acceptance of the status 

quo and pursuit of tokenism. For most Black students, success means 
advancing Black liberation. And this requires solidarity with their "peer 

group"—which is in reality the Black people as a whole. 

'The Tree of Blackness" 

To back up his own views toward Black students and Black Studies 

programs, Kilson refers to opinions allegedly expressed by Jack Daniel, 

Associate Professor of Black Studies and of Speech, and Chairman of 

the Department of Black Community Education, Research and Develop¬ 

ment, University of Pittsburgh, in "Black Academic Activism" (The 

Black Scholar, January, 1973). 

Through partial quotes and unsubstantiated assertions, Kilson 

makes it appear that Daniel's views are in harmony with his own. But 

one need not agree with everything in Daniel's article (and we disagree 

with him on many points) to recognize that his direction is very 

different from Kilson's. 

Kilson states, for instance, that Daniel "deplores" the "politicizing 

of Black studies . . ." ("Black Experience at Harvard," op. cit.) No such 

attitude is expressed in Daniel's article either explicitly or by implica¬ 

tion. In fact, Daniel's views point in an opposite direction. He states, for 

example, "Du Bois didn't just investigate, create, and write. Du Bois 

took his information to the people as all true, revolutionary scholars 

must." ("Black Academic Activism," p. 50) While Kilson deplores 

"politization" and the solidarity of Black students with the Black 

masses, it is clear from this statement, as well as many others, that 

Daniel welcomes both. 

Kilson then goes on to attribute the following quote to Daniel: 

"They [Black students] can see the Songhai and Mali empires, but are 

blind to the totality of history. They can't see the forest of universal 

knowledge for the tree of blackness." (Ibid., p. 46) Kilson does not even 

supply the ellipsis at the end of the last sentence to indicate that 

something followed in the original. But something did follow. This is 

the last sentence in its entirety: "They can't see the forest of universal 

knowledge for the tree of blackness even though the tree of blackness is 

first priority." (Ibid. My emphasis—H.W.) 

The "tree of blackness" does indeed have "first priority" because 

for centuries the U.S. ruling class has presented students on every 

educational level with a "forest of universal knowledge" without a "tree 

of blackness" and Africa as a continent without a history. At a time 

when pressure from the Black liberation movement has forced some 
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y.nlVeroftWackness^''^trfsVmo«thantmidetstandab^rthat1Black students 

—- --— 
exploit and oppress its peoples—by stating. 

I am the subman 
My footprints are nowhere in history. 

Then, in the second part, Blackman assumes his true identity: 

This is your statement, remember, this is your assessment 

I merely repeat you 
Remember this too, I do not ask you to pity me 

this always, you cannot condescend to me 

"re ma:y otheyr things . remember and would have you 

I smdtodTron in Nubia when your generations still ploughed 

I casTmbrorlTa'tBenin when London was marshland 

I built Timbuctoo and made it a refuge for learning 

when in the chairs of Oxford unlettered monks 

shivered unwashed 
My faith in the living mounts like a flame in my story 

I am Khama the Great 
I helped Bolivar enfranchise the Americas 
I am Omar and his thousands who brought Spam the light of 

I stood"whhPmy spear among the ranks of the Prempehs 

And drove you far from Kumasi for more than a century 

1EK£K5^-==~S; 
in man's freedom 

. Appears in Pox Better Believe ft, Black Verse in English, Edited by Paul 

Brennan, Penguin Books, 1973, Baltimore, Md. 
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I am Nat Turner whose daring and strength always defied y0u 

I have my yesterdays and shall open the future widely before 

me. 

Whose Standards for "Scholarly Attainment"? 

As part of his broadside against the Department of Afro-American 

Studies, Kilson claims its chairman "had no scholarly attainment to his 

credit." But whose standards of "scholarly attainment" does Kilson 

accept when he is "blind to" the historic role of the Songhai and Mali 

empires, when he cannot see the "tree of blackness" in the "totality of 

history"—even though darker-skinned people have been and remain 
the majority? 

Kilson's assault on this department and its chairman does not, 

however, end at this point. He goes on to endorse the removal of 

students from participation in the department's academic affairs, and 

their replacement by an "interdepartmental faculty committee— 

exclusive of the Afro-American Studies Department—to select several 

new scholars for permanent appointments jointly in Afro-American 

Studies and an established department and to arrange for a successor to 

its present chairman." (Kilson, "Black Experience at Harvard." My 
emphasis—H.W.) 

At a moment in history when Black people's demand for represen¬ 

tation in every area has reached a new peak, Kilson views as progress 

the fact that policy determination has been taken away from a predomi¬ 

nantly Black faculty/student group and turned over to an overwhelming¬ 

ly white faculty group outside the department—whose first act, follow¬ 

ing the racist takeover, was to "arrange" to get rid of the Black 

chairman. Precisely what is the "scholarly attainment" of the members 

of this faculty group in the field of Black Studies? Are they familiar, for 

instance, with the role of white overseers in the history of Black 
oppression? 

While the great mass of Black Americans seek ways to advance 

solidarity and self-organization, Kilson is constantly on the lookout for 

what he calls "cracks" in the "black-solidarity wall." One of the 

"cracks" he welcomes is, according to him, "the fact that only a few of 

the 600 Negro students are participating in the ideological and political 

programs of the Harvard Afro-American Cultural Center." 

Although one must take Kilson's assertions with several large 

grains of salt, it is unmistakably clear that the Afro-American Cultural 

Center, along with the Afro-American Studies Department, faces the 

most severe racist and anti-Communist pressures, which Kilson's article 
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reflects and parallels. How can such a center flourish in an atmosphere 

'^KifsonToeTnol stop even at this point in his drive against the Black 

♦..dents' every effort toward self-organization. He goes on to> deman 

^he cessation of financing of black separatist behavior by whrte 

^^p^M^ss^nsible^for1 b^ack1 degradation' 

colleges They extrapolate from this situation to the rest of life, be % 

that real power will also be forthcoming without costs and sacrifice. 

I, is not the students whose "perception of reality' is distorted. 

Only pressure from Black students and the Black people as a whole has 

forced such concessions as Black studies programs and A'r°-^er‘can 

cultural centers from the monopolists' representatives who administer 

the muversuies.^ ^ ^ cen,eM is on the increase. At this writing, for 

example Blafk and non-Black students of the University of Wisconsin 

are carrying on a mass protest against the administration s decision to 

close the Afro-American and Native American cultural centers for 

"budgetary reasons." The protests began with !^slogan 

almost 2,000 students—over half of them white e t 

"They say cutbacks—We say 'fightback'!" , r 
In demanding a subsidy for an Afro-American Cultural Center, the 

students a^e only laying claim to what is rightfully theirs. In asserting 

aSSSss???, 
rmmnatt echoing their views, could demand more "costs and 

MCr The fighter BlackSfotes departments and cultural centers is part 

of the straggle to break down racist exclusion of Black intellect™ and 

cultural contributions from this country's educational institutions. It is a 

fight that has not yet run its full course, but has forced concessions from 

fife monopolists—-which they attempt to use to blunt further advance 

But from the standpoint of Black students, these concessions are 
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nevertheless a partial victory, to be used to continue and enlar 

struggle against racism. Yes, there are sometimes weaknesses^ ^ 

way the students carry on the struggle. The problem is how to cori 

the weaknesses and advance the struggle. 

"The Value of Academic and Intellectual 

Achievement" 

Further policy changes at Harvard, declares Kilson, must include "a 

serious effort ... to restore a belief among Negro students in the value 

of academic and intellectual achievement." Since his article has al¬ 

ready written off "the tree of blackness" as unimportant to the "forest 

of universal knowledge," classified anti-imperialist activity in solidarity 

with African liberation movements as "anti-intellectual," and lauded 

the racist takeover of the Afro-American Studies Department, it is only 

too clear that his concept of "academic and intellectual achievement" 

coincides with that of the university administration. 

However, restoring this "belief" is, according to Kilson, a problem 

with "two aspects: one relating to bright Negro students"—defined by 

him as those who score well on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)— 

the other to those who enter white colleges with academic deficien¬ 
cies." 

By accepting SAT scores as the criterion for who is and who is not 

bright, Kilson falls into the racist trap set years ago by "educators" who 

used IQ tests—which are a test not of intelligence but of information most 

readily acquired in a white bourgeois environment—to stamp Black 

children as inferior and therefore unworthy of receiving an equal education 

and other equal opportunities. (The Jensen article, titled "How Much Can 

We Boost I.Q. and Scholastic Achievement?", catapulted the racist myth 

of Black "inferiority" out of the past right into the center of current 

educational "theories.") If some Black students arrive at the college level 

with "academic deficiencies," it is a reflection not on their "intelligence," 

but on the system which deliberately deprived them of a decent prepara¬ 

tory education. 

As another step in the program to make it harder for Black^students 

to get into universities, Kilson states that "admissions practices devel¬ 

oped for black students over the past five years need rethinking." The 

"admissions practices" Kilson selects for "rethinking" are those of the 

only period in Harvard's almost 340-year history when its "racial and 

social barriers" were forced to give way in at least some degree to anti¬ 

racist pressures. Nevertheless, it is true that these practices do need 
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hinking; M, racist and class barriers to admission must be removed. 

** is not the way Kilson sees i • ces must be depoliticized.' 

But "first of all," he continues thes P ^ admissions officials, 

"At nearly all elite white college students, have been 

SCrt" admtesions Steria as applied to Negro applica¬ 

nt*, admissions practices 

to seal up these cracks a struggle to batter down the walls, 
assisting them-instead of lomingh ^ admissi0„ of Black 

If SAT scores are not usedth no in admissions 

students to "white colleges (Kilson disp y ^ ^ evliuation" must 

criteria at Block coUege=)>e decl a„itudes and habits 

be made of these studen - intellectual achievement. Th y 
that are conducive to high academ 4 museums, poetry or 

should be interested in reading, art, 

music." , . jj,,us5ed Kilson's concept of "academic 

Although I have already discussed dimension to this 

and intellectual achievement them y dema„d ,hat university 

matter: Wouldn't it be more to thepo> conducive to high 
^ministrations "display attitude and habitat ^ ^ they 

academic and intellec ua policies and practices 

eliminate every trace of ^tudents be required to demon- 
As for Kilson's demand that Bla unaware of the 

strate an interest in the arts, one- -^s “dance and all the other 
vast upsurge in theater, pamtmg, poetry, ^ „inleres,," but schools 

arts by Black people? What is lac . g ^ wffl produ<:e their plays, 

that will train Black artists, ,h publishers for their books, 

museums that will display [ (orall their performing artists. AH 
and jobs and all-around opportunlbes 

this is overlooked by Kilson. 

"Misplaced Sentimentalism" 

AS another par, of 
admissions barriers against Black st 
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most important problem to surmount in admissions is the mispla 

sentimentalism that is widespread among liberal white admissio6 

officials (and black ones, too) at elite white colleges." (Again, the Vrob 

Iem is the liberals," the "leftists," not the racists!) 

Despite the fact that virtually any cutback in funds hits Black 

students and faculty first, Kilson calls for a special one against them 

stating that "the bad admissions choices stemming from this sentimen¬ 

talism have resulted in a serious waste of scarce university resources." 

To back up his claim that scholarship funds are being wasted on 

Black students, Kilson goes even further than most white university 

officials dare go in public. That is, he echoes what many administrators 

say about Black students in private meetings—and what the media say 

about them on TV, radio, in newspapers and books: ". . . ill-suited 

Negro students at elite colleges usually end up among the most zealous 

militants. . . ." Such students, continues Kilson, "become the arbiters 

of black separation at white colleges, establishing bizarre standards 

of 'blackness' (including drug culture and criminal acts) that the more 

talented Negro students are expected to follow." Thus completing a 

media caricature of "militant" but not-very-bright Blacks with a gun 

in one hand and heroin in the other. Kilson seems not to know that 

the white monopolists made drugs easily available to Black and white 

troops in Vietnam and continue to do so in the ghettos in order to 
drain off militance! 

One tragic instance, writes Kilson, "occurred at Cornell Univer¬ 

sity in 1971. A highly talented 16-year-old Negro student ... had been 

transformed within less than two years from a high academic achiever 

to a zealous separatist and criminal. As the judge observed in his report 

when handing down a five-year probation sentence: 'As soon as 

defendant became involved with the residents of the university-owned 

black men's co-op, he became easily led by the wrong people.' " 

Clearly, the danger to Blacks, according to this, comes not from 

racism but from other Blacks—who, it would appear, according to 

Kilson, are also obviously a danger to the entire university. It also 

follows, therefore, that there should not be more of them on campus, 

but fewer. And Kilson abets the monopolists' strategy for decreasing 

their numbers by proposing a quota. 

Kilson advocates the use of quotas, he says, "in order to overcome 

past racist restrictions ... on the growth of the American Negro 

elites." With this statement, Kilson not only relegates racism in these 

institutions to the past, he also alleges that the sole purpose of rac¬ 

ist restrictions was to keep out elite Blacks. But their purpose was 

revealed in their accomplishments: They kept out all Blacks. Now 
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riso„ advocates a quota that will in his opinion, keep out "ghetto 

^ Pc " while allowing admission of members of the elite. 

W "Unqualified or ill-suited black applicants have often been accepted 

tnn rank white colleges in order to broaden the representation of 

•Xr/ome :dtissions8officials cal. 'ghetto types/ This reduces the 

hmber of middle-class Negroes in the black student body • • • The 

f, rks most likely to succeed in the competition at top-rank colleges 

^^encouraged, and if most of them happen to be middle-class 

/ Wh after all, is the case for whites, too), then so be it. 

1 Despite Kilson's allegations, it is obvious that admm.strat.on 

officials don't want "ghetto types"-!.*., working-class youth-.n the 

universities Only mass pressure has forced the admission of some. 

And those officials don't want too many middle-class Blacks, enher. By 
A ,mnth as "ill-suited," by writing off their abilities, 

KU^on^hefp^ the administration limit the number of middle-class Blacks 

to be accepted as well-because the great mass of Black youth removed 

from consideration would leave the middle class isolated, without ties 

'^Behind Kilson's facade of words about assisting the "growth of the 

American Negro elites" (Kilson's language, not mine-H.W ), lies t 

^fortunate fact that the quota system he proposes >s: to the 

one the racist monopolists have used for so many decades to restrict 

admission of Black and other minority youth. Kilson s quota would 

affect not only working-class Black youth adversely, but middle-class 

founded for them0 .ken ^ tQ as „iU.suited Black youths (i.e those 

. , ™ qAT either they would be kept out of 

colleg^° altogether or, as revealed byKilson in the following statement 

to Black - in 

top-ranlT colleges." This remark not only downgrades Black colleges, 

but also amounts to an attempt to return them to the Booker T. 
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Washington concept, of Black colleges offering a strictly limited educa¬ 
tion. 

Kilson's views toward Black colleges lead in a two-fold direction: to 

accommodation to racism within predominantly white colleges, and to 

surrender to monopoly pressure to undermine Black colleges. Because 

of his elitist attitude toward the masses, Kilson has no confidence in 

struggle. This is why he despairs of change and has apparently opted to 

play the contemporary Booker T. Washington role. On the other hand, 

the confidence Du Bois—who opposed Washington's ideas—had in the 

masses continued to deepen, leading him to a Marxist-Leninist outlook 

and membership in the Communist Party. 

The fight to transform the academic and intellectual processes" 

calls for joint struggle of Black and white students and faculty members, 

and must be pressed on two fronts: as a fight for truth in education and 

for equality for Blacks in the majority colleges, and as a struggle for full 

and equal support to Black colleges. 

Every white person concerned about the nation's most dangerous 

pollutant racism—must realize that a real perspective for the transfor¬ 

mation of education must advance the struggle for unrestricted admis¬ 

sion of Blacks into the majority colleges and for saving and expanding 

Black colleges. Black colleges not only have a role to play in educating 

Black people, as they have done for generations, but they must also be 

seen as exceptionally vital institutions for educating whites. Since these 

colleges are not permeated with racism, the white students' education 

would already be off to a head start over that offered at the majority 
colleges. 

Dr. Du Bois vividly illustrated this fact in the following passage 

contrasting his educational experience at Fisk University with that at 
Harvard: 

At Fisk, the problem of race was faced openly and essential racial 

equality asserted and natural inferiority strenuously denied. In some 

cases the teachers expressed this theory; in most cases the student 

opinion naturally forced it. At Harvard, on the other hand, I began to 

face scientific race dogma: first of all, evolution and the "Survival of 

the Fittest. It was continually stressed in the community and in 

classes that there was a vast difference in the development of the 
whites and the "lower" races; that this could be seen in the physical 

development of the Negro. I remember once in a museum, coming 
face io face with a demonstration: a series of skeletons arranged from 

a monkey to a tall well-developed white man, with a Negro barely 
outranking a chimpanzee. (Dusk of Dawn, by W.E.B. Du Bois, 

Schocken Books, New York, first Schocken edition, 1968, pp. 97-98) 
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In his graduate studies Du Bois encountered a variation of racism in 

education-identical at Harvard and in Germany, where it prepared the 

ground for Nazi ideology: 

In the graduate school at Harvard and again in Germany, the 

emphasis again was altered, and race became a matter of culture anc 

cultural history. The history of the world was paraded before the 
observation of students. Which was the superior race? Manifestly 

that which had a history, the white race; there was some mention of 

Asiatic culture, but no course in Chinese or Indian history or culture 
was offered at Harvard, and quite unanimously in America and 

Germany, Africa was left without culture and without history. (Ibid., 

p. 98) 

Proud of "Maladjustment" to Monopoly's Plans 

What is needed are not quotas—which are an "effective ceiling" on 

university admissions—but a ground floor. There must be a truly 

representative minimum enrollment for Blacks, Chicanos Puerto 

Ricans, Asian-Americans and Native Americans—but no ceiling. e 

mass united struggle of Black, white, brown, yellow and red peoples 

required to bring about this democratization of the universities would 

simultaneously open up new opportunities for university education to 

white working-class youth. . . , 
In urging that the universities limit Black admissions to an elite, 

Kilson objectively assists the monopolists in their aim of proving a 

"crack" in the wall of solidarity between Black students and the Black 

masses. It is no accident that The New York Times publishes this article 

at a time when Black students. Black workers and Black people generally 

are reaching a new high in understanding that solidarity with their 

African brothers and sisters against neo-colonialism is bound up with 

the struggle for Black liberation in the heartland of world imperialism. 

And despite what Kilson's own intentions may have been, it must be 

recognized that his article is of assistance to the monopolists strategy of 

dispersing the Black liberation movement at home, while it aims at 

pushing the African peoples back into the "nooks and crannies of 

colonial oppression from which they are struggling to emerge. 

In his final paragraph, Kilson states, "It is imperative that the 

maladjustment of Negro students to the achievement and success- 

oriented life-styles of white colleges be corrected." ("Black Experience 

at Harvard," op. cit.) The Black students are rightly proud of their 

"maladjustment" to the monopolists' plans to allow a token number of 
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them to "integrate" into this racist system in order to help perpetuate it. 

Black students owe no loyalty to the "university in general" and 

what it stands for. Their loyalty belongs to their people, to the fight to 

change the present-day standards of "academic and intellectual achieve¬ 

ment" to conform to the needs of thirty million Black people as a vital 

part of the struggle for democratic advance for all the people of this 

country. This struggle for democratic advance also calls for the loyalty 

and support of all white students who want to transform the quality of 

life—on and off the campuses of the nation. 
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That the present situation in this country demands a mass people's 

party is beyond question. Formation of such a party must become a top 
^ £nr ,11 seeking a way out of the monopoly-imposed 

class and, especially, the Blade, 

Puerto Rican, Chicano, Native American and Asian-Amer.can mmor- 

fties-in fact, a crisis so all-pervasive it encompasses not only the work- 

become an obstacle to unity around such an anti-monopoly program. 

wtthta this context, “An Open Letter to Activists and Organizers of 

the Present and Past on the Need for a Mass Party of the People has 

been issued by a group called The National Interim Committee for a 

Mass Party of the People. Among the members of the group mostly 

professionals, are Arthur Kinoy of the National Lawyers Guild, and 

leaders or members of a variety of other organizations, including the 

N^Regretfidly,^the "perspective offered by the “Open Letter” (it 

included 'no program) does not correspond to the necessity for a 

mifvine strategy and policies for a mass alternative to monopoly s two 

“rtfof raSm and reaction. The 20-page “Open Letter” .s an 
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abridgement of a much longer document by Arthur Kinoy; althou K 

modified in some respects from the original, it retains its key feature ^ 

It is really unfortunate that after months of discussion bv th' 

Nahonal Interim Committee of a document in which Kinoy warns the 

U.S left against "imported models," the "Open Letter" takes it, 

ideological direction from an "imported model" of French origin 

derived especially, as we shall see, from Roger Garaudy's writings Not 

only does this "imported model" fail to run in an anti-monopolv 

direction in the United States; it has already been rejected by the 
working class in the country of its origin. 

"Urgently Required Solution" 

The "Open Letter" states: 

A society in which the natural resources, accumulated forces of 

production and creative energies of the people are at the services of 

the people s needs—a socialist society—has been the dream of the 
most advanced thinkers of every important social movement in the 

country s history: the abolitionists, the first organizers of trade 
unions, the leaders of the early movements for women's rights, and 

many others. Today fulfillment of that dream is on the current 

agenda of history—the crisis of the system has thrown it forward as 
the urgently required solution to the immediate problems of daily 

life. Nonetheless, we activists and organizers and everyone con- 

cerned for the present and future must face a harsh truth: a socialist 
solution to the crisis of American capitalism and imperialism is not 

the immediately inevitable alternative. ("Open Letter," p. 2) 

The reference of the "Open Letter" to the "abolitionists" and "the 

first organizers of trade unions" is apt indeed, because these "most 

advanced thinkers" of their time, influenced by Frederick Douglass and 

Karl Marx, recognized that the "urgently required solution to the crisis" 

of their time—slavery—depended on the widest possible realignment of 

forces within a strategy to break the slave power's domination of 

national government. But the "Open Letter" fails to make the connec¬ 

tion between the historic experience and the "urgently required solution 
to the crisis" today. 

Bypassed by the "Open Letter" is today's historic necessity to link 

the future abolition of capitalist wage slavery with the immediate 

struggle imperative of building a people's alternative to monopoly 

domination through its two-party system. This alternative-a mass 

party based on the leadership of the multi-racial working class within 

the framework of a great anti-monopoly formation—is the only strate- 
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'“oblt^otdafly life" with the fight for the future revolutionary 

P eftion to socialism. However, the "Open Letter" appears unable to 

Anguish between immediate and ultimate goals for its projected mass 

"nd EE in fact change its mind as to which is wh.ch from one 

'^Vor"instance, on page 2 the "Open Letter" states, "a socialist 

solution to the crisis of American capitalism and imperialism^ not th 

mmediately inevitable alternative.' But two pages a , 

Letter" asserts that its proposed mass party would have as_ its_ 

ro asser, that 

realistic objec ## And, clearJy/ this "political instru- 

SHSSEaSSsssi 
*■ .has., -uay i 
native to projec lng socialism Its ambiguity is also revealed 

:L»fcTa:.,Ore™20rth'cen,ury capitalism *e attempt to impose 

>y in^itable-alternative" 

“ eitnotfascism or socialism. Today's—e 

is either fascism or democracy. The false cho.ce posed by the Open 
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Letter,” reflecting a fatalist acceptance of the "inevitability” of fascism 

also flows from its adoption of Garaudy's concept of a "new historic 

bloc,” which diverts from an anti-monopoly strategy. What is required 

to fight every step that could lead to fascism and war is a great new 

anti-monopoly formation headed by the working class, the only strate¬ 

gy to advance the struggle for "transfer of power." 

"Group" or Class? 

The "Open Letter" describes its proposed "political instrumentali¬ 

ty" for "the taking of political, economic and social control" as "a new 

historical bloc which unifies the struggles of all sectors of the working 

class with those of all other oppressed groups. Such an historical bloc 

must rest first and foremost on the working class." (Ibid., p. 7. 

Emphasis in the original.) 

Despite this assertion, it soon becomes apparent that the adherents 

of Garaudy's "new historical bloc" idea reject the Marxist concept of the 

working class by denying the decisive role of basic production workers 

in unifying the workers and oppressed. The "Open Letter" states: 

The party must carefully analyze the expanding nature of the 

working class in the 20th century. Not only blue collar workers but, 

for instance, white collar workers in service occupations and govern¬ 
ment technicians, people on welfare, unpaid workers in the home, 

prisoners, and students are increasingly coming to share a common 
class interest in the overthrow of capitalism. (Ibid., p. 7) 

The document goes on to say. 

What we must understand is that the bankruptcy of the capitalist 

system has so infected and poisoned every aspect of society that 

today all oppressed groups have an objective and real stake in doing 

away with the power of the corporate rulers. (Ibid., p. 8) 

Of course, "all oppressed groups have an objective and real stake in 

doing away with the power of the corporate rulers." However, all the 

oppressed and exploited do not have a similar position within the 

system. In fact, the "Open Letter" de-emphasizes the production 

workers' special role even further by substituting "group" for class, thus 

slurring over class struggle as the motive force for change. 

The "Open Letter" asserts: 

From time to time, one or another of these groups will take the 

initiative in the struggle, and this in turn will stimulate other groups 
to respond to the degree that mutual confidence and understanding 

has been established in the course of daily work and struggles. (Ibid.) 
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It is certainly true that the sharpening economic, social and political 

Lis will evoke "initiative in the struggle" from forces within the 

lowing numbers of scientific, service and professional workers. And as 

fhe crisis of capitalism continues to deepen, more and more groups 

.„d strata will come within the scope of the alliance between the 

working class and all who suffer in any form under monopoly s rule. To 

the extent that the "initiative" of "one or another of these groups and 

strata relates to the crucial issues of the day, their actions will stimulate 

positive repercussions in the struggle for an independent mass alterna¬ 

tive to the monopoly-imposed crisis of existence. But the Open Utter 

does not project such a perspective. Instead, it counterposes the 

potential "initiative" of these "groups" to the primary initiative of the 

WOt Thl 'increasing polarization within the crisis of capitalism pushes 

new segments into the working class and also imposes on many 

"groups" and non-working-class strata conditions close to but not 

identical with those faced by the working class. But in its concept of the 

"expanded working class," the "Open Letter" misinterprets the chang- 

inestatus of these sectors of the population. The intensifying crisis 

brfngs such forces closer to the orbit of working class leaders ip 

but-contrary to the "Open Letter"-does not merge them with it. 

The ideological starting point of the "Open Letter" is a two-fold 

revision of the Marxist conception of the working class; while denying 

the leading role of the working class, especial y basic product on 
workers, the "Open Letter" advances the coroUary view that th 

"initiative" of "one or another" of a variety of groups will replace the 

primary role of the working class. Thus we see that ‘he interpretation of 

the "expanding nature of the working class" in the "Open Letter is ,n 

reality a break with a class analysis and perspective 
To challenge the view that a variety of "groups" can substitute for 

working-class initiative is not to diminish the potential in.hat.ve of the 

multiple "groups" suffering under the crisis of capitalism. But to assert 

that such "groups" can replace working-class leadership denies the 

necessity for an alliance between the working class and various 

"groups" and strata-which can be built only through the primary role 

of the multi-racial working class. 
On the surface, the difference between the Open Letter concep 

of a new "historical bloc" and the call for a mass ant,-monopoly 

formation may seem purely semantic In reality, however, it represen s 

the difference between an independent class position and one that 

bypasses the working class, thus diverting the struggle for ‘ndepen- 

dent people's alternative to monopoly's two parties. Such an alternative 
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cannot be built by “groups" alone, but only through the involve™ 

the pnmary leadership of the working class within a strategy comhi •*“' 

all the oppressed and exploited with all non-monopoly "grouts"0'08 
strata. and 

Interestingly, an early challenge to anti-Marxist concepts of tk 

“expanded working class" and a new “historical bloc" to be led nJu 

the working class but by various “social groups" came from Lenin-wb 
wrote that such conceptions ran counter to the processes of the H ° 
struggle. uass 

Certainly, Lenin did not underestimate the potential inherent in 

various “social groups," in "classes and strata of society" outside the 

working class. However, he emphasized that initiative from such "social 

groups" depends on the inspiration and guidance of the working class 
Lenin stressed the need to: 

. . . strengthen our faith in the might of the labour movement we 

lead; for we see that unrest in the foremost revolutionary class is 

spreading to other classes and other strata of society, that it has 
already led, not only to the rousing of the revolutionary spirit among 

the students to a degree hitherto unparalleled, but to the beginning 
of the awakening of the countryside, to greater self-confidence and 

readiness to struggle on the part of social groups that have until now 
(as groups) not been very responsive. 

Public unrest is growing among the entire people in Russia, among 

all classes, and it is our duty ... to exert every effort to take 

advantage of this development, in order to explain to the progressive 

working-class intellectuals what an ally they have in the peasants, in 
the students, and in the intellectuals generally, and to teach them 

how to take advantage of the flashes of social protest that break out, 

now m one place, now in another, We shall be able to assume our 
role of front-rank fighters for freedom only when the working class, 

led by a militant revolutionary party, while never for a moment 

forgetting its special condition in modern society and its specific 

historic task of liberating humanity from economic enslavement, will 

raise the banner in the struggle for freedom for the whole people and 

VaJlly, t^,s t^a?ner a11 those of the most varied strata. . . . 
:!ld Works' Vd.5, PP- 288-289, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 

added—H W) freed°m” emPhasLzed in original; other emphasis 

Antecedent of "Open Letter" Concepts 

An antecedent of the substitution in the “Open Letter" of social 

groups" for the role of the working class, for struggle between classes 
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concept^'"Communism: The Turning PoM of 

jinking’ " in the contradictions ot capit.1- 

t^tTo^ions inheren, in e^iism. (.bid., p. «■ 

~ 
relationships to the obsolescence of the working 

However, since the on P it numerical increase is 

class has not occurred (on t e coi '„sbift" does not mean "the 

of classes and of class relations. . . - reated according to Garau- 
This “transformation of classes tenn8 . . jointly 

dy, a “working class m the ™ and the blue coliar workers." 

constituted by the white co ar „new historic bloc," the "only 

(Ibid., p. 63) This force constitutes gtrata in a vast movement 
factor capable of involving even wider social^ 

for the renewal of Americani soci >. ^ "working class . . . jointly 

However, while Garau y spe ^ ^ blue.conar workers," he 

constituted by the white-ccl ar w "front-rankers" 
makes it clear that blue-collar worker^, far^om ^ ^ ^ 

in the fight for a renewa o mc ln fact, it is the white-collar 

status with the reduction who are assigned the 
workers farthest from the point ot pr 

reading role in Garaudys "new histone bloc . 

, , t fblt a primary role . . . will be played by the 
There can be no doubt tha p cadres, as also by a great many 
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ture of the productive forces and the corresponding importance of 
organized intelligence. (Ibid., p. 68) 

In stating that the "shift" does not mean "the old contradictions 

have disappeared," Garaudy is acknowledging their existence only to 

declare them an anachronism—for, in his view, the "current mutation" 

"shifts" the basic contradiction far from the arena of class struggle and 

the primary role played by the basic production workers. 

"Human Subjectivity"—Or Class Consciousness? 

According to Garaudy, the "mutation" brought about by scientific 

and technological developments has not only expanded but altered the 

character of the working class and the class struggle: 

. . . what is forcibly emerging in opposition to the blind mechanism 
of industrial civilization, is human subjectivity in this, the era of the 
scientific and technological revolution. (Ibid., p. 19. Emphasis in the 

original.) 

In other words, to Garaudy the primary motive force for change is 

not the class struggle but the scientific and technological revolution. 

Using the alleged "mutation" of the character of the working class and 

the class struggle as his rationale, he "shifts" from a class position, 

substituting "human subjectivity" for class consciousness—and for 

Marxism-Leninism, the highest form of class consciousness. (The idea 

in the "Open Letter" that "one or another" "group" can replace the 

class role of the working class also derives from this "mutation" 

concept.) 

Another reason, says Garaudy, why the "current mutation" has 

altered the character of the working class is that "the computerization of 

production as also of administration tends to place man at the periphery 

of direct production. . . ." (Ibid., p. 24. Emphasis added—H.W.) This is 

why the basic production workers are subordinate (if not irrelevant), in 

Garaudy's "new historic bloc," to the scientific and professional work¬ 

ers "at the periphery of direct production." 

At this writing, the miners are being forced to prepare for a strike 

against government-supported mine owners. It would be news to these 

miners (and to all the millions of workers directly involved in produc¬ 

tion) to learn that the main force and struggle against the bosses comes 

from the minority of scientists and engineers "at the periphery of direct 

production." If the strike takes place, the miners will of course welcome 

the support of every engineer and technician, on and off the picket lines. 

But the miners, as well as auto, steel and all other workers involved 
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, tlv in Deduction, well know that the primary strength and leader- 

^K tj^of every struggle comes from those at the center of production and 

5hiP,nort Mo lover, they know that not all those "at the periphery 

enforce the mteierts o t e °S5C duction workers can defend 

trX"7‘n crunchen with the primary struts and 

leading role of the production workers. 

A Time-Worn Tactic 

As part of his attempt to prove that scientific'and technological 

rtlrima^o-for change, Garaudy turns to the time-worn tactrc 

of quoting Marx to falsify Marxism: 

. as foreseen by Marx, science is becoming a leading force 
‘ ■ A it fs an objective fact that a growing number of 
m production, it is an 1 . eefS and research workers) are 

non-manual worke”J" "collective laborer" and to evince the class 

criteria corresponding to those applied by Marx when he defined the 

working class. (Ibid., p. 98) . 

personnel at different supervisory, ““"“^,J)duction and doaer 

that in the "collective laborer' process, the capitalist 

. . . hands over the work of 

individual workmen, an g-oup rkmen under the command 

wage-laborer. An officers (managers), and 

of a capitalist, requires, . who! while the work is being 

sxzssz ,c"“v""' International Publishers, New York, 1970, p. 332) 

Marx went on to say: || 
As in the natural body head a^d^tand wait upon each^other^so^he 

6tbd“vln become deadly foes. The product ] 
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ceases to be the direct product of the individual, and becomes a soci 
product, produced in common by a collective laborer. . . (Ibid 
508) " p> 

Marx also wrote: 

Included among these productive workers, of course are all those 

who contribute in one way or another to the production of the 

commodity, from the actual operative to the manager or engineer (as 

distinct from the capitalist). (Theories of Surplus Value, Part I 
Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1969, pp. 156-157) 

Garaudy's attempt to enlist Marx to contradict Marx falls apart 

under the impact of Marx's clear distinction between the "actual op¬ 

erative" and "thtf manager or engineer," etc., at other levels. Marx's 

distinction applies equally to today's "actual operative" at the point of 

production and scientific and other personnel at the "periphery of direct 

production." 

To Marx, however, the term "collective laborer" encompassed the 

modern large-scale social process of capitalist commodity production—a 

process including "the manager or the engineer," etc., along with "the 

actual operative." When Maix wrote of the "collective laborer" he 

neither confused nor equated this concept with the working class and 

class struggle. But Garaudy manipulates Marx's words to make it appear 

that, according to Marx, those "at the periphery of direct production" 

have merged with the direct production workers within the class 

struggle historically destined to abolish capitalist commodity produc¬ 

tion. 

Of course, the engineers, scientists and managers "at the periphery 

of direct production" all contribute, as Marx put it, "in one way or 

another to the production of the commodity." But through his distortion 

of Marx's concept of the "collective laborer," Garaudy obscures the fact 

that in the class struggle—the workers' struggle against exploitation 

within the process of capitalist commodity production—a distinct differ¬ 

entiation takes place: The "collective laborer" breaks down according to 

the relationship of each of its segments to direct production. 

And it is in the segments "at the periphery of direct production"— 

the leading players in Garaudy's "new historic bloc"—where vacillation 

appears. It is, after all, the function of certain segments within the 

"collective laborer" to "contribute in one way or another" not to the 

struggle of the direct production workers, but to upholding the aims of 

capitalism. Thus, certain segments of the "collective laborer" "part 

company" with the direct production workers and even become their 

"deadly foes" in the struggle against wage slavery, the struggle between 

proletariat and bourgeoisie. 
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andclass struggle, which » 

in relation ,0 the means, of G ^ ..conlradicfions 

changes in working-class oompo^tmi. ar.smg * ^ 
technical developments tn the production process no 

*• — mean a numerical hundred percent increase in the 

managing capitalism arrived at its monopoly stage, 
industrial working class s V nrofessional workers is now 

Because the ratio of scientific and professiona duction 

larger than in the past, Garaudy ks‘d int0 one indivisible 

=sr,s= a 

....—* 
refute Marxism was had by Lenin m ^ undertaken a 

^ 

°n AlHhese people could no, 
and Engels scores o t.mes te^ed theupMo^p^ ^ ^ dive 

cal materialism. Yet al these p P ^ ^ ^eir hostility toward 

gence of their political vie\ , - claim to be Marxists in 

dialectical materialism, .at 1 e. S» sticisrTlfw says Berman. Engels' 
philosophy! Engels dialectics y fks Bazarov casually, as 

views have become a^"atef^t> Yet when it comes to an 

th°V8h p” vL^lteir aSlie towark Marx and Engels, all their 
explicit definition of the for their own convictions at once 

courage and all their ? renunciation 0f dialectical matenal- 

disappear. In deed 'word—endless subterfuges, attempts to 
ism, i.e-, of Marxism their retreat, to put some 
evade the essence of the questm^ ta general, and la 

r—d refusal to ma'ke a direct analysis of the innumerable 
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materialist declarations of Marx and Engels. This is truly "mutiny 0n 

one's knees/' as it was justly characterized by one Marxist. This is 

typical philosophical revisionism, for it was only the revisionists who 

gained a sad notoriety for themselves by their departure from the 
fundamental views of Marxism and by their fear, or inability, to 

"settle accounts" openly, explicitly, resolutely and clearly with the 
views they had abandoned. 

Lenin added: 

At the moment I would only remark that if our philosophers had 

spoken not in the name of Marxism but in the name of a few 

"seeking" Marxists, they would have shown more respect for 
themselves and for Marxism. (V. I. Lenin, Materialism and Empirio- 

Criticism, New York, International Publishers, 1927, pp. 9-10) 

Letting the Bosses Off the Hook 

With undeniable logic, Garaudy balances off his exaggeration of 

the role of scientific and professional workers at the "periphery" by 

dismissing the role of workers at the direct point of production. For this 

he gives the following theoretical justification: 

The scientific and technological revolution, however, has affected the 

development of the American trade union movement in two different 
ways. Firstly, it has progressively atrophied the movement's social 

function. Because the great mutation has enabled the employer to 
increase his profits by a technologically induced rise in productivity 

rather than by direct overexploitation, it has been possible to rally the 

administrative organs of the trade unions and, in their wake, the 

main body of the working class, to the aims and to the nefarious 

consequences these entail—the policies relating to armaments and 

war. . . . The second effect the mutation has had upon the trade 

unions arises out of the first. Having been reduced to a purely 
economic role which they have in any case already played out by 

obtaining all there was to obtain through collective bargaining, their 

function inevitably becomes bureaucratized—the trade union be¬ 

comes an organ of the system. Thus integration and bureaucratiza¬ 

tion are two aspects of the present impasse. (The Crisis in Commu¬ 
nism: The Turning Point of Socialism, pp. 63-64. Emphasis added— 

H.W.) 

Who but the bosses could accept Garaudy's assertion that a "great 

mutation" arising out of the scientific and technological revolution has 

allowed employers to increase profits by a "technologically induced rise 

in productivity rather than by direct exploitation"! 
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.n Taraudv is state monopoly capitalism 
No longer, according to mutation'' has brought about 

the workers' enemy eca loitation"i Nor are the class- 
increased profits without wVinProntrol the trade union apparatus 
collaborationist labor^e^enants^who^conttoHh^ ^ ^ 

the workers enemy was t0 obtain through collective 

out" their role "by obtaining of white workers experience 

bargaining"! And no onger 1 h ^ ^ miUion Black workers m 

"direct over-exploitation, double and triple over- 

basic industry and from speedup, etc, but from a 

exploitation —became P oroductivity"! This idyllic reversal of 

"technologically induCf™haT5£conseqxiences of the scientific and 

reality cannot conceal r controi o{ m0nopoly capital. Its 

technological revolution u sutes, in mounting corporate 

fruits are seen especially increase5 in speedup in the work places, 
profits contrasted with spirah S massive, chronically expanding 
in the rates of exploitation^ndm massive,^ by BlacU 

unemployment ar.c pover j Thi same technology in the hands of 

and other oppressed for apartheid colonial- 

; L neo-colonialism in A.rica and oiher 

countries of the "third world. socialist countries has a 

Cooperation between Ango a an socialist states and the peoples 

true equality that can be ^^^^urtion. 

now breaking away from neo Garaudy's "new historic bloc 
To dispel any lmgermg dou „ t oU class.c0llaborationist 

concept is anything but a ne mass of basic 
policies, one need only exarnme his view ^ won »to 

production workers are now 1 8 well satisfied because they 

the aims" of capital, their mate trough collective bargaining." 

have gotten "all there was o workers when they demand a 
(Isn't this exactly what the bosses tell the w 

pay increase?) 1T c trade union movement is simply an 

Such an analysis of ^ ^^.Communist AFL-CIO officialdom, 

apology for the corrup , ' anal is one would never dream that 

Further, from reading ara capitalism's development has had 
_claverv and racism in capiw. 
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ness and organization of the U.S. working class. Rejecting the relaf 

ship between the economic and the political struggle, as Garaudv V°n' 

is the logical outcome of a retreat from class struggle to class colIab0eS< 
tionist policies. 0ra' 

Black People and Class Differentiation 

It should be noted that, unlike Garaudy, the "Open Letter" does 

not de-emphasize the oppression of Black people in general. On the 

other hand, the "Open Letter" does reflect Garaudy's influence in its 

failure to deal specifically with the triple "over-exploitation" of Black 

workers, and in its treatment of Black liberation without regard to class 

differentiation—in fact, it does not make a single reference to Black 

workers as such. For example: 

The party of the people [one which represents a new "historical 
bloc" based on the "expanding nature of the working class"—H.W.] 

must be a party in which Black people participate fully in the initial 
organizing, the thinking, the planning and development—that is, a 

party in which Black people take a leadership role. ("Open Letter," p. 

But a strategy for Black liberation—as well as a strategy for building 

a mass alternative to monopoly's two parties—must first of all recognize 

the special role of Black workers within the Black liberation movement 

as a whole, and in the general class struggle of the multi-racial working 

class. In this respect, the "Open Letter" parallels Garaudy's assignment 

of non-working-class strata to the working class, while minimizing the 

decisive role of the basic production workers. 

Despite the diviseness of racism, the objective historical process is 

merging Black workers with the general class struggle. But, contrary to 

the impression given by the "Open Letter" of a merger of the Black 

people as a whole with an "expanding working class," the Black 

liberation movement as such does not and will not merge with the 

working class. To advance the idea of such a merger can be of assistance 

only to those who would ideologically disarm the Black workers, and 

divert them from their dual historic role of participating fully and leading 

equally in the general class struggle, while leading the Black liberation 

movement. To convey the impression that the Black people as a whole 

merge into the working class obscures in particular the responsibility of 

white workers in building an alliance between the multi-racial working 

class, the Black liberation movement and all the oppressed as central to 

the anti-monopoly struggle. 
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The "Internal Colony" Theory 

I. While the "0Pen Letter" bypasses th>* ^.tTmove- 

withi„ the " ‘h"‘ 

iwXX in «he United States as an "interna, colony: 

a fundamental conflict is builtinto the very hea^* °eriajist 

capitalist society-an interna1 conttad.chon cow. 

country and oppressed co ony , . The embedding of this 
tries exists only as an he most powerful capitaUst 
colonial contradiction withm the heart o ^ ^ when the dy- 

system in the world has exttao V P. {of Black liberation 

namics of the upsurge to complete , g’0S{ the internal colony 

and the unfulfilled democratic , 1 t gles against capitalism, 
merges with the power of work^mg class t0 workplace 

as Blacks increasingly participate g . j features of the 

conflicts, an insight into the constitutes a unique 

capitalist rule. (Ibid., pp. W). 

U^Lactthat^^cnl^^^^^^ 

peotde^and parttadarhfB°ack|woAejs^r^fightmj^ThfcJcn|y 
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working-class struggles. Thus the document offers a perspective counter 

to the requirements of the struggle against racism and super-exploi¬ 

tation in the "workplaces" of this country. 

There is a built-in contradiction between the document's rhetoric 

about a Black liberation movement that "merges" with "workplace 

conflicts" and its "internal colony" concept—which leads away from the 

concerns of millions of Black and other workers in the nation's 

"workplaces." For example, auto "workplaces" in Detroit, Lordstown, 

Tarrytown, etc., are shutting down, temporarily or otherwise. Tens of 

thousands of Black, as well as non-Black, workers are being catapulted 

into the swelling tide of unemployed—at a time when even a weekly 

paycheck does not provide escape from the disaster of monopoly- 

enforced inflation. 

Now one must ask: Will the Black workers' fight for jobs be directed 

within the so-called colonies—i.e., ghettos—scattered across the coun¬ 

try? Can Blacks find a solution to their triple oppression—as workers, as 

a people, and racially—within these alleged colonies scattered across the 

country? Or is the solution to be found via a rejection of the "internal 

colony" theory, and the adoption of a strategy recognizing the inaliena¬ 

ble rights of Black people and the realities of Black liberation? 

The unemployed Black auto workers are not looking for jobs in the 

ghetto—where they do not exist. Their demands are aimed at those who 

control the jobs. Their fight, unlike that of the masses in a colony, is not 

against an external oppressor and exploiter; it's against the racist 

monopolists controlling this country's entire economy. 

Even the total of all oppressed minorities in this country (the Black 

people plus the Puerto Rican, Chicano, Asian-American and Native 

American peoples) does not constitute a majority, as do the oppressed 

in a colony. In the United States, the "colony" idea conflicts with the 

"dynamics" of struggle: Here, the interests and struggles of all the 

oppressed and exploited "merge" into a common battle against an 

internal enemy, monopoly capital. 

Yet the "Open Letter," in total disregard of the reality of the 

"dynamics" of Black liberation in the United States, insists that policies 

stemming from the "internal colony" concept are the "unique key to 

shaking the foundations of capitalist rule." The document, for instance, 

states: 

Since the problems created by the special oppression of Black people 
are unique and distinct, the party will recognize the need for and 

respect the autonomy of separate political organizations and national¬ 

ist groups working specifically for the emancipation of Black people 

from domination. Thus, the party will under no circumstances 
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country. One such "code" word (and a particularly notorious one) i 

outside, readily translated into "Communist" by any reader havin$ 

even the slightest familiarity with the language of the mass media. (Was 

this redbaiting in anticipation of the fact that the Communists would 

enter into the discussion and take issue with the unscientific "internal 

colony" theory and its harmful consequences?) 

The divisive implication that an analysis based on Marxist-Leninist 

principles is an "outside perspective" should be left to the racist ruling 

class. But, and again ironically, the "Open Letter" shows anew that not 

only anti-Communists but also those who, regrettably, fail to resist 

anti-Communist ideology invariably counter a Marxist-Leninist per¬ 

spective in the only way possible: with "outside"—i.e., bourgeois- 

influenced—policies; policies arising outside of and against the interests 

of the working class and the oppressed, and objectively serving the 

outside interests of the monopolist oppressors. The policies arising from 

the "internal colony" concept unfortunately fall into this category. 

Far from providing insight into the character of Black oppression in 

the United States, the "outside" colony analogy—by transplanting 

concepts applicable to African, Asian and Latin American countries— 

obscures the special features of the development of the Black liberation 
struggle in the United States. 

A colony is a separate society, having a separate economy within a 

common territory. In freeing itself from domination originating from 

the separate economy of its imperialist oppressor, a colony opens the 

way toward taking control of its own resources, economy and future. 

The super-exploitation of a colony, therefore, arises from its 

domination by a separate "mother country." But the racist ruling class's 

super-exploitation of Black people in the United States—first as unpaid, 

then underpaid, labor—has never taken place within two separate 

societies. This is the unique difference between the Black condition in 
this country and a colony. 

Even during the period when U.S. economic and political power 

was divided and shared between the slave owners and the rising 

capitalist class, two separate independent societies did not exist. The 

slavocracy could not survive as a separate society, but only so long as 

chattel slavery served the accumulation and expansion of capital in 

non-slave areas of the economy. The economy in the chattel slavery 

areas and that in the "free" labor areas were never fully separate; on the 

contrary, they were interconnected and interdependent, each evolving 

with an interrelated process of capital accumulation based on the unpaid 

labor of Black slaves and cheap labor of white workers. 

Today, when the U.S. economy continues to be ever more com- 
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oletely consolidated under the control of state monopoly capital, it 

becomes increasingly apparent that the triple oppression of B ack people 

has not evolved within a separate, detachable "internal colony but 

that the reality of an historic process has locked Black people and the 

oppressed minorities, along with the white masses, into the single 

society of state monopoly capitalism. 

A "Versatile" Theory 

A corollary to the crisis of capitalism is the crisis^ of anti- 

Communism. The crisis is evident, for example, in monopoly's desper¬ 

ate and escalating attempts to counter scientific socialism, the Marxist- 

Leninist analysis of class and national liberation, with other, more 

"revolutionary" theories. Unlike Marxism-Leninism, such theories are 

so versatile they can be adapted for use by ruling class as well as radical 

circles* 
One theory in this category is the "internal colony" idea which 

turned up, for instance, in the Report of the National Advisory Commis¬ 

sion on Civil Disorders, popularly known as the "Kerner Report. As 

handled by the Kerner Commission—appointed by President Johnson 

following the 1967 ghetto upsurges—the super-radical "internal colony" 

concept becomes a "warning" that the country is divided into two, and 

this alleged condition may become permanent. 

To continue present policies is to make permanent the division of our 

country into two societies; one Negro and poor, located in the central 

cities; the other predominantly white and affluent, located in t e 
suburbs and outlying areas. (Report of the National Advisory Com¬ 

mission on Civil Disorders, Bantam Books, New York, 1968, p. 483) 

The similarity between this view and that of the radical adherents of 

the "internal colony" theory is only too evident. Whether described as 

"two societies" by ruling-class circles or an "internal colony by 

radicals, the theory of separate societies within this country serves to 

disguise the special character of the segregation and triple oppression of 

Black people—which takes place not within a separate society, but 

within the same society, the same economic system, controlled by the 

same racist monopolists dominating the lives of the masses of this 

country—Black, brown, red, yellow and white. 

Not only does the "Open Letter" ignore the contradiction between 

its "internal colony" theory and the absence of a basis for a separate, 

viable economy within a common territory where self-determination for 

Black people in the United States could be achieved; it also fails to link 
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the question of "self-determination" for the "internal colony" to the 

all-important matter of state power. 

The slogan of self-determination applies to countries in Africa, Asia 

and Latin America because separate state power can be achieved within 

the territory of a former colony such as Guinea-Bissau, or in Angola 

Mozambique, etc. But state power cannot be attained in the U.S 

ghettos or any other separatist or artificially conceived form. Nor can 

Black people alone bring about a change in control of U.S. state power. 

The power of state monopoly capitalism, which controls this entire 

country, can be broken only by the power of a nation-wide anti- 

monopoly coalition, with the multi-racial working class as its foundation 

and leadership. 

The "internal colony" theory fosters the idea that Blacks alone— 

without the alliance of all those whose interests lie in opposition to 

monopoly—can advance separately against the class that owns the 

decisive sectors of the economy and, through this ownership, exercises 

control over the total economy, in and out of the ghetto. But it is 

impossible for any single section of the oppressed and exploited—even 

the exploited majority of white workers—to effectively take on even a 

single major corporation in the fight to improve conditions. 

When workers take cm even one major corporation, they are met 

with the collective power of monopoly—backed up by government— 

against their demands. This is the reality of state monopoly capitalism 

whose consolidated power is decisive in the lives of the working masses, 

whatever their color or origin. If no stratum of the workers—not even 

the white majority—can effectively challenge even one corporate mo¬ 

nopoly, how can the Black minority take on the collective power of all 

the monopolists, state monopoly capitalism? 

But the "Open Letter," through its promotion of the "internal 

colony" idea, would have all segments of the working class, as well as 

the Black, Puerto Rican, Chicano, Native American and Asian- 

American minorities as a whole, reject a strategy of collective opposition 

to the collective power of state monopoly capitalism. 

When the conditions for separate economic development do not 

exist, "self-determination" is a fantasy. The reality facing Black people 

in the United States is how to break monopoly's control of state power, 

which it maintains with its prime weapons of racism and anti- 

Communism. The "internal colony" idea must be seen for what it is: a 

concept that diverts from the basic question of forging a powerful 

anti-monopoly coalition in this country. If the multi-racial masses were 

to accept this concept advanced by the "Open Letter," they would be left 
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without a strategy of unification to oppose the unified strategy of 
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of Puerto Rico is a sham. The Puerto Rican liberation movement is 

demanding joint control or participation in the U.S. economy in an° 

form; it is out to end "joint" control of the Puerto Rican economy V 

By contrast, the Black liberation movement—representing a minor 

ity in the multi-racial U.S. population—demands equality in determin 

ing the economic and political life of the United States. But the 

monopolists use everything from discrimination to assassination to 

prevent Black people from "jointly" determining the policies of this 
country. 

Of course, the goal of the U.S. oppressed and exploited is not to 

become the "partners" of U.S. monopoly. The job of the masses of the 

people, whatever their race or origin, is—under the leadership of the 

working class—to end monopoly control of the country. This fight 

cannot be carried on by the Black minority alone. Only the unity of all 

the oppressed and exploited can win joint control of the economy by the 

people. 

It is ironic that U.S. imperialism—which uses its economic and 

military power to oppose self-determination for African, Asian and 

Latin American countries with separate economies to at least some 

degree—encourages the fantasy of "self-determination" for Black peo¬ 

ple without a common territory or separate economy in the United 

States. 

The strategy of the liberation movements of Puerto Rico and other 

countries outside the United States is to break the links binding their 

economies to imperialism. But a liberating strategy for Black people in 

the United States does not call for a break with the U.S. economy. 

Instead, such a strategy must aim at ending the exclusion of Blacks from 

full participation in the U.S. economy. The goal here is complete 

equality within the total economy. 

The "internal colony" theory leads away from this strategy. In 

effect, it tells Black workers to give up the struggle against the 

monopolists who exploit them at the point of production, and instead, to 

fall in behind those who advocate the fantasy of Black capitalism, of 

"self-determination" in the ghettos. 
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L a section on electoral policy, the "Open Letter" states: 
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to help bring about a massive breakaway from the two-party system 

which can occur only through a complicated, multi-racial process 

Broad multi-racial anti-monopoly forces in and out of the labor 

movement, not yet ready to break with the two-party system, are 

moving increasingly into struggle around critical issues. Such forces will 

look upon the electoral tactics in the "Open Letter" as an obstruction to 

dealing with the problems of the day, thus an "evil" in themselves. 

Instead of helping to provide an alternative to the "lesser evil" syn. 

drome, the orientation in the "Open Letter" would prop it up: Knowing 

that such a narrow approach could not win others, many forces who 

could help in building an effective mass electoral alternative would 

instead see no hope for it and therefore remain within the two parties' 

"lesser evil" orbit. 

Millions of Black and other oppressed peoples—including mount¬ 

ing numbers within the multi-racial working class—are taking initiative 

around crisis-of-existence issues. Even though these forces are still 

electorally within the two-party framework, their struggles represent a 

new stage in the process by which millions are putting a greater and 

greater distance between their aspirations and the policies of monopo¬ 

ly's two parties. But the tactics of the "Open Letter" run roughshod over 
this reality. 

Inherent in the divisive rhetoric in the "Open Letter" is a clear, 

even though unconscious, reflection of racism: By consigning all elected 

officials not yet ready to break with the two-party system to the "liberal 

capitalist 'lesser evil' " scrapheap, the "Open Letter" writes off the vital 

bloc of Black Congressional representatives. In dismissing these and 

hundreds of other Black elected officials across the nation, the "Open 

Letter" reveals a giant contradiction: What becomes of its promise never 

to "compete with, dictate to, or superimpose an outside perspective on" 

Black people? And what of its avowal that the "party of the people" will 

"respect the autonomy of" and develop "the closest possible alliances 

and working relationships with Black political organizations"? In its 

handling of the "lesser evil" question, the "Open Letter" does indeed 

"compete with and dictate to" Black people. It shows disrespect for their 

decision-making rights by attempting to impose an "outside perspec¬ 

tive" on them—instead of supporting the struggle for Black representa¬ 

tion on every level. What the "Open Letter" projects is a head-on 

collision with the most significant electoral developments since Recon¬ 

struction. 

It ignores a most significant fact: that is, the uneven development 

of the struggle for an independent, anti-monopoly formation. 

It fails to take note of the advanced demands and specific forms of 
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electoral struggles and victories"-at a time when those who u 

won to a mass alternative have not yet broken with the two „! * 

system-do not "realistically project the possibilities" inherent in L * 

struggle. Such super-revolutionary speculations on the "limitations" 

future struggles can only divert from today's central strategy jn 

Umted States: formation of a broad people's alternative that will abolish 

oft^aTf„riSm represemed by COrPOratC « 

„ , Jt iS ,certainIy necessary to "realistically project the possibilities" of 
e ectoral struggles and victories" at a particular point in time But to 

simultaneously project "limitations" on the outcome of future struggles 

in either the electoral or non-electoral arena weakens the fight around 

urgent unmediate issues while in no way clarifying the form or content 

of future struggles. In fact, the "Open Letter" fails to show the 

relationship between present struggles and an "ultimate solution"- 

instead it creates a loss of confidence in the value of a mass alternative 

to break through the present "limitations" now imposed by monopoly in 
and out of the electoral arena. 

By placing "limitations" on the future potential of particular mass 

struggles, the "Open Letter" implies that the form in which the 

revolutionary transition to socialism will take place is predictable in 

advance It is saying, in other words, that the ruling class—whatever the 

historical context—will impose the form in which the "ultimate" 

transition will be fought out. This emphasis on form rather than the 

content of revolutionary transition confirms anew the underlying weak¬ 

ness of the "Open Letter": an orientation away from the working class 

content of both present and "ultimate" struggles. 

This weakness accounts for the primary emphasis in the "Open 

Letter" on—and implied prediction of—the form of transition. In reality, 

however, the specific form of revolutionary transition cannot be predict¬ 

ed; it will be determined in each country by specific class relations, 

internal and external situation, etc. However, what can and must be 

predicted is class content: Whatever the form of the increasingly sharp 

class struggles required to lead to the revolutionary transition from 

capitalism to socialism, the content—i.e., the shift in state power from 

monopoly capital to the working class heading an alliance of all 
exploited and oppressed—is unvarying. 

Yet for all its bold talk of "the taking of political, economic and 

social control" and its super-revolutionary implications about the form 

of transition, the "Open Letter" denies the class content of the revolu¬ 

tionary process—a denial inherent in its call for a new "historic bloc," 

with the "initiative" of "groups" replacing the primary role of the 
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working class. That its new "historic bloc," its "instrumentality" for 

"taking . . . control" is an abstraction, unrelated to the reality of classes 

and the role of the working class, is underscored when the "Open 

Letter" states that: 

for the first time in history, a victorious [U.S.] people, after 

ousting their capitalist rulers, would be faced with the perspective of 

being able to construct a society in which the material forces of 
production are already more than sufficiently developed to provide an 

economy of plenty, not only sufficient for every person in this 

country but capable of participating in the efforts of all countries to 

achieve the level of productivity necessary for an economy o 
abundance. ... The objective conditions may exist for the First 

experience in human history of the "withering away o the coercive 

form of state after the taking of power by the people. This is a 

fantastic possibility which profoundly shapes the nature of the new 

society which we can build. (Ibid., pp. 17-18) 

From this statement emerges a striking paradox in the "Open 

Letter" predictions. On one hand, it indicates in essence that those now 

in control of the United States will continue to be so powerful that the 

"ultimate" transition from capitalism to socialism can be made only 

through armed struggle. Then-swinging from leftism to nght 

opportunism—it projects a future in which the "withering away of the 

necessity of state rule of the working class in alliance with the formerly 

oppressed and exploited takes place right after monopoly capitalism is 

dislodged! Thus, the "Open Letter" contradicts the very purpose-i.e., 

"taking political, economic and social control"—for which it has con¬ 

jured up a new "historical bloc"! 

This fantasy of the instant fading away of the most powerfu 

exploiting class in history, the instant disappearance of its heritage o 

racism and oppression-without a period of transition when state power 

is in the hands of the multi-racial working class-den.es the very 

essence of the class struggle and Its relationship to state power of the 

class content of revolutionary transition from capitalism to building a 

socialist society. It falsifies Mam's concept of the "withering away of 

the state, and substitutes a strange amalgam-from Bakunin to Kautsky 

to Garaudy—of opposition to Marxism. 

Of course, a victorious people in the United States will have the 

"perspective of being able to construct a society in which the materia 

forces of production" are far in advance of those in Russia at the time of 

the October Revolution and in Cuba when its revolution took place. This 

U.S. advantage emerges from a long history of slavery, super¬ 

exploitation and oppression, domestically and internationally. But the 
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already existing "objective conditions" for an "economy of plenty" d0 

not alter the class content of a perspective of sharp class struggle 

culminating in the rule of the working class allied with the masses of 

oppressed and exploited. 

The "Open Letter"'s "perspective" is one that merges Roger 

Garaudy's concept of the scientific and technological revolution with 

Karl Kautsky's reformist idea of higher levels of "material forces of 

production" evolving into socialism. Both these views are based on 

levels of technology, rather than class struggle, as the motive force for 

social change. 

An Inevitable Interrelationship 

Inevitably, there is an interrelationship between the analysis in the 

"Open Letter" of imperialism's internal contradictions (from its un- 

Marxist interpretation of the "expanding nature of the working class" as 

the basis for a new "historical bloc" to its "internal colony" concept) 

and its analysis of the contradictions between imperialism and anti¬ 

imperialism on a world scale. 

After a declaration of its anti-imperialist objectives—"The party of 

the people will be totally dedicated to the destruction of imperialism at 

home and abroad—the "Open Letter" goes on to state: 

The party must not only organize support for these many liberation 

struggles which are shaking the very foundations of imperialist rule, 

it must be prepared to open within the imperialist country itself 
struggles in every area against those policies of the imperialist ruling 

class which perpetuate its domination around the world. . . . 

[Events] are exploding which require and will continue to require 

militant mass intervention by the people of this country acting in 

alliance with oppressed nations and peoples internationally. A party 
of the people built in the homeland of the most powerful imperialist 

rule, must as a basic and fundamental aspect of its purpose help 

organize appropriate forms in the development of these struggles to 

overthrow and destroy imperialism as a world system of exploitation. 

(Ibid., p. 15) 

The anti-imperialist goals expressed in the "Open Letter" can, of 

course, be won only through policies that stimulate united anti- 

imperialist action. However, for its policies to evoke "appropriate 

forms" of struggle—in other words, for its policies to point in the same 

direction as its goals—requires, among other things, correction of a 

not-so-slight factual error. 

Imperialism is not, as the "Open Letter" has it, a "world system." It 
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"third world"! Whether ■'’'“^““^“'tance only to the strategy of 
anti-Soviet orientation can be J such a he,ping hand from 

neo-colonialism, whrch Has already ]Um 
Maoist opposition to solidarity against i p . 

"Present Day Realities ? 

t pvrlude the socialist camp from its 
Not only does the "Open Lette worfd" peoplES, but it also 

proposed actions in support of t to the United States will do 
projects a future "vision of what_so ^ subs(itule foI an immediate 

for the "third world countne nf policies and actions ad- 

anti-imperialist obligation to S“PP oppressed internationally and at 
vancing the immediate needs of the opp 

home. The "Open Letter ^ ^ ^ concrete ways to 

We must struggle to find “ society within the context of 

always place our vision of a 
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present day realities and what socialism in this country will mein 
people's lives here and throughout the world. to 

For example, for the first time in history a victorious people aft 

ousting their capitalist rulers, would be faced with the perspective of 

being able to construct a society in which the material forces of 

production are already more than sufficiently developed to provide an 

economy of plenty, not only sufficient for every person in this 

country but capable of participating in the efforts of all countries to 

achieve the level of productivity necessary for an economy of 
abundance. (Ibid., p. 17) 

One might well stop to consider what it means for North Ameri¬ 

cans speaking as revolutionaries to tell African, Asian and Latin 

American peoples struggling against neo-colonialism that they can 

expect support from U.S. anti-imperialists after a socialist "economy of 

plenty" has been attained in the United States. Can the "third world" 

peoples interpret this as anything other than a reflection of the 

influences of national arrogance and chauvinism? 

Central to present-day realities for the "third world" peoples is 

mounting political and material support for their liberation movements 

from existing socialist countries. Instead of telling "third world" peoples 

to reject what they're now getting from the socialist camp and wait for 

what they II get from a future U.S. society. North Americans must fight 

now to break U.S. imperialism's neo-colonial links to the "third world" 

as part of the struggle for socialism in the United States 

Present-day reality for many "third world" countries means taking 

a non-capitalist path—economic and social development leading toward 

socialism—in order to consolidate their newly won independence. This 

is a paramount reason why these countries consider policies that would 

isolate them from the Soviet Union and the socialist camp neither 

"socialist" nor "anti-imperialist"! 

Surely it is an opportunist "vision" of what "socialism in this 

country will mean to people's lives here and throughout the world" that 

denies the "present day realities" of what the socialist camp is doing 

now to build societies without racism, oppression and exploitation at 

home—while at the same time giving increasing political, social and 

material support to African, Asian and Latin American liberation 

struggles. Moreover, the existing socialist camp is the strongest force in 

the fight for peace—the fight to reduce imperialism's options for 

intervention in the lives of peoples struggling for peace, liberation and 
social progress. 

This fight for peaceful coexistence, for detente, is central to the 

anti-imperialist struggle at home and internationally. Yet the "Open 
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1 etter" says not a word about what this means now or in the future to 

"people's lives here and throughout the world"-a silence that can only 

be interpreted as indifference or opposition. But the third world 

peoples-those who have won independence and those still fi8htin8for 

it_are among the first to reject opposition to detente as counter to their 

interests, to reject all anti-Communist, anti-Soviet policies aimed 

separating them from their most decisive allies the socialist camP _ 

By contrast, those U.S. radicals who would postpone united anti- 

imperialist support to "third world" struggles until the arrival of 

socialism in the United States rationalize this objective retreat from 

anti-imperialist fight by asserting that support to policies of detente, of 

peaceful coexistence, slows the revolutionary process. Such radicals 

claim the fight for detente is an abandonment of the class struggle, 

. - - <*• ‘r de,Tl7f C°rW 

rf01 
°rPor .~. an article in TV Nett, York Times 

(November 18, 1974), based on interviews with la.d-off Detroit auto 

workers, reported the following: 

■They done pushed the people too hard/' said a man called Stash, 

-and now they're giving them a hard luck story. Cuba wants cars. 

Why not swing a deal with them? 

In speaking of Cuba's need for cars and his own need for a job this 

auto worker dramatizes the mutual stake of all peoples - *--olutton- 

arv struggle to end the crumbling imperialist blockade of Cuba, to b 

hnperiahsm's economic, political and military hold on African, Asian 

and Utin American countries, and to stop its escalating nuclear threat 

against the socialist camp. 

Liberation and Detente 

„;lo rail in the "Open Letter" for "struggles 
How can one reconcile the call in y 

n .nd tun,p oolicies of the imperialist ruling class which 
in every area ag . the world," with its silent dismissal of 
perpetuate its domination around the *or , 

the struggle for detente and peaceful coexistenc . 

Isnl the crushing armaments burden imposed by imperialism 

linked to the crisis of existence for the exploited and oppressed here and 

in all capitalist countries? Isn't the struggle to force imperialism s ret eat 

from its cold war positions of intervention and armed confrontation 

central to the anti-imperialist struggle in Africa, Asia and Latin 
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America—i.e., "in every area"? How can one talk of stopping U.S. 

imperialism without forcing it to respect the right of peaceful coexis¬ 

tence for the Soviet Union and the socialist camp? The struggle to make 

peaceful coexistence irreversible is the core of the anti-imperialists' 

struggle for liberation and social progress, for the right of all peoples to 

coexist in a world free from imperialist economic, political and military 

intervention in any form. 

And how can one reconcile the call in the "Open Letter" for a party 

of the people "totally dedicated to the destruction of imperialism at 

home and abroad" with its failure to call for struggle against imperial¬ 

ism's greatest threat—nuclear war? There is no alternative to the danger 

of nuclear destruction except the fight for detente, for curbing the 

imperialist-imposed armaments race. And this is a fight that cannot be 

postponed until the "destruction of imperialism at home and abroad"— 

since prevention of nuclear destruction is paramount to achieving that 
goal! 

Indifference or opposition to the policy of peaceful coexistence 

generates a kind of negative logic, in the form of a sequence of concepts 

and policies contradicting the struggle against U.S. imperialism. For 

instance: the "Open Letter" eloquently calls for North American 

support to the Puerto Rican independence movement. But it weakens 

and contradicts this appeal by failing to call for an end to U.S. 

imperialism's economic blockade against socialist Cuba. Undoubtedly, 

this contradiction arises from the notion that the fight for peaceful 

coexistence slows the struggle for liberation. 

But, of course, it is not support to the policy of peaceful coexistence 

that slows the liberation struggles, but opposition to it. For example, 

smashing the blockade against Cuba would open a perspective for 

trade—which at the same time mutually benefits socialism in Cuba and 

the anti-monopoly struggle in the United States—for peaceful coexis¬ 

tence between Cuba and the United States. But, according to certain 

radicals, peaceful coexistence slows the revolutionary process. There¬ 

fore, these radicals make a separation between the necessity for unity 

around the struggle for Puerto Rican independence and the struggle for 

Cuba's right to exist. 

But this logic of the absurd cannot conceal reality: every step 

toward detente, for the right of socialist Cuba to coexist and accelerate 

its building of a socialist society in this hemisphere, gives incalculable 

impetus to Cuba's escalating impact on the struggle for Puerto Rican 

independence. Therefore, the fight to break the U.S. economic blockade 

of Cuba and the fight for Puerto Rican liberation are two parts of a single 
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anti-imperialist struggle: the right of *0 -rt* °f 

,he United States^'erialism to end its economic 
Developments that force F ition of peaceful 

*. -** « 
"entry tfchoose its -n pa.h for sccia, progress 

If one recognizes the significance of peaceful coexx^ ^ 

American ‘hTstragg“to m Ae detente and peaceful coexis- 

fncfrrmv^ble bleen ^United States and the Soviet Union and 

the socialist camp-with which Cuba is umtech the right of 

Peac^^l^ 

socialism, and of class and national liberation. 
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The Style of attach on 
tion" changes, it sometimes seems, always have as their core a 

“d p“them 
,hr0^^t«Pe,^asPtX==e 

in the 1960s, become widely known ^ tbese „latest models" in 

and "more revolutionary lde° g'' denc toward obsolescence, and 
revolution have a pronounced y , been forced into semi- 
Marcuse's concept, for example, has alreauy 

retirement. , was hopelessly reactionary 
In Marcuse's view, the working tem_the upholders, not the 

and contentedly integrated in accompaniment to Marcuse's ideo- 
gravediggers, of capitalism . other "theoreticians” dismissed it 
fogical dismissal of the working class, other^t^ ^ ^ Fortu. 

numerically—claiming it was De| rev0lutionary force had arrived to 

nately, according to Marcuse, * ynts. It wa5 because of the influence 
replace the working class. aged rapidly and passed 
of such anti-Marxist views that the we 

from the scene. relatively rapid refutation of theories on 
Among the reasons fo waJthe surfacing of new facts—i.e., 

the irrelevance of the working class was me 
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far from causing its decline, technology was expanding the size of the 

working class! At the same time, it became impossible to advance the 

concept of students as the revolutionary replacement for the working 

class, in the face of the incontrovertible evidence that the student 

movement could not sustain activity without a relationship to working- 

class struggle. 

This disproving of Marcusean views has not, of course, diminished 

attacks on the Marxist-Leninist concept of the role of the industrial 

working class. Far from it. Such challenges are now being advanced by 

other "theoreticians" in somewhat modified form. 

Among those attempting to Fill the small gap left by the Marcu- 

seans is Arthur Kinoy. Kinoy, a lawyer, lacks Marcuse's academic 

mystique and his constituents, and is unlikely to reach the prominence 

of Marcuse in the pseudo-radical field. Nevertheless, Kinoy's view can 

serve as a point of reference for concepts held in certain areas on the 

Left. 

At this historic moment the struggle for detente and peaceful 

coexistence opens up the possibility for a break with monopoly's politics 

and economics—hot and cold war, racism, anti-Communism, anti- 

Sovietism—that led from McCarthyism to Watergate. For this is a time 

when the working classes and the oppressed peoples in the United 

States and everywhere in the capitalist world, together with the socialist 

and "third world" countries, are on the move launching an offensive 

against imperialism. 

Those radicals who deny the role of the working class as central to 

the struggle for an alternative to monopoly at home, who reject the 

policies of detente and peaceful coexistence advanced by the socialist 

countries, headed by the Soviet Union—which are central to a people's 

offensive in the United States, Western Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin 

America—these radicals operate against Marxism and the people in the 

name of "Marxism" and the "people." In distorting the role of the 

socialist camp, and in opposing unity in the struggle for detente, these 

radicals ironically parallel bourgeois liberals and ultra-Rightists in both 

monopolist parties who are opponents of detente. 

In their writings and speeches, these radicals—among them Arthur 

Kinoy—claim they are overcoming "distortions" of Marxism-Leninism. 

Yet their positions on foreign and domestic policy reflect bourgeois, 

anti-Marxist ideology, capitulation to monopoly's ideological offensive, 

aimed at blocking emergence of the working class as an independent 

political force, the center of unity for a multi-racial, multi-strata, 

anti-monopoly movement. 

In a lengthy mimeographed document, Kinoy calls for "developing 
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for power. In order to ^ev would seem apparent-consider 

"the struggle for power, struggle for detente in breaking the 
the great potential inherent in t Jb and racist neo- 

grip of monopoly s this logic and accepts the 

it..-—•• *• 
point for building this “independent force. 

Kinoy's "Image" of the Soviet Union 

Kinoy falsely on thl "taage" of socialism 

ilfthe^Soviet Union'as "the catalyst" that would in itself bring sociahstn 
to the United States and the world. He writes. 

• • • * »«’ ZZ^otve 'the most trlumatk Effect upon an 

catalyst which somehow would ^ ^ ^ upon WOrking 

change—the leap to a new socie y socialist society being 

B®xees&iS&— 
in the original.) ^ „ Soviet Uni0n-as a 

Imperialism's propagandla ^ a costly one to the people 
"threat" that must be contained h P ^ „image„ by imperiaiism 

of this country and the wor.d. hot and cold war, poverty, 
that has provided the justified 1 inflation. Yet Kinoy not only 
repression, and mounting armamen ^ placed on the 

overlooks the incalculable bUide f -t ®hen he claims that the 

CPUSA has 
weakened the "struggle for is the "’image" of the 

In Kinoy's incredible reversal o ^ took Qver the Hitlerian 

Soviet Union—not of U.S. ‘“Pf™mUnism as central to its global 

a"mo^umatic effect" on the unity of labor and 

the people's movement. refuse t0 lend monopoly our 
Unlike Kinoy, we Commumsts ^ Qn ^ contrary, we 

assistance in its anti-Soviet penr ^ a true image of the Soviet 

are proud of our constant 88 ^ element in the working class s 

gX power. However, along wifh our feeling of pride, we 
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are self-critical that we have not conducted our offensive against 

imperialism's "image” of the Soviet Union on a much broader scale. Far 

from surrendering to the Right and "Left" opportunism of those who 

would have us believe the key to organizing a mass "revolutionary" 

movement is acceptance of imperialism's anti-Sovietism, our aim is to 

vastly increase the scale of our attack against imperialist ideology—at 

the center of which is anti-Sovietism. 

In the face of the most virulent ruling-class assaults, the Commu¬ 

nist Party has always exposed the link between monopoly's anti- 

Communist, anti-Soviet propaganda "image" and its racist aggressions, 

nationally and internationally. Today, this exposure is as vital to the 

struggle against imperialism's racist, anti-labor and neo-colonialist 

policies as it was to the fight against the Rome-Berlin-Tokyo Fascist 

Axis. History reveals that the Soviet Union, the only socialist state at 

that time, played the decisive role in saving the world from the racist, 

genocidal consequences of anti-Sovietism and anti-Communism. 

Instead of allowing themselves to be influenced by the propaganda 

of the imperialists they oppose, many radicals would find it valuable to 

ponder the reasons for imperialism's prodigious, though futile, efforts to 

efface the great moral, political, social and economic image of the Soviet 

Union the land where imperialism, national oppression and class 

exploitation were first abolished, under the leadership of the working 

class and its Leninist vanguard, the Communist Party. This was the land 

which succeeded in welding unity of democrats and anti-Fasrists all over 

the world and brought victory over German, Japanese and Italian fascist 

expansion in Europe, Asia and Africa—less than 30 years after world 

imperialism's attempt to strangle this first socialist state—and opened 

up a new page in the revolutionary struggle against imperialism. This 

was the land that played the decisive role in forcing U.S. imperialists to 

retreat after 20 years of hot- and cold-war attempts to achieve the global 

domination that the Axis powers failed to accomplish. What an 

"image"! 

Of course, no class or liberation movement anywhere in the world 

can make headway without depending first of all on its own resources. 

At the same time, it must be recognized that advances anywhere against 

imperialism are inextricably linked to the role of the socialist camp, 

headed by the Soviet Union, which accelerates the struggle against 

international monopoly in the imperialist countries and in the countries 

struggling for liberation under imperialism. Further, no gains can be 

made anywhere in the struggle against class and national and racial 

oppression if the people's movements are "traumatized" by anti- 
Communism and anti-Sovietism. 

front Rankers in the Class Struggle 

Rejecting monopoly's anti-Soviet "image" and its traumatic ef¬ 

fect" oi the anti-monopoly struggle does not imply reliance on a Sovie 

"catalyst" as the substitute for mass struggle against one s own ruling 

Class On the contrary, rejection of such an "image" strengthens he 

consciousness of the working class, and is a vital ingredient in th 

struggle to put the working class on the high road toward independent 

action-enabling it to become the "catalyst," the decisive component^ 

in the formation of a wide anti-monopoly struggle, the only basis for 

"T^^t^rcLmunistMa^wr^nin^ 

when the modem working class was emerging, Karl Mar" and ”as 

Engels noted that Communist influence on the working c*a5S 

already a "specter . . . haunting" the exploiters and oppressors. At a 

time vvhen the ruling-class alliances of the world-from Czanst 

to North America-were doing all in their power to maintain the 

survivals of serfdom and chattel slavery, Marx and Engels proclaimed 

that the workers of the world "disdained" to hide their common aims of 

expropriating the expropriators and establishing rule of the working 

ClaS5Surely today, when the "spacer" that "haunted" the rulers of*. 

19th century has become the most decisive force on earth, the CPUS 

can do no less than "disdain" ,0 hide its common ..ms w th die 

Communist and Workers' Parties of the world, in the forefront of which 

are the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the other ^en,"‘5' 

"ties of the socialist countries. Today, ties of solidarity which the 

class and national liberation. These are three currents of a single 

'""-Ending anti-Sovie, distortion of history is brought 

t0 us a, a moment when U.S. imperi*»£^^“i^ed and 

:ppTesIedeTomavt.nam to Guinea-Bissau, Angola, Mozambique 

s-v -I— 
ni™8anti-S8oarie«, racist strategy, monopoly must find new ways to cany 

"fits ideological 

are'attacks^gainst racial equality-in the Infamous DeFun.s case, for 

example—in the name of "equality. 
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The views of radicals such as Kinoy are part of the new stage in the 

ideological thrust against the Marxist-Leninist policies of detente and 

peaceful coexistence of the world Communist and Workers' Parties. In 

the caricatures prolifically sketched by these radicals, the long struggle 

for peaceful coexistence—initiated by Lenin at the founding of the first 

socialist state—is replaced by a scene in which the Communists urge the 

masses to rely on the "image" of the Soviet Union, the "catalyst" 

making it unnecessary for them to wage the class struggle in their own 

countries. Thus, these radicals who warn the Left against a Moscow that 

"exports revolution"—instead of joining the struggle to prevent U.S. 

imperialism from exporting counter-revolution—accommodate their 

views to the "image" of anti-Soviet class collaboration put forth by the 

Meanys and Lovestones on the Right, and the Trotskyites and Maoists 

on the "Left." 

"Placing One's Reliance On The Ruling Class" 

As part of his caricature of the struggle for detente, Kinoy not only 

alleges that the CPUSA urges the masses to substitute an exported 

"catalyst" for class struggle, but that it also calls upon the people to 

place their "reliance upon the liberal wing of the ruling class." He says: 

The beauty of this metaphysics [Kinoy's "catalyst" theory] was that 

it justified the immediate strategy of placing one's reliance upon the 

liberal wing of the ruling class in one's own country because this 

would encourage an alliance with the Soviets which, in turn, would 

in some way prove to the people of the capitalist world (through its 

own image) the vast superiority of socialism, the new society, over 

capitalism, the old society. This obviated the necessity for the 

primary thrust towards a transfer in state power, a revolutionary 

change, to come from within the capitalist country itself. Subtly and 

quietly, it shifted the role of the Left away from its original and 

historic responsibility for developing an independent force powerful 

enough to lead and organize the struggle for power to the task of 

becoming organizers for the liberal wing of the ruling class. (Ibid., p. 
13. Emphasis in the original.) 

Although Kinoy speaks of "developing an independent force pow¬ 

erful enough to lead and organize the struggle for power," he does not 

tell us what kind of "force"—or strategy—is needed "to lead and 

organize the struggle." Nor does he tell us what "force" the struggle 

should be aimed against. And while he talks of "the necessity for the 

primary thrust toward a transfer in state power," he neglects to identify 

the "force" to which he believes state power should be transferred. 

Kinoy proposes "a transfer in state power"—which, in the scientific 
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sense, would mean a revolutionary shift from capitalist to working-class 

rule—as an immediate task at a moment when the immediate task is to 

advance independent working-class action around the burning issues of 

the day. The future promise of a "transfer in state power can be 

realized only from the struggles of the present, and the "primary thrust 

of the masses is already in motion against the escalating monopoly- 

imposed burden of armaments, inflation, poverty and unemployment, 

felt by all the people and weighing especially on the Black, Puerto Rican, 

Chicano, Asian and Native American minorities. 
To ignore the fact that the primary task is to strengthen the 

mounting thrust toward a great anti-monopoly movement, with the 

working class as the leading force, is to step aside from the needs and 

struggles of the people. To do this would amount not only to becoming 

organizers for the liberal wing of the ruling class," but to giving support 

to its most racist, reactionary sectors. A left-sounding call for a primary 

threat toward a transfer in state power" cannot camouflage the fact that 

what Kinoy has proposed is a strategy for demobil.zing-not 

organizing-the struggle against monopoly capital, the class in power.. 

In labeling the struggle for peaceful coexistence as an alliance 

between the Soviet Union and the United States, Kinoy can only be 

interpreted as echoing an amalgam of forces ranging from the Maoists 

and Trotskyites to the Right social democrats, the liberal bourgeoisie 

and the ultra-Right. 
The struggle for detente, for peaceful coexistence, does not repre- 

sent an "alliance"—but a new, a higher stage ol the international class 

struggle between the two social systems. One wonders ,ust how Kinoy s 

opposition to the struggle to break state monopoly capitalism s grip on 

U.S. global operations helps bring about a "revolutionary change, to 

come from within the capitalist country itself." 
The essence of Leninism is the recognition of the indivisibility of all 

aspects of policy, The revolutionary process within the United States 

can be moved forward only by a strategy that recognises the inseparab.l- 

,y of the fight for democratic advance "withm the capitalist country 

self," and the struggle to end U.S. imperialism's counter-revolutionary 

role throughout the world. This is the objective of *heLen.nis,pol,cyo 

peaceful coexistence. When Kinoy's "primary thrust is to distort the 

meaning of peaceful coexistence, it is he-no, the Commun.sts-who 

has "subtly and quietly" shifted "the role of the Left awai, from its 

original and historic responsibility for developing an independent force 

powerful enough to lead and organize the struggle for power. 

P When Kinoy portrays the Communist Party's advocacy of peaceful 

coexistence as "urging reliance on the liberal wing of the ruling class, 
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he—from a "Left" stance—joins the "liberal wing of the ruling 

class" and the ultra-Right senators—the Jacksons, Goldwaters and 

Wallaces—in using the "traumatic" strategy of anti-Sovietism against 

the hard-won steps toward detente. Whatever his intent, Kinoy's 

treatment of the central contradiction today between the world system 

of socialism, headed by the Soviet Union, and world imperialism, with 

the United States at its center, fits into monopoly's strategy to divert the 

working class and the oppressed of the United States from a struggle to 

influence affairs of state. 

As early as 1895, Lenin challenged the Kinoys of his day, who did 

not grasp the role of the working class and the revolutionary meaning of 

proletarian internationalism. He wrote: 

. . . the class-consciousness of the workers means the workers' 
understanding that to achieve their aims they have to work to 

influence affairs of state, just as the landlords and the capitalists did, 

and are continuing to do now. (Collected Works, Vol. 2, Foreign 

Languages Publishing House, Moscow, 1960, p. 113) 

"Mutual Learning Process" 

At a time when all but ultra-Right red-baiters have found that 

tagging the CPUSA with the "foreign agent" label is too crude a device 

to be effective, this now fossilized red herring has been dredged up from 

the "Left." To pursue his polemic—in which setbacks are divorced from 

monopoly's hot- and cold-war, racist and anti-Communist offensive at 

home and abroad—Kinoy depicts the CP as a "foreign agent" promot¬ 

ing a Soviet "catalyst." 

Although the introduction of the word "catalyst" (interestingly 

enough, a synonym for "agent"!) is a new semantic touch, it is not 

"subtle" enough to "shift" our attention away from the fact that Kinoy 

surrenders to monopoly's anti-Communist tactics when he writes: 

The dynamics of the projection of this "catalyst" role of the image of 

the Soviet Union on the long-range responsibilities of the American 

Left to prepare for the "ultimate" struggle requires intensive and 

thoughtful study in terms of its effect upon the tactics and the 
psychology of the Left during the past thirty years. . . . Such an 

exploration is essential to development of the type of mutual learning 

process between the old and new Left which Staughton Lynd called 

for. . . . (Mimeographed document, p. 13) 

Oddly enough, an article by Lynd, "A Chapter from History: The 

United Labor Party, 1946-1952" (Liberation, December 1973) does 

indeed contribute to a "mutual learning process"—although hardly in a 
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. , . hv eitiier LVnd or Kinoy. In this article, Lynd tells of the 

r— pll a left grouplet in Ohio, which played an "avant- 

e-arde a^-Communia. role by orienting itself almost three decades ago 

°n *ZZ*Z.nTs“ consider the^Ohio B™up,t a P^.ype for 

the policies Kinoy now pro) j d itself into an amorphous 

“^t known ~ Lily, " 

"are obvious." For example: 

r r'r.M War nut the party on the defensive. It was 
The coming of the Co d War put ‘ce be|ween the socialism 

difficult to make clear to J communism which it ostentatiously 

which the ULP espoused and steelworkers in Youngstown 

disavowed. John .ha, ate 1950, 

SSffl “ =,=£.”oU -* a— 
from History") 

Citing another example of "what went wrong," Lynd writes: 

, , .■. „ nc 4-v.p ULP in its relations to the 
The possibilities and frustrations o ■ ^ ^ Akron aQ 

trade unions are dlustrate y cessation of rent control in that city 
Council prevented the immediate ces . . j referendum on 

by gathering ^TucXof the^work waS largely due to the 
the question. The success ot P n who as delegates to 

efforts of Marie Wagner an ° local activized and organized 

the CIO Council from tl ei R ,yBrenneman ran relatively well as 
the drive. But when the same election, Earl Jordan of the 
the ULP candidate in the1ong thrown out? He refuses 
Goodyear local teed: "Why shouldn, he ^ lhrew ^ 

‘Commi: "om r. “ufing“o Mow’ CO policy, didn't we?" (Ibid., 

Even this mini-history of^this "premature"hNeWyLeft ££» 

dhj^teing* the'"traumatic effect" of anti-Communis, tactics on the 

struggle against reaction. - nism became paralyzed when it 

A ULP protesting ‘ ' ““"“‘the people. The McCarthyite 

W not to a determination to fight bach, but 
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had the "traumatic effect" of dissolving the UIP "into an amorphous 
organization," which soon disappeared. 

But as is well known, the Communist Party—despite the "atmo 

sphere"—took the struggle against the Korean War to "the mill 

gates" and throughout the country. And far from "dissolving" because 

of McCarthyite attacks against it, the CP played a leading role in the 

fight to end McCarthyite repression against the people. 

If Lynd and Kinoy would draw the not at all subtle lessons from this 

little fragment out of the past, they would indeed make a contribution 

essential to the development" of a "mutual learning process"—one 

that would broaden Left unity against the monopolist enemy. 

"Which Sector of Society is Most Advanced?" 

It is only logical that radicals who reject the decisive role of 

the working class in power—the socialist community of nations—in the 

world revolutionary process will also deny the decisive role of the 

working class in the capitalist countries. Kinoy, for instance, reflects the 

"latest" in bourgeois theories of the "post-industrial society," which 

assert that the Marxist concept of the workers in industry as the leading 

force for social change has been made outmoded by the revolution in 
science and technology, when he states: 

. . . it is essential that we not be paralyzed by sterile and dogmatic 

formulations from the experiences of past years which would lead to 

futile debates as to whether the working class is necessarily the "only 
leadmg revolutionary force at every level of the struggle to come 

What must be understood is that the bankruptcy of the capitalist 
system which has so infected and poisoned every aspect of society 

has created a situation in which many groups of oppressed people 

now have, together with the workers, an objective and real stake in 
the taking of power. This means that an academic discussion as to 

which sector of society is most advanced, as to which group of the 

oppressed peoples is the "leading" group, is not particularly helpful 

at best, and can be enervating and divisive at worst. ("A Party of the 
People," Liberation, December 1973) 

Despite a slight nod in the direction of the working class, Kinoy 

here reveals that he goes even "beyond" Marcuse in negating the role of 

the working class. Of course, "many groups" are oppressed "together 

with the workers," and of course Marxism has always recognized that 

many non-working-class strata "have together with the workers, an 
objective and real stake in the taking of power." 

But when Kinoy precedes the above statement with the word now, 
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he is implying that this is a new phenomenon. By injecting the word 

"now," he attempts to offer a rationale for shifting the "leading 

revolutionary force" away from a class to "groups" or "people." But no 

amount of juggling can provide a scientific basis for dispensing with the 

working class as the motive force for change. 

Many radicals who share other key aspects of Kinoy's ideology 

have found his crude substitution of "group" or "people" for class hard 

to take, and have sought more sophisticated "alternatives" to the 

Marxist-Leninist concept of the role of the working class. Such radicals, 

including some in the New American Movement (NAM), prefer to 

revise Marx, Engels, and Lenin via Daniel Bell or Roger Garaudy, for 

example, rather than Kinoy or even Marcuse. 
Those who look to Bell for "alternatives" are informed that 

"simplified Marxian categories no longer hold. The most important 

(such category] clearly is that of the leading role of the working class." 

(Daniel Bell, The Coming of Post-Industrial Society, Basic Books, New 

York, 1973) 
To back up his theory of the obsolescence of Marxist concepts of 

the working class. Bell resorts to manipulation. He quotes out of context 

from a study by Radovan Richta and a research team from the 

Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, as follows: 

"An entirely new phenomenon, demonstrating the disparity be¬ 

tween the scientific and technological revolution and industrializa¬ 

tion is the turn to a relative decline in the amount of labor absorbed 
by industry and associated activities—accompanied by a strong shift 

from the traditional branches to the progressive within industry. This 

tendency clearly refutes the standpoint giving absolute validity to the 

industrialization process and the structure of the industrial 
society_" (Quoted in The Coming of Post-Industrial Society, pp. 

107-108) 

Richta then goes on to predict: 

"In general, we can assume that in the course of the scientific and 

technological revolution the volume of 'services' will grow to the 

point of occupying 40-60 per cent of national labor in coming 

decades, with a still bigger share in the long term. The civilization to 
which we are advancing might accordingly quite well be called 

'post-industrial civilization'. . . (Ibid., p. 108) 

Not only does Bell quote Richta out of context. He also fails to 

mention that Richta's analysis formed the basis for Richta's opposition 

to those in Czechoslovakia who sought to revise Marxism in the name of 

Marxism. In the 1960s in Czechoslovakia, changes in the structure of 

the working class which accompanied the technological revolution were 
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used to justify theories proclaiming the obsolescence of the working 

class's leading role. The extent of Bell's deception is revealed in the fact 

that he quotes from Richta in order to create the impression he and 

Richta share the view that "post-industrial" changes form the basis for 

the disappearance of the leading role of the working class, particularly 

its front-rank detachment. But in reading Richta, one learns he express¬ 

ed the view that socialist Czechoslovakia could progress toward a 

classless Communist society only by strengthening the leading role of 

the working class and its front-rank detachment. 

When Richta states that "the civilization to which we [in Czecho¬ 

slovakia] are advancing might accordingly quite well be called 'post¬ 

industrial civilization,' " he is not speaking of Bell's "post-industrial" 

society where monopoly still rules. Only a socialist society can advance 

toward realizing the full potential of the scientific and technological 

revolution. In socialist societies, the newer, more progressive industries 

(electronic, chemical, etc.) are linked with the transition from the 

socialist principle—from each according to his or her ability—to the 

Communist principle—to each according to his or her needs. 

Richta linked his use of "post-industrial civilization" with the 

leading role of the working class in moving toward a classless. Commu¬ 

nist society. In other words, Richta upholds the Marxist-Leninist 

principle of the working class and especially its front-rank detachment 

as the leading force for society's advance under socialism, just as it is the 

leading force for revolution in the capitalist sectors of the world. 

Despite the continuously decisive position, quantitatively and quali¬ 

tatively, of workers in mass industry and transport, it is now fashionable 

among some U.S. radicals to counterpose the more rapid expansion of 

the number of wage and salaried workers in the service areas—clerical, 

educational, scientific, professional—against the production and trans¬ 

port core of the working class. 

Asserting that "classical" Marxism did not anticipate such changes 

in the scope and characteristics of the working class, these radicals claim 

that the scientific and technological revolution has made obsolete the 

"traditional" Marxist view of the industrial proletariat. 

But nothing is so dated as a "new" attempt to prove Marxism out of 

date. In 1894 Lenin was combating the view that capitalism's objective 

unification of ever larger sections of the population into the proletariat 

negated the industrial proletariat's role as the advance detachment 

providing the unifying center for leadership of all the oppressed and 

exploited. Lenin pointed out: 

... by the development of capitalism and the socialization of labor in 

general, by the creation of a proletariat in general . . . the factory 
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capitalism increasingly deprives the intellectual of his independent 

position, converts him into a hired worker and threatens to lower his 

living standards." Monopoly's need for intellectuals and professionals 

in order to distort their radicalization and incorporate them into the 

offensive against Marxism-Leninism has increased vastly. 

Monopoly's "widespread diffusion" of "hybrid, eclectic views, a 

farrago of contrasting principles and ideas"—at the center of the current 

discussion of the technological and scientific revolution—is aimed at 

isolating and dissipating mounting struggles in the labor movement. It 

is no accident that these massive attempts to disprove the Marxist- 

Leninist concept of the basic production nucleus as the group capable of 

carrying on the most sustained meaningful struggles against monopoly 

come at a time of sharpening rank-and-file struggles in mass-industry 

and transport to break away from the class-collaboration policies of the 

Lovestones, Abels, Meanys and Shankers. 

New Forces, Broader Prospects 

Of course, it is true that the new forces expanding the working 

population open up even broader prospects for widening and strength¬ 

ening the anti-monopoly struggle. But the increase in the number of 

wage and salaried workers offers no basis for revising Marxism. As 

Lenin wrote, "In contrast to the general fear of the growth of the 

proletariat, Marx and Engels pinned all their hopes on the uninterrupted 

growth of the proletariat." 

When capitalism, at the turn of the century, arrived at its monopoly 

imperialist stage, there were almost 30 million industrial workers in the 

more advanced capitalist countries. Today there are more than 100 

million industrial workers in these countries, a more than 230 percent 

increase—yet another striking confirmation of the Marxist-Leninist 

concept of the "uninterrupted” growth and role of the industrial 

"front-rankers." 
The continuing increase of industrial workers is the reality at the 

core of all social, economic and political developments within contem¬ 

porary state monopoly capitalism, refuting those who claim that the vast 

growth in scientific and professional workers overshadows or replaces 

the Marxist-Leninist concept of the "front-rankers." The industrial 

working class is being neither automated nor "integrated" out of 

existence! 
Of course, the scientific and technological revolution has not only 

brought about a tremendous increase in professional and service work- 
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role of scientific, professional, clerical or service workers on the plane of 

the industrial working class, the leading force in carrying out the 

mission of the working class as the grave-diggers of capitalism, the 

builders of socialism. 

Lenin carried on a ceaseless struggle against both "Left” and 

reformist views that downgraded the role of the front-rank detachment 

of the working class. He saw (as had Marx and Engels) that capitalism's 

tendency to expand the proletariat and decrease the number of capital¬ 

ists emphasized even more strongly the special role of the basic 

production workers, the most cohesive sector of the working class. And 

this is the view of Marxist-Leninists today, as can be seen in the 

following statement of the International Meeting of Communist and 

Workers' Parties held in Moscow in 1969: 

In this age when science is becoming a direct productive force, 
growing numbers of intellectuals are swelling the ranks of wage and 

salary workers. Their social interests intertwine with those of the 

working class; their creative aspirations clash with the interests of 
the monopoly employers, who place profit above all else. Despite the 

great diversity in their positions, different groups of intellectuals are 

coming more and more into conflict with the monopolies and the 

imperialist policy of governments. The crisis of bourgeois ideology 

and the attraction of socialism help to bring intellectuals into the 

anti-imperialist struggle. The alliance of workers by hand and by 

brain is becoming an increasingly important force for peace, democ¬ 

racy and social progress. (International Meeting of Communist and 

Workers' Parties, Moscow, 1969, Peace and Socialism Publishers, 

Prague, 1969, p. 25) 

In this analysis we can see the positive yet contradictory role of 

these newly expanded sectors of the working class: The "social inter¬ 

ests" of the majority of scientific, professional and service workers— 

coming into increasing conflict with monopoly's interests—"inter¬ 

twine" with those of the working class; yet there is "great diversity" in 

their "positions." In other words, they lack the cohesiveness of the 

basic production sector. 

It is the "great diversity" in the positions of these new wage and 

salaried workers that accounts for the "diversity" of ideological tenden¬ 

cies so prevalent among them. The interests of the majority lie with the 

working class against the monopolist exploiters. Many of them, because 

of the nature of the services they perform, have special ties with 

corporate capital. This is why even when their "aspirations" clash with 

monopoly's interests, they tend to waver. In actuality, they come into 

conflict with monopoly only to the extent that they identify with and 
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accept the leadership of the "front rankers" of the working class. By 

contrast, the industrial working class occupies the most strategic 

position in relation to monopoly and is the least diverse sector. 

Transforming "Diversity" into Unity 

The Leninist concept of the front-rank role of the basic sector of the 

working class is negated, certain radicals contend, by the fact that all 

sectors have a common interest in fighting the monopolist exploiter and 

oppressor. According to this one-sided, purely economic view the 

common experience of all workers in selling their labor power for a 

wage or salary means that any sector could, at one time or another 

become the primary force for change. But this narrow approach 

contradicts dialectical and historical materialism, the basis of scientific 

socialism, Marxism-Leninism. 

Certainly, most of those who sell their labor power of hand or brain 

have common interests in opposing the monopolist exploiters. But this 

is only one of the many material and social factors relevant to a strategy 

for waging the class struggle. 
Class consciousness must be expanded from its minimum form 

the recognition of the common interest of the majority who sell their 

labor power—to a higher level: the recognition that all who have a 

common interest in fighting monopoly do not have a common place 

within the capitalist system from which to carry on that fight. Only by 

identifying the specific differences within the "diversity of positions of 

wage workers is it possible to transform "diversity" under monopoly to 

unity against monopoly. Too many radicals fail to understand the 

interrelation between the struggle for unity within the working class and 

the working class's mission of uniting and leading its allies. 

This is why it is imperative to recognize that while the basic 

industrial sector has a common interest with the majority of wage 

workers, it does not have an identical place with them in the system of 

capitalist exploitation and the struggle against it. Because of its unique 

position, this sector is decisive in forging the unity of all the diverse 

segments of wage workers and in forming an alliance between the 

workers of hand and brain with all the exploited and oppressed. 
Not only is this industrial nucleus the most cohesive sector of the 

working class, it is also the greatest direct producer of surplus value the 

source of capitalist profits. And, to a greater degree than any of the 

other producers of surplus value, the "front rankers occupy the central 

position within the system: they are the ones who, in the struggle for 

the division of value they produce, most directly confront the decisive 
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sectors of monopoly. Thus, the influence of this industrial nucleus—the 

most potent force in the class struggle—is decisive in every aspect of the 

economic, social and political battle of the exploited and oppressed. 

Many radicals, under the influence of anti-Marxist concepts, have 

interpreted the fact that the technological and scientific revolution 

increases the rate and extent to which capitalism catapults ever larger 

segments of the population into the working class to mean that the 

center of gravity of the class struggle has shifted away from the 

industrial nucleus. Just the opposite is true: It is the development of the 

class consciousness of the "front rankers" that will bring the new 

scientific, professional and service workers more and more into the orbit 

of class struggle. It is the "front rankers" who will provide the most 

consistent leadership in raising the struggle to higher levels, i.e., 

independent class political action and the formation of a broad people's 

anti-monopoly movement based on the unity of the multi-racial work¬ 

ing class. 

Further, in the United States an added factor intensifies the impact 

of the industrial nucleus—the approximately three million Black "front 

rankers." The revolutionary initiative of these specially exploited and 

oppressed workers—situated in proportionally greater numbers than 

non-Blacks in the most strategic sector of the class struggle—is becom¬ 

ing an ever more potent force for uniting the entire working class. Black, 

white, Puerto Rican, Chicano, Asian and Native American. And within 

the ranks of the Black industrial workers, the future of the Black 

liberation movement under working-class leadership is in formation. 

When one considers this multi-racial composition of the U.S. 

working class, the concept that the center of gravity has shifted away 

from the industrial proletariat stands revealed as no less than capitula¬ 

tion to class-collaborationist policies of the Meanys and Abels and 

Shankers—policies in which racism and anti-Communism are the main 

ingredients. 

It is, of course, inevitable that if one surrenders to racism, one 

surrenders to anti-Communism—and vice versa. Racist oppression of 

Black people and division of the working class was the basis for the rise 

of capitalist exploitation and wealth, developing into imperialist oppres¬ 

sion on a world scale. And later, with the growth of the international 

socialist movement and the victory of the October Revolution over 

class exploitation and national oppression, imperialism gave anti- 

Communism twin status with its original weapon of racism. Today, with 

the increasing ascendancy of the world socialist system, imperialism 

merges anti-Communism and racism ever more closely in its efforts to 

stave off extinction. 
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Estimating the Impact 

In estimating the impact of the scientific and technological revolu¬ 

tion, the Communist Party rejects both the Right opportunist view that 

the increase of scientific and service wage workers is now the central 

factor in the class struggle, and the "Left" view that dismisses the 
working class's increasing size and complexity as irrelevant. 

According to the Right opportunist concept, the special role of the 

industrial detachment has been rendered obsolete by the sheer size of 

the working class, and the leadership of the struggle at one moment or 

another will be taken over by one or another sector of service, scienti 

or professional workers, or even by students. 

At the same time, the rhetoric of the "Leftists on the role of the 

working class does not hide the fact that their concepts would disrupt 

instead of unify, by isolating the industrial sector from other sectors, 

and from the allies of the working class. In actuality, these Leftists 

frequently end up sharing the Right opportunists' "disappointment in 

the working class, leaving them easy prey for the latest m adventur¬ 

ism or other forms of pseudo-revolutionary accommodation. 

In the 1890s, certain radicals attempted to deny the special role of 

the "front rankers" on the empirical grounds *at *hej had not ye 

acquired a consciousness of their historic mission. Of these radicals 

the ideological antecedents of those who today assert that the histone 

mission of the industrial proletariat has been made obsolete by science 

and technology—Lenin, in 1894, wrote: 

In addition to presenting historical facts in a false light and forgetting 
vast amount of work done by the socialists in lendmg conscious¬ 

ness and organization to the working-class movement, our philoso 

phers foist upon Marx the most senseless fatalistic views In his 
opinion they assure us, the organization and socialization of the 

workers occur spontaneously, and, consequently, if we see capital- 
ZZ but do nof see a working-class movement, that is because 

capitalism is not fulfilling its mission, and not because we are s 

What was required, continued Lenin, was that: 

.r cnr;Ai;cfc must set to work with the utmost energy, they 

must work out in greater detail the Marxist conception of the history 

and present position of Russia, and make a more concrete investiga- 
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tion of all forms of the class struggle and exploitation, which are 
particularly complex and masked in Russia. They must, furthermore, 

popularize this theory and make it known to the workers; they must 
help the worker to assimilate it and devise the form of organization 

most SUITABLE under our conditions for disseminating Social- 

Democratic ideas and welding the workers into a political force. And 

the Russian Social-Democrats, far from ever having said that they 

have already completed, fulfilled this work of the ideologists of the 
working class [there is no end to this work], have always stressed the 

fact that they are only just beginning it, and that much effort by 

many, many persons will be required to create anything lasting. 

(Ibid., pp. 320-321) 

Lenin's comments about those who "see capitalism but do not see 

the working-class movement" have a particular relevancy today. To 

understand the impact of the scientific and technological revolution, one 

must be able to distinguish between the effect of the scientific and 

technological revolution and the effect of the class struggle on the lives 

of the new wage workers. Those radicals unable to make this distinction 

reflect a certain detachment from the class struggle, which leads them to 

misconstrue the Communist policy of concentration on the industrial 

working class to mean that the Communist Party "plays favorites," 

putting one sector of workers over and against others. However, the 

Party does not base its policies on subjective "preferences," but on the 

Marxist-Leninist science of class struggle. 

Thus, the Party places its industrial concentration policy at the 

center of its strategy. Merging theory with practice, it recruits into its 

ranks the best fighters among the "front rankers." At the same time, it 

also recruits the most devoted fighters from all other segments of the 

working class. In this way, the Party plays its role in uniting all 

detachments of the working class, in representing the interests of the 

entire class. "This struggle," stated Lenin, "places [leads] the working- 

class movement onto the high road, and is the certain guarantee of its 

future success." (Collected Works, Vol 2, pp. 114-115) 

Tracing Back a "New Theory" 

That different segments of the new scientific, professional or 

service workers can at one time or another replace the industrial 

workers is an idea whose genealogy can be traced to a long line of 

infamous ancestors—none other than the notorious "labor lieutenants 

of capital," Samuel Gompers, William Green and Matthew Woll. The 

policies of these craft unionists—the class-collaborationist predecessors 

of the Meanys, Lovestones, Abels and Shankers—foreshadowed the 
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theories of those radicals who assert that the Marxist concept of the 

industrial nucleus is no longer valid, and proclaim that the leading role 

can be played by this or that sector of the new scientific, service or 

professional "crafts.” 
In the early stages of capitalism, craft unions played a positive role 

in organizing workers. But as manufacturing developed into large-scale 

industry, followed by the dominance of the monopolies, craft unionism 

came more and more to mean class-collaboration and racism. Starting 

with Gompers's day, and coinciding with U.S. capitalism's imperialist 

stage, craft unionism has served as the main form for imposing policies 

that betray the interest of the multi-racial working class as a whole. 

But today the ruling class can no longer place its exclusive reliance 

on this or that "blue-collar" craft to maintain policies aimed at prevent¬ 

ing the complete organization of the working class, and especially to 

keep the industrial nucleus from carrying out its leading role. Therefore, 

monopoly today also seeks assistance from this or that "white-collar 

craft" to perpetuate the policies directed against the mounting thrust of 

the "front rankers," the only sector capable of uniting the class as a 

whole. . £ , 
Obviously, a "radical" theory that undermines the role ot the 

industrial nucleus by claiming it can be replaced by one or another 

"white-collar craft" is of great assistance to monopoly in carrying out its 

traditional policies under new conditions. From its inception, the 

Communist Party has fought such theories of American "exceptional- 

ism" to Marxism-Leninism, whether expressed by the Lovestomtes, 

Trotskyites or others. This ideological struggle was the vital precondi¬ 

tion for the policies and rank-and-file initiatives leading to the defeat of 

the Greens and Wolls in the great class battles that culminated in the 

organization of the "front rankers" in auto, steel, transport and other 

mass industries. . . , . 
The Communists played a long and outstanding role in the battles 

that forged the way to industrial organization. The struggles they 

initiated and led in the 1920s formed a direct class struggle link to the 

sit-down strikes and the rise of the CIO in the 1930s. Three years after 

the Great Steel Strike of 1919, led by William Z. Foster, the Communists 

formed the Trade Union Educational League (TUEL). In the late 1920s 

the Communist Party and the Trade Union Unity League (TUUL), the 

successor to the TUEL, organized the National Unemployment 

Councils—merging the struggle of the unemployed for jobs with the 

fight to organize the unorganized, especially in mass production. 

On March 6, 1930, the first of the great demonstrations of the 

unemployed took place. This day of nation-wide protest was preceded 
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by massive red-baiting in the press, featuring attacks from the AFL 

officialdom. Matthew Woll, for example, claimed the TUUL got two 

million dollars from Moscow to organize the campaign. (In those days, 

the fighters for working-class unity had to contend with such crudities 

as "Moscow agent" and "Moscow gold," which, of course, have been 

replaced in this age of sophistication with such "subtleties" as "catalyst" 

and "Soviet image.") Despite these attacks, one and a half million 

turned out across the country, including 110,000 in New York City and 

100,000 in Detroit. 

Three years after these demonstrations, the Communist Party 

called an extraordinary conference with a single objective: to bring the 

Party's industrial concentration policy to a new level in organizing the 

unorganized, especially in mass production and transport. In conjunc¬ 

tion with the conference, the leadership called for building the Commu¬ 

nist Party as the key to advancing the industrial organization of the 

multi-racial working class. 

Out of this conference came the strategy and organizing forces that 

smashed the open shop and brought industrial unionism to the strategic 

sectors of industry. From the pioneering ideological and organizational 

initiatives of this extraordinary conference came the parallel yet inter¬ 

connected struggle leading to the emergence of the CIO and the 

unfolding in new forms of the Black liberation movement's long battle 

against oppression. Directly linked to Communist initiatives for Black 

and white unity in the Birmingham steel mills were the battles against 

lynch law and for freedom in the Angelo Herndon and Scottsboro cases. 

These struggles merged with those leading to the sit-down strikes and a 

new level of working-class organization, of challenge to the racist class 

at the very center of its power in the mass production industries. 

Because these great advances and the victory over fascism in World 

War II were followed by the decades of McCarthy, McCarran and 

Taft-Hartley attacks—of which the Communist Party bore the brunt— 

and hot and cold war, many do not recognize the fact that monopoly 

failed in the objectives of its anti-Communist crusade. Instead of 

"rolling back" or "containing" socialism and the anti-imperialist move¬ 

ment, U.S. monopoly was itself forced to "roll back" from one position 

after another on a world scale. Ever greater impetus has been given to 

the struggle to "contain" U.S. imperialism within the strategy of 

peaceful coexistence, peaceful trade and non-intervention in the affairs 

of countries—including those taking the path of independence, away 

from neo-colonialism, and in more and more instances, the still more 

advanced non-capitalist path of development. 

The socialist countries, and the Communist and Workers' Parties of 
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the world, together with all anti-imperialist forces, have brought the 

struggle to roll back imperialism's global positions to a new stage¬ 

opening up unprecedented perspectives for the working classes and 

peoples of the world. , 
Against this background can be seen both the analogy and the 

difference between the situation today and at the time of the extraordi¬ 

nary conference in 1933. Today, as then, building the Communist Party 

is the key to carrying out the Party's industrial concentration policy. But 

the difference in level of opportunities between 1933 and the present is 

incalculable: in the making in the United States is a counterpart of what 

is developing on a world scale. , 
Building the Communist Party is the single most important element 

in speeding the fight against the racist, class-collaborationist policies of 

labor's betrayers, uniting the entire working class around the mighty 

"front rankers," bringing about a breakaway from the two-party 

system, and building independent political leadership of the working 

class within a broad anti-monopoly strategy—to "roll back" monopoly 

and advance an alternative to war, poverty, racism and repression. 
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